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INTRODUCTION.
Having now completed the inquiry which we wru.e directed to·
Th Re t
undertake in the decision announced· in the·
e por ·
House of Commons eight months ago, we beg·
t? lay before His Majesty's Government this report of the concluswns to which we have come, touching the constitutional changes
which are desirable in India, and to ask their assent to its
publication.
·
2. We have a preliminary point to make. It has been asked
.
.
h
why the Secretary of State and the GovernTh a mqlllry
·
affected
war effcrlas not ment of I n d"1a are d evo t"1ng t"1me and energ1es.
·
to the task of domestic reconstruction, when
the whole ac"'tivities of the authorities and the country ought to be
bent to the supreme purpose of the war. Our report will, we hope,
show how strong in themselves are the reasons for not postponing the·
consideration of reforms. We ca;n add that the calm atmosphere in
whit!h we hoped that our inquiry might be conducted has been
attail!led; and this has in itself been of no small assistance to the·
Government. It would be easy tci rebut the criticism by a specific
recital.of the part that India has played in the war. But we wish
to avoid any appearance of e\ther apology or glorification; and therefore we prefer to meet it simply by the formal and definite assurance,
made with a full sense of responsibility, that the energies of the
Qovernment have at no time been diverted from the war by other
considerations however important.
3. We have ~lso briefly to explain the means which we took to
.
.
comply with the direction that there should
.M eth od of mqmry.
b e a f ree. an d 1n
. £.orma l •exch ange o:f op1n10n
. .
between those in authority at Home and in India. As soon as the·
announcement was made in the House of Commons, the Government
of India in Simla and a Committee of the India Office in London
devoted themselves to the preliminary consideration of the problems
involved. The Secretary of State ap.d those who accompanied him
£:rom ]!}ng1and r(;)ached India in November. We began work at
Delhi and then vi~ited in turn Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay,
receiving deputations at each of these places and giving interviews
to representative :taen. Efforts have been made to ascertain all
shades o:f opini.on. ~e have been throughout the inquiry'in c~n
stant consultatwn w1th the members of the Government of India.
We met the heads of certain provinces in Delhi in November, and
the presidency Governors and Governments jn their own capitals
later on. On our return to Delh~ a continuous series o£ conferences
began; there were meetings of the Secretary o:f State and those
associated with him and the Government of India ; meetings with
all the Heads of provinces; meetings with a Committee of the Ruling
Princes; meetings of Committees to consider details; flnd frequent
private interviews and informal discussions. We place our report

ii

•

"therefore before His .Majesty's Minist.ers a~ the record o£ _op~mons
form.ed after a .very full and free discussion conducted m many
varymg ways With those whom we were instructed to consult. We
are only too conscious of the defects which must attend a report
produced under the limitations of time which we thought it right
·to impose on ourselves; but we have tried to make it a self-contained
·document, so as to obviate any need :for the presentation of papers.
Indeed this short description of the methods by which the enquiry
has been pursued will show how difficult it "would have been to
present papers which would give a consistent and consecutive view
of its progress.
4. In the course of our interviews with representatives of all
Scope of the Report and classes o:f opinion we were made aware of
meaning of j:.erm& employ- their wishes upon many important questions
ed.
which lie outside the scope of• our present
inquil·y. For that reason we make no mention of such matte1·s in
our report. Nevertheless they are receiving and will receive our
careful consideration. We have tried to trace the growth of the
existing str·ucture and to indicate its defects. We have trie_d t~ ex_plain the conditions of the problem and to suggest the contnb11.tit>ns
which all concerned must bring to its solution. But we have not
.:felt it our duty nor necessary to our purpose to pronounce juflgment
on the past, or to condemn individuals or classes or communities.
Our concern was with the organization; and as far as possible we
have confined our comments to it. In several cases we have been
content to indicate our proposals without going into details which it
would have taken us too long to explore; or without explaining the
exact means by which we intend that our suggestions should be
·carried out. On many such points there must nece~arily be further
consultation between.the Government of India and the India Offi-ce.
Again we have often made use of compendious or convenient terms
without attempting to qualify or define them on each occasion with
·extreme precision. The language of our report should not be taken
as embodying the exact terms in which the proposals should be expressed in the legal instruments which will be needed to give e:ffect
to them. H we speak of India as self-governing, the phrase is a
convenient means of referring to the objective set out in the
a!l!l:~1!.~9.e~:g:~e!lt of, A,y,gl?st ?O, na:r_nely, responsible government in
India ~s an mtegral part o1 the British Empiz:e. • .When we speak o£
·" provinCiafaiitoiiomy''~' tile words are' to be understood as conveniently summing up the position of the provincial Governments
which we have defined more precisely elsewhere in the report.
"¢he•n we speak of the action of a local Government or of the
Government of India, the terms should be understood in reference
to. the general powers o£ control exercised by the Government of
India and the Secretary of State in Council respectively. H we
·speak of " Indian opinion " we should be understood as generally
referring to the majority of those who have held or are capable o£
holding an opinion on the matter with which we are dealing. _We
'have not :forgotten that public opinion can rarely be unanimous,

•
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no~ ~ave w-'-e overlooke? the f~ct that a public opinion which is the

opmwn o~ Lhe populatiOn as a whole can be developed in India only
as educatwn spreads and as people learn to use the vote. vV e trust
. that this explanation will be borne in mind by those who read our
report.
5. \Ve do not suppose that any words of ours are needed to
G ·t f h
k
express our sense of the gravity of the task
nm Y 0 t etas ·
which we have attempted. The welfare·
and happiness of hundreds of millions of people are in issue. \Ve
have been called upon to revise a system o:f government, which has
been constructed by builders who like ourselves had no models
before them, during a century and a hal£ of steadfast purpose and
honourable aim; a system which has won the admiration of critical
observers from many lands; and to which other nations that found
themselves called upon to undertake a similar task of restoring
order and good government in disturbed countries have always
turned for inspiration and guidance. England may be proud of
her record in India. She should have even greater reason for
prid,j in it in future. Because the work already done has called
forth in India a new life, we must found he-r Government on the
co-op~ration of her people, and make such changes, in the exist1ng
order as will meet the needs of the more spacious days to come ; not
ignorii'ig the difficulties, nor underestimating the risks, but going
forward with good courage in the faith that because our purpose
is right it will be furthered by all that is best in the people d all
races in India. But the fact that we are looking to the futuT~
does not mean that we are unmindful of the past. The existing
edifice of government in India is a monument to the courage,
patience, and hi~h purpose of those who have devised and worked
it, to which before we set about explaining our own proposals it i£,
fitting that we pay our imperfect tribute.

PART I

The Material

Chapter I.-Recent events in India.
6. QJ;l,,,A,ug;J,U>t,.,~Q;,l917, the Secretary of
State for India made the following announce~
ment in t.he House of Commons : " The policy of His Majesty's Gov~ment, with which the Government of
India are in complete accord, is that of the increasing association of Indians in
·<every branch of the administration and the gradual development of self-governing
The announcement in
!Parliament.

~sY!dt~o:~ ':hi:t:~~:r-~~;he~rfre'~~~s·~j~;~;';Q!Th::b':~ea~~f~!~~~:
tf.lis

tWbstanti~LI'lt~PEJ:in,
direction sh?uid Be taken tts soon as possible,and that
it~ is of the highest importance as~a· pretinrinary·te.oo~sid~i-Il~·wJ!tii't"·these steps

£~uld

be that there should be a free and informal exchange of opinion between
tJ'iiose in authority at Home and in India. His Majesty's Government have
accordingly decided, with His Majesty's approval, that I should accept the
Viceroy's invitation to proceed to India to discuss these matters with the Viceroy
and ~he Government of India, to consider with the Viceroy the views of local
<Go~ernments, and to receive with him the suggestions of representative bodies
., 11nd others.
' .
" I would add that progress in th~s p9licy: can only be. achieved lty successive
~tages. • Th~ British Gov~rnment and the Government of India, o:n whom the
iesponsibility lies for the weLfare and adva:ncem(;l~~ qfj;he Indian pepples, must
pe judges of the time and measure of each advance, ,and they ~p.ust be guided
py the co-operation received from those. upon whpm new opportunities of service
,will thus be conferred and by the extent to which it is found that confidence can
be reposed in their sense of responsibiiity.
" Ample opportunity will be afforded for public discussion of the proposals
which will be sub~tted in due course to Parliament."

7. we .take these words to pe the .most mmnentou.s. u~t~rilnce ever

mafle in :[nJlia,'~~ .c)leqPo~r~d .4istqry. .They
pledge,, .the'"' .J3.p,tic§ll .Gov~<rP:.~t )n ... the
defl.rest .. t~u~Jns....t.Q..th~ ... ~dqpii~J;Q,.~,Jl~•...SJ., •. ,~.;w,.,.Jl.Q,~~q¥,.. tQ;~f;\I.d.s. three
h1!,:p.d.r~d m:illions . . of...R~()pJ~;~. The policy, so :far as Western communities ar·e concerned, is an old and tried one. Englishmen
believe in responsible government as the hest :foJ;;m of government
that they know; and now :ln response to requests from India they
have promised to extend it to India also under the conditions set
out in the annou~cement. We need not dw~ll on the colossal
nature of the enterprise, or on the immense issues of welfare or
·".;wisery which hang upon its success or failure.
~%. • :I"he. announcement marh the 1md oi one epoch,. and the begin'1qng,.J3cf.a.l\l!.~~s:R~.,:.·· JI;it:l;lerto, as we shall show,. we have ruled
India by a svstem .. o! absolute government, hut.have given her
incr:asing share in the ad:ininistr~tion o':ftliedountry and
increasing opportunities of influencing and criticizing the Governnlent. With the development o£ the old system we shall deal hereafter. For the moment, however, let us review the last stage, which
began with the re:forms of 1909, in order to see how it came about
khat the .old familiar ways -yould no longer suffice for the well-being
A new policy.

people an
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of the country and why the change should take the form set for.th in
the words oi August 20.
8. Lord Minto told his legi~lative council in March 1907,
.
tliat ·. with the object Ot satisfying the·
Morley-Mmto reforms.
constitutional aspirations of that day, his
Government had been considering how to give the people of
India wider opportunities of expressing their views on how they
should be governed. 'rhe increasing readiness of the landed and
commercial classes to share in public life and to render assistance
to Government, and the desire o£ the rapidly growing numbers of
educated Indians to have a larger voice in administrative questions
had convinced both Lord Morley and himself that it was time to·
carry to a further stage the reforms effected in L?,r<l ~ansdowne's
days. The underlying idea. qJ the Morley:.:ri(j:p.~(},. ~liatl.g.es~ which
were intro\luce.d in 1909, was to assoeiate the :people•.to a greater
extent with Government jn the dgcisiQll,.Q£ p}J.];>.Uc ..q'l~stions. With
this end in view one seat on the Governor General's and one on each
of the provinc:ial executive councils were in practice reserved Wc:>r
Indian members. All the legislative councils were enlarged, •llnd
all .we:e giv.en ~ __:~-~ .. ~~d --~~l?~t-~r:t.~jJ:tJ ...elt;c.t~il -~lemen.t, whif'e .the
provmctallegislative councils.were also given a non-offiCial ma.1or1ty.
The right o:f discussing questions of publi(l interest was aleo conceded to the councils. This gave memoers a real opportunity of
exercising some influence on questions o:f administration and finance,
and though the executive government was left :free to act upon
such recommendations as it thought fit, the concession was regarded,
by persons of insight as perhaps the most important part of the
changes. The institution of finance committees of the councils also
gave the elected members a direct share in framing limited portions
of the budget. Their scope in this direction, however, was extremely
restrictea, being confined to the small margin o£ expenditure avaifable for optional schemes, that is such as had not already been
definitely selected by the Government for execution. Not only was
the amount available small, but in the nature of the case the
~cl1emes under consideration were generally of secondary import~nce. It was thrmght impossible to introduce a general system of

t~lc~11:~~~~1;~~~.~1~:J~~~~~~;~j~ti~ee~:!s ~tM-,;t~=<r~e~c~~~

c'ertain o.ther, spe.l.:lial. el~c;to;r».tes.
•
9. The Morl~y-J\;lint~Lr~fq:r:p:~,s w.~rt;J,essentiaUy.of.an ..e:voluti.onary
Their character and ?haracter.: ~hey,~~:t:e, !1 R~tJ?.!:~L~;;.~usiOn. of
r

reception.

:faiJsr~:~e~~d:.lfJJ:~tfe·~~~~tR~··e:th~~~:~':

of the ~oment, but in a~y case they ca.J?:!,J;(_l.tjt.t§~!X.!:>~e .£e~.9:t:i~ed as
.!le~. pohcy. ?'h~. q~~-~!:..~jl;~ o11en:L.P.e:gree and
not o£ kmd: Lord Mo;rle,y,~.k:un~Jl"e;p:J.phatJ,Q.all~r..:r:flp,qdiated the
'.iae:itnat'tlie measures, 'Yere. .in any sen~~ a .§teP to~:l;r.ds parliamentary ,gpvern1nent. ·They were based on the fundamental
principle tlial t.he executive government should retain the final
decision of all questions although some degree of popular control

:·:> embody111.e. a~y:
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over legislation was established in the. provinces by providing small
non-official majorities. \V e shall examine in due course the claim
that the reforms would "really and effectively associate the people
o£ India in the work not only of occasional legislation, but of actual
every day administration.'' But however this may be, . there is
no doubt that they constituted a real and important advance. At
first 1they met with a goo(l reception. The Congress welcpmed them
and Mr .. Gokhale spoke of their "ge~.y!:9JJs and f!i-ir nature" but
verf soon depreciatory eritic:lsm began to manifest itself and
dissatisfaction has steadily increased.
10. It is almost a truism to say that any extension of popular
Decentralization Com- control over an official system of government
mission.
ninst be accompanied by some relaxation of
the bonds of "superior official authority. It was appropriate, therefore, that even the reforms of Lord Minto's time synchronized with·
an attempt to relax the closeness of the control exercised by the·
Government of India and the Secretary o:f State over the provinces.
Between the constitutional changes and the attempts at decentrali
zatton a certain parallelism is discernible. The administration o:t
Lord. Curzon had been marked by a great period of investigatory
and constructive activity. Department after department, service·
after $lervice, was overhauled and a new programme of work laid
down :for it. Principles were enunciated and standards set. New
departments or new authorities were created to relieve or to improve the existing machinery. All this tended to a marked concen.tration o:f authority in the hands of the central Government, against
which a natural reaction in due course occurred. In addition,
provincial Governments were beginning to chafe under financial
and administrathe restrictions, devised for a more primitive system.
which fettered them in their plans of individual developmentComplaints were heard also that the prevalent unrest was due in
part to loss of touch between officials and the people. The district
officer was said to be too closely bound by rules and regulations;
too much occupied in writing to his official superiors; too much of a
machine and too little of a personality. These reasons l~d to the·
appointment of the Royal Commission on Decentralizatjon which
presented its report in 1909. The report surveyed the relatjons
between the Indian and the provincial Gov~rnments, and also·
between the latter• and the authorities subordinate to them, and
recommended a series of measures having for their object the
relaxation of control by higher authorities and the simplification o£
administrative methods.
It would be unjust in us to blame the Commission for not taking
a broader view of their task. They stand on :fir.m ground when theydefend the maintenal:\.ce of dose of)lcial control in India. by the·
absenve of control py local parliamentaz:Y bodies : nor can they be·
accb.sed of want o:f foresight, since they recognized that if the local
legislative councils were granted material control over provincial
finance, a greater separation of Indian and provincial revenues
must follow. • Their work must be judged by the conditions of 1~08.
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:and not tl:J,ose f?I 1~~§.;. it was the appropriate cor·ollary to,- a?-d in
keeping with,.. the .Morley-Minto.~hanges. All we need say is that,
i£ we mean to give the provinces a real measure o£ constitutional
liberty o£ action now, measures of decentralization far beyond those
<;onceived by the authors' of the report will certainly be necessary.
Even as things were, however, and under thedrastic limitations
which the system imposed, their proposals affected much of the
:framework of government; much time was necessarily occupied in
their examination; and their results, which are contained in a
1ong series o£ Government orders and· resolutions, have been
important and valuable, especially in the financial sphere.
Between the years 1910 and 1917 the control o£ the Government o£
India over local Governme11ts has been appreciably relaxed in a
multitude of details and much has .been. done both•to free local
hoclies from official interference, and to delegate increased powers
to the heads of departments both in the Government o£ India and
in provincial Governments.
11. The year 1911 was made memorable by the visit of Their
The Imperial visit.
ME._.ajest_i.es t hte Kin g-~mperor ...~:n·d __'_guh~~nhj :t:t;~:p:ress.
1 was t e nrst occaswn on w 1c
the British Sovereign had set foot on the soil of his Indian
dominions. 'l'lle :feelings of the people are warm and quick, the
sentiment of attachment to a personal ruler is strong, and the King's
presence among them was felt to be an act of Royal kindness and
affection, which stirred the heart o£ India to its depth. The visit
proyed ~he deep loyalty of the masses of the people, which His.
MaJesty s message of hope for the :future did much to confirm. As
the message from the Princes and peoples of India to the people of
Great Britain and Ireland put it:-" Their Imf>erial Majesties
have drawn closer the bonds that unite England and India, and
have deepened and intensified the traditional feeling of loyalty and
devotion to the throne and person of the Sovereign," and "we are
confident that this great and historic event marks the beginning of
a new era ensuring greater happiness, prosperity and progress to the
people o£ India under the regis of the Crown." By the Royal
announcement in the durbar at Delhi the partition of Bengal was
modified, in a manner which inevitably disappoin"ted the Muhammadans o£ Eastern Bengal but was of political value in allaying a
greater grievance; and the simultaneous removale0£ the capital :from
Calcutta to Delhi appealed to the popular imagination particularly
as a striking manifestation o£ the powers of State. But th_ese
changes are only germane to our purpose in so far as the...Mapatch
in which they were proposed produced a lively discussion of constitutional. policy. After dwelling on the necessity 'in due course' o£
giving Indians a larger share in the government and the difficulty
of. doing so while retaining the supreme authority of the Governor
General in Council, the desp!l,tch stated "the. op,ly possible solution
; of the diflic:ulty would appear. to·
gradual~y .. to .give,,.the provinces
\,a larger measure o£ sel:f~gov.ernment, .Ul.ltil at last India would
Mnsist of a number o£ .administrations a~tonomou~ ill, pll provincial

1
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affaiTs, with the Government of India ordin;u:ilv restricting their
functions to matters of ImpeTial conceTn." We. do not propose to
discuss the inteTpretation placed upon this reference to provincial
autonomy; but Lord Crewe expressly repudiated any idea that the
despatch implied a future for India on the lines of colonial selfgovernment as the go,a,l of policy.
12. Lord Hardinge' s Government were indeed less concex-ned to
Public Services Com- de'al with what they conceived to be vague
mission.
and distant aspirations than to satisfy what
they looked on as reasonable and practical clajms. They were
anxious to give to Indians as large a share in the public services as
was consistent with the best interests of the country; and in September 1912 a Royal Commission was appointed to examine and report
on various matters connected with the public services o£ which the
most important was:" Such limitations as still exist in the employment of non-Europeans, and
the working of the existing division of services into Imperial and provincial."
T~e Commission visited India during the cold weathers of 191213 a1ld 1913-14 and recorded an immense volume of evidence, official

'1!0

and non-official, in each province. The evidence was naturally conflicting and there were occasions when it was tinged with racial
:feeling: The report was· completed early in 1915, but owing to the
outbreak of hostilities it was decided to postpone publication in the
hope o£ avoiding controversy at a time when all energies should be
concentrated on the conduct of the war. But the report could not
btl __withheld indefinitely and was ultimately published in January
1917. By that time the war had raised the pitch of Indian expectations to an extreme height, and we are not surprised that a report
which might have satisfied Indian opinion two years earlier was
generally denounced in 1917 as wholly inadequate. The Commission proposed that some services should be entirely recruited in
India and that the Indian element in others should be largely increased. But their assumption that British responsibility for India
requires a preponderating proportion o£ British officers in the security services did not commend itself to many Indian critics. We
shall return later on to the 'discussion of this question, and shall
make our own proposals. For a time at all events, owing to the
intensity which nationalist feeling had acquired, and, we must add,
the tinge o:f racialism which had in:fected political discussion, the
effect of the report was to irritate rather than to satisfy Indian
opinion.

13.

~:rer si~ce~~~~~t.~~?rcr~~~t~t:a:f$~!igr0~~E1~~li~~~

Local •• self-gq,v,e:rnment
Resofuilon,
1915.
. • , ,. ,..,._.,

mitt~es iJ1.st1tut·~:a·r~··tt';'si~tf=~1'rish. ·~d-

• • t rat ors Ill
· I n d Ia
· h· a d 1oo k' ed ·t o 1ocaI
m1n1s
sel:f-government in town and country as affording the :field in which
Indians might best be trained in the management o:f public affairs.
We cannot doubt the soundness of this~.principle : indeed our own
proposals will. be seen, to endorse it. But the local bo.dies were ill-

.
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equipped with :funds, and interest in local affairs and capaeity to•
handle them we1·e slow in developing, a:nd meanwhile the material
needs o£ the country could not wait. W,h{t.t,,_,!J:.fl<PJ?J;)P,~It thereforewal;! tha,t .th~ . edt11311t.~X!t p;riMi:pl('.} ~~s .. suqord~nated t9 the desire :for
more immediate results. The management ,of Jocal ~{fairs remained\
in the hands of those who were most competent to handle them, not
from bureaucratic lust of power, but because no other agency
readily presented itself and district officers never had the leisure
nor were given su'fficient assistance to create one. T}u)_broad. fact
re1n~i,ns that in a space o£over thirty years the prog_1·ess in develop~
~ng a·-ge:iiuirie 1oe\a;l seH"governmenthas been in,adeqt~.at~ in the
greater part of. India. Writing of local boards the Dece'll.tralization Commission said : -

•

" Critics of the present system have dwelt on the failure to develop the principle of election, and on the appointment of official presidents. The boards,.
it has been urged, have practically become a department of the Governmenb
administration; their work is done by the official element within the boards themselves, or by Government departments at the boards' expense; their proceedings·
are subject to excessive putside control; and in present circumstances threy can
never become, as Lord Ripon intended them to be, effective instruments of.local:
•
self-government.
'' While we do not go so far in suggestions for change as many who hold these·
views, we recognise that their assertions contain a largo element of t:ruth. At
tho same time those who expected a complete revolution in existing methods in
consequence of Lord Ripon's pronouncement were inevitably doomed to disappointment. The political oducfition of ariy people must necessarily be slow,
and local self-government of the British type could not at once take root in•
Indian soil. ........................ We recognise, however, that much has already
been done to carry out tho objects which Lord Ripon had in view, and the added!
experience of a quarter of a century now renders it possible, we think, to attempt
u further pructical development of local self-government." •

It is apparent that, though in a lesser degree, there has been thesame lack o£ real growth in municipal boards as well.
"
Lord Hardinge's Government took up the subject anew, and in
1915 published a resolution setting forth their CQUGJusions. But
the field was so vast and the practical steps to be taken depended sogreatly on local conditions, that they felt unable to do more than
indicate the general lines on which advance should be made, and·
leave it to the local Governments to determine the pace and themethods which suited the circumstances o£ their own provinces. So
far as municipal bodies were concerned the Government o£ Indiru
thought that the time was ripe £or appointing non~official chairmen,
granting elected majorities, and giving further freedom .in regard'
to taxation, the :framing of budgets, and control over establishments.
Rural areas are naturally less advanced than municipalities and
local knowledge and interest in pub}ic affairs are less common.
Rural boards did not therefore afford the same scope for non-official
activity, and. the Government of India thought that they should
f'till be guided by official chairmen. But in other respects they
wished to see progress made on the same lines as in towns. The
Commission had recommended the establishment of village
panchayats with certain administrative.powers, jurisdiction in petty
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civil ·and criminal cases, and special sou:rees of revenue. Lord::
Rardinge urged local Governments to make experiments in any
areas where a practical scheme could be worked out. The suggestion that the control of local administration should be placed undera local Government Board did not find favour with the Commission.
These proposals were on the right lines generally. The Governp
mo1Jnt of India were not in a position to press their views on the·
provincial Governments, because from the nature of the case no·
authority but a provincial Government has the necessary knowledge
to foster and develop local institutions; and yet the existing system.
still left the initiative in such matters to the Government of India,
which alone controls the resources and reserves of taxation necessary to make such a development real. The comparative ineffective~
ness of the conclusions of 1915 is to our mind another strong reason
for giving the provincial Governments far more extensive powers.
14. We have shown that Lord Minto and Lord Hardinge were·
..
by no means marking time. They 'sought
Activities of politiCal out and set in order many inventions ' in the
lead~s.
.
domains of decentralization, the servicesand tile local bodies; and all these measures were part and parcel·
of one sound purpose; but their endeavours were necessarily limited,
just as- were the constitutional changes o£ 1909, because the end'
of the policy had never been clearly and authoritatively set forth.
All this time Indian politicians were exerting continuous pressure to increase the pace of progress. The voice of criticism was.
!leversilent, but its tone showed a gradual change with the passing
years; the purely negative attitude of opposition gradually passedi
into a more con•tructive policy. Criticism came to be combined
with advocacy of progress, and with demands that became steadily
more insistent for a form o£ government which would leave Indians
:free to rlll.e 'India in a manner consistent with Indian ideas. The
spirit o£ .'erty was abroad and active. We can distinguish clearly
the directions in which political activities were mainly bent.
15. First, there was constant opposition to Government measures
which were regarded as repressive. Let us
Opposition to executive recall the situation broadly, keeping in
measures.
. d h
. .
.
mm t at 1t 1s not germane to our mam
purpose to decide whether criticism was well-founded or not. The
ordi~ary penal law ·and public opinion had £ailed to check the outpourmg of literature subversive of law and order and in some cases
aiming at the overthrow of the British Government. It was proved
that a section of the press deliberately instigated to violence: and
accordingly in 1910 the Press Act was passed. At the time there·
was general recognition of its necessity: and the leading ~oliticians
were content with criticism o£ its provisions and offered no direct
opposition to its passage. But the Act, though by no means the
obstacle to liberty of discussion that it is often represented, has
since become increasingly unpopular. 'l'he Seditious Meetings A.ct,
1911, reproduced in a milder forni a law which had heen in force
since the disturbed year 1907; but the new Act was a permanent

8
>()lle while its predeces~or was a temporary measure, and this point
formed the chief ground of attack. The Criminal Law A.mend.ment Act, 1913, followed on the attempt to assassinate Lord
Hardinge in December UH2. It amended the Indian law o£
,conspira.cy by making it penal to conspire to commit an offence
.even though the conspiracy was accompanied by no overt act in
pursuance of its object. Criticism of all such measures has
,generally taken the form of an appeal to abstract principles of
liberty and the inalienable rights of British citizens; objection is
.generally taken to the use of executive rather than of judicial
sanction; Btress is laid on the advantages of conciliation; it is o:ften
·said, to quote a non-official member of the I,egislative Council in
1913, " Trust begets trust; mistrust, or even the suspicion of it,
-engenders suspicion." The Government's estimate of the situation
is attacked as unduly pessimistic; the necess·ity for the measure is
.denied; or it is urged that the political position will certainly
improve and therefore the measure should he only a temporary one.
In particular, notwithstanding the services which the Criminal
Investigation Department bas rendered to the cause o£ peace4\and
tranquillity, and so to the Indian people, by exposing and comoat·ing the growth of revolutionary conspiracies, there has been much
•Criticism of its activities as being too widespread.
16. In the next place we may discern an ever-growing discontent with measures which were resented as
Resentment of racial
· 1 d lSCI'lmlna
· · · t•IOn. A
·
·discrimination.
ev1·a ence o£ . racm
. ga1n
our concern IS to take riote of such feelmg at~
an element in t+te conclusions to which we come hereafter rather
than to pronounce a judgment on it. Race feeling is no new phenomenon in India. It has always existed, but has teen more bitter
:at some periods than at others. The spread of English education
:and ideas, and the growing belief in the future possibilities of India
were doubtless among the causes which made nationalifl.t; speakers
:and writers vehemently resent any suggestion of discriniil1ation on
a colour basis. We may mention, by way of illustration only, some
•of the matters which were specially attacked. The :first is the preference shown in the arms rules to " every European or East Indian
·subject o£ His Majesty," who enjoys the privilege, denied to the
·ordinary Indian, of possessing ordinary sporting arms and ammunition without a license. Another grievance is what is described as
the denial to Indians of the right to bear ar:m.s in defence of their
·country. Although there was no statutory prohibition of the enrol-ment of Indians in the volunteer force, it was left to commanding,
.officers to admit or to exclude ·any would-be •recruit, and while a
small nuptber of Indians, mostly Christians, were a-dmitted as members of volunteer corps, Indians generally were in practice not
.enrolled. The Indian Defence Force Act has made an attempt to
·deal with this grievance. Again there was the exclusion of Indians
£rom the commissioned ranks of the army. Indian officers :form a
separate establishment from the British officers, and the highest
cand most experienced of the former ran]r lower than the most junior
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of the latter. This particular disparity naturally came into specia2l
prominence on the outbreak o£ the war.
Another grievance o£ a similar nature, which became more·
generally :felt as the habit of travel increased, was the discrimination.
against Asiatics in the immigration rules and the municipal legislation of some of the Dominions. This stands on a different footing,.
because the grievance was not one created or. removable by the
Government of India, which indeed has steadily done its utmost to
secure redress; but its action has not always been appreciated and
at times the Government of India has had to bear the odium of'
these grievances as much as i£ it had been responsible for them.
17. Thirdly, we :find much energy directed to accelerating pro-·
gress in what may. be called the more·
Zeal for social reform.
•
humanitarian aspects o£ government and:,
also in social or sectarian reform. Not that Government had been.
idle; on the contrary the long record o£ its activities does it credit;.
but Indian opinion asked £or more. The records of the legislative
councils since 1910 are £u1l o£ debates on resolutions to increase the·
gra:q.ts £or education and sanitation. The speakers did not always
consider where the extra money was to come £rom; but i£ it had to•
be fof:md by reducing expenditure on some other service or department then the police were nearly always selected as the victim.
Police •expenditure and administration were a constant object of
attack; while the treatment o£ prisoners and jail administration
also attracted frequent attention. In 1913, and again in 1914,
resolutions, which have since borne fruit, directed the attention of
iJohe executive government to the whole subject of prison management. In 1911, Mr. Gokhale introduced a Bil! to establish a;
system o£ compu}.gory primary education. 'rhe Bill was opposed by
Government on technical and financial grounds and also by some
non-official members, but it received the support o£ the progressive
politicians; and, though defeated, it certainly sowed a seed that is
beginning to germinate in Bombay and other provinces. Proposals·
:for new universities, both sectarian and provincial, were another·
matter in which keen interest was shown. The Hindu University
Bill was passed in 1915 and the Patna Uni-versity Bill in 1917:
other projects have had to be deferred till the war ends. In the·
sphere o£ social Teform we observe one notable advance. The
Government with public opinion behind them abolished indentured"
labour.
•
18. We note at the same time a decided movement in :favour of
what we may call the liberalization o:f "exDemand
for
more · t"
· t"t t"
Th e popuIa;r £ee1·1~g m'
·
liberal institutions.
IS mg IUS I u lO~s.
,
:favour of council government m provmces
received a stimulus when the new province of Bihar and Orissa
was givtm an executive council. A proposal to set up a similar
form of government in the United Provinces received the support
of the great majority of the non-official members of the Indian
Legislative Council. Its rejection by the House of Lords in 1915
intensified the general demand £or council government. We sus-
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fpect that the desire for· more liberal institutions derives some
·strength from provin~ial emulation. since it is regarded as a slur
··on a province if an institution is denied to it which has been granted
1to a sister province : of this tendency not merely the movement in
favour of an executive council in the United Provinces, but also
the demands for a high court for the Punjab and a chief court
'for the Central Provinces are instances. In August 1914 the process of equipping all but the smallest provinces with legislative
·couneils was also completed by the institution .of such a body in the
'Central Provinces. 'fhe feeling against personal rule also finds
expression in the demand for the creation of district advisory councils to be attached to district officers, which was a subject of debate
·in 1912 and has been supported in many of the addresses recently
·presented to us.
·
19. Finally we remark a growing desire to • improve the
Imperio.l aspirations.
status of India in the Empire. ·We have
already mentioned, in its social aspect,
·the movement for abolishing indentured labour. 'l'hat move·ment had also another meaning. It was largely due to a feeling that the indentured system gave the Dominions and Colon!~Js a
wrong idea of India which hampered her in attaining her ri~htful
position in the Empire. In 1913 we find the Indian Legislative
'Council discmssing ·the possibility of increasing Indian revenues by
preferential tariffs with the United Kingdom and the Colonies, and
a year later, debating a proposal for a committee to report on the
:im11rovement of the mail serviee between Great Britain and India.
'India's position in the Empire was clearly becoming a matter of
'incrcaRing coneern to the leaders of Indian opinion : and the claim
for representation on the Imperial Conference, which was made in
J 915 and cordiallY' accepted by J-1ord Hardinge's a-nd His Majesty's
Governments, was fulfilled in ample measure in 1917, when a Rulin!J:
'Prince, a Lieui;enant-Governor, and an Indian ex-Member o£ Council
attended the Imperial War Conference and shared in the innermost
·deliberations of the government of the Empire.
20. We have tried to describe India's chief preoccupations at
the time when war broke out. The war has
The outbreak of war.
affected India in many ways, but above all
India's loyalty.
it has become the predominant factor in the
;present politicaJ situation. Whatever qualifications may be needed
:in the case of particular classes, the people of 41:ndia as a whol~ are
in gemline sympathy with the cause which the Allies represent.
Th~ reasons of the entry of Britain into the war appealed to the
.educated classes and the,y have never faltered in their allegiance.
However much they may find fault with the Government, they are
true in their loyalty to the British Crown, and, as it would be easy
to show from their own lips, they fully recognize and value the
'higher aims of British policy. German id~as involving the subjection of the weak to the strong and the mamtenance of the theory
-that might is right fill them with repugnance and alar~; and the
,savage barbarities practised by German troops and sailors have
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:repeatedly been contrasted with the clean· methods of the Allies.
?'he. spectacle of Indian troops going forth gladly to fight for
JUStice and right side by side with the British army appealed
intensely to India's imagination. It was a source of legitimate
pride and delight to her people that Indi;=m regiments should be
.deemed fit to face the most highly trained enemy in the world.
'l'he Indian Princes and the great landed proprietors responded
splendidly from. the very beginning of the war to the calls made
upon them. J\:fany offered theiT personal services and several Princes have been in the field. Offers of men and money at once began
to flow in, and we are proud to add that the steady flow of contri'butions has hardly diminished, though the war is now nearing the
·end of its fourth year. In the early days of the war considerable
.disturbance of trade and prices occurred. This alarmed Indian
commercial cirMes, and during the first year o:£ war money was
.extremely scarce, and there were heavy withdrawals of deposits.
Confidence was gradually restored, however, anp markets improvced; and a great expansion of industrial and commercial activities
has since ensued. The rural population as a whole has been
a:ffect~d comparatively little by the war otherwise than by the rise
in pri~s. For this reason it has been difficult to bring home to
them in their remoteness the real issues o:£ the struggle and the
obligations imposed by it. But this has not been the case in areas
where r~cruitment for the army has taken place. There interest
has been awakened with remarkable results, especially in the
Punjab, despite the events recorded in the succeeding paragraph,
ar:d every effort has been made to extend such areas and to open new
ones.
21. The loyalty of the country generally was emphasized by the
. ff t d
"'
attempts made by very small sections of the
D Is a ec e groups.
popu1a t.wn to crea t e t rou ble. Th, e B enga1
revolutionary party, which had been active for many yearnbefore
the' war; 'scorecr a, notable success in August 1914 by capturing a
large consignment o£ pistols and ammunition in Calcutta. The
anns were widely distributed and used in most of a series o:£ outrages which followed for some months to come. We now know
that the Bengal anarchists established communication both with
German agents, and with agents of the revolutionary party outside
India known by the name o£ their propagandist journal as the
Ghaclr (~~t,i:p,;y}/;p,<l.rt,. Th,gJc d!::e.w mon~y froll1 A,111er:i:£:\\ ~;l;l.d also
fr()~r·· Gei;man sourc~s, and made . plans for run;~;~,iu.g,.,axms and
ammuii'i~io;n:· i;nto 'India and starting an armed rising: hut the
conspiracy was disclosed and the leaders eventually arrested. The
influence of the Ghadcr party was. however, more obvious, and
probably more dangerous in other directions.
~!1 September 1914 occurred the unfortunate EoJmJga{r; ¥4ru
h:tcident. In its origin this was merely an attempt to de£y _the
immigration rules o£ Canada. Some :four hundred Punjabis sa1led
from ports in the Far East to Vancouver. They were not allowed
to land, and after much delay sailed £or India. Ghadr <!g~!,]ts had
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not lost the opportunity 'of preaching revolt on board the ship, and
the Indian author±ties decided to enforce the Ingress into India
Ordinance in order to prevent any agitation or disturbance on the
return. of the emigrants. ~~,~,..,were excited. by the disemb.ar]ratio.n arrangements at Budge-Budge and started... to march to
Calcutta. They were taken back by a force o£ police and military,
a~d .snddenl;~cop.en.ed.fu:e .. aL.B.p,qg:.e~l?,uQ.g~ .Qn the. police. Men were
lolled on both sides and the Sikhs scattered before they could be
surrounded. "Most but not all of them were rounded up, and the
leaders were put under restraint in the Punjab where they formed
11 nucleus of disaffection, which led to the events described below.
When the war broke out there had been a great stir among the
~h,s in America, and the Ghadr organi?;t=.ttion hegan a. camprign
to induce them to return to start a revolution in l11dia. In all
about8,000 Sikhs came back fo'the Punjab fromth~ United States,
Oanaga;,.,_ Jl.AdJh<;J :[~;~; .. East, and we know that efforts were made to
br~ng them ~II into the con~piracy. In most cases the atte~pt
failed arid m respect of some three-quarters o£ the returmng
emigrants no action was necessary: but most of the dangerous
characters on their arrival were interned. Some who had l!l.erely
been restricted to their homes disregarded the orders, and ~oining
with others who had not been interned, attempted to Qflilect a
:following. In this they had little success, :for the countryside as
a whole l'emained loyal and quiet; but so long as they were active,
the gangs were dangerous and made attempts to concert a rising
in conjunction with any disaffected elements that they could find
in regiments. Happily all miscarried, as in each case timely
information was given. But the position was :full o:f serid'Us
possibilities. Political clacoities and murders of the type common
in Bengal began• to be a feature of the disturf>ance and it wa.s
apparent that the Punjab and the Bengal movements were in touch,
and t.hat the former derived direct stimulus :from the latter. In
certain districts of the Western Punjab widespread disorder
ensued, to which political, racial, and agrarian causes. all contri·
huted, and the gr:;.tvity o£ the situation convinced Lord Hardinge's
Government of the ne'ed for some special weapon to enable them to
deal with it promptly. 'rhe Defence of India Bill was introduced
into the Indian Legislative Council and passed without delay.
Inevitably it was a drastic measure; it gave to the Governor General
in Council wide rule-making powers with a view to securing the
public safety and defence of the country, and also provided for the
creation of special tribunals for the quicker trial of certain classes
of cases in specially· disturbed tracts. It was comparable to a
similar Act passed in the United Kingdom also as a war measure.
The Bill was naturally rather a severe trial to the Indian elected
members; as loyal citizens they supported its prinQiple; hut_jhey
made no secret of their aversion to particular provisions a~d moved
many amendments against which Government used its official
majority without hesitation as they would have destroyed the·
efficacy. of the Bill. The Act was immediately applied in the
Punjab, and later elsewhere as circumstances demanded. During

•
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a war the Government could not have relied' on its ordinary judiciary
in dealing with conspiracy cases of such dimensions as those which
the special tribunals were called upon to try.
22. vVe consider that the attitude o£ Indian political leaders in
the first stages of the war was worthy o£ all
Attitude of the politi- prarse.
·
They respon d ed . 1oya11y to T.uora~
cians.
.
Hardinge' s appeal for the suspension of
domestic controversy, and through the legislative sessions o£ 1915
showed a general desire to co-operate with rather than to hamper
Government. But we must recognize that latterly a change has
taken place. As India settled down to war conditions, and lost alike
its first enthusiasm and its first alarm, the old tendency to criticism
asserted itself: the Government was charged with having itself
departed from .the principle o£ avoiding controversial legislation;
and the politicians retaliated not merely by raising controversial
issues, but by pressing on the Government more and more extravagant demands. \Ve imply no criticism upon the Government of
the time when we say that in the light o:f subsequent events we are
constr;,j1ined to wonder whether a bolder policy from the outset of the
war, and a franker inviting of India's co-operation in all £orms of
war e:fftlrt might not have done much" to steady men's minds. The
war is far from being won .. Unless it is won India's political aspirations a:roe a vain dream. We would call the attention of Indian
politicians to this obvious truth. But the war and the sentiments
to which the war has given expression have made political reforms
loom larger in India; and the fact that among all the preoccupations
o£.the war time was found for an attempt to solve the Irish problem
and to consider ,questions of reconstruction encouraged Indian
politicians to pre~s their demands also. The change in their
attitude nowhere more clearly appears than in the differe:tH:e~he.tween
the ipi!e.})t,t~('l Qpp.£'.:r~~,§,,gf, l!H§ an.q t:I;t~i,.of J916.
23. But for the real and lasting effects of the war on India's
destiny we should look neither to the
Effects of the war.
h 1 f h p nnces,
·
New sense of self-esteem. generous e p o t e
nor t o t h e
loyalty of the people as a whole, nor to the
misguided activities o£ revolutionary gangs, nor yet to the attitude
of the political leaders. They must be sought deeper and, we think,
in two main directions. First, the war has given to India a new
sense of self-esteem. She has, in the words of Sir Satyendra Sinha,
" a feeling of profound pride that she has not fallen behind other
portions of the British Empire but has stood shoulder to shoulder
with them in the hour of their sorest trial." She feels that she
bas been tried and not found wanting, that thereby her status has
been raised, and that it is only her due that her higher status should
be recognized by Great Britain and the world at large. The war
has given an interest in public affairs to many thousands who were
indifferent be£ore. Many men, using language familiar to them in
the past, claim that she should receive some boon as a reward for
her services, bnt we do not think that this expresses the general
feeling well or justly. ,We prefer to say that we find a general
c
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belief that India has pr:::>ved herself worthy of further trust and of
a more liberal form ·of government, and that w:P.atever changes are
made should be made in recognition of her own progress rather thttn
as the reward for any services which she has rendered.
24. Further, the war has come to be regarded more and more
clearly as a struggle between liberty and
Emphasis on self-deter- de'spotism, a struggle for the right of small
mination.
·
nations and for the right of all people to l'Ule
their own destinies. Attention is repeatedly called to the fact ~hat
in Europe Britain is fighting on the side of liberty, and it is urged
that Britain cannot deny to the people of India that for whiCh she
is herself fighting in Europe, and in the fight !or which she has
been helped by India's blood and treasure. The revolution in
Uussia in its beginning was regarded in India as tt triumph over
despotism; and notwithstanding the fact that it has since involved
that unhappy country in anarchy and dismemberment, it has given
impetus to Indian political aspirations. The speeches of English
and American statesmen, proclaiming the necessity for destroying
German militarism, and for conceding the right of sel£-dete•mination to the nations, have had much effect upon political opinion in
India and have contributed to give new force and vitality •to the
demand for seH~government, which was making itself more widely
heard among the progressive section of the people.
•
25. The. movement found formal expression when .on S~l.!~Q.mber
The Home Rule movement.

·!it~~~?~fi~~t:·~~£~~~~\~k-:f1f~'iatatr:~lr

moiitll''If:i:'fer'·nur~eel:i"'el'ec~~ll'~·!R~mh~x,s. of the
Indian Legislative Council submitted to the Government of India
a memorandum of proposed reforms. In December 1916 the Congress of Muslim League, in a series of memorable meetings held at
Imclmow, agreed to joint action in favour of political reform.
Both bodies adopted the proposals now known as the CongressLeague scheme, which was an elaboration of the proposal o£ the
nineteen members with the addition of certain special :r.rovisions to
securl}tMuslim interests; and both agreed also to co-operate. with the
Ho~ Rule League in its propaganda.
fi6. As regards the Musli!Il Leaf:jue, a word of explanation is
· · ':neEided; "'""Tll':?o1(~hout the troubled years
.
P osr·t·wn o£ th e 1\K'L us1rms.
M. uham~~.
· d ~):l§l., w1t
· h a £ew
... "·······"
. 1907-10 the
unimportant e;xceptions, held severely aloo£ from the revc>lutionary
movement, apd retained their traditional attHude o£ sturdy loyalty,
secure in the feeling--'-whieh the partitiqn o:f. :Sflp,gal and the
concession of comi:q.unal repn3S(lp_tatiol1 i.ll the reforms .of 1909 had
strengthened-thll,:t..their hite1:e.st.s were sa£e ·in the hands of the
Gov:eTnment. Sii}.cf;), ~9U tJieh: ."~;tttitude has been growing far less
aqquie~q.~nb.,. Their first disquiet arose from the war which broke
-)( out between' Ital:y ..~~~. TPEk~;x.)n 19p,. when Great Britain's
neutrali"tf eri.genderea some bitterness of feeling. It seemed .to
our Muslims in India that in deference to the religious susceptibilities o:f J:!.l:l:r.•~~v~w.tY. :raiUiQ11 subjects Great Britain ought to have
'· ~ •. ,~·-·
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supported Turkey. Before this feeling had died down the repartition of Bengal' was announced. This was' not only a seyeTe
disappointment to the community because it depriv:ed, them of what
was essentially a Muslim province, but to. many it came also as a
shock to their faith in the Government which they l'egarded as
positively pledged to maintain the partiti_on. ,:£Jl~.. .J,?.~,J~~~..:V!1£~'Ya8
a ftuther cause of estrange:ment. ~In:;; was . Tepresenteu as a
struggle between the Cross and the Crescent and led to much bitterness of feeling. Indian :&hi.slims showed their s:y:mpath,y for Turkey
despatching a medical mission to ll.er ~tid i11 I)ecemhe;r 1912;
and a section of pan-Islamists began to teach that the first duty
of Muslims is allegiance to the Khalif, and founded a new organization-the Anjuman-i-Khuddam-i-Kaaba-whose members took an
oath to sacrifice life and property in defence of the holy shrine
against non-M~slim aggressors. There were signs, however, of an
improvement in Muslim feeling iri the latter half of 1913, when
riots and loss o:f life in connexion with the partial demolition o:f a
Cawnpore mosque caused a temporary set-back. The Turks'
recovery o:f Adrianople, the declaration of peace in the Balkans, and
the feaction :from the passions arous,ed by the Oawnpore affair
induce-d calmer feelings; but a fresh difficulty presented itsel:f when
Tt!rk(;ly .e.n.tered. tJ!.~ ..~a:r a.gaiJ1.st }1$.,. in N o.vemb~I. 1914~. T~e
GermanEJ counted certamly on bemg anle to stu up dJsa:fl'ect10n m
India, and lost no labour in trying to persuade Indian Muhammadans that Turkey was engaged in a jihad, or holy war, and that
it was their religious duty to take sides against England and her
Allies. These enemy attempts wholly failed to affect the gre::tt mass
of the Muslim community. Keenly as they felt the painful
position in which they were placed, they were admirably steadied
by f.he great Mu!lammadan princes and nobles and preserved an
attitude of firm loyalty which deserves our praise and sympathy.
In this attitude they were greatly helped by the public aSisurances
given by His Majesty's Government to the effect that the question
o:f the Khali:fate is one that must be decided by Muslims in India
and elsewhere without interference from non-::M:uslim powers. But
a small section of extremists were quick to seize the opportunity or
making trouble and ventured ou almost open avowals of dis'loyalty
aga,i'llst which the Government had no choice but to take\action.
/27. Probably few communities could have passed througn so
. d M 1.
t t
prolonged a period of trial without some
Hm
u- us 1m en en e • ., cIeavage m
· t h eu
· rank s. Tl1e crumbl'mg of
Islamic kingdoms in Morocco and Persia had led Indian Muhammadans to cling more closely than ever to Turkey as the great
surviving Muslim power in the world; and when Turkey wa.c:;
threatened first by Italy and then by the Balkan League the excited
;fancy of many Indian ::M:uslims saw in these events a concerted plot
Df the CJ:uistian Powers to make an end ·o:f Islam as a tem~ora]~
power. The re-partition of Bengal and also the check to the ho s:\ OF NOJir..':'..
entertained of a great :Muhammadan university depressed the
a~
of many honest Muslims with a sense of theii~ inefficiency.
~
f,
were thoRe who, feelin~ mainly their political weakness compa£ d LUIRA'lY
~
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with the Hindus, wished to have done with agitation and excitement, to concentrate effort on education, and to rely on Govtlrnment
for protection aud fair play. Younger and keener minds, touched
often with some fervour of pan-Islamism, were no longer willing
''stare super antiquas vias." 'l'he advanced pa:rt.y pre,x:1iled in the·

x;
'

~ouns.els.
oi.J!l
...gf,,cQ,
fi ~~
.m
.. ~.
1s~li-·governm®'i
. e.a.~u. ,tiiA..!Jtl·3'. . ~.:t·.····R·f
.l<~,:t.·me.d
.... l.·ts ad.opti~n
.of
the cause
qn1~T
0T a..8~
kmd
smted
to Ind1a
and .wa,s warmly.m1logized by the Qongress ·:for so. doing. So :far as
pan-Islamic· feeling affected the situation, that :f'actor did not tend'
of course towards union with the Hindus; but at the time stronger
causes were at work to bring the advanced parties on both sides
together. With them at aU events the new nationalism produced
by the war prevailed ; and .at the meetings .\l.tJ:'1l~lmR~ ji;J.j:J]lristmas
•week, 1916, Congress and League came£orll1a1ly.:t.Q.~e~per,and the·
'cfmservative portion o..LM:uhammadan opi;nio11. whioh.l'emai):J.ed outside the cqnpor~lat was .. i.p;Il.P,ted. This agreement, however, represents the beginning of united aci.i.on between Hindus and Muhammadans which Avery well-wisher of India hopes will grow. The
limitations of this union are discussed elsewhere; it is not sl.np~sinp:
that some eonsirlernl)]fl react,jon lias sinet'\ occurred; but .none the
les.~ the Lneknow agrPement was n. beginning a£ whit;h note ntust be
i.akm1, anil whinh marln:; a ebl).T!g'fl in th'fl,t,jlur:tioTJ.
28. On all sides it was :felt that the situation demanded new
handling.
The latter part o£ Lord
.
N ee d f or a new po1wy.
H-.ar(1lllg'e
. , , s term o£ o£•"'nee was 1arge1y devote a·
to a preliminary and in:fonnal exam:inai•ion of· the changes which
were possihle and prudent; and Lord Chelmsford's first a'ct was to
take up tlw inquiry :from the point where his predecessor left it, and
to concentrate a.ttflntion in the first place on a declaration of policy.
Thfl Cabinet's preoccupation with the war inevihbly delayed the
decision of questions so delicate and complex; and while the discussions between India, the India Office, and the Cahinet, were proceeding came Mr. Chamberlain's resignation of his office as Secretary
of State. India had learned durii1g his tenure of office, and especially from the lips of her three delegates to the War Conference,
how generously and steadfastly he had served her interests, and his'
retirement was as much regretted in that country as in England.
Meanwhile the difficulties of administration in India were rapidly
increasing. I.~ord Chelmsford's Government felt that without the
declaration of policy for which they w~re prossing, it was impossible for them to act effectively on a directed course. The announcementa£ August 20 eleared~hesituationa!ld was hail~dwit,h almost
as·much relief h:}T_ the. m.~thor1ties
sa tisin;cfion:1Jt t;ne politicians.
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Chapter II.-Growth of the Administrative System.
29. The supremacy of Parliament over British India is legally com..
plete. But the process by which Indian affairs
Beginn'ngs of Bntish became a matter of national concern was slow
{lontrol.
and gradual. At first the Company's settlers
were responsible only to the Directors, who derived their powers of
control from Charters given them by the Crown. There was then no
question of sovereignty or territorial administl'ation. But when the
battle of Plassey compelled the Company to assume the task of reconstructing Bengal, the astonishing position was created that a few commercial agents were handling the revenues of a kingdom in the name
.of an emperor. The Company's peril of bankruptcy was the immediate
cause of Parliament's first intervention; but a more powerful motive
was the growing feeling in England, to which the opulence and arrogance
of oflicials returning from India contributed, that the nation must assert
its responsibility for seeing that the new and vast experiment of ruling
a distant and alien race was properly conducted.
30. The be~innin~s of Parliamentary control are seen in Lord North.'s
.
~
.
Regulating Act which created and named the
FI_rst mterventwn by first Governor General and Council. But future
Parliament.
.
.
.
appomtments were still left to the Duectors,
with whom also the Home management remained. Pa:diame:at/s first~ .,:;.,
:attempt to provide for the ordering of Indian affairs has been con-! ~·c
~<:' demned with some reason as violating. the first principles .. of .~dministra)
tive mechanics. :rt created a Governor Gene£~1; won<! ''X&~ p()werless
before nis own Council, and an executive that was powerless before a
Suprem~ g~I!Jt,.itself immune from all responsibility for the peace and
welfare of the country-a system that was made workable only by the
genius and fortitude of one great man. Such a structure could n.ot
have lasted and the Act of 1781 swe t awa some of its worst anomalies.
f eantime the acts t at Indian territories were becoming involved in
European wars and that from the struggle the Company was emerging
as the strongest power in the land made Parliament resolve to strengthen
its control. Committees were appointed which reported adversely on the
administration ; and on their reports resolutions were carried requiring
the recall of Warren Hastings and the closer definition of the Governor
General's powers. The Directors defied Parliament and retained
Hastings. Fox introduced his Bill, which was defeated, thanks to
George III's famous intervention; and Pitt, at the age of twenty-five, reformed the constitution of India. ·
31. Pitt's Act of 1784 set up as the supreme executive authority six
parliamentary commissioners for the affairs of
The Board of Control.
India, known more generally as the Board of
Control ; and thereby instituted the dual system of govemment by
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the Company and bY. a parliamentar,y Board which endured till after
the Mutiny.
From Lord Cornwallis' time onwards we may take it
that all administrative acts of the Governor General in Council,
including annexations of territory, were done with the sanction of
the national Government. The Company survived ; the Directors
still had great powers of patronage and also the direction of the
ordinary Home business; but before every renewal of the Company's
Charter, Parliament made a practice of holding an exhaustive inquiry
into the Indian administration. The most famous of these inquests is
; ~hdatfiw~ich _re~u~ted di~ .,.!£~"·'-~i!t!l. ~~~~Pli~r.t , ,?,~.,.18!~.:, Meanwhile the 1(
1 m e mte dommwn envea. rrom.. .Ln.og u sources m the form of
~Diwani (or revenue administration) of Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa was
·~..~·. g~.~...u.a. llL.P.XIiti!J:i9,,J;.~~Q~.~~'~lJ,~"'"d"~;tjy~_g_tt,Qm . ,I>j~eqt. The
l Act qf 1813 while continuing the Company in actual possession,

1

···a:::rtt{·yt~is~e:1~i~all~ffiar!£h:~~-~;rf:h~ri:I1r;J:~!r~~iini.LM~es~~~
It also directed that all Indian laws and also the reports of the newlyinstituted Law Commissioners should be laid before Parliap1ent.
Finally in 1853 the right of patrcnage was taken from the Directors and
exercised under rules m.ade by the parliamentary Board of Control.
We must not conclude, however, that the supremacy of the President of the Board of Control left th£.~12k\1Pl.?rs with no reai power.
Their position was still a strong one ; the right of initiative stm
rested ordinarily with them ; they were still the main repository
of knowledge ; and though the legal responsibility lay with Government, they exercised to the last a substantial influen~ upon
details of administration.
32. When the Indian Mutiny sealed the fat; of the greatest
mercantile corporation ~n the world, the·
The _Secretary of State powers previously wielded both by the Court
for Indm.
. .
d'
of Duectors and by the parliamentary Boar ·
of Control passed to the Secretary of State for India. · At the same
time with the Secretary of State was associated a Council, of which,
· as matters now stand, nine members must have had long and recent
service or residence in British India. The legal powers of the
Cou:qcil suggest that it is to be regarded as in some sort the successorsof the Court of Directors ; but the practical raiSOJJ- d' etre of tjhe Council
of India is that its members pruvide a parliamentary Minister, who isusually without personal knowledge of India, with experienced advice·
upon Indian questions.
Like other Ministers of the Crown, the Secretary of State for India
is a member of the parliamentary executive of the United Kingdom,.
and responsible to Parliament in accordance with constitutional practice for his official acts. He has therefore and must have generally
the power of overriding his Council. But as an important exception
to this rule it has been laid down, doubtless with the idea of protectiug
the tax-paye~s of India from improper charges, that the vote of a
>

•
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majority in Council is necessary before any expenditure can be sanctioned or certain other specified matters decided; and it follows that
to this particular extent Parliament has deliberately divested itself
of the power of interference. It could not, without first amending th&
Government of India Act, order any expenditure to be incurred from
Indian revenues which a majority of the Secretary o£ State's Council:
declined to sanction.
33. Let us n()W consider how Parliament actually exercises control
over Indian affairs. Whatever other elements
·
Nature of Parliamentary originally entered into it, India's constitution
control.
.
. d enve
. d f rom p arhament
.
has been m
t h e mam
and, indeed, has very recently been embodied; to the great convenience
of all concern¥d, in a consolidating statute (5 and 6 Geo. V., c. 61).
The powers of the various governments and legislatures and high courts
in India, indeed the establishment of the Secretary of State in Council,.
are thus due to Parliamentary enactment.
It is open to Parliament to exercise control either by means of legisor by requiring its approval to rules made under delegated powers
of leg,islation ; or by controlling the revenues of India ; or by exerting
its very wide powers of calling the responsible Minister to account for
any m~tter of Indian administration. Some of these things, however,.
Parliament does not do. As a general rule it does not legislate
specially for India ; though from time to time it passes measures such
as the Merchant Shipping Act or the Copyright Act, drawn after
consultation with the India Office, which apply to India in common
with other British possessions. Parliament as a rule legislates for India
alone in two imP,ortant directions only-amendments in the constitution of India and.loans raised by the Secretary of State. The bulk of
Indian legislation it leaves to the Indian legislatures, which it has itself
created, though it exercises through the Secretary of State complete
control over the character of such law-making. But it insists that
· decisions on certain important matters, such as rules for the nomination
or election of additional members of council, or for appointments to the
Indian Civil Service, or defining the qualifications for persons to be
appointed to listed posts, or notifications setting up executive councils
for lieutenant-governors shall be laid before it. Nor are Indian revenue
and expenditure cop.trolled by Parliament. The revenues apart from
loans are not raised, nor are the charges except for military expenditure·
beyond the frontiers incurred with its direct approval. The Home expenditure is met from Indian revenues and therefore the salaries of
the Secretary of State and his office are not included in the estimates. A
motion in favour of placing these amounts on the estimates was made
in 1906, and defeated by a large majority, on the ground that the change·
would tend to bring the Indian administration into party politics.
Accordingly all that at present happens is that ·a detailed account of
receipts and charges is annually laid before Parliament together with
a report, the quality of which has incurred some criticism, upon the
lati~n,
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moral and material progress of the country. A motion is made that
Mr . .Speaker do leave- the chair for the House to go into Committee
-on the East India revenue accounts ; the actual motion made in Committee is declaratory and formal; a general debate on Indian affairs is in
order, and the Secretary or Under Secretary of State usually takes this.
opportunity to inform the House about any important matters of
administration. All sums expended in England on behalf of India are
also examined by an auditor who lays his report before both Houses.
Because Parliament does not vote the revenues of India, it has 1iot
the same opportunity of exercising the control over its administratioh
as over the great departments of the public service in Great Britain.
It is, of course, true that when any matter of Indian administration
attracts public interest, Parliament has the ordinary and perfectly
effective means of making its opinion felt, by questions, ey amendments
to the address, by motions to adjourn, by resolutions or by motions of
110 confidence.
We have 110 hesitation in saying, however, that the
interest shown by Parliament in Indian affairs has not been wellsustained or well-informed. It has tended to concern itself chiefly
with a few subjects, such as the methods of dealing with political
n.gitation, the opium trade, or the cotton excise duties. It may b~ well
to record that in India such spasmodic interferences are apt to be
attributed to political exigencies at Home. We note that Her M~jesty's
Ministers did not feel it necessary to give effect to resolutions of the
House of Commons on the opium trade in 1889 and 1891, nor about
simultaneous examinations in India and England for the Indian Civil
Service in 1893, because they felt assured that the House would not on
reflexion constrain ·them to carry out measures which on inquiry
proved to be open to objection. No one questions the competence o£
Parliament to interfere as drastically or as often a~ it chooses. Our
point, however, is that it does not make Q. custom of interfering. There
may be good reasons for this. The press, the telegraph, improved
communications, the steady advance of India to Western methods and
standards of administration, and the begimtings of representative
institutions in India itself may all have helped to promote a feeling
that India's welfare was generally safe in the hands of the Indian Government. Nor can it be denied that constant interference· by Parliament in
the affairs of a distant Asiatic country would have greatly increased the
difficulties of its administration, or that India has been fortunate in
mrely becoming a subject of party strife. But ;,.hatever advantages
may have attended this comparative immunity from criticism of the
Indian administration, we think that there have been losses, as well.
We have seen how in the days of the Company it was Parliament's
habit before renewing the Charter to hold a reguJar inquest into Indian
administration. That practice has lapsed since 1858. Indeed we have
the paradox that Parliament ceased to assert control at the very moment
when it had acquired it. It cannot be said that Royal Commissions
on particular subjects, for example, those over which Sir Charles
Robhouse and Lord Islington presided, are an adequate substitute for
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the old mocedure.
of reviving it.

In January 1908, Lord Morley ~iscussed the question

"I see what its advantages might be, yet I also perceive serious dis·
advantages. In the old days they were able to command the services on the
Indian committees, of ex-Ministers, of members of this House, and members
of another place, who had much experience 'of Indian administration, fLnd I am
.doubtful, considering the pnooccupfLtions of public men, whether we should now
be able to call a litrge bodv of
administrators, with the necessary
balance between the two H.ouses,
sit on one of these committees. And thei1
I would point out another disadvantage. You would have to call away from
the performance of their duties in India a large body of men whose duties
to occupy, and I believe do occupy, all their minds and all their time. Still is
.an idea, and I will only say that I do not entirely banish it from my own mind."

Our own study o£ political development in India has led us, notwithstanding the force of these arguments, to one important conclusion. It is that Parliament's omission to institute regular means
of reviewing the Indian administration is as much responsible as any
single cause for our failure in the face of growing nationalist feeling in
India, to think out and to work out a policy of continuous advance.
For •his failure it would be unfair to blame the Government or the
servic~s of India. They have been abundantly occupied with their own
heavy tasks and they have lacked instructions from those whose business it was to give them. But, as we shall show hereafter, we think
that there is a strong case for reviving in some form the machinery for
enabling Parliament to discharge the weighty responsibility which lies
upon it and which indeed the announcement of August 20 categorically acknowledges, for determining the stages and the pace of India's
future political progress.
34. The absohJJoe character of the supremacy of Parliament may
be judged from the fate of attempts that have
Establishment of Parliamentary supremacy.
occasionally been made to impugn it. After the
I
.
.
. s()~~l:~~~.Ast.,?f .1~§1 had made t~e legislat~ve
jCOUnCils mto something recogmzably different from tne executive
}councils and encouraged the idea that they enjoyed some measure of
Jdeliberative independence, we at. once find signs of that conflict of
'principle which ine'.ritably exists between allegiance to Parliament and
.amenability to any representative body in India. Questions vitally
.affecting the structure of the government were thereby raised. The
unity of the executiv<is in India, the subordination of provincial Governments to the Government of India, and the ultimate supremacy of
Parliament in legislative matters, all became questions in issue. Members
of the Governor General's executive council who differed from the views
of the majority on legislative questions wished to reserve their freedom
of action when the Bill came before the legislative council. Some claimed
actually to oppose the Government measure if they chose ; others said
that they would be content if allowed to abstain from voting. Mr.
Gladstone's Government at first dealt tenderly with the claim of individual liberty of conscience and declined to order official members to
vote at dictation; they suggested that a proper sense of the necessity
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for upholding the authority of the Government should suffice to secure
unity. But when Lord Mayo's Government as a whole protested at
being required to pass the Bills which became the Contract Act and the
Evidence Act in the shape in which the Secretary of State on the
report of the Indian Law Commissioners approved them, on the
ground that such a course deprived the legislative councils of all liberty
of action, the Home Government proceeded to assert their rights of
control in the most emphatic manner.
" It cannot be denied that some 'theoretical inconveniences are in separ-·
ably cohnected with the working of such a nmehiuery of Government as that
through which the Empire of India is ruled from Home. In practice these inconveniences may be, and have actually bee11;, reduced to a minimum by mutual.
respect on the part of those who discharge various fu-wtions aud exercise different
powers in a divided and complex system of administration.. But the risk of
serious embarrassment woul<l become muc}1 greater than hitherto it has been
found to be, if a clear understanding were not maiutttined as to one great principle
which from the beginning has underlaid tho whole system. That principle is that
the final control and direction of the afiairs of India rest with the Home Government, and not with tho authorities appointed and established bv the Crown, under
Parliamentary cnactmont, in India it~clf.
•
" The Government established in India is (from the nature of the case,.) sul;Jordinate to the ImpN'ial Government at Homo. And no Government can be
suhordinatc, unless it is within tho power of the superior Government to order
what is to be done or left undone, and to enforce on its offioerb, through the
ordinary and constitutional means, obedience to its directions as to the use which
they are to make of o±Hcial position and power in furt-herance of the policy whiclJ
has been finally decided upon by the advisers of the Crown.
" Neither can I admit that it makes any real difference in the case if the directions issued by the Imperial Government relate to what may be termed legislative
as distinguished from executive affo,irs. It may be quite as essential, in order
to carry into effect the views of tho Impel'ial Government, a~ to the well-being of
Her Majesty's Indian dominions, tha.t a certain measure should be passed into,
a law, as that a certain Act descrified in common language as executive, should
be performed. But if it were indeed the case, as your argument would represent
it to be, that the power of the Imperial Government were limited to the mere
interposition of a veto on Acts passed in India, then the Government of the
Queen, although it could resist the passing of an injurious law, would be helpless
to secure legislative sanction for any measures, however essential it might deem
them to be, for the welfare or safety of Her Indian Empire. I think that, on reconsideration, you will see how inadequate sucli a power would be to regulate
and control the affairs of that Empire, and how. small a part it would represent
of that supreme and final authority which has always been held and exercised by the
Government of tho Crown.
•
" The Imperial Government cannot indeed insist on all the members of the
Governor General's Council, when assembled for legislative purposes, voting for
any measure which may be proposed, because on such occasions some members·
are present who are not members of the Government and not official servants of.
the Crown. But the Act which added these members to the Council for a particular purpose made no change in the relations which subsist between the ImperiaL
Goveinment and its own executive officers That Government must hold in its
hands the ultimate power of requiring the Governor General to introduce a
./ measure, and of requiring also all the members of his Government to vote for it.
" I must add that the principle I have now asserted is the recognized principle
of the British Government in relation to other parts of the Queen's domirrions
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where the authority of the legislating body is de;ived from the Crown and is not
founded lin the principle of popular representation. Thte v~stness and importance
of Her Majesty's Indiau clomihions, however they may add to the dignity of
those who are called upon to administer its aifairs on the spot, in no degree exempt
them from the necessary tie of subjection, but rather render it more incumbent OIL
Her Majesty's advisers and councillors at Home to maintain the more carefully the
existing order of things as defined by constitutional usage, and by what I may
term the fundamental axioms of the connexion between this country and India.,.

Again when Lord Northbrook's Government attempted to assert
t.he independence of his Government in fiscal matters Mr. Disraeli's
Government were equally decided in affirming t.heir constitutional
rights.
" It is not open to question that Her Majesty's Government are as much
responsible to Parliament for the Government of India as they are for any of the
Crown Colonies •of the Empire. It may even be said, that the responsibility is
more definite, in that the powers conferred are, in the ca§e of India, armed with a
more emphatic sanction.
"I-t-necessarily follows that the control exercised by Her .Majesty's ·Government over financial policy must be effective also. They cannot, of course,
defe~d in debate measures of which they do not approve ; nor oan they disaYmv
all concern in them, and throw the responsibility for them upon the distant
Govel'ilment of India.
"Full legal powers having been entrusted to Her Majesty's Government, .
Parliament would expect that care should be taken that no policy should be
pursued •which Her Majesty's Government were unable to defend. If the control
they possess were to be in any respect less than complete, the power of Parliament
over Indian questions would be necessarily annulled. If the Government were
at liberty to assume the attitude of bystanders, and to refer the House of
Commons for explanations to the Governor General in Council upon any policy
that was assailed, there would practically be no one whom the House coulll call to
account, or through whom effect could be given to its decisions. In scrutinizing
the control exercise~ over the Government of India by Her Majesty's Government, and the grounds for maintaining that control, it must be borne in mind
that the superintending authority of Parliament is the reason and the measure
of the authority exercised by the responsible Ministers of the Crown ; and that, if
the one power is limited tho other must be limited at the same time."

Further when in 1878 a member of the Madras executive council
moved an amendment which had been rejected by the Government
of India, to a Bill that was before the provincial legislative council,
~he Secretary of State declared that his action was constitutionally
Improper.
The debate on the cotton duties in 1894 was .the last occasion on.
which the issue was raised. Sir Henry Fowler then laid it down
positively that the principle of the united and indivisible responsibility
of the Cabinet, which was recognized as the only basis on which the
government of the United Kingdom could be carried on, applied to
the Indian executive councils, in spite of the different nature of the
Jie which heldjts members together.
,.,
" It should be understoorl that this principle, which guides the Imperial
Cabinet, applies equally to administrative and to legislatire action ; if in either
case a difference has arisen, members of the Government of India are bound, after
recording their opinions, if they think fit to do so, for the information of the
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.Secretary of State in the mann~r prescribed by the Act either to act with the
•·.Government or to place·· t.heir resignations in the hands of the Viceroy. It is
moreover immrttorial for the present purpose what may be the nature of the
.considerations which have determined the Government of India to introduce a
particular·measure. In any case, tho policy adopted is the policy of the Govern·
ment as a whole, and as such, must be accepted and promoted by all who decide to
remain members of that Government."

The supremacy of Parliament over the Government of India and
that of the Government of India over local Governments was thus
finally established : and also the principle of unity within the Indian
executives. The importance of both these points will be realized when
we come to make our own proposals later on.
35. Parliament may sometimes be a sleepy guardian of Indian
interests ; but the feeling that it may call
Influonco of Parliament him at any time to account certainly leads the
on tho Secretary of Stttto
'
·
and his Council.
Secretary of. State
and h"IS Counc1"1 to exercise
with some straitness both the specific powers of
.control with which they are particularly invested and also the ge:o.eral
power of superintendence which the Government of India Act gives
them. We need not dwell on the fact that they manage directl,y the
Home charges (which amount to one-fifth of the total expenditure of
India) on account of military equipment, stores, pensions, leav~ allow.ances, and the like; and that they also control the raising of sterling
.loans. The greater part of their duties consists in the control of the
Government of India. The Governor General in Council is required by
section 33 of the Government of India Act, 1915, " to pay due
·obedience to all such orders" as he may receive from the Secretary of
State; and we have to see how this obedience is in fact exacted.
Obviously the intensity of control must vary with th~ interest shown
by Parliament on whose behalf the Secretary of State exercises his
powers. The relations between Simla and "Whitehall vary also with
the personal equation. If resentment has been felt in India that there
.has been a tendency m1 occasions to treat Viceroys of India as
" agents " of the British Government, it is fair to add that there
have been periods when Viceroys have almost regarded Secretaries of
,State as the convenient mouth-piece of their policy in Parliament.
Certainly there have been times when the power of the Government of
India rested actually far less upon the support of th,\'l Cabinet and Parliament than on the respect which its reputation for efficiency inspi:ed.
The hands o£ the Government o£ India were strong : and there was little
,disposition to question the quality of their work, so long as. it was
concerned chiefly with material things, and the subtler sprmgs of
action which lie ·in the mental development of a people were not
:aroused.
36. We must distinguish, however, between the measure of control
,_
which has been exercised and the powers of
Powers of the Secretary control which the, existing system provides .
.of State.
•·
f 1 ·1
These are very great. All proJects or egis a-
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tion, whether in the Indian or provincial legislatures, come Rome to the
Secretary of State for approval in principle. Before him are laid all
variations in,taxation or other measures materially affecting the revenues
and in particular the customs ; any measures affecting the currency
operations or debt ; and, generally speaking, any proposals which in··
volve questions of policy or which raise important administrative
questions or involve large or novel expenditure. To set out all the
Secretary of State's specific powers would be a long task: but we may
mention the construction of public works and railways ; the creation
of new appointments of a certain value, the raising of the pay of others,
or the revision of establishments beyond a certain sum ; grants to
local Governments, or loans to Native States; large charges for
ceremonial o:r grants of substantial political pensions ; large grants
for :religious (fr charitable purposes ; mining leases and other similar
concessions ; and additions to the military expenditure, as classes of
public business in respect of which he has felt bound to place close
restrictions upon the powers of the Governments in India. For some
such restraints we have no doubt that there is solid constitutional
just!fication. The Government of India exercise immense powers over
a vast and populous country, and in the absence of popular control in
India it is right that they should, in matters of importance, be made to
feel the.mselves amenable to Parliament's responsible Minister and that
he should exercise conscientiously the powers which Parliament entrusts
to him. Nor should we underrate the value of the permanent officials
at the India Office in contributing to maintain continuity of policy in
a country where the high authorities are constantly changing. This
consideration,is of great importance. But as we shall show hereafter we
think that the ti~e may now have come when the detailed control
of the India Office might with advantage be relaxed.
37. Deferring to the next chapter our account of the legislative
machiner;y of India, we will now describe how
..
Development of Bntlsh tht executiv.e government of the country is
dominions.
constructed and conducted in India itself. The
old settlements were administered by a president or governor and a
large council, composed of from twelve to sixteen of the senior
servants of the Company. Everything was decided by a majority vote,
an arrangement that Clive found so unworkable for serious business in
Bengal that he set •up a select committee as the real instrument of
government. The three presidencies were independent of each other,
and each government was absolute within its limits, subject to the
distant and intermittent control of the Directors at Home. But the
need for a common policy in the face of foreign enemies was apparent ;
·and when the disorder of the Company's finances and suspicions about
the fortunes amassed by its servants in India drove Parliament to
intervene, it was wisely decided to create one supreme government
in the country. The grant of the Diwani in 176;5 mad0 Bengal the
predominant presidency, and therefore the Regulating Act converted
its Governor in Council into a Governor General in Council and gave
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'him superintending authority over Bombay and Madras. How
shadowy Warren Hastings found his authority at first is well-known:
against his will the aggressive policy of first the Bombay and later on
the Madras Government involved him in wars, which taxed to the
utmost his courage and resources. A curious echo of this state of
things lingers in the language of section 45 (2) of the Government of
.India Act, 1915, which still contemplates the possibility of a provincial Government making peace and war. For a long time indeed the
'mere isolation of the western and southern presidencies attenuated the
·authority of the Governor General in Council over them. His control
!became effective only as the British dominions extended till they
~became contiguous and communications between them improved. The
Madras presidency took practically its present shape after the fall of
Tipu Sultan in 1799 ; and the presidency of Bombay was settled on
almost its present lines in 1818 after the third Mahratta war. But the
Bengal ;presidency under the Governor General in Council continued
t0 grow. Lord Lake's campaign against the Mahrattas added what
is roughly the province of Agra to the Company's dominions. From
that time forward the security of the Bengal presidency was• the
dominant reason for further extensions of the frontiers, and thus Lower
Bunma, Assam, the Punjab, Jhansi, N agpur, and Oudh, as they were
successively absorbed, were added unto it. Sind, which was a.nnexed ,
befare the conquest of the Punjab, was attached to Bombay as being
the only base from which it could be conveniently administered. The
Governor General in Council was looked upon as in immediate control
.of all new territories ; but it was apparent that he could not directly
admin[ster so unwieldy a charge. The idea of instituting a fourth
·presidency was entertained, and for a very brief SiJace actually put
'into practice, but it was shortly afterwards abandoned in favour of
the creation of a lieutenant-governorship of the North-Western Provinces
in 1836 ; and in 1854 the Governor General in Council divested himself of direct responsibility for B~ngal, which also came under a
lieutenant-governor. An Act of that year also gave the Governor
·Gerieral in Council authority to provide for the administration of any
territory which there was no legal power to place under a lieutenantgove'rnor by creating it into a chief commissionership. From that time
onwards this power was regularly used, and so the Government of India
·came to assume its present character of a supe:»vising and directing
authority over the administration of the entire country.
38. Originally the Council of the Governor General worked together
. .
as a board and decided all questions by a
.
The Executive Counml of n1aJ· ority vote. The difficulties which Warren
the Governor General.
.
.
.
Hastmgs encountered from tlus arrangement
are notorious. Lord Cornwallis insisted on being given enlarged powers,
and to meet his views the rovision which now enables the Governor
· enera to override his ounm and. to act on his own responsibility
In matters · of grave importanse was inserted .. The power has been
:rarely exercised, though Lord Lytton used it in 1879 to abolish

.
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parti~lly the import duty on English cotton goods. The appointmen+; of special members of Council for law and :finance initiated the
portfolio systeJn, and the great increase of work which resulted from
Lord Dalhousie's energetic policy demonstrated its necessity. Lord
Canning :finally abandoned the att~mjnist9r a g~eat em~
1:;y the .c~trousmeth_od oC~~~i~~§..~.~n~-~~e
pr~~te~FWlilch the ordmary work of the departments 1s
distributed among the members and only the more important cases are
referred to tbe Governor General or dealt with collectively. Recent
events have, however, thrown some light upon the drawbacks attending the discretionary limitation of collective deliberations. The Council
has been from time to time enlarged and now consists of six ordina.:ry
members and the Commander-in-Chief. Three of the ordinary Members
must have had"ten years' service under the Crown in India and one
must be a barrister of :five years' standing. At the present time the
portfolios are Foreign and Political (which is taken by the Governor
General himself), Home, Revenue, Finance, Legislative, Commerce and
Industry, Education and Army. The particular allotment of their
work between them is unimportant. But it is essential to our
purpoge to see what the work of government in so vast a country
comprises and how the burden is in practice shared between the
Government of India and its delegates the provincial Governments.
39. First, however, it may be convenient to explain more fully what
the provincial Governments are. British India
. .
Growth of the provmmal is made up of nine major provinces and six
system.
•
lesser charges. The former compnse the three
presidencies of Madras, Bombay, and Bengal ; the four lieutenantgovernorships of the United Provinces, the Punjab, Burma, and Bihar
and Orissa ; and the two chief commissionerships of the Central Provinces
and Assam. The minor charges are the North-West Frontier Province,
British Baluchistan, Coorg, Ajmer, the Andamans, and Delhi. Madras
and Bombay grew into governorships out of the original trading settlements. Sind, as we have seen, was added to the latter soon after its
conquest in 1843. The original presidency of Bengal was elevated from
a governorship to a governor generalship by the Act of 1773. We have
explained how India then consisted of the three presidencies only, and
how military and political exigencies led to a great extension of the
Bengal presidency to the North-West. Later legislation relieved the
Governor General by empowering him to create the li~JJttttl{tJlt-governor
sP,icp of the North-Western Provinces in 1836, and further to rid himself
of the direct administration of Bengal, including Bihar and Orissa, by
creating the lieutenant-governorship of Bengal. The Punjab was the
next province formed. Annexed in 1849, it was governed first by a
board of administration and then by a chief commissioner. After the
Mutiny Delhi was transferred ,po it and it became a lieutenant-governorship. Oudh was annexed in 1856 and placed under a chief commissioner, whose office was merged in that of the lieutenant-governor of the
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North-Western Provinces in 1877. The North~Western"Pro:vinces and
Oudh were. renamed ·the UnitedJ'r()vinc~s of Agr;:t and Oudh. in Lord
Curzon's time. Lower Burma was formed into a chief commissionership
in 1862; Upper Burma was added in 1886 and the province became a
lieutenant-governorship in 1897. The Central Provinces, formed out o£
portions of the North-Western Provinces and certain :·Japsed territories,
were placed under a chief commissioner in 1861. In 1903 Berar, which
had long been under British administration, was taken over on a perpetual
lease from the Nizam and linked to the Central Provinces. Assam, annexed in 1826;was added to Bengal, from which it was again severed and
made a chief commissionership in 1874. In 1905 the partition of Bengal
converted the eastern half.of the province together with Assam into one
lieutenant-governorship under the name of Eastern Bengal and Assam,
and the western half into a second lieutenant-governofship under the
name of Bengal. This arrangement was modified in 1912 .; Assam became once more a chief commissionership, Bengal a pr~$idency, and
Bihar and. Orissa a lieutenant-governorship. The North-West ..Frontier
Province was created for purposes of political security in 1901 by detaching certain Punjab districts. British Baluchistan was formed i:&"to a
chief commissionership in 1887. Coorg was annexed in .1834 swd is
administered by the Hesident in Mysore. Ajmer, .c.ed~d. in 1818, is
similarly administered by the Agent to the Governor General .in Rajputana. The Superintendent of the penal settlement of Port Blair
administers the Andamans and Nicobar Islands as chief commissioner.
Delhi comprises a small area enclosin&,the new capital city, which was
created a separate province under a chief commissioner on the occasion
of the King-Emperor's durbar. In this way the present map of British
India was shaped. by the. military, political, or adr:uiniJ:;trative e;x:igencies
or conveniences of the moment, and (except in the case of the reconstitution of Bengal) with small regard to the natural affmities or wishes
of the people. The point is of supreme importance when we have to
consider the future development of India, and we shall have occasion to
return to it in a later chapter.
40. Some writers have described all the provincial Governments
as merely agents for the Government of India,
The Presidencies.
and in a sense, as we shall see, this is true.
But it must be remembered that the provinces differ in status not a
little. We may gather them into five categories. First..come the three
presidencies, distinguished not merely by their history and traditions
and the presence of great centres of commerce, but also by their more
elaborate system of government. Each is administered by a governor
with a council of three members, including since 1909 as a matter of
unbroken practice one Indian member. In an emergency the Governor
can overrule his colleagues, but otherwise the decisions are those of a
majority. Presidency governments still enioy some relics of their
former independence: they have the right to correspond' direct with
the Secretary of State unless financial issues are involved ; they can
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appeal to him against orders of the Government of India ; they have
full discretion in selecting for important offices Rnder them; and they
are less liable to supervision than other provinces in the ad..ministration
of their revenue and their forests.
41. Next rank the four lieutena;.nt-governorships. The oldest and
.
also by far the heaviest charge is the United
no'!'~ps~reutenant-Gover- Provinces with its population of 48 milHons,
It has been recognized that the burden which
its administration imposed upon a single man was too heavy, and pro~
posals to endow it with an executive council were frustrated only by
the adverse resolution of the House of Lords in 1915. The newest
creation is Bihar and Orissa, a product of the remodification of Bengal
in 1912. The attachment of Orissa to the rest of the province was
dictated by th~ need of providing for areas which the new presidency
could not absorb rather than by considerations of convenience or
economy. Part of Bihar ar.d Orissa is no doubt very densely populated·;
but it was mainly because those portions of the former Bengal which
are now included in it had enjoyed since 1910 an administration by
a lie~tenant-governor in council that it was deemed impossible in 1912
to withhold a similar equipment from the youngest and in area smallest
of the 'lieutenant-governorships. ':rhe presence or absence of an executive
council, however, though it affects the disposal of provincial business,
does not materially alter the relations of a lieutenant-governor with
the Government of India.
42. The two chief commissionerships of the Central Provinces and
Assam rank next. In theory all the portions
The Central Provinces of British India which are not included in a
and Assam.
governorship or lieutenant-governorship ar€\i
under the immediate authority and management of the Governor
General in Council, who can give all necessary orders and direction:->
for their administration. A chief commissioner is therefore still re·
garded as administering his province as a delegate of the Governor
General, who may resume or modify such powers as he has himselfZ
conferred. In official terminology chie£ commissionerships are generally
referred to as local administrations rather than as local Governments.
But in practice the powers entrusted to a chief commissioner are nearly
as wide as those of a lieutenant-governor, and with the creation of legislative councils in Assam and the Central Provinces any distinction in
administrative methous is tending to disappear.
43. The two frontier provinces of British Baluchistan and the North
West Frontier Province form a smsll class by
Baluehist.1n and
thJ themselves. They are administered by chief
North-West Fron:ier Pro.
vince.
commissioners who are also agents to thG"
Governor General in respect of political relations with adjoining tribal territories; they are in fact more directly
than any of the foregoing provinces under the control o£ the Government of India . actina through its Foreign and Political Department,
both because political questions are of preponderant importance and
4
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also because they lack the ·financial resources and powers which more
settled provinces enjoy.
44. In the last category come Ajmer-Merwara, Coorg, Delhi, and the
. .t .
Andamans. These are administered under the
Minor admmt~
ratwns.
1
.
trect con.tro of the Government of Indta,
acting except as regards the first, mainly through its Home Department. The first three are practically districts and the fourth is a penal
settlement.
45. Let us now try to realize the burden of government in India.
If we set aside imperative necessities which
Functions of govern
ment in India.
· may lead to a great temporary expansion
of governmental activity, as in England at
present, and also theories of the intrinsic merits of State management
which find favour with some schools of political thought, we may say
broadly that the degree of intervention by the State in the lives of its
people varies with their own capacity and disposition to direct the material business of their lives. The great mass of India's people are illiterate
p.easants, living in mud-built villages, and cultivating small holdings
Q£ land, the produce of which is only too often threatened by dr<'llght
or deluge. The physical facts of India, the blazing sun, the ene1;,vating
rains, have doubtless coloured the mental outlook of the masses of her
people. The Hindu caste system, with its segregating effect,. circumscribes the range of public opinion by limiting the range of personal
sympathies, and tends to perpetuate many customs and usages which
progressive Indians themselves recognize as a grievous impediment to
progress. Moreover the political disintegration which preceded British
rule utterly destroyed any incentive to material improvement or progress
by laying its results a£ the mercy of the first raider. • It was inevitable,
therefore, that when the government of the country was assumed by
the vigorous and practical British race they should have formed a conception of their responsibilities towards the people wider than that
accepted for their own land. We need not quote ftom the immense.
amount Qf eloquent testimony which writers on India have offened to
the admirable character of the work which has been done. We are
content to present the difference in this respect between government in
England and India in the unadorned language of the Decentralization
Cornroission :--"The Government (in India) claims a share in the ~oduce of the land; and
save where, as in Bengal, it has commuted this into a fixed land tax, it exercises
the right of periodical reassessment of the cash value of its share. In connexion
with its revenue assessments, it has 'instituted a detailed cadastral survey, and R.
record-of-rights in the land. Where its assessment.'l are made upon large landholders, it intervenes to prevent their levying excessive rents from their tenants ;
and in the Central Provinces it even takes an active share in the original assessment
of landlords' rents. In the Punjab, and some other tracts, it has restricted the
alienation of land by agriculturists to non-agriculturists. It undertakes the
management. of landed estates when the proprietor is disqualified from attending
to them by age, sex, or infirmity, or, occasionally, by pecuniary embarrassment.
In times of famine it undertakes relief works and other remedial measures upon an
extensive scale. It manages a vast forest property and is a large manufacturer
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'Of salt and opium. It owns the bulk of the railways of the country and directty
manages a considerable portion of them and it has constructed, and maintains,
most of the important irrigation works. It owns and manages the postal and telegraph systems. It has the monopoly of note issue, and it alone can set the mints
in motion. It acts, for the most part, as its own banker, and it occasionally makes
temporary loans to presidency banks in times of financial stringency. With the
co-operation of the Secretary of State, it regulates the discharge of the balance of
trade, as oetween India and the outside world, through the action of the India
{Jouncil's drawings, It lends money to municipalities, rural boards, and agriculturists, and occasionally to the owners of historic estates. It e.x:ercises a strict
'3ontrol over the sale of liquor and intoxicating drugs not merely by the prevention
of unlicensed sale, but by granting licenses for short periods only, and subject to
special fees which are usually determined by auction. In India, moreover, the
direct responsibilities of Government in respect of poli<.<>, education, medical and
sanitary operations, and ordinary public works are of a much wider scope than in
the United Kingdom. The Government has further very intimate relations with
the numerous Natl've States, which collectively cover more than one-third of the
whole area of India, and comprise more than one-fifth of its population. Apart
from the special functions narrated above, the Government of a sub-continent
containing nearly 1,800,000 square miles and 300,000,000 people is in itself an
.extremely heavy burden, and one which is constantly increasing with the economic
development of the country and the growing needs of populations of diverse nationality, ~nguage, and creed."

.16. 'ft is time to see how the tasks of government are apportioned
between the Government of India and the
Sphere <;>f the Govem- local Governments. At the outset, it is
ment of India.
obvious that their responsibility for the entire
country constrains the Government of India to keep some functions
of government entirely in their own hands. Since the Madras and
Bombay military commands were abolished in 1893, the defence of
India has been treated formally, as it had long been in fact, as an un·
divided charge. Coo.nected with defence is the diplomatic business
of relations with bordering Asiatic powers, and with this again the
administration of bastions of territory like the Frontier Province and
British Baluchistan. There is also the business of political relations
with the numerous Native States, which is mainly, though not yet
wholly, the sole concern of the Government of India. In a separate
category come the administration of tariffs, the currency and the exchanges, and the debt, and also of the great commercial services
like the post office and the railways, all of which concern the whole
-country. Again the central Government controls the businesa. of audit
and accounting, and lfas maintained it on a uniform system for the
whole country. But responsibility for everything else is shared in
greater or lesser measure by the Government of India with the provinfJes :
'and it is well to understand on what basis the distribution rests, if we
are to be on sure ground in making proposals which must radically
.affect it.
47. Eighty-four years ago the Court of Directors set themselves
.
to define the right principles of demarcaticn •
. R~lations with the pro- They reminded Lord William Bentinck emVmCial Governments.
· 'l
d ')'
phatically that the whole ClVl an m1 1tery
•
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administration of India w~s committed to the hands of his Government
by the Act of 1833 a"nd that for what was good or evil in it the honour
or dishonour would redound on him. They criticized the control previously exercised over the presidency Governments as having generally
taken the invidious and ineffective form of ex post facto intervention.
They wrote :" It is evidently the object of the present Act to carry into effect that intention
of the legislature to which we have alluded. Invested as you are with all the powers
of government over all parts of India, and responsible for good government in them
all, you are to consider to what extent., and in what particulars, the powers of government can be best exercised by the local authorities, and to what extent, and in what
particulars, they are likely to be best exercised when retained in your own'hands.
With respect to that portion of the business of government which you fully confide
to the local authorities, and with which a minute interference on your part would
not L"' Lel!d!uial, iL wlll Le your uuty to have always before yo'\:! evidence sufficient
to enable you to judge if the course of things in general is good, and to pay such
vigilant attention to that evidence as will ensure your prompt interposition whenever anything occurs which demands it."

And again five years later :-

,

" Although a minute interference on your part in the details of tte locaJ
administration of the suboruinate presidencies is neither desirable nor p:uacticable,
yet we should hold you but ill-acquitted towards those whose interests are committed
to your charge, if you should allow to pass without comment and, if necessary,
without effective interference, any measures having, in your opinion,'fl,n injurious
tendency either to one presidency or to the Empire at large."

48. We imagine that the Directors intended that Lord William
Bentinck's Government should define the
Development of tho matters in which their interference would
existing system.
be rare, and those in which their control
would be constant; but we find that no such formal differentiation
was actually ever attempted. Such discrimination between functions
as obtains at present is the result of gradual administrative devolution.
As the Decentralization Commission says :" The difficulty of defining the exact limits between a ' just control, and petty
vexatious, meddling interference' recognized by the Court of Directors in 1834,
still remains. It is easy to say that the central Government should confine itself
to laying down general principles, and that the detailed application of these should
be left in tho hands of the subordinate Governments ; but in practice it is so)nctimes
extremely difficult to say what are mere d9tails,.and whether these may not affect
the application of a principle. Again, what is normal:Jw a detail, properly left to a
local Government, may at a period of political stress or under altered circumstances
become a matter in which the Government of India, and even the Secretary of
State, must assert their responsibilities. It is, therefore, of paramount importance, that the relations between the Government of India and the provincial Govemments should b"' readily adaptable to new or changing condijjpns, and should
not be stereotyped by anything in the nature of a rigid constitution."

Obviously there are tendencies pulling in two opposite directions.
Material development, improved communications, the raising of standards of adrrlinistration, and the interest taken py Parliament in Indian
affairs all tend to throw work on .the central-power ; just as the want
of detailed knowledge and the varie~y of local conditions make for
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provincial liberty of action. The spread of ~nlightenment has on the
whole probably operated to cast more work upon· the Government of
India ; for the growth of national feeling among the educated classes
has raised many questions of a general nature with which only the
Government of India could deal and increased the habit of invoking
·its intervention.
49. Let us glance at the list of work which the administrative departments of the Government of India deal with
Supervision by the Go- not at first-hand, but as supervising and appelvernment of India.
~
late authority. To the Home Department
are referred questions from the provinces affecting the Indian Civil
Service, internal politics, jails, police, the civil medical service, law and
justice, and courts; the departments under the Revenue Member are
similarly concerned with revenue, surveys, forests, agriculture, veterinary
administration, meteorology, and famine and public works and irrigation; the Political Department with such Native States as are in political
relations with local Governments ; the Finance Department with opium,
stampii, income-tax, and the pay, leave, and pensions of the services;
the Department of Commerce with commerce, exhibitions, factories,
mining, •explosives, emigration, fisheries, salt, and excise ; the Department of Education with education, local self-government, sanitation,
and so fofth. All these spheres of business are primarily the concern of
local Governments, but in all of them the Government of India exercise
an unquestioned right of entry, either of their own instance or on appeal.
The measure of interference actually practised varies with circumstances,
and to a great extent depends on the financial system - discussed in
chapter V-for which place therefore we reserve its closer examination.
50. The text-books generally describe the Government of India as
.
interfering very little with the details of pro. Exte~t . of m.terference vincial administration
Sir Bampfylde Fuller
!n provmmal affairs.
.
•
wnting as an ex-Lieutenant-Governor, says that
the Government of India, as a rule, content themselves with laying
down general principles and watching the effect that is given to them,
but keep a very strict hand upon the creation of new appointments or
the augmentation of salaries. We have no doubt that this correctly
.expresses the general aim. But in such a matter all opinion is relative. Compared with past days, provincial Governments enjoy great
liberty of action ; but, as we shall show in due course, substantial
restrictions are imposed on them by the dominant conception that
the entire government system is one indivisible whole and amenable
to Parliament. Even though the Decentralization Commission accepted this governing condition, they thought that both the Indian
Government and in their turn the provincial Governments also had in
the exercise of the control with which thev were invested been
dominated too much by considerations of administrative efficiency.
" They have, we think, paid too little regard to the importance of developing
a strong sense of responsibility amongst their subordinate agents and of giving

•

sufficient weight to local sentiments and traditions. In our opinion, the burden of
work could be materia1ly diminished if the Indian Government were to refrain
from interfering in unnecessary detail with the actions of the authorities subordinate
to them, an interference which results in large measure in every administrative
authority in India having to do over again work already accomplished at a stage
below. Future policy should be directed to steadily enlarging the spheres of
detaikd administration entrusted to provincial Governments and the authorities
subordinate to them and of recognizing that they must definitely dispose of an
i11;creasing share of the ordinary work of g9vernment!'

We understand that public and official opinion alike endorsed this
criticism. But, as we have said, the question now turns mainly on new
and bigger considerations. Official control from above is incompatible
with popular control from within, and the admission of the latter justifies,
indeed demands, a corresponding reduction of the former. Parliament,
. the Secretary of State, and the Government of India must all relax
control if the legislative councils in the provinces are to share the responsibility for the administration. Similarly provincial Governments must
abate their superintendence where popularly-constituted subordinate
authorities have been entrusted with functions of their own.

•
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Chapter III.-Growth of the Legislative Councils.
51. To explain the constitutional position with which we have ·
Introductory.

to deal it is necessary to review as spor~ly
as possible S:q_~ ~rr_9}Y,t~".!Ji_l~~g~~ve _boi!~~s
in I:i:idi a . ·· · · ,Q.; • ··

52. The indigenous!;;-()£ India is a law o£ status, derived in
the case of Hindus from the Shastras and in
that
of· Muslims from the Qoran ' while in
·
the case of both there grew up also a body
of customary .law varying with the locality. Although the first
European settlements in the country were on sufferance of Indian
powers yet the personal character of the law of India and the
natme of many of its principles and penalties made it impossible
for _men of a different religion and habits of thought to adopt it for
the:u: own use. From the very first the English traders assumed
that they carried their own law with them. In fact, tJle germ_?.£
legisl'~~.RQ~!Llp.~<LJ!l.~J:}lizab~~~~J!Lch
Beginnings of legislative
power.

am~r~z~<! JJ:!.~~LJndiiL Co!E.E~!!Y.J£_!!fJ1ke_!!:!!~~lL~:..&~s,

c~t:;~tl~uhoJi~'. O:£der~1 aJ,ld ~~nances 1~~p.ot repugnant ~o Engl_1sh
raw, or t e good government oi the Company and Its affaus.
Similar privileges were affirmed by the Charters of her Stuart sue·
cessors. Of the laws made under these earlier Charters not a trace
remains: we infer that they were concerned with the monopoly u:f
trade and the repression of interference. The Charter of William
III made no meJltion o:f, and may be held to have withdrawn, the
power o£ legislation; but Geprge_;r's Charter of 726 invest~!Jle
Governors in Council of t e three-re8I encies with ower " io
m~'?~.ffil!ii~::;wr QJ.J!~i~,.J_aw~~..J!:n or mances or th~.
g~ver~!!l~JU!.d..J:~~io!!:.9(~J:l:.~~~>~Yil£~l.S.£D2.Qlll!ons_J.fiJJre
by created, and o:f the inhabitants o£ the several towns, places and
:f
~ties aforesaid respectively."
53. Accordingly from 1726 onwards the three presidency councils
.
."--·"""procooaed to make laws independently of
R esults of th e D twant.
· h'In t h eir
· severa1 JUl'lS
· · d'1ct'wns.
·N··~-~.,,.,••..."~····· •
each ot h er w1t
But at this stage l"e come on a new source ol legislative power.
After the grant ot the [Jiw.a'fl,i. il). 1761) by whip.P. tl!£l Company
assumed the revenue administration o:f Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa,
: i'Wafl-'tm..Ra&ling;s;,~th,e~/!overn9ro:f Ben al set u courts ar.d offices
\ •. I9J:_t}!l.._i~.P,Q.saL.2£JU___!~i.~---§-n_r~!!:.ue busines~J 1.n- vu~ue !!:!?t. o~
j' .a.J?-y...£_owers 9.eriY.e.d !rom Pari~.~. but o:f the autli_gpty w1nch
•HJJad bee;n delegated, to the "lJOm-PJl·D~ by the Mogliul Government.
j[ndeed 1t was not till 1861, that the last traces of the dual system
l "of courts was swept away.
.
54. The Regulating Act o£ 1773 subordinated the presidencies
TheRe ulatin Act 1773. and Councils of Madras and B.ombay to the
- - - .•.~. .
g
'
Gov~rnor General and Council of Bengal,
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who were thereby constituted the Supreme Government, and required
the Madras and Bombay Governments to. send to Bengal copies of
.all their Acts and orders; but we cannot find that the Bengal Government had any power of modifying them. At the same. time the Act
of 1773 took the unusual course .of subjecting the legislative
authority o£ the Governor General and Council to the veto o£ the
Supreme. Court. The hostile relations which existed between the
1
Court and Council probably explain the comparative absence n£
legislation during the period from 1773 to 1780; hut h,r 1780. the
Council .had . triumphed, and Warren Hastings passect nl's····:regnlations for' the administration of justice in provincial courts without regard to the Court. The Amending Act o£ 1781 justified his
action: it ave the Government the 1mporiant power of making
regu a ·1ons~:rovm01a courts w1t out reference to• the Supreme
Court. A few years later the powers o£ the other two Governments
similarly enlarged. Copies o£ all regulations passed in Madras
rmd Bombay were sent to Calcutta, hut it does not appear that they
were submitted for approval before being passed. 'l'he.leg:islative
power of the Governor General's Council was cqnfined both hf its
constitution and in practice to the presidency of Bengal.
•
55. We may note that the advent of Eng.lish lawyers as judges
of the Supreme Court in 1773 led to an illTh e D ec1arat ory A ct 1780.
. 1 attempt to app l y t h e El ng1'IS h"l aw to
'
a d v1ser
Europeans and Indians alike; but this error was corrected by the
lleclaratm:y Ac.t of 17'80, which directed that their own law and
usage should be applied to the people o£ the country. 'Ihe door was
thereby not closed, however, to such legis.lative modifications of the
rules of the Shastras or the Qoran as the pqhlic mind became ripe
for, under the influences of vVestern jurisprudenc~, case decisions,
and the growth of education and enlightenment; in which direction
indeed the Indian legislatures have from time to time rendered
<Jservices of incalculable benefit to the country.
f'- : 56. In 1813 the owers o£ all three council~ W:,E;lJ'e e.nlar ed am~
·
Growing confusion of a
e same. 1me u .ecte to reater cont~ol
the legislative system.
y the Home aut orit?;fs. Their regulati~ns
were applied to all persons who should proceed to the East Ind1ee1
within the limits of their Governments. They were given power to
make articles of war and to impose customs duties and other taxes.
:For another twenty years the three councils continued to make regulations, ani in so doing constantly added to the complexity o£ the
law system which the courts were expected to interpret. The conli fusion which b this time characterized the le"'al and 'udicial s stem
of t e countr ma be readil conceived. It rested on no less than
ve 1 eren ·o 1es o s a u e~.
a w. __ esHle. s. Iia.ving. to ...pa.y"heed also
to the English common. law, Hindu and Muhammadan law and
usage, charterG and letters patent, regulatio1,1s autlwrizeQ,. by statute
or derh·ing their validity either from tho Company's general powers
of g-overnment or from their acquired rights as successors to native
Governments, circular- orders of courts, and treaties made by the
Crown or the Indian Government. It is not surprising- that the'

were
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Calcutta Judges declared roundly that " no one can pronounce an
opinion or form a judgment, however sound, upon any disputed
right of persons, respecting which doubt and confusion may not be
raised by those who may choose to call it in question."
57. In such a state of things the statute of 1833 .was passed in
It
. 1'fi t'
d
Lord William lle»tit~:c,k's time. It ..aimed
1
corr!cti~~ P ca wn an
deliberately at t!impli:fying the legislative
machinery and also at· correcting the enors
o:f t.he past. With the former object the Governm~nts oLMadras
a;ncL.B~mbay werA.dt:f!;.st,ic_;~lJy ~~priv~d 2f.. t~~~I' .E.~~ers of legislahon, and left only w1th the ngnt of proposmg to the Governor
Ge~~:.~I- _i~,.. Qg_F.!l£il J_:J_rojects of the laws. ~hich they tho~g~t expeclient. ] or the latter purpose the Indian Law Comm1sswners
were establisheu, and the work of regulating the courts and codifying the penal and procedure law was undertaken. The central
Council was strengthened by the addition o£ a law member not in
the c?.mpany's service whose duties were to 1w confined to legislation. ~a,!jlivinff....l>I:..:P.urely..:; ~e.9ut_L~-~2E~~~~such as had produced{f
th~.. Jhr:ee pres1aency codes o! regiiiatwns was thenceforth to cease. 1
• 58 . .,In place of'thr.ee law-ma~~cutives~ia_t£~~ ~~-ed ii(•
B . ..
one ceni:ffil.J.hsL'l!it::::i:iidimenJary leg!_slatUfJl, · •
egmnmg of the Ind1an B u.t th IS
· re:form was £oun d t o h av~ d e£ec t s
Legislativ~ Council.
o:f Its own. The members of the Governor
General's Council belonged to the Bengal service, and their lack
of local knowledge was :felt to be a serious drawback to the Council's handling of Madras or Bombay questions. To Lo:r:d,J2ii!;lhousi~,
\ belonO>s the credit o:f differentia tin the le islative machme much
e c o , ,_ or Wl!.!.gJ
1more ec1S1vely :from the executive.,.
!i"e ~iUJ:IT~.E.~:rL resl!o!!§ible~ Je£tJ;l!.!LG2riE12tG:enflr,al's Coun~T as tne on,e }£glsl.ft.tivq,,J;!Q.'Yet -~Pm!ill.t~l!i.Jo enact laws to.!'..J]ie
wrlole of Briti~kdia,_2._~'tided ~~~ct disclo$ed_ in J;J!e
§"~t of I®.£Jly_IlltrodJ:t.,Qi!!g_r,~resentati:v~ 2:9-~h.trs f:t;2~ the.. siste_r
1

0

•

~{[~rbi~}~~:~r~r~~:~~:!~4n~~~·~~t;!(~
a,
upreme Court an

lo<c.~Lr;il.Y~fJ:\.illo~fl~.~-,

tpe,gt ,~r four were.

ma s appoT~ted by the

?}:. M~d~as~. Bo~b:;ty, J3~ng!1l, :;t]l<;l Agra .. T~is .· ~ i
I! fruL
w~_;·~.
a
.l
~~]Ji..m;!.~.-. .&,he~2£.1?!1!~ ~£ 1oC.JlU~J;1resenta_t.!.Q.!Lll! ,.~)!<
__JJk ..J..l1!L, ~ tUotJ;.e. _.•!t the same t1me the fourth ordinary
0

Q L
.
.

memEier · o'i" council:·-wllo had been hitherto merely a member for
legislative business, became a full executive membel:'-. These
changes meant that in a :full council i£ any single member of the
executive were absent, the members of the Govern:r:nent were in a
minority. On every legislative question there was at least to be
one member present withlocal knowledge, and what may be called
the English law element in the" council was greatly increa.;;ed.
Discussions became oral instead o£ being conducted in writing.
The examination of Bills was performed by select committees
instead of by a single member, and for the fi:~:st time,tJ:l~i~gjpllat!.Y_e
b~~~~-~-~---~!~2:i~~-'Y~~~--!~,pu~.§";;_· 'W'e"' Rng f;Jg!;> ation
0
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~or

the firs.t. time treated .as a.specia,lfl],netio;n 9£ Goyer;nme;nt requir· ·
··
59. But it was soon clear that even Lord Dalhousie's imJ>rovements did not suffice to meet the needs 'i'Ji[_
Defects of its early form. the time. ~ailta..a•..JJ:A~ ~Bombay _st!JL.com.
plained of thepreponderanmi··-of authority
whwh Dengalexen:ised.. 'J'b,e b,uge e:ttent of territory for which•
a single council legislated made it impossible :for matters to be
handled with adequate information and experience. Moreover,
the internal governance of the council itself was such that, contrary to the intentions of Parliament, it began to assume the character of a miniature representative assembly, assembled for the purpose of inquiry into, and redress of, grievances. ,.Above all, the
terrible events of the Mutiny brought home to men's minds the
dangers arising from the entire exclusion of Indians from asso . .
ciation with the legislation of the country .
.· 60. We have now l'eached the critical point of the story at which
. .
.
re1>resentatives of Indian OJ!iniq;n ..)V~J~. for :;(
.AdmiSSIOn of Indians tire first"11~~a:amr£t (f"to~'the':"1~c''lslature o:f .
ploposed.
the cou:U,.t~Y'~'and.'n~:a. .m~ke D.~. ~pol"gy :for
~,uotin~· a ";~ ll- known passage from .~ ..~};~~~,.~:l:'i.!~~.:J:l.•.~;y:,.§i!:.. ~.artle
..l!rere 1n u : IJ1g'. sp~eia,l ~a<;J:tiiJ,.~rY )}ttd .~p~gi_~l !!!!lc.~ss~s.

18 0

" The addition of the native element has, I think, become necessary owing
to our C!imintshed· opportunities' of learning through indirect channeis what th~
natives think of our measures, and how the native community will be affected
by them. It is useless to speculate on the many causes whiQh have conspired
to deprive us of the advantages which our predecessors enjoyed in th~s respect •.
Of the fact there can be no doubt, and no one will I think object to the only
obvious means of regaining in part the advantages which vee have lost, unless hEt
is prepared for the perilous experiment of continuing, tp legislate for, :rnUlions oi
If: people, with few means of knowing, oxceptby a rel;lellion, whether the laws suiilthem or not.
" 'l.'he durbar of a native Prince is nothing more than a. council very similar
to that which I have described. To it under a good ruler all have acces~, very.
considerable license of speech is permitted, and it is in fact the channel from
which the ruler learns how his measures are likely to affect his subjects, and may
hear of discontent before it becomes disaffection.
" I cannot think that the plan proposed will even in our presidency town&
lead, as has been apprehended, to needless talking and debate, or convert our
councils into parish vestries. It is a great evil of the present system that Government can rarely learn how its measures will be received or how they are likely
to affect even its European subjects, till criticism takes the form of settled and
often bitter opposition."

61. Lord Canning decided that though any return to the system
. h
t
f
which existed before Lord Dalhousie waS'
E st abl1s men o pro- ·
- rt'Ia1 return to _th e st'll
vincial
legislatures
1mposs1'bl e, a pa
1
·
earlier system which prevailed before 1834
was advisable. Once the principle of having local Governments
represented in the Indian legislature was admitted, the Governments
of Madras and Bombay could not reasonably be expected to b~
content with the meagre share which they then had in legislation
concerning their own presidencies. :{tejecting the idea of increas-
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ing in his existing council the number ~£ members drawn £rom the
two subordinate presidencies, Lord Qa1111i11g proposl'l9. t4!l<t the. single
council .should . be . pJ'Qken up into three distinct councils-the
legislative council ali the Governor General at Calcutta and local
councils in Madras and Bombay. The lieutenant-governorships of
Bengal, the North-'W~estern Provinces, and the Punjab should also
be equipped with separate legislatures. To each council he
proposed- that . three non-official members, European or Tndian,
should b~ admitted; that aU measures of local character not
affect~ng the rev'enue should fall within the competence of the local
councils; that the latter should concern themselves with legislation
only; and that business should be so conducted as to allow even
Indians unacquainted with English to participate in it. These
proposals arP. remarkahle as constituting the first decisiv~ step in
the direction of decentralization, and also i]l that of associating
Indians or indeed non-officials at all with t.hehusiness o£ legislation.
62. Vario~~ events contribut~d to precipitate the passing of the
Indian Councils Act of 1861. Differences
ch~;;:sts leading up to arose between
Government and
·
the Government of Madras about the incometax •Bill; serious doubts were expressed about the validity of the
laws introduced into certain backward areas which were known as
non-r~gulation provinces without enactment by the legislative
council; and finally the Governor General's legislative council presented an address asking that certain correspondence between the
Secretary of State and the Government of India should be communicated to it. The situation had become strained, and justified
Sir Charles Wood:_s_Q():r:t:l:E_~ain!j~_t:h.:~-JJoR!illJ2LQ9_!!1])10D.B that, con_1 trary to tlie mtention of its founders, the Council had become a sort
of debating so~iety or petty .:Parl:iawe11t. He quoted the Chief
Justice o:f Calcutta as saying that the Council " has no jurisdiction
I in the nature of that of a grand inquest o£ the nation. Its functions
I, are
. pureI y legisI ative, and are limited even in that respect. It i~
1 not an Anglo-Indian House o£ Commons for the redress of griev\J. ances, to refuse supplies, and so forth."
63. Many provisions of the Act of 1861 still form the framework
of the internal constitution of India. The
The Indian Councils A.ct restored to the Governments of Madra&
Act, 1861.
• · -·
·
.
. 2;_~d Bombay t~e power,s_ o£ leg:islat}on wJ;1ch
the 1\.~t of ~awn 1 but with one I!E:portant distinctiOn.
Formerly the laws enacted by the local legiSTatures had been complete in themselves and came into operation o£ their own force.
Thenceforth the previous sanction of the Governor General was
made requisite £or legislation by the local councils in certain cases,
and all Acts ~rf. thUQ.~.S !'eguired the subsequent assent ~f
ll1e GQYer~ntll'al m addition to that of tlie Governor. To ilijs
extent the GovernorG{meraf'was- gi"ven d:irect and personal control
over the exercise of all legislative authority in India. Fof purp~es of legislation the Gover:g_?r General's Council was rein ore~
l:iL~al_m_em_2~;r~~}ess tlian s~~~tlian ,!w!l!~~-m

'tile Supreme

I
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number, nominated for two· ears of whom not less than half were
o e non-o c1a s.
1e eg1s ative power of the overnor eneral
in (jouncil was extended over all persons whether British or Indian,
foreigners or others, within the Indian territories now under the
dominion of Her Majesty, and over all courts of justice and over
all places and things within the said territories, and over all British
subjects within the dominions of Princes and States in alliance with
ITer Majesty. The Act also gave legal force to aH the miscellaneous
rules and orders which had been issued in the newly-acguired territories of the Company (known as the non-regulation provmces) either
by extending or adapting to them regulations which had been made
for older provinces, or :frankly by the executive authority of the
Governor General in Council. (A few years later the power of
legislating for disturbed or backward tracts by regulations made in
executive council was restored to the Governor General by the Act
of 1870.) Moreover we find some trace of the old executive power
of legislation surviving in the power given to the Governor General,
without his Council, in cases of em r enc to make tem orary
ordinances whieh were not to r
in in orce or more than ix
months.
e eg1s a 1ve councils were res ore m
a ras and
BOiii:ba. liy expanding the Governors' executive councils on• the
same 1nes as .te overnor :xenera. s.
1e overnor enera was
::ilso chrecfea to estabhs.fi a.leg1slative council ..for :0£),:I:tg.aL anil em- :~{
powered to establish similar councils for the North-Western
Pr.ovin.ces and for tl1e Punjab; these two bodies act'!laUY,:.caw.e into
bemg m 1886 and 1897 re~pEf<.;tiyely ......But we lay stress on the fact
\.that there was no attempt to demarcate the jurisdiction~ 9f the
central and local legislatures as in . .i~dera.l c<;institu£ions. ~he
Gover:rg~.:r Ge~1er11:I' s Qouncil. could l~g1slate for. tlJ.e w:~o}e ?f. ;rnd1a;
arid the provmcial council for the whole o£ the pr~vmce; w1th the
reservation that before doing I"O in respect of certain matters the
Govemor General's sanction had to be obtained. Finally, the provisions o£ the Act rebuked the precocity of the council established
under the Act of 1853, which had modelled its procedure on Parliament and shown what was considered an inconvenient amount o£
in?ependence by asking questions. about and discussing the :propnety of the methods of the executive Government. ~e,,fJinctwns
of t~e, .ne~ 9ou;ncils ~er_e strict}y)imitc:ld ~o)egislation. They ~ere
expressly forb1dden to transact any busmess except the consideration and enactment of legislative meaemres, oc to entertain any
motion except a motion £or leave to introduce a Bill or having reference to a Bill actually introduced.
64. In summing up these changes we cannot do better than
follow the present Lord Macdonnell who,
. Character of th.e coun- writing 27 years a~1ie'~'Xctwas"passed,
<ells thereby estabhshed.
Was aBle' to ''ad'opt: w'iitl": little •'''m'o<I!fica:tion
the language in which ~iii'!i15r'o!l!ouT''ts"an(I''Legis'tativeAuthor- I
ities in India had described the position created in 1861.
T
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.

t~~_!geans of which the executive Government obtains advice and assistance
fi'fJ!.iefrlegiSlatioi1, 3n'Q11lepu15Iw denve'1Ji'iiiiavan11lgeo11UII publicity oilliig
ensured at every stage of the law-making process. Although the Government
enacts the laws through its council, private legislation being unknown, yet the
public has a right to make itself heard, and the executive is bound to defend its
legislation. And when the laws are once made, the executive is as much bound
by them as the public, and the duty of enforcing them belongs to the courts of
justice. In later years there has been a growing deference to the opinions of
important classes, even when they conflict with the conclusions of the Government, and such ccmclusions aro often modified to meet the wishes of the nonofficial members. Stili it would not be wrong to describe the Iaws made
the
legislative councils as in realitv the orders of Government; but the laws are
made in a manner which ensur~s publicity and discussion, are enforced by the
courts and not by the executive, cannot be changed but by the same deliberate
and public process as that by which they were made, and can be enforced against
the executive or in favour of individuals when occasion requires.

in

"£he col}nfoils ar,e :qo~_deliberatlve b2.!E~s wlk~.~~~.suJ:ll~hat
of the Imme(hat~£~L~l~~· "Tiley cannot mqmre mto gnevances,
Ca11'Tor~wn, or examme the conduct of the executive. The acts of administration cannot be impugned, nor can they be properly defended in such assemblies, except with reference to the particular measure under discussion."

.,65. The Acto£ 1861 thus closes a

cha~ter.

Its main interest has
and consol1'
dation of the mechanical framework of
government. The three separate presidencies have come into a
comm{)n system; much o£ the intervening spaces has been brought
under British rule; the legislative and administrative authority of
the Governor General in Council has been asserted over all the provinces and extended to all their inhabitants; and the ]Jrinciple of
recognizing local needs and welcoming local knowledge has been
admitted, so that local councils have been created or re-created, and
a few non-offic1Jtl and even Indian members have been introduced
for the purposes o£ advice. But, partly at least out o£ anxiety to
prevent the authority of the executive from being impaired (as in
.Warren Hastings' days) by any other· rival institution without
administrative responsibility, it has been expressly declared that
the councils are a mere legislative committee of the Government and
are not the germ o£ responsible institutions. We tlrink .it worth
noting how the innate tendency of even a :few official Englishmen,
assembled in a simulacrum of a legislature, to convert it into a
parliamentary body positively contributed to retard the introduction
of parliamentary ideas for the benefit of the people o£ India as a
whole.
•
66. But at the next stage we find a decided advance. W---h.fl.reas
The Indian Councils in 1861 men said "we had better hear what
'i Act, 1892.
a :few Indians of our own choosing- have to
! say about our laws," they said in 18.89 ".our. laws have positively
; benefited by Indian advice and criticism; let us have more o£ it,
,·~"~and if possible let the people choose the men they send to advise us."
· ~ 'The ·measure which eventually took shape as the Act of 1892 was
"+illiti~tesl by discussions in Lord Du:fferin's time in which Sir Geor e
~Chesnev. Sir Charles Aitchison, and 1\ r.
est an too' prommQ~t
P"a!:t. W' e slioulct Hkelo 1iear testim'oiiy to the breadth of outlook
R t ••• t
•
e rospec ·

-·

4 ·~,.n~~"n
--~.;:c-l~"'+'t',,.,
"N
lf;i.li.t. .L1 l!..U.V g'~~;t~~~"f···c·o··
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·ai,J,!}.• ~isdq~ ,tP,a,t .)l,l~rk:s ~;flei:r,:. Jielil>,erll tiqns. The position as they
then conceived it was·that aliniited but important section o£ Indian
.opinion demanded advance; elected chambers with power to control
the executive were a premature conception because no electo~ates
existed ; but reforms were needed both in orde'i- ~up:PfYili~C'imnctls
wtth'"'tl't:·~i'Tocal knowledge which was lacking- and also to give them
more liberty and power. We take, for mstance, the following
pa8sage £rom Sir Charles Aitchison a stati
with rea 'ud ment
-the__s:~verni};g con~i!ion~~2-! .e 12roblem which presented itself_:-

to

l:g,,~.,p,Q~e,.qtJ:~1~.. l\l!);l}!.,~U"..l~§~,1_.. -yyrit~~n wi~h reference to the request _of
-the Chambers of' C'orn:me~e'il.nabm:'er pulJ'li.'c bod1es that the annual Impenal
-budget should be submitted to discussion in the Legislative Council of the
Governor General, I pointed out that the proposal involved very much wider
issues, and was in reality only the first step towards giving the legislature power
-of interpellation in executive affairs and of criticizing and controlling the executive
Government in every department of the administration : a power which Parliament had deliberately withheld when the Indian Councils Act was framed. I
·therefore suggested that the question of general policy underlying the proposal
should first be settled; that any changes which commend themselves should first
be made in the legislative councils of local Governments, and their effect waited
'for before taking steps in the supreme legislative council which might prove. unwise and would certainly be irrevocable; that in any case the time had come
when large measures of decentralization could be adopted and the powers ai local
, Governments could be increased with advantage to the conduct of affairs, relief
to the Government of India, and corresponding economy; and that such decentralization was a necessary prelude to any enlargement of the powers attd func--tions of the local legislative councils.
11
Obviously it is an easier matter to popularize the local than the Imperial
Council, and tho risk on untried paths is less serious. Decentralization is therefore an essential preliminary. There is no room for local councils while the
'Government of India and the Secretary of State practically retain everything of
importance and interest, and even much that is trifling and unimportant, in
. their own hands. If councils are to be of any use, a sphe~ must be provided
within which their influence can be felt and their opinion will be potent in the
settlement of affairs. As a mere arena of ex post facto debate councils will be
'1ittle else than mischievous. Such -debates avowedly lead to no practical action,
and are apt to degenerate into acrimonious invective. As a means of expound·•lng and explaining Government policy and measures, councils have no doubt a
limited use, but such as will never satisfy the requirements of the day. More
harm indeed than good may be done if the explanations are blundering, and
especially if they are not perfectly frank and unreserved. The .true use of
··councils, in my opinion, is as cousultative bodies to help GovernmeiJ.~ with advice
-and suggestion. It is with a view to this rather than to interpell~tion or debate
.. and criticism that their machinery should be reorganized."
11

67. We are impressed :with ,Jh!')

J:n:~l<l,~~:R~PJl~h,,:wbJ,ch the m.em-

bp.~;~f1·~~~kp'~~~~~"y·<!~y-·~~~t~~g···::i~~iJa~
the positio:n in which we now find ourselves.
'They recommended for example that the councils should see papers
freely and originate advice or suggestions; that debates on such
advice or suggestions should be permitted; and that the estimates
-connected with local finance should be referred to a standing·committee and debated if necessary in council. They also were con--cerned to bring into public affairs the gentry and nobility of the
.. country; and :for this purpose they devised a council which should
Lord Dufferin's .Com··mittee.
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consist of two orders or divisions both ·containing some official
members. They made the radical suggestion that election should
,be introduced as :far as possible-in the first division directly,
~n .a high property .qualification., and in. the .se.QQn<l division in.irectly, hy.~~l.~~.l~\J~.§,,~~i~~.~~t:,t~t~~§.,,. T~ey advised that
o(aare sl:J,ould be ta1{en to secul'e tlie f:nr representatwn o£ all classes;
that power should be reserved to Government to pass measures in
.Certain cases against the votes of a majority in council; and that
councils should be o£ moderate size and not more than two-fifths
.elected. In these recommendations it is interesting to encounter
the germ of proposals which bulks largely in our present inquiry,
ior standing committees, grand committees, upper houses, reserved
and transferred subjects, and the like.
68. Lord :l)ufferin's V'ie~ ofthesituation
Lord Dufferin's v1ews.
is conthlnea·J.£. tll~''l~JJ~~).ng noteworthy
passage:.. It now appears to my colletotgues and to myself thtott the time has come for
us to take another step inJl:lJlJ~~~~t,~.9~1J}ent •.qt, i;Jle. sa:Q.leJi~N.:I:>QlJ..cy, and to give,
to quote my own words, "a shll wider share in the administration of public
affairs• to such Indian gentlemen as by their influence, their acquirements, and
the confidence they inspire in their fellow-countrymen are markl3d out as fitted to
assist w~th their counsels the r!3sponsible rulers of the country.' But it is
necessary that there should be no mistake as to the nature of our aims, or of the
real direction in which we propose to move. Our scheme may be briefly described
as a plan for the enlargement of our provincial councils, for the enhancement of
their status, the multiplication of their functions, the partial introduction into
them of the elective principle, and the liberalization of their general character
as political institutions. From this it might be concluded that we were contemplating an approach, at all events as far as the provinces are concerned, to English parliamentary government, and an English constitutional system. Such a
conclusion would be very wide of the mark; and it would be wrong to leave either
the India Office or th• Indian public under so erroneous an impression. India
is an integral portion, and it may be said one of the most important portions of
the mighty British Empire. Its destinies have been confided to the guidance
<lf an alien race, whose function it is to arbitrat~ between a multitude of confliCting or antagonistic interests, and its government is conducted in the name of a
monarch whose throne is in England. The executive that represents her im1fierium in India is an executive directly responsible, not to any local authority,
'but to the Sovereign and to the British Parliament. Nor could its members
divfl8t themselves of this responsibility as long as Great Britain remains the
paralrnount administrative power in India. But it is of the essence of constitutional government, as Englishmen understand the term, that no administration
should remain at the head of affairs which does not possess the necessary powers
to carry out whatever measures or policy it may consider to be ' for the public
interest.' The moment t'hese powers are withheld, either by the Sovereign or
Parliament, a constitutional executive resigns its functions and gives way to
those whose superior influence with the constituencies has enabled them to overrule its decisions, and who consequently becom\3 answerable for whatever line
of procedure may be adopted in lieu of that recommended by their predecessors.
In India this shifting of responsibility from one set of persons to another is, under
existing circumstances, impossible; for if any measure introduced into a legis\ative council is vetoed by an adverse majority, the Governor cannot call upon
the dissentients to take the place of his own official advisers, who are nominated
'by the Queen-Empress on the advice of the Secretary of State. Consequently the
vote of the opposition in an Indian Council would not be given under the heavy
sense of responsibility which attaches to the vote of a dissenting majority in a
-uonstitutional country; while no responsible executive could be required to carrv
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on the government umess free· to inaugurate whatever measures it considers necessary for the good and. safety of the State. It is, therefore, obvious, for this
and many other reasons, that, no matter to what degree the liberalization of the
councils may now take place, it will be necessary to leave in the hands of each
provincial Government the ultimate decision upon all important questions, and
the paramount control of its own policy. It is in this view that we have arranged
that the nominated members. in the Council should outnumber the elected members, at the same time that the. Governor has been. empowered tG, overrule his
council whenever he feels himself callM upon. by, circumstances to do so.
" But, though it is out of the que~tion either for the supreme or for the subordinate Governments of India to divest themselves of any essential portion of
that Imperial authority which is necessary to their very existence as the ruling
power, paramount over a variety of nationalities, most of whom are in a very
backward state of civilization and enlightenment, tOOr,e....ia. uo r,(l!JcSOn why they
should not desire to associate with themselves in council in very considerable
numbers such of the natives of India as may be enabled by their acquirements,
experience, and abilitv to a.ssist and enlighten them in the dischame of their
difficult duties. Nor can it be doubted that these gentlem1m, when endowed
wilih ample and unrestricted powers of criticism, suggestion, remonstrance, and
inquiry will be in a position to exercise a very powerful and useful influence
over the conduct of provincial and local public business which alone it is proposed
to entrust to them. As inhabitants of the country, as intimately associated with
its urban and rural interests, as being in continua.! contact with large masses of
their fellow-countrymen, as the acknowledged representatives of legally "tlonstituted bodies, or chosen from amongst influential classes, they will always apeak
with a great weight of authority; and as 'their utterances will take place i'h public,
their opinions will be sure to receive at the hands of the press whatever amount
of support their intrinsic weight or value may justify. B;y: this me.a:u.s ct)l.e field of
public discussion will be considerably enlarged, and the .various administrations
concerned will be able to shape their course with the advantage of a far more dis~
tinct knowledge of the wishes and feelings of the communities with whose interests they rnay be requireu to deal than has hibherto been the case-for those
. wishes and feelings will be expressed, not, a.s at present, through self-constituted,
self-nominated, and therefore untrustworthy, channels, but by the mouths of
those who will be the legally constituted re,Rr~ll:l~rtt~H)!:~iLJ?,f ~~i~ll,~~J~~!)pefi!ts and
clas.s~s, aiJ,<L:vyf!o"~ilU~~!, .tf1~mst:llves, in w'hatever they;Io or say, responsible
to· enlightened and increasing seC'tions of their own countrymen."

, All thnt the Government hoped to do, he added, was by .associating with them in the task of administration a considerable number
of persons '' selected and elected '' from the. educated classes to place
themselves iii 'cbntaC't'wlt'lr""a''Targer surface of Indian opinion, and
thus to multiply the channels by which they would ascertain the
wants and feelings of the various communities for whose welfare
they were responsible.
69. Lord Du:fferin
Introduction

of

elec-

or election
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w4ere co:nditioJ;t~ j.u~tified,,h~l:ie~,:in it; a:nd. they .asked :for power to
make. rules £or the appointment o:f ad.ditionai 'members by nomi:n~tion or otherwise. They had their way. Ther.e a,re rew lJ1ore
u:nq,bt:J;us:i;v;e. p:r.o;v;isions in ;th.a.,.sl;atut,e, . QOOk, ;l;ha.n,.~~.,j)l').QI.'>. ,.£alJ10US
"Jiin}he~l~y .clfl,p.~e" (<l~~)o·:r~?,>lly~,tn, ~llX,iJ..•N~t}J,l?J;()o,lt) :which is the
basi:;; of sectio:n. 14.(fl,);.Qi.,the:Hov:.a:;r;:nment.ol India .A.c:t, 1~15. That
cfause, while purporting merely to empower the Governor General
in Council with the sanction of the Secretary o£ State in Council to
make regulations as to the conditions o:l' nomination o:f the additional
members, in reality effected a revolution in the constitution. ~r
Ma 'est 's Ministers had refused to recoo>nize the rinci le of
e ec lOll i u
e 0 Cia spokesman or Government conceded 1n
the most ~uarded 't"erms that the door was not barred agamst 1_h Mr.
Ourz~n said t,Pat" It would be in the power of the Viceroy to invite representative bodies in
India to elect or select or delegate representatives of themselves and their opinions
to be nominated to those houses, and thus by slow degrees, by tentative measures
-and in a matter like this measures cannot be otherwise than tentative-we may
perhaps approxima.te in some way to the ideal."

!fr. Gladstone speakin~ for the Opposition was quick to pin the
a declaration that the experiment of election
was to receive as reasonable a. trial as the circumstances of Indi&
permitttJd.
Gov~own~to'

" The great question we have before us-the question of real and profound
interest-is the uestion of th ·
tion of the elective element into the Government o n m.
*
*
*
am no a a
rspose to ask
them at once to produce large and imposing results. What I wish is that their
:first step shall be of a nature to be genuine and whatever amount of scope they
give to the elective principle shall be real. The honourable gentleman did not
indicate where such paterials for the elective element were to be found. Un1,doubtedly, Sir, as far as my own prepossessions go, I shguld look presumptiyely
;! with the greatest amount of expectation and hope to the..:g:tuni,Sljpal bodk§._and
i;tE£§'§r'~~s>:~!~~~!.~"".!~~~,JE~i9lt .thfl el!i}~;ti~I'Ulkl1l~EL~!E~~C!y incl!!_~d. ''

'

'Vhat 'happened was exactly what might have been anticipated
by anyone :familiar with British political developlll{lnt. Her
Majesty's Government in transmitting the Act of 1892 explained
that the intentions of Parliament were that-

'' Where corporations have been established with definite powers upon a.
recognized administrative basis, or where associations have been formed upon a
substantial community of legitimate interests, professional, commercial, or territorial, the Governor Generral and the local Governors might find convenience and
advantage in consulting from time to time such bodies, and in entertaining at
their discretion an expression of their views and recommendations with regard
to the selection of members in whose qualifications they might be disposed to
confide."

Technically, the function o:f the nominating bodies was to be that
o£ recommendation only: but the political sense of the Government
of India told them that it was impracticable either to insist on selection :from a panel of names pro:ferred, or .to reject individual nominations at discretion. They also declined, otherwise than by laying
down certain general qualifications, to fetter the discretion o:f the
recommending bodies. In co:p.clusion with local Government they
E
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drew up regulations which- Lord Kimberley accepted. These provided for an officiaT majority, but restricted it so far as was thought
possible; and they also left the majority of the non-officia~ seats to
~ .·,be filled by recommendation. The..teJ;_:t,n '' -~le~#qn,:_~. JYal3 seduJllouslyeschewe:d.; . b~t,i~~,§X!l,Y-94 ,~~-~-~ .RP~ip.a.tiorl,E; llY t:~(lOp:tmend~ng:
" bo_dies ga:t:q,eJo })e_ a_(lceP]e~ -~-~---a . UJ.at~el" . 9~-JWJJ.fSe.J1;le.faqt Qf elect10n
·to an appre(liable pr()portio;p. (),f the non~official seat~ was firmly
r?
·
' 5.. • established.
r .
The Act of 892 also -follo-wed the recommendation>; of Lord.
Dufferm's Committee so far as to g1ve t e counc1 s t e nght of
e
askin()' uestions and of discussin thou()'h not of votin
lou get._
o t 1s 1mited extent we find it recognized-contrary to
I tlie decision of 1861-that the functions of councils were thence, forward to be more than merely legislative, or merruy advisory.
70. Rather more than five ye:ars later, Lord George Hamilton
.
. .
ordered the working of these regulations to
Wo~kmg of provmcml be reviewed with the obJ' ect of seeing how
regulat1ona.
•
J!
far they had secured the representatiOn o.~:
all important classes. Inquiry showed both in Madras and Bombay
that the district boards and municipalities, which constituted the
nominating authorities for rural areas, tended to nominate lawyers
:far too exclusively, but neither Government was disposed to press
~or any change. In Bengal, however, one seat was transferred
from the rural municipalities to the large landowners who had not
hitherto been given a right of nomination. The. general idea was
that the machinery for representation at that time corresponded
to the needs of the country; and so for another ten years the elective
element in the provincial councils consisted of at the utmost eight
members, returned by a few large cities, by gro..tps of municipalities and district boards, by large zamindars, by chambers of commerce, and by universities.
71. The same rinci le of election dis()'uised as r"ecommenil.
.
a 10n was a so a op e Ill 8 2 for t e legjs. E!ectt?ns forth~ Indtan fative council ol tlie Governor General._
Legtslattve Council.
d
But the reformers of that perio felt bound
to work within the statutory maximum limit o:f sixteen additional
members, wh.ich made it impossible, if an official majority was to be
kept, to adm~t more than ten non-officials. Four of tlJ,ese seats they
allotted to recommendation by the non-official. members of the four
provincial councils, and one to the Calcutta Chamber of Commerce. Abandoning as hopele•ss the idea of securing the representation of the vast residuary area and population of the country
by any quasi-elective machinery, they fell back :for the filling of

I

i>;e~:e
G~~e-~~~:_·g.·G·. . ~~-n.e.;~~-cl···al·..s···ea·.ts u. po·n·. the p.ro.ce.ss.. of. n. omina__.tion
112. The_impulses which led in . l906.. to... th@.init~ation of the

reforms a,ssociated with the names of Lord
Morley and Lord Minto were partly inter_
nal,, partly external. . :fourteen years' ~xp~c.e...o:f...tha.reioJ'.m§...QJ 1892 had .been on Hie whole lavourable.
Heasons
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.
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Criticism had mostly been temperate though not always well-informed. Useful information had been often, and·valuable suggestions not infrequently, received; and the association of the leaders
-of the non-official public in the management of affairs even in a
restricted and rudimentary form had afforded an outlet for natural
aspirations and some slight degree of education in the art of government. NeE:~officia.l speakers in Council and speakers and o:rgans of
ihe Indian National Congress were claiming that the time had come
further advance. InteYnally indeed the peYiod was one of
ttl:~~. unr$;st,~, . to which the :ij,usso~J a pa.nese ~ar oJ<J~O}t7 05 .~ th.e
Umvers1'1hes Act of 1904, and the partitiOn. of Bengal had contnbute'd: · · 'Tl'f"·N·6vemlier< 1905 Lord 'Minto had. replaced Lord Curzon
as Viceroy, and in December Lord Morley became Secretary of State

{~t r;~~th!~if~~g=~~f!i~e:P~~6~~it·;1~~ie~~llyi~j.t~i·!\~

followed Lord Du:ffedn's exam le in a otintin a committee of
Council com osed of Sir Arunde
rundel Su DenZI
e son,
r. Erle Richargs, ang..J:!!::..,Baker .. to cons1 er amon,g other matters
·fh'el{crea!leJ1U!le repr~sentative eh;ment iP;_tiie I:r;J1an ~;nd rr:.vni.@._~g:i~l~fve__££.uncils.. His reasons ~or so domg may e best
:statea..rn ~JL words:" Indian affairs and the methods of Indian administration have never attracted more public attention in India and at Home than at the present moment.
The reasons for their doing so are not far to seek. The.,SI9w,~4pf,edlJ.gation which
British rule bas done so much to encourage is bearing fruit. ·.· Irhj56rtant'"dasses
-of the population are learning to realize their own position, to estimate'·fot·themselves their own intellectual capacities, and to compare their claims for an
·equality of citizenship with those of a ruling race, whilst .the Q.ir-ecting influences
of political life at Home are simultaneously in full accord with the advance of
·political thought in India .
" To what extent the people of India as a whole are as yet capable of serving
1n all branches of administration, to what extent they are individually entitled to
a share in the political representation of the country, to what extent it may be
possible to weld together the traditional sympathies and antipathies of many
different races and different creeds, and to what extent the great hereditary rulers
of Native States should assist to direct Imperial policy, are problems which the
,experience of future years can alone gradually solve.

•

" But we the Government of India cannot shut our e ·es to resent con:e po 1t1ea atmosp ere is full of change; ques wns are e ore us which
wecannot afford to ignore, and which we must attempt to answer; and to me
lt would appear all-important that, the initiative sl.to!J.ld .~:t,p.~~t.!:\,Jr,Qm us., that
the Government of India should not be put in the positiop..pLappear.ing to have
its hands forced by agitation in this country or by pressure from Home-that
we should be the first to recognize surrounding conditions and to place before
His Majesty's Government the opinions which personal experience and a close
'touch with the eYery-day life of India entitle us to hold."
ilition~.

73. The problem which Lord Minto's Government set themselves
to solve was how to !use,,ciA·<c·.O~ single
Stat.ement of the pro- government tll.e. tw:o elements which they
1907
·
blem m
discerned in the origins o£ British power in
India. !E!~ hleng th.e .I!rin,9iple Qi.~utocracy deriv~d
from :-M-~--emperors....a.Ud.-JiiJ!d.u.~!!;h the prinp\ple Qf
'?.2.~Qll.a]ism ..dex.ilred_.frmlL1!!'!L§rijisJ:LQr.£:!'n and Parhamen_t)
•
E 2
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to create a constitutiQy.~l~lQ!lJ.§.Q.Y.L-'!..hl~?E._di~ti!!K~Qj;_q_p_oelo from
Asiatic despotisms; should bind itself to govern by rule, should call
to its councils representatives of all interests which were capable of
l::eing represented and should merely reserve to itsel£ in the form of
a narrow majority predominant and absolute power. '.Chey· hoped
to create a constitution about which conservative opi11ion would
crystallize and offer substantial opposition to ariy .further change.
'I hey an.ticipated that the ;u:,i.sto.cratic...el~l:t"len:t in societw:.. aud the
moderate men, tpr whom there was .then no place in Indian. politics,.
would range themselves on the side of the Government, and opposeany further shifting of the balance o:f power and any attempt to
democratize Indian institutions.
74. These sanguine e:x:pect!il.tions :were short-lived. In nine years'
. .
.
.
~¥orley-Minto reLQ!:!!!.S.lll!Ye spe11t Their
sofu~i~~~1sfact1on w1th the tili.lity. They J~:I~_l!_()__ l~ferl'~ceptable_ t_o
Indian opinion; and in t e 1ght of e:x:perit"nce official opinion also views them with a critical eye. We judge
that this is due in varying degrees to the political development
. broug·ht about by the reforms themselves, to the precipitatio11 of
(~./ democratic feeling caused by tlw war, to some inherent feat'lues o:f
<": the scheme of reforms itself, a11d to Lo11d Morl~_!l-Ssertion __that
l · tlwse ref2!'ms were.H-r:t().:t_Il!~il:nt to lead_ toJt.!!f!~~ll~a!Y government.
Tildeed TJ1?a~eY,,Jvhole-hetntedly accepted and.· .e.,v.en emp
.. lia·s.ized
t~e :onten~1'7ord Minto's Government thA,t..• ,ik,fJ.:,~~---"'not
::nm1ng. iltit}·~.PQP,s.~l?ll'l. g,o;~;;r-I:JJ,~l1ent. He Vll;rote:" Your Excellency's disclaimer for your goyerument of being ' advo.oates ofrepresentative government for India in the Westeru .sense .of the .term,' is not
any more than was to be .expected. Some of the most powerful advocates of the
representative system in Europe have learned and taught froJU Indian experiences
of their own that, in Your Excellency'$ words, ' it could never be akin to the
instincts of the many races comprising the population of the Indian Empire.'
One reason among many is suggested by the statement in the portion of your·
despatch dealing with local Governments, that ' Indian gentlemen of position
ordinarily refuse to offer themselves as candidates to a wide electorate, partly
becavse they dislike canvassing, and partly by reason of their reluctance to risk
the indignity of being defeated by a rival candidate of inferior social status.'
While repudi!!ting the inteption or de~ire. to attempt the ti;:@.§Pl~_l;Jj;~of ..11ny
~uropE::g:t for~ of representa_~i~_.,S?.Yer~l!l~n~~Q..Jndian soil, what is souggtby
:{ our xceg_(lJ:lCy_i_n _9oun~1J.s. to ~mprove ex1stm~machiner;y, or t?Ji···nd ;new, for
? t~. . l\Ml~~<llilildib.,qf.cedl).ca.t!il .,mE;JA . to s.h~t~ 'lp.,j4e govern1uent of their country.' I need not say that in this, de:?ign ypy. have ..the cordial
•
tloncurremje.of His ]\{ajesty~s. G.overnment.
\
" One main standard and test for all who have a share in guiding Indian·
policy, whether at Whitehall or Calcutta, is the effect of whatever new proposar
may at any time be made upon the strength and steadiness of the paramount
power. In Indian government there is ito grace worth having in what is praised'
as a concession, and no particular virtue in satisfying an aspiration, unless your
measures at the same time fortify the basis of authority on which peace and order
and all the elements of the public good in India depend. LB . J;he."whole,..spirit
of Your E:x:ceUency's despatch Lread the convicti9:a· that--every one. of the pro~
posals advanced in it is calGJulated by enlisting fresh. support in common opinion
on the one hand, and on the other by bringing government into closer touch
with that opinion, and all the currents of need and feeling pervadil:lg it, to give·
new confidence and a wider range of knowledge, ideu,. and sympathies, to th&
boldtlrs of executive power."
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75. We need not review the correspondence in which the proposals were developed. Om purpose will be
; Salient featur:es .. of the served by setting forth the salient features
1909 r:efor:ms. System of
~T=;.;;.;;;;;.;;...,;;;;.f..~;;;;;, ·
.:representation.
of the. scheme with a brief ex:2lanahon ·_9f
.
the considerations which shaped them. Its
,--:'·'~'fmthQrs agreed that in the immense diversity o£ i~te:re~ts and opinJ' ~,J~dia ~-~J>X~i\iui.~a~slinit::i~1~t,~§i,s·_was_ the only
J)racticable. mea:n,s Q:f_ e!llbod:yi!lg. the ~'Ve .t>r1iicrp1e~··con-

~!!~~~;:~!~-!A,f£~:~'~J~~;~ft~~:11cH!¥~\~l~~~¥~~t:;~: ~; !~:

planting community, it was an easy task to. #amt) Jimi,te9,_ elector!ltes. Difficulties began when it was a question of providing for
widespread interests or communities, such as the landholding or
professional classes, or for important minorities, such as the Muham_-p:tadans in many provinces or the Sikhs in the Punjab. The
1Muhammadans indeed ressed £or and obtained from Lord Minto
.
romise that the should elect t eir own members in se arate
u 1amma an constituencies"'" . t is probabl~ t a.t t e. ar-reac mg
:Consequences of this decision and the difficulties which it would
i3reat~ at a later stage were not :fu11y :foreseen: we shall have occasion
to dis~ss · them J~ter. Simil:;t~ly t.o. .#!e Jlug~. J.~n~ow::ning);nterests
a SJ?,~Cil).l . . eleGtP:r!lte. Fl:J.S cpqpeded ba_sed o.n a .. high £ranch1se. The
res1duar constituencies :for the rovincial councils-which cons 1 ute t e only means of re;uresentat10n gf the J?eop e at argewere constructed out of municipalities and district boards voting in
g!£_ups.
/ 76. Lord Minto's Government were at first disposed to maintain
I
..
.
a bare official majority in the provincial
I maJOrity
i ~ba.ndo!lment oi o~al
councils ' but to summon
ordinarily only such
1n· the provuMnal
.
a number o£ offimal members as would be
;councils.
necessary :for the transaction o£ business.
But in Bombay it had already been :found possible to do without an
official majority, and in the year 1906 the local council consisted o£
10 officials and 14 non-officials though to three o£ the latter seats
officials might at any time be appointed. It was decided therefQ].'e
to face the risks o£ abandonin the official ma 'orit m rovincjal
co ncil:s; to re y partly on t e use of the veto, partly on the statU:•to1·y restrictions attaching to provincial legislation, to prevent the
carrying of undesirable laws; and to trust to the concurrent· powers
of le islation o s
the Governor General's le islative council
or t e enactment of necessa
aws w 1c t e rovmcral council
:re use .
e··pnrtrittcr:
·~rg atu'lliiM'>·;we.tE).,.e:Qlar.ged up . to a maximum lim~t ()~j:IO.~.dditiona-1 member<B in the larger prov!nees and <10
in.~.$'1j!'Jca]1er; and the composition was generally so arranged as to
give a combination of officials and nominated non-officials a small
majority over the elected members except i~~_gal Fhere there
was !l_..2k~~!l.9ted majo!ity ..
T.h~~-.~ti~..Qw;~,~l ..,,W@r~,""lit.~Q..~d... Accordipg
to the present regulations the number of additional members is
Qrdinarily 60. Not more th~n 28 may be officials. The Governor
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General also nominates three non-officials to represent certain speci(
fied communities ·and has at his disposal two other seats to be filled.~.""'!" \
by nomination. In this CM!tJ:t.lso _it W&s. £o1t:gd tt,~.cesS!\:t'Y .to rely)\
~'Jf··· large!~ ou the ~~J"I~t~~~~~~L2! J:s-~er~!}.~§~,:t~theF tlfan; territor!es-:~ '
The. 2• elected seats are partly s~ared 'by cer!::t!.!l...~Re,~li~,J,}JOll:stitu--

"'T

~~TI~ig~f~~~e~Fl~Tn~~~~Y~!in~~ci::el~n~~~v~~sel~ ~~~~i:C;.

(at altern"at(telections only), and two chambers of commerce, while·
fhe residue of open seats· is filled by election by the non-official
:tpembers of t.he ni;q.~ provincii\l J~gisl~tive councils. We may ex-plain that our figures take account o£ the further changes in the
regulations necessitated by the repartition of Bengal and the·
subsequent constitution of a legislative council for the Central
Provinces. On the Governor General's Legislative .Council a small
official majority was thus retained. Lord Morley laid it down that
the Governor General's Council "in its legislative as well as its
executive character should continue to be so constituted as to ensure<
its constant and ·uninterrupted power to :fulfil the constitutional
obligations that it owes and must always owe to His Ma~sty's
Government and to the Im1)erial Parliament."
17. 'l'he regulations in "which these provisions were embodied;'
... ,_,,,... ···'~''"""'*'"''m:tde''''~l'l''ini ortant new ·de arture in exLe.l.'al r~Q 0 iP,ition of the pressl reco mzm t e rinci le oi election
elective prmcip1e.
'
'
.
.
.·
w 1c t e re~u ations of 1893 had practicallY but not 11ally admitted Up to 1909, as we have seen,
tliere was no ob igation to accept the nomination made by the·
!~commending bodies, bu_-Ljg _pr!<\c:tiQ~ the n,.o.W:~n~~L~n ,!~.~-. p;ever·
disregarded. We have, however, seen it stated tnat tne e:instence
o:f··:power--to··J.'ejtrct a nomination did lead in ~ :few cases to the
,"7·• withdrawal of some undesirable candidatures.
The lflgal recogni-/ ' tion of the elective principle in 1909 necessarily involved the impos'ltion of legal disqualifications for election: and an oath or affirm-ation of allegiance to theCro:wn was at thesameJi:tlle j1Uposed.
78. No less important than these changes in the composition
.
....,,..
o£ the councils were the changes in their
. Right to move resolu- ·functions.
It is quite true that so fan-,, a&
tJOns.
1eg1s
· l abve
·
d ut1es
·
are concerned th e somewhat old-fashioned provisions of the Act o:f 1861 continued mainlyto regulate their powers : but the deliberative :;phere of the councils ·
was enlarged in a strikin~ manner. As we have sa1d, for thntyyears between 18tH and892 the councils had no other function
than that of legislation. The Act of 1892 gave members power to·
discuss the bud et but not move
Iutions about It or to divide the·
counc1 .
ecame t e practi{le according y to allot annua y one
·or two days a year to the discussion of a budget already settled bythe executive government. Lord Morley's · Act empowered tl!e·
! j ()OUncils to discUSS the budO'et at lenO'th befure It was finally settf d,
i\ o propose reso u ,Ions on 1 .1}!ld to divide upon t em. ~!1-ly·
j Jon the budget, how~r, ~ on_ _2:ll matters _of general jub~I? _Im\Iportance re13olutions _m1ihf Ji~nc.ilQ.rth be 12roposed an di!!§!Q.llSt
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The ~esolutions were to be express-ed and to ope.rate as
to the executive government .. On certam questiOns, among which may be mentioned matters affecting Native
S~ates, no resolutions could be moved. Any resolution might be
disallowed by the head of the Government acting as President of
th~ 9ouncil without. his giving any reason other than that in hi>~
opm~on_ the resolut10n could not be moved consistently with the
; pubhc mterest. At the~sa~e tin;-e ;!}!.~.~.rifhL~ ..ill.lestiQE:S of_,th.e
r~commendatwns

G.~~:~&.r~m!.. J~.l1lt-~JM.h."~I!£!"l~KJ..~. '"HJ..~~~.~r-'Yh.2-~Jl.f~JJ!e

. l!~!g~__ g_lJ_~j;,to~..i?.~lt.:L.i:L§.'\!1,}1?~!!1.~~ ta:rJ':...9.ll.e.
79. In the next chapter we shall have something to say about.
Natme of the advance the working of these reforms in practice.
made.
But here we may pause for a moment_,to
poi:g.t out how the Morle1::¥in!9 chan es carried cons~itutional ,
(leVelopment a ~urt'lier._,_:T11ey a mi. e t e need for mcreased
representation,-w I e--rei'terating the impossibility of basing it
generally on a direct or general franchise. They admitted the
desirability of generally securing non-official approval to the gover~ent legislation, though they trusted in an emergency to the
support of nominated members, to the division of interests between
differ~nt classes of elected members, a:nd in the last resort to overriding legislation in the Indian Legislative Council where an£o:ffici;~J
maiority was retained. Frankl abandonin the old conce tion of
the council a
mere le islative committee o t 1e overnment,
t ey d!d much to make them s~rve t. ~ purpose of, an mquest.lll.:to~,.
fiie dom s of Government b concedm t'lie ver Im ortant ri lits
\\
.l~_,,..Q.iilcussing adminiat:ra:tive/rull,tters .and of e;r:oss-exammmg Go~
'vernment on its replies to questions. :Cord Morley's disclaimer:" If it
be said that this ha ter of reforms led directl or in~
directl to the es a
ent of a ar iamen ar s stem in India I,
for one, would have nothing at all to o wit 1t "-is no doubt exphca51e when we remember '!iis stout. insistence oi1" the sovereignty
o:f the British Parliament, and his acceptance o£ the decided advice
o:f Lord Minto's Government, backed by the experience of every
Indian administrator o:f eminence, that anything beykn~ verJ:1Lmited
constituencies and indirect franchises was unthin a le in India.
He took. theconsBtutional-v1ew-thaJ no relaxation o:f the control
exercised by the British electorate was possible until an Indian
electorate, which was not then in sight, had arisen to take the
. burden from its shonlders. None the less we are constrained to say
that the features o:f his !etorms which~wehave-descnbed-do-consti
tute~adeCl.deil'~t~p
ioacrre;drng aF!:tc;·cristaiireriod
11~;. ~~~~~--wn.rcn·--!11Tgu-~~'!I~~o~=res}i~i;t.§[hTe-iOY_~nme?t:··wa_s
uounu to J?!.~EllJ.
! - 80. One more point calls for notice in thi~review:. of the growth
A Ie islative convention.
of l~gislative b.oCJ.js~ ;iii lilJfa:·""=we·'poiD.t:d
g
.
out m paragraph 63 that the central legislature retained the right o:f legislating for the whole o:f India. But
there has been growing up during recent years a convention by
which the Government of India do not ordinarily legislate. for any

.forwarcron"a-
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province in matters which are within the competenc-e of the provincial le~>'islative council. The institution o:f such councils in the
sman:r provinces has confirmed this tendency, which by this time
has acquired such strength that it is safe to say that very special
reasons indeed must now be forthcoming before the Indian legislature would concern itsel:f with any matter with which a provincial
legislature was fully competent to deal.
81. But the reforms of 1909 afforded no answer i and could afford
·
no. answer to Indian o itical roblems.
.
COUCIUBlOllB.
.e
h'1ses and , 1p.,
' ll'ec
• t e}ect 1ons WI.
.
,..,.. · .
arrow 1.ranc
fa1led to encourao-e -m mem
ense of res ons1lnl1t to the eople ,;
generally, and ma e it impossible, except in spema constituencies,;
for those who had votes to use th(')m with perception and effect.!
}io~o¥er, · the·· J.lesponsibility for the adll!-i:P.~I3.tratio~ :('e:m,a,iued. undiv;i..ded.: with the result that while Governments !01ind th,emselves
far more exposed to questions and criticism than hit'Kerto,· questions
and criticism were uninformed by a real sense o£ responsibility,
such as comes from the prospect of having to assume office in turn.
~~h! conc~tion o£ a r~~!).nsi.hlt:J ...~~-!>-<fJ!Y:Y~J-.'!"~,Oll;x:,.,.or Ilart;l:l:l!Y
amenable' ro-1lle''eTected councils, was not actm1ttect. . 'POwer
rMi!Uil'e:d""wit'h'Ule"Government:·an:a~·tlie'·co'tlnciTS'were""Tefi'-;.'ft't
:f'tt'Ht'J'tti'm§'"'tlut··crlticism.······":rt·1.iYl1~4'.1ra:t·#t'lle1'e'was~-to"""~
ro'OSet'.lletionos'oi official authority, which subjected local J}overnments to the Government o£ India and the latter to the Secretary o£
State and Parliament. Such a situation, even if it had not been
aggravated by external causes, might easily give rise to difficulties:
the plan afforded no room for further advance along the same lines.
Only one more thing remained to do, and that was to make the legislative and administrative acts o£ an irremovable executive entirely
amenable to the elected councils; on which must have ensued the
deadlock and disruption to which we refer elsewhere. 't,l;!.,~l~Y~into refo;rms in our view.JtJ:e t}l~ ti;nal ov,t<;Q:r;rl.~. of t~. Pl<! ~Q:tl$ll:lPtion
l~ltwhich made the Government of !ndia a be:t;tevolent. d.esp()tism {tempered ]?~*-,x~m2~~ .:;til:~. ,?n~y ()Cqasi.()naitY".. -vigila.:tltJ:!.J\~~9:El:l:.CY), ~h
mrglitas 1t saw Rtio.r purposes of enhghtenm!3;nt co:usnl.it . the·Wlshes
o!-·it(~&~~je~.:ts. To recur to Sir .Bartle ..Frere's :fig-q.re., .. the Governmen 1s still a monarch in durbar; .l>ut his. councillors are uneasy,
and not wholly content with his personal rule; and the administra· · tion in consequence has become slow and timid in operation.
'Pp,l'liamentary usages have been initiated ai;J.d adopted ii;J. the coun' cils up to the point where they cause the maximum of friction, but
short o£ that at which by having a real sanction behind them they
begin to do good. We have at present in India neither the best o£
the old system, nor the best of the new. Res onsibili is h avour
of o
.
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/Chapter IV.-The Morley-Minto Councils.
82. We have already explained in some detail the changes effected in
the legislative councils in Lord Minto's time.
Introductory.
vVe now propose to examine the reformed
'Councils in working and to attempt to gauge the extent to which they
have fulfilled expectations. It was claimed for them that they would
,a,ssociate the people in a real and effective manner " in the work not
·only of occasional legislation, but of actual every-day administration".
Let us see how.they have done so. In: the first place we shall consider
·the extent to which the councils have been in any true sense representative of the people, and thereafter we shall see in how far the people's
Tepresentatives have been able to influence legislation and administration
in the councils.
s•. No one can deny that as ~H:" eJ:!lbodiment of ther~presentative
. .
p~JjTe~· _the"'j?re ~eiii~'?1ec~if .· sy~tem, has
Defec~s of the exls~mg great defects. The chwf of these are the
·electoral system. R~tnct·
.
.,.,.,+.;;· i- ;:r +: . f th
t f
'h ·
.ed ]Ja.t.ure .. of, th!; franchise. Y;~~~l,C.Ji~Uv.:Q,~;~t:l,\~~,,.!;!""., ....•~,RJ;.~.!i!J:,,, ....~!).!l-~G. JSe,
.,
and, except in the constituencies composed o£
he members of some special class or community, the lack of any real
unexion between the ,p;r:jruary voter and the memo·~; w1io's~ts in the .~
mcils. ln the Indian Legislative Council there are eighteen members
:o are elected to speak for sectional interests, and nine who may be
id to represent, however remotely, the views o£ the people as a whole.
far as can be s~ted the largest constitue]lcy which" returns a mem~r direc;~ly to .the Indian Legislative Council does not exceed 6£)0 perms; and most of the constituenciesare decidedly smaller. The con.itueiicies'which return the nine representatives of the people at large
e composed of the non-official members of the various provincial
,5islative councils, and the average number of voters in these electral bodies is only twenty-two, while in one case the actual number
3 nine.
In the case of the provincial councils themselves there is the
.ame · division of members between those who are directly elected to
,·epresent speeial)n.~er,_ef>ts and those who are elected indirectly as the
·epresentatives of the general population. For the latter the members
)f municffif!.l and local boards eith~r act as electors or else choose elect- .
)raf~'ct~l~g;tes''to~liia'Ke'-tne 'el:eetion ; but in neither case do the consti;uencies exceed a few hundred persons. If we ignore the small class
3onstituencies, then local bodies, which in a limited sense may be taken
as standing for the people at large, enjoy the best representation and
.return 7·4 members for every 1,000 electors. Then come the landholders with 3·6 representatives for every 1,000 electors, and mien""tne
Mmia$lmad:~y,s with 1·3 members per 1,000 electors. But whereas
efec~direct in the tw9 laJ>t cases, it is indirect .and,. W. cases where
del~~~tes are chosen, do'llblyi.ndir8<1t in the case of local bodies : be· ·
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cause the members. of the municipal and local boards are themselves
elected by constituencies which cast their votes purely with reference
to personal or local considerations and without ~ny thought of contributing to determine the composition of the legislative councils. In
such circumstances we are bound to hold. that in .the one.. case the nonofficial members o( the provincial councils, and in the. other .case the
members of the municipal. and local boards, are for practical purposes
primary voters so far as. their representatives in the Indian and provin~ial legislativl:l councils are concerned. There is absolutely no. con- .·~
~nexwn between the supposed primary voter and the man who s1ts as '
hls: repres~ntative on the legislative council, and the vote of the supposed
primarf.voter. has no effect upon. the proceedings oLthe,JegiS~lative
c;ouncil. In. such circumstances there can be no responsibility. upon,
.· ., ~nd no political education . for, the people who nominally exercise a
J·,.Jote. The. work of calli,ng. into ~xistence a~ ele.,~t.9.:r~te sap~ple of bear- .
· 1ng the weight of responsible government ,1s st1ll to be done ; and as
we shall see, the difficulties are great and it is likely to be a work of'
time.

¥
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84. A minor but still noteworthy result of the present electoral system
.
is the large percentage of members of the legal
Large
proportwn of profession who succeed at elections. If we
lawyers returned.
.
.
look at the constitution of the Ind1a:rt Legislative Council after the elections of 1909, 1912, and 1916 we see that th'
percentage of lawyers among all the non-official elected members w
37, 26> and 33, respectively; and if we exclude members returned
constituencies of the landholding and commercial classes, and also ~
special Muhammadan representatives, regarding whom no figures ha
been compiled, and look only to the members return~d by the non-offic.
members of provincial legislative councils, we find that the legal pr
fession gained between 40 per cent and 45 per cent of the seats in 19(
and 1912 and in the present council hold 54 per cent. This increa.
has been gained chiefly at the expense of the landholders, who have al
lost ground to the representatives of commercial interests. Turning:
the provincial councils we find much the same state of affairs. In mo~
of these councils also there are seats specially reserved for landholders an\
commercial men which are naturally filled by members of these classeE
This reduces the legal element in the councils as a whole. Even so
the proportion of lawyers among the elected members of all the councilf
together (excluding Burma) was 38 in 1909. 46 in 1912, and 48 in 1916
But if we take those constituencies only which are intended to represent
the views of the people at large, as distinct from any special interests, that
is to say, the constituencies formed of members of local and distric1
boards, we find that in 1916 out of 70 such constituencies no less than
49, or 70 per cent, returned lawyers as their members. The conclusion
to be drawn from these figures is that in the only constituencies in whi~h
members of the general population are represented the chances are at
least two to one that a lawyer will be returned. Now the predominance
of the lawyer in politics is a feature o:f.. parliamentary institutions else-
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where": and it is obvious that the art of parliamentary government:
which is so largely concerned with the making ot laws and so largely
conducted through the medium of persuasive speech must in any case·
offer the lawyer a definite advantage. In India these conditions may
be accentuated by the fact that the choice of occupations open to the
educated classes has. hitherto been narrowly limited. The~ class that
is both leisured and educated is a small one. At the same time so great
a political predominance of men of one calling is clearly not in the in-terests of the general community, and it is therefore out of no antagonism.
to the members of an honourable profession or failure to appreciate
their value in the councils that we suggest that in framing our new constituencies an important object to be borne in mind is to ensure that
men of other classes and occupations find a sufficient number of seats
in council. It• may be that this can be attained by prescribing certain
definite qualifications for rural seats.
85. On the other hand the arrangements for presenting and enforcing
-.
the Government's view are no less open to. Th: official bloc. Its work- criticism. The old idea that the legislative
mg.
· t h mr
·
counm"1s are on1y t h e Governments m
legislittive aspect still appears in the language of sections 63 and 73 o£ the·
Government of India Act, and as we shall see has quite recently been
enforced by Secretaries of State. This is no doubt a main reason why
the official bloc has been maintained with peculiar rigidity in the
Jouncils. Non-official members have long since enjoyed the right
Jf introducing legislation ; but the view that law-making was still
_Jrimarily the prerogative of the executive Government which is
amenable to Parliament has so far endured that it has been the exception, and not the•rule, for Government to leave its official members free
to speak and vote as they choose even on private members' business.
On Government business their mandate has been stricter. The proceedings in council have been controlled by Government; generally
speaking, Government officials are not expected to ask questions or
move resolutions, or (in some councils) to intervene in debate or even.
to rise to points of order without Government's approval, and, though
there is of late a tendency to treat more matters as open questions,
when a division is taken the official members nearly always vote by
order in support of Government.
86. The effect upon the proceedings in council can be readily
imagined. The Government mandate has been
Its effect on officials.
com pared to the rigidity of party discipline·
in the House of Commons, but, as we think, to little purpose. The
reason which induces a member to acquiesce in the whip's bidding is
the perception that, as the defeat of the Government ordinarily means
a change of ministry, it is his duty to sacrifice his personal opinions
on a particular point for the greater principles for which his party stands.
Moreover, there comes a time when individual judgment asserts itself and
Governments fall because some of their supporters vote against tliem.
The essence of the system is. _political responsibility. But the officia!l
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·obligation to vote with Government in an Indian legislative council
is continuing, and is' not made palatable by any necessity of securing
an irremovable Government from demise; and as Mr. Gladstone saw
many years ago the conflict between conscience and discipline may
:become acute.
87. Vpon the Indian members of the legislative councils the e:ffect
.
is frankly irritating. It prejudices in their
Effect on Ind,Ian mem- view the position of the official members who
1.bcrs.
form the bloc. Indian members may share
in a debate in which the majority of speakers, and in ~heir eyes the
·weight o£ argument, are arrayed against the Government. The Government having only one view to present often contents itself with doing
so through a single mouthpiece. But when a decision. is taken the
silent official phalanx effectively carries the Government measure or
votes down the private member's resolution. The Indian member's
views are therefore rarely placed on record as the opinion of the council,
because the council's decision is in a majority of cases the decision of
the Government. We may add that most Governments dislike .the
use of the official bloc, and that most of the men who compose it dislike
·the position in which they find themselves. The fact that Indian officials
·in the councils are :rare, and that the few English non-offtcial members
as a rule vote with the Government, helps not merely to exacerbate the
·cleavage, but to give it an unamiable character. It tends to stimulate
the discussion of racial questions and to give an edge to the debate,
But above all the official solidarity naturally stifles any differences tha
exist between Indian elected members and drives them to a leagu~.
against Government, into which the nominated Indian members alsc
1tend to enter.
•
88. These factors contribute to the unreality of the proceedings.
Because the number of elected members is
E:f!ect on council pro- small and the issue is often known beforehand
-ceed1ngs.
'
.
·
'
the debates lack llfe unless feelmgs are aroused
-or interests are directly a:ffected ; and because the, Government has
to a great extent controlled the proceedings the councils have not felt
the need of developing any corporate opinion which would have the
·-e:ffect of raising the standard of individual performance. Nevertheless,
the quality of speeches on both sides is improving; there is less reading
than formerly of manuscripts prepared without reference to the debate ;
less repetition of points already dealt with and disposed of. Experience
of the occasions when Government has withdrawn from the discussion
.and left the natural cleavages of opinion to declare themselves shows
how much greater vitality may be infused into the council work in
future if the official bloc be withdrawn.
89. To illustrate the way in which official command over the councils
was maintained we may notice two incidents in
Position of official mem- 1911 and 1912 which brought out clearly the Jbers.
Janus-like nature of the Morley-Minto con-
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stitution. It will be remembered that official members were first intro-duced into the Indian Legislative Council when that body was the onlylegislature in India, with the intention of ensuring that provincial interests were represented in it. Even when all the provinces hail councils
of their own this idea survived ; and after the Indian budget was thrown
open to discussion by Lord Dufferin's reforms we find that it was still
quite a common practice for provincial members in the central legislative·
council to express dissatisfaction with the terms granted to their provincesin the financial settlements. This usage continued after the MorleyMinto changes ; but the Government of India no longer listened with
equal tolerance to criticisms of their :financial decisions, and member§. of
the executive Government responded with a fervour which surprised and
staggered the provincial critics. Two provincial Governments protested
against this su•dden change of attitude ; but Lord Hardinge's Government ruled that the reforms of 1909 had entirely changed the position ..
Their official majority, they said, had been reduced to its lowest practicable limits ; and provincial official members were now present not to
speak for their provinces, but to support the Government of India in the
budget debate just as in legislation. So long as the official element was
wholl:yo predominant in the Indian Legislative Council no objection was
felt to criticism by the official provincial members ; l;>ut with the admis-siop of p, large elected contingent it was necessary to close the ranks,
to exclude the freedom of expression which had hitherto been conceded,
and to discard the :fiction that the Indian legislative chamber was the
medium of discussion between the central and the subordinate Governments. Now it is reasonable to conclude that in pleading for better
financial tPrms for their presidencies the Madras and Bombay official
representatives weee expressing the views not merely of the presidentia~
Governments, but of the elected members of the provincial councils ; and
we have the dilemma that under the Morley-Minto scheme official indulgence of the popular view may easily find itself in conflict witk
official discipline.
90. Precisely the same clash of principle occurred in another form a
. .
year later. The Bombay Government had
Position of provmclal been unsuccessful in their endeavours to
Governments.
persuade the Government of India to sanction
certain changes affecting the educational staff. With the merits of their
proposals we are not concerned. But the proposals were popular locally,
and were again put forward for adoption in a resolution moved in the
Bombay Legislative Council by an elected member. The Bombay Government thereupon accepted the resolution which was·carried unanimously;
and once more they put forward their proposals to the Government of
India on the ground that they had the council's entire ,support. The
Government of India and the Secretary of State held that these tactics
were out of order. Lord Crewe's words are worth quoting:"The Government of India have no representation on a provincial council,
and the defence of their policy and_orders in matters of provincial administration,.
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:as well as that of any that may have been laid down by the Secretary of State, is
-wholly entrusted in these assemblies to the local Government. Therefore for
:reasons similar to those for which Your Excellency's Government in tho Imperial
··Council ar!J careful to preserve your solidarity with the Secretary of State it is
incumbent on a provincial Government in the conduct of the business of its Legis·
lative Council to avoid disclosing a difference of opinion in an administrative matter
between the Imperial and the provincial Governments, and doing anything to foster
the impression that there may be opposition between the constitutional respons·
ibilities of those Governments, when no such opposition either does, or can, exist.
'There is for India one system of administration, and one alone ; and it is only by
bearing steadily in mind this fundamental principle that the solidarity of the administration can be kept unimpaired and those disruptive tendencies controlled
which must always form the chief risk of decentralization of authority. It was,
therefore, in my .,-iew the duty of the local Government in dealing with the resolution
·to uphold with all their authority the decision of the Government of India."

Once more we find the principles o£ official subordination and official
unity of view successfully opposed to the principle of meeting the popular
wishes. The moral is a plain one. Deference to non-official wishes in
India is not always consistent with the official discipline which is necessary to the supremacy of the Secretary of State and Parliament. So
long as the latter remain unaltered there can be no reality about the
powers of the councils ; and. if we are to give the provincial c~uncils
power, Parliament and the Secretary of State and the Government of
India also must realize this.
91. Turning now to the work actually done in the council ~hamber
Work o£ the councils.
we must distinguish the work of the Indian
Legislative Council from that of the provincial
·councils. Not only is bhe business coming before the former of greater
importance, but the character of the assembly is different. It is less
homogeneous than a provincial council; its membeJi! generally have
less immediate knowledge of many of the subjects with which it is
-concerned; and discussion is relatively more conce~ned with principles
than details.
Moreover, unlike the provincial councils, the Indian
Legislative Council has an official majority.
.. 92. A casual observer turning over the proceedings of the Indian
Legislative Council from 1910 onwards might
The Indian Legislative be struck by the council's apparent lack of
·Council. Influence of non-official members on legisla- interest in what he would probably regard
as its most important function, namely,
tion.
legislation. In the eight years 1910-17 the
:council passed 131 laws, of which no fewer than 77, or 59 per
cent, were passed without any discussion whatsoever.
But
-examination of the proceedings shows that a very large proportion of these were financial or petty amending Acts, while many others,
,especially since the outbreak of war in 1914, were measures of a more
·or less technical nature which the council rightly felt that it was not
·competent to discuss. Moreover, the policy of the Government of India
has been to avoid contentious legislation during the war, and some
measures which might arouse controversy, such as the Bill to amend
the Criminal Procedure Code, have fo~ this reason been deliberately
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postponed. We must also remember that the central council contains
representatives of the more backward, as well as of the more advanced,
provinces, for which reason the general level of ability and power of
expression among the non-official members is perhaps higher in the
councils of the more advanced provinces. Nor indeed can it be said
that the provincial Governments have always been at pains to send up
their best official representatives to the central council. They have
sometimes naturally preferred to retain their services for the provincial
councils. But perhaps the most important reason why so many Bills
have met with small opposition lies in the Government's policy of avoiding opposition as far as possible. With this end in view every effort
is made before a Bill is introduced to ascertain as far as possible nonDfficial opinion. It is probably true that the council exercises a greater
influence on the shape of Bills before they are introduced than when
they are actually under discussion. The tendency is for the departments to prune a Bill beforehand of all features expected to arouse
controversy, and thereafter to oppose all material amendments. It
may thus happen that amendments proposed in council are less frequently adopted that suggestions submitted before the introduction of
Bills. -:t'he constructive work of legislation is in fact still largely done
by correspondence ; and this can hardly be otherwise so long as the
Dfficial lllajority is maintained. .!t the same time there is no reason
for supposing that the non-official members are unable to influence the
shape of Bills after introduction. On the contrary we find that in
spite of the official majority they have in many cases been able to make
their weight felt. Much of the m:ost solid and useful work in the sphere
of legislation is done in the seclusion of the committee room, and not
in the publicity o~ the council chamber. The presence of the official
bloc may to some extent give an air of unreality to criticism in the council
hall, but to the committee rooms its influence does not extend. The nonofficial member who is really interested in a particular measure, or is
anxious to have a Bill altered, generally arranges to be put on the select
committee on the Bill, or to approach the official member in charge and
to discuss the question with him in private. The reported debates
thus afford no measure of the real influence of non-official members.
Since 1909 only eight Bills can be said to have encountered really serious
opposition. We have already seen that 77 provoked no discussion at
all; of the remaining•56 the majority received little public attention
but when the Indian.members did take up a decided attitude they were
often able to carry their point. We need only cite the Indian Courtfees (Amendment) Bill (1910), the Indian Factories Bill (1911), the
Indian Patents and Designs Bill (1911), the Criminal Tribes Bill (1911),
the Life Assurance Companies Bill (1912), the Indian Companies Bill
{1912), and the Indian (Bogus Degrees) Medical Bill (1916) as measures
which were modified to a greater or less degree, and generally improved,
at the instance of non-official members. The White Phosphorus Matches
Bill was a very minor piece of legislation but its career illustrates the
Government's readiness to def~r to public opinion. On its first intro·
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duction the Bill w~;ts severely attacked on the ground that it would cause
hardship to poor consumers and the Government withdrew it for further
inquiry. When it was reintroduced the following year the opposition
had died down and the Bill was passed. The Patna University Bill,
however, was probably the most striking instance in which a measure
underwent change in consequence of non-official criticism. It appears
that whenever the Government has met with anything approaching
solid opposition on the part of the Indian members it has, except on
matters touching the peace and security of the country, generally preferred to give way.
B3. Only five private Bills have been passed by tl," ~mperial Legis.
, .
lative Council since 1910. The most important
. Prlvate members legisla- of these were the Musalman Waqf Validating
tlOn.
Bill (1913), the passage of which was~ facilitated
by the Government, and the Hindu and Musalman Disposition of Property Bill (1916). At least four other private Bills were introduced:Mr. Gokhale's Elementary Education BiB, Mr. Basu's Special Marriage
Bill, and Messrs. Madge and Dadabhoy's Bills regarding prostit-ution.
Of these the first two wen) rejected.
The Government dec~ned to
support the former for financial and technical reasons, and the latter
because of the practical difficulties which it was feared that its passage
into law would raise. But a factor in deciding the Governm~nt's attitude was the knowledge that both BiHs encountered not a little nonofficial opposition. The other two Bills were not pressed as the Government itself undertook to proceed with legislation on the subject:
but in the event the Government's own measure for the protection of
girl minors was postponed during the· war because it was evident that
non-official opinion was not agreed upon the propo~als embodied in it.
As must perhaps be expected in the face of an official majority the tale
of private legislation is not imposing, but it shows a certain tendency
to increase.
94. We pass to another aspect of the council's work, namely, the influence which it exercises on the work of admiInflue;n~es of_ the council nistration by means of questions and resoluon adm1mstratwn.
.
·
.
twns. The fact that nearly twwe as many
questions were asked in 1917 as in 1911 shows that serious value is attached 'to the right of interrogation. Supplernefl.tary questions can at
present be asked only by the author of the original question ; they have
not been numerous ; but there is a desire to extend the right of putting
them. to any member of the council. At the same time it cannot be
said that the right of interrogation has been abused, though there has
been a tendency to ask for information which could be ascertained from
published reports, to require elaborate. statistical information which is of
no practical value, and also to ask questions which would appropriately
be put in local councils. The right to move resolutions on matters of
general importance and on the financial statement was conceded in 1909.
The view taken at the time that this c~ncession was perhaps the most
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important of all the changes has been justified by experience. In all
168 resolutions were moved in the council up till 'the end of the year
1917; of these 24 were accepted by Government, 68 were withdrawn,
and 76 were rejected either with or without a division. These figures
by themselves do not give a true impression of the real effect of the reso~
lutions. In some cases the mover withdraws a resolution because he is
convinced by the Government reply that his proposal is unsound; but it
more often happens that a resolution is withdrawn because, though the
Government may for some technical or financial reasons not be able to
accept the resolution in the form in which, or at the time when, it is
moved, the spokesmen of t1J.e Government have indicated that its attitude
towards the mover's objectis favourable. Again many resolutions have
been rejected either in pursuance of some settled policy, or else because
the Governmefit felt 1t unwise to accept them without inquiry ; but the
. discussions have led to re-examination of the questions in issue, and at
times to an ultimate change of policy, as happened indeed in the case of
compulsory education and the treatment of persons dealt with under
the Defence of India Act, which were both questions on which opinion
wa~ alive and active. A rough classification of the resolutions shows
that ~orne 73 can be described as fructuous. In not a few instancessubsta~tial results were obtained. Among the measures the decisions on
which have been influenced by council resolutions were the abolition of
the system of indentured labour in certain colonies, the establishment of
an executive council in the United Provinces, the establishment of a
high court in the Punjab, the appointment of a committee to inquire
into, and report on, jail administration, and the appointment of the
Public Services and the Industrial Commissions. These measures of
major importance could be supplemented by a much longer list of less
important matte:s of administration in regard to which non-official
resolutions have definitely influenced the action of the Government.
But the point needs no further elaboration. Every observer of the recent
course of the administration is aware how perceptibly it is affected by
the attitude of the non-official members of council on all public questions.
Moveover, even when the Government is unable to accept a resolution, a
debate may be of value as affording a convenient outlet for non-official
opinions and as giving the Government an opportunity of explaining its
own polief.
95. It is difficult w speak with any certainty about tendencies which
.
have developed in so short a period as that
A~tltnde of the non- with which we are dealing. We desire howe" r
officral members.
.
'
'e ,
to pay a tnbute to the sense of responsibility
which has animated the members of the Indian Legislative Council in
dealing with Government legislation. In the passage of very controversial measures, such as the Press Act, the Government received a
large amount of solid support from non-officials ; similarly it received
assistance when measures of real importance, such, for example, as
the Defence of India Act and the recent grant of one hundred millions to the Imperial Treasury were under discussion. Again, good
F
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examples of the practicaf nature of the work done were a:fforded
by the debates on tihe Factories Act or the Companies Act. When
we consider the debates on resolutions we must remember that,
while the official majority renders it impossible for non-official
members to carry any measure or resolution against the Government,
the relatively ine:ffectual character of resolutions makes it hardly to be
expected that members would show the same sense of responsibility in
their speeches and votes as in legislation. Further, many resolutions
recently have been concerned with racial subjects, and the debates
have been tinged with the racial considerations to which we have drawn
attention elsewhere. These causes have contributed to induce a habit
among the non-official members, nominat0d and elected, of 'acting
together; and during the years which have elapsed since the inception
of the reforms the tendency to joint action has grown percef>tibly stronger.
Inasmuch as the nominated members are appointed to represent particular interests, they were at first expected to act independently, but
in many matters they have acted with the elected members, and on
racial questions in particular it was natural that they should not divorce
themselves £rom the general Indian view. It is, however, we thin!. in
legislation, rather than in resolutions, that the real working of the (llmncil
must be sought ; and from the short experience from which we have to
judge all that can be said is that, for the reasons we have mentioned, the
'tendency is growing for the non-officials (excluding the Europeans,
who usually, i£ not always, vote with the Government) to act together.
96. We should have liked to make a similar analysis o£ the working
. .
. .
of all the elder provincial councils ; but
Tho. provmclalleglslatlvo neither the time nor the information readily
councils.
. of t h•1s.. 0 ertam
. d'fi
ava1'labl e to us a d m1t
1 erences between the Indian and provincial councils are readily apparent.
Both the elected and the official members in the provincial councils are
in closer touch with the subject matter of discussion; many of the
elected members have activities which bring them in contact with the
official members outside of council and thereby closer relations are
. established ; and be:)ause distances are smaller the meetings of councils
are more evenly distributed throughout the year, and o£ shorter duration
than in the Indian Legislative Council, with the result that the pressure
upon the few offic1al members on whom the chief. business falls is pro~
bably felt less heavily than in the Government of India. The main
point of di:fference, however, is, of course, the fact that in all the provincial councils there is a non-official majority and in Bengal a small
elected majority. But the fact that absentees are more numerous
among the non-official, than among the official, members tends to impair
the effectiveness of the non-official majority. It cannot be said, however,
that the introduction of Govermnent Bills has been generally hindered
by the prospect of opposition although there have, we understand, been
occasions when a local Government has been deterred from attempting
li!gislation which it desired. As in the Government of India the policy
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has generally been to anticipate opposition to particular provisions by
modifying a draft Bill in the light of objections raised in the opinions
received. Moreover, the policy of avoiding controversial discussion
during the war has checked legislative activity, and somewhat discounts
the conclusions that are to be drawn. It is evident that select committees
have done useful work in improving the actual form and shape
of legislative measures. In comparatively few instances they have
done much more. We may select the United Provinces Municipalities
Bill as a striking example of the great influence which the elected element has had in shaping legislation. The Bill was changed out of all
:recognition by the sele:;t committee, and in the council itself twentyseven non-official amendments were accepted by, and one was carried
against, the G~vernment. One of the most vital provisions of the
Bill, a clause fixing the proportion of Muhammadan representation in
municipal boards, was the result of a conference of non-official members,
:and was incorporated in the Bill by an amendment moved by a non·official member. Nowhere has there been much private members'
legisl~tion. In the Bombay Council only one Bill out of six has passed,
but we understand that most of the others were reasonable attempts
to deal•with important problems. In the United Provinces non-official
members carried Bills against adulteration and opium gambling. A
private :Bill to stop juvenile smoking is before a select committee in
the Punjab and a private Bill dealing with compulsory education in
Bihar and Orissa. These same two topics are· at present the subject
of two private Bills in Bengal.
97. The right of intertellation has nat~E~lly been used more freely
t an m the Indian Legislative Council. In
Use of the right ili~ter- the United Provinces Coumil the number of
rog<ttion.
questions rose from 218 in 1910 to 458 in 1916,
and in BengaJ the increase has also been remarkable ; in Madras we
understand that the number of questions has been even greater. One
local Government estimates that 20 per cent of the questions asked in
council relate to information already published, and a general tendency
to ask for unfruitful statistics is reported. On the other hand, questiom
have often served the purpose of resolutions in eliciting a statement of
the Government's policy ; and it is, we believe, generally recognized by
moderate opinion that the Government endeavours to answer reasonable inquiries with re::tsonable fullness.
98. There is abundant evidence that the right to move resolutions
is valued ; and the number of resolutions
Use of resolutions.
withdrawn when the Government has indi.cated its benevolent intentions towards, though not its immediate
acceptance .of, the proposals, suggests ·that the power has been used
with moderation. There is a marked difference, however, between
·provinces as to the number of resolutions moved ; and in Etome councils
the chief activity is confined to a small group of members. It is clear
that the provincial Governments do attach weight to resolutions and
F2
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exert themselves if P.Ossible to defeat those which they are not prepared
to accept. Not many resolutions have been carried against the Govern·
ment, and when a resolution is carried, the Government, if it decides
that it cannot give effect to the wishes of the council, usu:;~.lly publishes
its reasons f0r so deciding. But the effect of resolutions is by no means
confined to those which are carried against, or accepted by, the Government, for it often happens that d1scussion of a subject leads to positive
results. An analysis of ·the rmmlts attained by the resolu:ions moveCL
in one provincial council in the years 1910-17 showed that they secured,.
or helped to secure :(1) an opium gambling Act, (2) a new cattle farm, (3) a council library, (4)
the removal of a criminal tribe settlement, (5) the defence of poor prisoners charged
with capital offences, (6) the regulation of the Burma meat trade, (7) concessiotl
to tho matriculation examination of partial equality with the school-leaving ex-·
amination, (8) the promotion of deputy superintendents of police to superintendents
of police, (9) a promise in conncxion with the abolition of revenue divisions, (10)
Government assistance in connexion with a road to a shrine, (11) publication of
certain college reports, and (12) an officiating appointment for a member of the
provincial educational service.

•
The tendency of all non-official members to act together is more socongly
marked in some provincial councils than in others. In the Punjab, where
the nominated members arc relatively in a stronger position than in
other councils, and in Bombay, there is more independence of action
than elsewhere. In other provinces the non-official members tend to
act and vote together.~
99. Speaking at the Indian National. Congress of 1908 Mr. Gokhale
,
· justly. desc:r!hed. th,e M:ouey,.~tR ,Qhanges as
at!~~ fr~~k~:!or!fo~~E.oct- modifying ~h~ . pu.rea~()r~~iY,~,9~~~J~l?Y.<W of the
Government and offering the elected _representatives responsible association: ·With tne" administration.· He .looked
to local sel£-govermmint to provide the real school of' politica:t education, and anticipated that Indians would now have full control and
management of local affairs. That expectation has not yet been generally
fulfilled, though in some provinces advance has certainly been made.
Attention on both sides has been directed more to the provincial councils
than to local bodies and the importance of securing what Mr. Gokhale
called the base of the edifice has been lost sight of. This seems to us
a very strong reason for placing in Indian hands- the responsibility for
the development of local bodies which still remains to be carried out.
Secondly, Mr. Gokhale referred to the every-day problems of administration, legislation, and finance as constituting the centre of the position ; and in respect of this he believed that the reforms amounted
almost to a revolution. In place of silent administrative decisions
there would in future be open discussion. Over finance for ,.the control
of the Government of India would he largely substituted the control
of' discussion and criticism in the councils. {It must be explained that
the Decentralization Commission had not then made its report, and:
the anticipations of a full measure of financial devolution had not yet.
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been disappointed.) The admission of Indians to th~ executive councils,
moreover, meant, he hoped, that racial considerations would recede
into the background, and that the Indian view of questions would be
effectively presented in the nighest councils. As regards legislation
the non-official majority had gained a preventive voice in the provinces;
and if the position was otherwise in the central council he thought that
the Government of India would henceforth loom less largely in provincmatters, and that the elected members would have all the oppor~
tunity that they needed of influencing the course of provincial business.
These concessions, he said, were large and generous ; and they imposed
two responsibilities. There must be co-operation with Government,
instead of merely criticism ; and the new powers must be used with
moderation anq restraint and for the promotion of the interests of the
whole people. He named mass education, sanitation, peasant indebtedness, and technical education as large outstanding questions which it was
beyond the power of an official government to handle without the cooperation of the people. Finally, he appealed to Indians not to be
contfilnt with dreaming ; let them prove that they could bear such responsibilities as they were being given before asking for any more.
10~. In the lio·ht of these a · · atio~s itis nothardto understand

A ~e~~<:!~!s.Jpr ~l;tei:r
~~!men~

non·

. e

ne.

s.nac: :fw.~~:~~.·~.~\~.~~i's~tr!t}\~n.e

p()f:iticar'li1iit ~"6M'nilia."""T1:i:ne'Willstitutions

began with good auspices '~Yi<f·o'i:l''bot~"1ide~"'tllere''Wa"'t{;rcre'Sir(tro \vork
them in a conciliatory fashion. But some o£ the antecedent conditions
d su~cess were lacking. There was no general advance in local bodies ;
\. no real settina free of ro{1i~finance; and ih spit'e'Bfsoi11e'progress
\no Wl es rea a lSSlOn 0 ~ndians
weater l.!JJfJ?..bers into the publig
\\~e. Because the relaxation of parhamentary control had not been
';!Contemplated the Government of India could not rel:u their control
,\wer local Governments. The sph~_re il'L'flhich the councils coul<JJ!;fteet
the Government's action both in res ect o! finance and administration,
was ere ore c osely cucumsoribed. A ain and .!l'.~in a local Governmen cou on y mee a reso utwn by saying that the matter was really
out of its hands. It could not find the money because of the provincial
settlements; it was not administratively free to act because the Government of India were seized of the question; it could therefore only lay
the views of the cou:rtcil before the Government of India. As regards
legislation .also the continuance of the idea of
cial subordinat10 led
~o muc o t e rea work beina done behind the scenes. The councils
were really more effective than ~h"ey knew; but theu triumphs were not
won in broad daylight in the dramatic manner which political ardour
desired. This was one reason why more interest was oft~n shown in
resolutions than in legislation. The carrying of a resolution against
Government, apart from the opportunity of recording an opinion which
might some day bear fruit, came to be regarded as a great moral victory;
and it is evident that topics that are likely to combine all the Indian
>tllements in the council offered phe best. opportunity. Because the cen~
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safety~valve. While therefore inside the councils there a~~"Signs of
hardening opposition and the weariness which comes of sterile efforts,
outside the councils the tide of feeling was rising more quickly. For a
short time after their inception the Morley-Minto refo:t:ms thre~ttlned to
diminish the importance of the Indian National Congr~~§, J1}1!i~Jhe
Muslim League. It seemed as if the councils where elected members took
a share in the business of government must be a more effective instrument for political purposes than mere self-constituted ~therings. But
with the disillusionment about the reformed councils, the popular conventions, where speakers were free to attack the Government and give
vent to their own aspirations untrammelled by rules of business or the
prospect of a reply, naturally regained their ascendancy; and the line
taken by prominent speakers in them has been to belittle the utility of
the counclls, if not to denounce them as a cynical and calculated. sham.
We cannot now say to what extent improvement might have been effected
by gradual changes in the rules of business by relaxing official discipline,
by permitting freer discussion, and by a greater readiness to meet the
non-official point of view. However this be, events have proved too·
strong. The councils have done much better work than might appear
to some of their critics. But they have ceased to satisfy Jttgl~!:\ o,ptnion,
and their continuance can only lead to a fmtb,er cleayt'l,g!'3,,,g~tween the
Indian members and the government and a further cultivation of criticism unchecked by responsibility.
•

101. It seems to us that the inherent weakness of the position created;
by the Morley-Minto changes is excellently
The present position.
·
brought out in the following comment :"We must make up our minds either to rule ourselves or to let the people·
rule : ~here is no half-way house, except of course on the highway of deliberat6"
transition. At present we are doing neither. We are trying to govern by concession and each successive concession has the air of being wrung from us. We keep·
public business going by bargaining and negotiation-not, however, the healthy
bargaining of the market-place, but a steady yielding to asSt~ults which always leave
some bitterness behind on both sides. This is in no sense the fault of individuals ;.
it follows inevitably from the influences at work. Up to Lord Curzon's viceroyalty,..
there was a sturdy .determination to do what was right for India, whether India
altogether liked it or not. The reforms which followed his regime brought in a
power of challenge and obstruction-influence without responsibility; and :rather
than fight we have often to give way. We are shedding the r6le of benevolent.
despotism, and the people-especially those who are most friendly to us-cannot
understand what r6le we mean to assume in its place. We are accordingly losingtheir confidence and with it some of oul" power for good. If we returned to sheer
despotism, we should carry many of the people with us, and should secure an ordered
clam. But that being impossible, we must definitely show that we aremoving·
from the Eastern to the Western ideal of rule. And, secondly, we must maintain>
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the full weight and order of government while the move is going on. Otherwise
we cannot look for either internal peace or the co-operation of the people, or indeed
for anything else except growing weakness with the fatal consequences that weakness involves in an Eastern country."

In these words we catch an echo of Warren Hastings' pregnant
saying:-" In no part of the world is the principle of supporting a rising
interest and of depressing a falling one n1ore prevalent than in India ".
Transition is indeed a difficult business and full of risks that we should
be short-sighted to ignore. The old structure does not admit of development. All that could be done with it would be to increase the size
of the non-official part of the councils-a step that would deprive those
responsible for the government of the country of any power of obtaining
necessary legislation. We must, therefore, create a new structure.
That means tin!e for the fresh material to form ; real work for it to do so
that it may harden ; and retention of genuine powers of guidance,
supervision, and, if need be, of intervention, until such time as the task
is complete .

•
•

•

Chapter V.-The Existing Structure.
102. In an earlier chapter we have described how the Government

.

of India developed out of a trading corporation
and thereby inherited some of the centralized
. .
.
charactenstws of 1ts Moghul predecessor. We
saw also that while the whole system of government in the country was operated by a lever which Parliament committed to the hands of the Secretary of State, the system itself centred
in the Governor General in Council, to whom a large measure b!:>th of
initiative and of decision was left and who exercised in trl:J.eory complete
control over his subordinate Governments. At the same time it will
be remembered that the Government o£ India can act only within the
limitations imposed on it by the India Office ; and that the existence
o£ :mch limitations is implied in what we have to say. We shall now
examine rather more fully ·the relations between the central and "provincial Governments, and also the means which the latter ha,ve of
carrying their will into effect. We shall show how, and why, control
is exercised; and we shall then be in a position to see that, however
cautiously we approach the problem, not a little demolition "of the
existing fabric must precede the beginnings of responsible government.
Rdattons between. t~e
Indtan and the provmCJal
Governments.

103. The bond between the Goyernor General in Council and a

provincial Government resembles in theory,
b ut m
· practice
·
d"ff
£rom t h at b etween
1 ers
the Secretary of State and the Government of Indi~ It is true that.
the obligation to obey orders is expressed almost as straitly in section
33 of the Statute of 1915 as in section 45 ; but the construction placed
upon the law in the latter case is wider, if for no other reason, because
the Government of India are nearer to the cause of action, and are more
likely to be moved to intervene, and to have more immediate knowledge of it than the Secretary of State. I.egally speaking, their control
over provincial Governments rests not merely on their executive, but
· also on their legislative powers ; but in practice we may sub-divide
the former, and so discern three stra;nds-legislative, financial, and
administrative-in the bond of subordination: ahd of these three far
the most important for day-to-day purposes is the financial strand.
~rhoir gonol'a.l ehfl.eactor.

104. The Government of India's control over revenues and expenditure is derived from the Acts of 1853 and 1858,
Financial devolution.

which treated the revenues of India as one and
applied them to the purposes of the Government of India as a whole.
It is true that this provision is not so strictly construed as absolutely
to prevent the appropriation of particular sources of income to specific
objects, all-Indian or provincial; but it has certainly had the effect
of denying to provincial Governments any ~nherent legal right to the
68
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revenues which they raised. It followed that all :revenues originally
went into the coffers of the central Government and that all but the
most trifling expenditure had to be defrayed under its orders. From
that primitive condition has been, by gradual stages, evolved the
present system of " divided heads "-an arrangement which the onlooker is inclined to regard as a needless complication, but which, like
many Indian institutions, has its basis in conditions peculiar to the
country. It will be remembered that from the necessities of their position the Government of India are responsible for the defence of the
whole country ; for certain great commercial departments, such as the
railways and the post office ; for the administration of certain areas
for strategic reasons, such as the Frontier Province, or for fortuitous
reasons, such a,.s Coorg ; for diplomatic business and relations with
Native States; for the service of the debt; for all audit and accounting;
and for the upkeep of the India Office in England and a large pension
list. They have also assumed the liability for insuring the provinces
against the one great catastrophe which from time to time threatens
their financial stability in the shape of a failure of the rains and consequent famine. For these purposes the central Government takes the
receipts- from the sources of revenue which it directly controls and also
certain other revenue, such as salt, customs, and opium, of which the
locale of .origin is no guide to its true incidence. But these resources
by no means suffice for its needs, 'and the deficit must be somehow made
good. The system of divided heads is an attempt to do this ; but in
order to make it intelligible a brief retrospect is necessary.
105. The commercial principles which underlay the Company's rule
sufficiently explain the original decision that
• Financial system u~ to the central Government sh~uld keep full conl86L
trol of all revenues in their own hands, and
though a complete reorganization of the finance of the country followed
soon after the transfer of India to the Crown no innovation in this respect
was for some time attempted. Provincial Governments had in other
respects extensive powers, but they could incur no actual expenditure
without the formal orders of the Government of India. Sir Richard
Strachey (who was the real author of tJ;e changes that followed) wrote
at the time " the distribution o£ the public income degenerated into
something like a scram):lle, in which the most violent had the advantage,
with very little attention to reason. As local economy brought no
local advantage, the stimulus to avoid waste was reduced to a minimum,
and as no local growth of the income led to local means of improvement,
the interest in developing the public revenues was also brought down to
the lowest level."
106. Lord Mayo's Government has the credit of the first attempt
to make the provincial Governments reEvolution of the settle·
· own
ment system.
spons1'b] e f or t h e management o£ th mr
local finances. Each local Government was
given a fixed grant for the upk.eep of definite services, such as police,
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jails, education, anp. the medical services, with power, subject to certain•
conditions, to allocate it as seemed best, and also to provide for additional expenditure by the exercise of economy and if necessary by raising
local taxes. All the residuary revenues the Government of India.
retained for its own needs. Experience of this initial step not only justified a further advance, but also pointed the direction which it should;
take. What was clearly wanted was to give local Governments an effective inducement to develop the revenues collected in their territoriesr
to encourage economy, and to ensure that all parts of the administration
received a due share of the growing revenues to meet growing needs.
It was recognized also that less interference by the Government of Indiat
in the details of provincial administration was desirable. The final effectof the important changes made in Lord Lytton's time.was to delegate
to local Governments the control of the expenditure upon all the ordinary
provincial services, and in place of the fixed grants previously given
to hand over to them the whole, or part of specified heads of revenue,
wherewith to meet such charges. Here for the first time we meet with
a classification of revenue heads into Indian, provincial,. and divided.
The heads of revenue made over in whole, or in part, to provinciaJ
Governments were those which were thought to offer most prospe~t o£ development under careful provincial management-forests, excise; licensetax (now income-tax), stamps, registration, provincial rates,. law and
justice, public works, and education. But the difficulty of exactly
adjusting means to needs remained ; and as the revenue from the transferred heads was not ordinarily sufficient for provincial requirements,
it was supplemented by a percentage of the important head of land
revenue, which otherwise remained an all-India receipt. Settlements
on these lines were made with the provinces for :five.years in 1882, and
were revised in 1887, 1892 and 1897, not without controversy and some
provincial discontent. At these revisions no changes of principle were
introduced ; but the growing needs of the provinces were met by treating
land revenue as one of the sources of income divided between the central
and the provincial Governments,. and further by supplementing the
provincial revenues by means of fixed cash assignments adjusted under
the same head.
107. In the year 1904 we fneet an important new departure-the
' . introduction of the sy~t~m of quasi-permanent
Settlements made quasi- settlements. Thenceforward the revenues aspermanent.
.
.
· 1y fi xed , and
s1gned
to a provmce
were defi mte
were not subject to alteration by the central Government save in case
of extreme and general necessity, or unless experience proved that the
assignment made was disproportionate to normal provincial needs.
The object was "to give the local Governments a more independent
position and a more substantial and enduring interest in the management of their resources than had previously been possible." Undeli
the old system it every now and then happened that the supreme
Government were forced by financial stress to resume balances standing
to the credit of the provinces when the ~ettlement expired. This killed

~
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any motive for economy, as provincial Governments knew that if they
economized in one direction in order to accumulate money for other
needs their savings were imperilled, while their reduced standard of
expenditure would certainly be taken as the basis for the next settlement. Improved financial conditions and a more liberal outlook
combined to remove these difficulties. Local Governments could count
on continuity of financial policy, a.ud were able to reap the benefit of
their own: economies without being hurried -into ill-considered proposals
in order to raise their apparent standard of expenditure. But the
Government of India were also gainers. Their relations with the provincial Governments were smoothed by the cessation of the standing
quinquennial controversies, and they were also left in Po better position
to calculate their own resources .

•

108. A little later on the provinces gained still further. Hitherto,
the liability for famine had lain upon them,
Famine
expenditure. and the central Government stepped in only
Settlements made permawhen their resources were exhausted.
There
nent.
was devised instead a new famine insurance
schellJ&, by which the Government of India placed to the credit ofeach
province exposed to famine a fixed amount, on which it should draw
in case of famine without trenching on its normal resources. When
this fun"d was exhausted further expenditure would be shared equally
by the central and provincial Governments, and in the last resort the
Government of India would give the province further assistance from
their own revenues. In 1917 this arrangement was simplified by making
famine relief expenditure a divided head, the outlay being borne by
the central and provincial Governments in the proportion of three to·
one, which coinciaed approximately with the actual incidence under the
previous system.
The Decentralization Commission went into the whole question of
the financial relations of the central and the provincial Governments~
and proposed no radical change; but Lord Hardinge's Government
decided to take the final step in the development of the system, and in
1912 they made the settlements permanent. They further improved
the position by reducing the fixed assignments and increasing the provincial share of growing revenues ; and they conferred a minor, but still
important, benefit on the provinces by curtailing their intervention in the·
preparation o£ provincial budgets.

109. We are not concerned with the arguments, some of admitted
cogency, that have been used to defend this
Defects of the system. · t · t
Provincial expenditure.
m rwa e arrangement. They may b e f ound
in the report of the Decentralization Com-mission. But what we are concerned to do is to point out how
seriously it operates as an obstacle to provincial enfranchisement.
Because provincial settlements have been based not on provincial.
revenues, but on provincial needs ; a central control over provinciaL
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··expenditure is not 1Jlerely justifiable but inevitable. The Government
of India could not allow a province to go bankrupt. But, if the Govern·ment of India were responsible for provincial solvency, they must be in
a position to control provincial expenditure ; indeed, in view of their
own competing needs, they could hardly avoid feeling a direct interest
in keeping down provincial charges. Again _as regard revenues, so
'long as _the Government of India take a share in the proceeds they have
a strong motive for interfering in details of administration. Their
interes,t in land revenue, for example, inevitably le:tds them to a
close supervision over revenue settlements ; and the control tends to
:become tighter in cases where expansion and development, as in the
case of irrigation, depend on capital outlay. The existing settlements
are an undoubted advance upon the earlier centralized SJ.stem, but they
constitute no more than a half-way stage. If the popular principle is
to have fair play at all in provincial Governments, it is imperative that
some means be found of securing to the provinces entirely separate
revenue resources.
110. In the second place, the Government of India completely control
Provincial taxation.
all taxation imposed in British India, apart
from the local taxes. which are raised by local
'bodies. Taxation can, of course, be only levied by law, and section 79
(3) (a) of the Government of India Act forbids a loeallegislature,.without
-~be previous sanction of the Governor General, to consider "any law
affecting the public debt of India or the customs duties or any other
tax or duty for the time being in foree and imposed by the . authority
-of the Governor General in Council for the general purposes o£ the government of India ". This is the natural corollary o£ the statutory hypothe·cation of all Indian revenues to all-India needs. It i:e true that· the law
would not inhibit a provincial legislature from exploiting for provincial
purposes any new source o£ taxation which it had the ingenuity to disC'Over; but even in that case the central Government has its remedy
at hand. It has been its practice to control all legislation in provincial
·Councils by means of " instructions " ;to local Governments, which
presumably depend for their authority upon the powers con-ferred by
section 45 of the Act, and which require all projects of laws to be approved
. by the Secretary of State. A proposal for provincial taxation, like any
other project -for provincial legislation, would theretore be referred for
sanction to the GoveFnment o£ India and the Se~retary of State, and
would, before being translated into action, have to secure the assent
-of the Finance Department, which would consider closely if it trespassed
,on the central Government's resources of taxation. Here again it is
not our purpose to examine the validity of the arguments for maintaining the practice exhting. If many buckets are dipping into one well,
and drought cuts short the supply of water, obviously the chief proprietor of the well must take it upon himsel-f to regulated the drawings.
All that we are concerned to do is to point out how this power of con·trolling the levv of fresh sources of income contributes to the close
"subordination i~ which provincial Gov~rnments are at present held;
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and to observe that, if possible, some means
must be found.

of enl.arging their powers"

111. A third restriction upon the powers of provincial Governments
has also been accepted hitherto as almost an
Provincial bcrrowing.
axiom of the Indian :financial system. The
power of borrowing has never been conceded to the provinCRS. Port
tmsts and municipalities may raise loans within defined limits, but
because the revenues of India are legally one and indivisible and are
liable for all debts incurred for the purposes of the Government of India,
provincial Govemments have possessed no separate resources on the
sEcurity of which they could borrow. Sterling loans are always raised
in England by the Secretary of State under the authority of Act of
Parliament, and rupee loans in India by the Government of India with
the Secretary of State's sanction. vVe recognize that there were strong
practical reasons for this arrangement also. The total market was
limited ; the Home market is sensitive. It was considered advisable
to control the total borrowings of India by one agency, if rates were
not to be forced up and the market dislocated, and credit possibly
impair~d by indiscreet ventures. Accordingly it has been the practice
to rEserve entry to the public loan market entirely for the central
Government and for the latter to lend money to the provincial
Governments when circumstances required. The Decentralization Commission went into the question in 1908 and declined to recommend any
change. It seems to us, however, that if provincial Governments are
to enjoy such real measure of independence as will enable them to
pursue their own development policy, they must be given some powers,
however limited, of taking loans. To this matter also we shall return
in a later chapter.•
112. A powerful instrument by means of which the Government
. t
t'
of
India
exercises
Coc1es of ms
rue wns.
•
h
.
. control. over expenditure ,
m t e provmces IS the senes of the codes of
instructions, such as the Civil Service Regulations, the Civil Account
Code, the Public Works Code, and the like. In part these deal with,
the mechanism of finance, such as the maintenance of a uniform svstem
of audit and accounting, the custody of public money, remitt~nces,.
economy, and such matters : but they also impose definite restraints
upon the powers of provincial Governments to create new appointments,
or to raise emoluments. Such restrictions arise largely out of the need
for preventing a ruinous competition in generosity between provinces,,
or for providing for officers who are liable to transfer from one province
to another. These reasons have led to a mass of regulations a:ffecting
such. matters as recruitment, promotions, leave, foreign service, and
penswns, upon which the codes really constitute a digest of the caselaw laid down from time to time by the Government of India. Another
praiseworthy object which, however, the growing complexity of the
codes has tended to defeat was to make the right principles of public
business intelligible to a scattered army of subordinate officials through-"
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out the country an4 so t~ avoid incessant applications for guidance to
:higher authority.
113. The bad name which attaches to the codes is partly explained
by their size and obscurity, which probably
Their justification.
helps to occasion the very increase of business
that it was hoped to avoid, partly by the conviction that they are con~
strued in a narrow and meticulous fashion with the avowed object of
keeping charges down. But we cannot doubt that the intention of
the codes was sound, and that they have played a valuable part in
·checking extravagance and undesirable divergencies. The paramount
justification for restrictions on the spending powers of local Govern~
ments. and subordinate authorities, which the latter find ·irksome, was
the need of ensuring that, in a poor country, official Governments were
fully sensible of the duty of economy, and of making good the lack of
·effective popular criticism by close control from above. Indeed such
control has not obviated much criticism in the legislative councils of
the cost of official establishments. Regulations of this nature were
·bherefore appropriate to the state of things for which they were devised ;
but clearly they are also au impediment to be dealt with before the
road to responsible government in the provinces lies open.
•
114. Now let us see how the Government of India, which has power
Legislative
control. in its legislative council to make law~ for the
Statutory restrictions on whole of British India, exercises its cont:t;Ol
the }}Owcrs of provincial over legislation in the provinces. We have
councils.
explained how nine
provinces-Madras,
Bombay, Bengal, the United Provinces, the Punjab, Burma, Bihar
and Orissa, the Central Provinces, and Assam-have legislative councils,
and we have watched these bodies in operation. Tl¥l Statute declares
that the local legislature of each province has power, subject to certain
specified restrictions, to make laws "for the peace and good government of the province ". At first sight the restrictions are not stringent.
It is reasonable that a local council should not be allowed to effect any·
Act of Parliament, nor as a general rule to repeal or alter without previous sanction any Act of the Governor General's legislative Council or
judeed of any legislature but itself. (There are reservations to be made,
'but they are relatively unimportant.) These general limitations might
easily be so redrafted as to make superfluous some of the further in:hibitions, surviving from earlier laws, which are ~mbodied in the Act
··of 1915-such as those relating to the public debt of India, or customs
or other taxes imposed by the central Government, or coin or currency
·notes, or posts arid telegraphs, or the Penal Code, or the army and navy
-because any effective provincial legislation on these matters would
necessarily affect legislation by the Government of India. In addition,
a provincial council may not, without the previous sanction of the
·Governor General, consider any law affecting the religion or religious
rites and usages of any class of British subjects in India, or regulating
·patents or copyright, or a:ffecting the relations of the Government with
'foreign Princes or States.
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115. Evidently there is left an extensive field in which, so far as
the substantive provisions bf the Statute go,
Restrictions
resulting the legislative competence of the provincial
from previous occupation
councils is legally unfettered. Actually, howof the legislative field.
ever, the discretion of the local councils is
<:urtailed in two ways. In the first place owing to the fact that their
present existence all the local councils are younger, and most of them
much younger, institutions than the legislative council of the
General, a great part of the field that would otherwise be open to
is covered by Acts of the elder body, which has
retained
·current power of legislation for the country at large. The labours of
the Law Commissioners initiated the practice of codifying the law on
important subjects for the whole of :British India, which has been since
pursued to the ~reat benefit of the country. On examining the Indian
statute book we find that, apart from military and marine and political
questions, or finance, or communications (for all of which they are
necessarily the proper legislating authority), the Government of India
have passed laws in their legislative council for all kinds of matters
which might have been dealt with by provincial legislatures, but are
doubtle~s far better handled on uniform lines. The Penal and Procedure Codes and the Evidence Act are the great monuments of this policy,
but it has been pursued in many sphere.s of business. Under the head
of crime •we have laws for prisons, jails, reformatory schools, police,
and whipping. Where the personal law affecting different communities
has been codified, in such matters as marriage, minors, and succession,
attempts have been made to make it uniform and to prevent provincial
variations, to the great benefit of the people. In civil law we have
Acts regulating contracts, trusts, specific relief, transfer of property,
easements, and ar~itration. Business has been regulated by laws for
patents, trade~marks, weights and measures, securities, insurance, com~
panies, insolvency, and usury. Laws for forests, mines, factories, boilers,
-electricity, and explosives have smoothed the course of industry ; and
labour questions have been dealt with in laws controlling compulsory
labour disputes, breaches of contract, emigration, and apprentices. The
course of public business in certain respects and the management of the
public estate have been standardized. Essential matters affecting th-e
pu'Qlic health-such as poison$, leprosy, lunacy, va;ccination,, ..··~:up.
~pidemic~have also b~~ regulated by a tlnifo:tm code o£ l:;tw."' Fi11~i!y:
in a, )Vid:~ miscellany of m~~ters, su~:h, fqr ,exa,l!lple, as relig~\;)ua ~~F"
ro~p:t;g, ~a,l'itable soci~ties, plays :tl1d kinemat()graphs, UlotQ:r ve,hiclt3s, ~
a~~~Jl).t !llOlihUDlents, and tJ~ea.~ure trove, India has been given .a un!form
Ia.w~; jvlri<;h W<>rks well because conditi()ns are everywhere sufficiently
a;~J.~. ':Chis is a record of which its author~ :tru!.Y be proud.
if?. In the next place the power of the Secretary of State al:id
,......·. ,.
.
.
Parliame1'lt t:o , control all Indian legi~Ia,tiou
-~~t.n.?ti£>~s l~posed by (wb:i0hwe saw finally asserted by Mr. Glfld,.
es:ecu;t;iov.e< dil:ect10ns.
.·. · .
·
· · ·. • ·.
· .·. ·
·
·
stone's Governm-ent) has been made operatrve,.
as we have said above, by means of executive directions, which have.
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made it incumbent on provincial Governments to submit for the previous sanction of the Government of India and the Secretary of State
all their projects for legislation before introduction. It is quite true
that these directions do not apply to private members' Bills; but inasmuch as a Bill can only be intro(!.uced with the leave of the council,
and the local Government has in most cases been in a position, if it chose
to do so, to oppose such a motion successfully, the Government of India,
by directions to the local Government, have been in a position to control
all private provincial legislation almost as effectively as the local Governments' Bills. Moreover, if a private member's Bill affects the revenues.
the previous sanction of the Governor is necessary to its introduction ;
and in a recent case the Secretary of State has ruled that such sanction
should not be given until he has had an opportunity of considering the
proposals. This system will strike the reader who has :Pederal models in
mind as an instance of excessive centralization. It is due to the fact
that the provincial legislative councils are even now in theory only an
enlargement of the executive Government for the purpose of law making,
and that the legislative power has not been recognized as residing in the
provincial councils as distinct from the provincial Governments, over
whom official control is justified and necessary. Nor has the. system
been without advantage in the past, as it has enabled the central Government to curb unprofitable divagations and incidentally to maintain
standards of legislative drafting which are acknowledged to• be good.
None the less, it is apparent that an effective measure of devolution is
required before provincial councils can possibly acquire any genuine
independence in legislation.
117. We have- now to consider how the Government of India wield
the administrative control over provincial
. .
.
AdmnustratiV.o c~ntrol. business with which sectioJ! 45 of the Statute
The need for umform1ty.
.
• '
mvests them. In part, as we have seen, th1s
rests on financial considerations. In part, it is due to Parliament or
the Indian legislature having reserved certain matters, such as appointments to high office or statutory rules on important subjects, for the
sanction of the central Government. But in the main it is too general
and extensive to admit of easy analysis. All that we can do is to suggest
some general reasons which explain what has occurred. It if!H)asy to see .
that in many respects India is one single and undivided country in
which much work must be. done on uniform lines. The main services
which execute the orders of provincial Governments have b~en recruited
from England on terms guaranteed by the Secretary of State, with the
result that many questions affecting them cannot be determined by any
provincial Government. Again, the development of trade and industry
and science throughout India has favour(;ld the tendencY at headquarters
to tormulate and p:uttsue a uniform policy. Businessa,nd jndustry--:.Jllight
be serjously hampered if (even with one law for all India) the provinces
were left to administer such matters as statistics, patents, copyright,
insurance, income~tax, explosives, or mining .on differe:qt lines. :Particularly in the more scientific spheres-such 'as bacteriology, or agricul-
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tural and veterinary science-advance has tended to concentration,
because the expert services were much too small to· be organized on a
provincial basis, and also because the experience and resources of any
one institution would not be fully used unless they were placed at the
disposal of the whole country.
•
118. Moreover, in the past the Government of India have regarded
themselves as distinctly charged with the duty
Initiation of new policies. of f ranung
· poncy
'·
· · · · re.~.orms
.t
f or +1
aiH1 msprrmg
vne
whole of India. It is the penalty of absorption in the heavy task of
daily administration to concentrate unduly on detail. There is a
tendency at times for the wheels to become clogged and to sink into
the ruts of routine. At such times the Government of India, standing
apart from immediate details and often actuated by the strong personality of their•central figure, have set themselves to survey the whole
field of some branch of the administration and to enunciate and enforce
fresh principles. The method pursued has often been·· to assemble
a Commission of inquiry, such as those which Lord Curzon appointed
to deal with police and universities. The Commission reported, and then
the Government of India consulted local Governments and issued
a series. of decisions. Their orders were often accompanied by handsome grants from their own surpluses, which were strictly earmarked
for the purpose of pushing on some particular feature of the ·new
policy. 'fhe disadvantages of an arrangement which so appreciably
curtailed the provincial Government's freedom of expenditure will be
apparent. Not seldom the Commission's labours resulted in the appointment of new advising or inspecting officers at headquarters, whose task
it was to see that the new energy suddenly infused into the system
was well-maintained and well-directed to the chosen ends. We do
not doubt that the!e outbursts of creative activity have been beneficial,
and have c9ntributed to the admitted efficiency of the machine. We
hope to find a substitute for them in future in the stimulus afforded by
popular criticism. But official inspirations from above have as a side
consequence certainly increased the disposition to intervene in provincial details. The Government of India have not been content to
set the ball rolling; they have insisted on'watching its pace and course.
It is fair to add that in:recent years we find a perceptible tendency in
the opposite direction. The Decentralization Commission inculcated
the principle of devolp.tion and its spirit was embodied in the orders
which followed on it.r The resolutions in which Lord Hardinge's Government dealt with the' large questions of education and local self-government certainly cannot be accused of Prussian rigidity and precision.
119. Among the reasons which have tended to the tightening of
control has been the consciousness that while
Effec~ of responsibility local Governments were largely immune from
to Pa:rhament.
.
popular criticism in India both they and the
Government of India themselves were accountable to Parliament. The
problems presented by criminal activities of a political complexion will
illustrate our meaning well. The Government of India were constrained
G
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to control local Governments closely in such matters, if for no other
reason,, because of their responsibility to Parliament. But their control
has been by no means actuated solely by this consideration. They
have felt the serious responsibility which lay upon them as the supreme
authority in the country for its good government, and for the maintenance of high standards of publie and personal conduct. In the
absence of popular control their general attitude was right. With the
introduction of such control its justification is diminished.
120. We have dealt at some length with the strong tie which binds
r h
.
'
.
the provinces to the central government.
r
e Indlan constltutlOn It seemed to us necessary to analyse it because
111ot federal.
'
it constitutes the chief obstacle across our
path, and also affords a plain warning to those who are disposed to be
misled by facile analogies from federal constitutions. Granted the
.announcement of August 20, we cannot at the present time envisage its
complete fulfilment in any fQrm other than that of a congeries of selfgoverning Indian provinces associated for certain purposes under a
responsible government of India; with possibly what are now the Native
States of India finally embodied in the same whole, in some relation
which we will not now attempt to define. For such an organizatlion the
English language has no word but ' federal '. But we are bound to
point out that whatever may be the case with the Native States of the
future into the relation of provincial and central governments the
truly federal element does not, and cannot, enter. There is no element
of pact. The government of the country is at present one ; and from
this point of view the local Governments are literally the " agents " of
the Government of India. Great powers have been delegated to them
because no. single administration could support t~e Atlantean load.
But the process before us now is not one of federalizing. .Setting aside the
obstacles presented by the supremacy of Parliament, the la2t ..chance of
making a federation of British India was in 1774, when Bombay and
Madras had rights to surrender. The provinces have now no innate
powers of their own, and therefore have nothing to surrender in a joedus.
Our task is not like that of the Fathers of the Union in the United
States and Canada. We have to demolish the existing structure, at least
in part, before we can build the new. Our business is one of devolution,
of drawing lines of demarcation, of cutting long-standing ties. The
Government of India must give, and' the provilii.ces must receive; for
Qnly so can the growing organism of self-government draw air into its
lungs and live. It requires no great effort of the imagination to draw
a future map of India which shall present the external semblance of a
great new confederation within the Empire. But we must sedulously
beware the ready application of federal arguments or federal examples
to a task which is the very reverse of that which confronted Alexander
Hamilton and Sir John Macdonald.
121. It is time to consider the internal organization of a province,
. .
. .
bec'ause of this also. our
scheme must take
acP rovmma1. orgamzat10n.
.
.
count. Our descnpt1on must be understood

.
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as an attempt to sketch typical arrangements without including special
features of particular localities.
122. In every province but Bombay there exists at headquarters,
. .
.
for the purpose of supervising the revenue
?'he admimstrative ma- administration, a Board of Revenue, or its
chme.
equivalent, a Financial Commissioner. In their
administrative capacity these constitute the chief revenue authority
of the province, and relieve the provincial Government of much detailed
work which would otherwise come to it ; while in their judicial capacity
they form an appellate court for the increasing volume of revenue, and
often of rent suits. But for other purposes than revenue the provincial Government deals chiefly with its commissioners and collectors.
The easiest we.y of understanding the organization of a province is to
think of it as composed of districts, which in all provinces except Madras,
are combined, in groups of usually from four to six, into divisions, under
a commissioner. The average size of a district is 4,430 square miles, or
three-fourths the size of Yorkshire. Many are much bigger. Mymensingh district holds more human souls than Switzerland. Vizagapatam
·distrill;t, both in area and population, exceeds Denmark. In the United
Provinces, where districts are small and the population dense, each
collector is on the average in charge of an area as large as Norfolk and
of a population as large as that of New Zealand. The commissioner of
the Tirhut division looks after far more people than the Government of
Ca;nada.
123. The district, which is a collector's charge, is the unit of administration, but it is cut up into sub-divisions under
. .
The d rstnct.
.
.
assistant
or d eputy eoll ectors, and t h ese agam
mto revenue col~cting areas of smaller size. The provincial Government's general authority thus descends through the divisional commissioner in a direct chain to the district officer. The district officer has a
dual capacity; as collector he is head of the revenue organization, and
as magistrate he exercises general supervision over the inferior courts
and, in particular, directs the police work. In areas where there is no
permanent revenue settlement he can at any time be in touch, through
his revenue subordinates, with every inch of his territory. This organization in the first place serves its peculiar purpose of collecting the
revenue and of kee£ing the peace. But, because it is so close-knit, so
well-establis_hed, and so thoroughly unde:Fstood by the people, it simultaneously drscharges easily and efficiently an immense number of other
~uties. It deals with the registration, alteration, and partition of holdmgs ; the settlement of disputes ; the management of indebted estates ;
loans to agriculturists ; and, above all, famine relief. Because it controls
revenue, which depends on agriculture, the supreme interest of the
people, it naturally serves also as the general administration staff. The
xevenue o:ffi.CJals and, to a much more limited extent, the police convey
the orders of Government to the people in a hundred ways. Taken
together, these two agencies act as the general representatives of Govern;ment over the country to its•remotest borders, and, apart from them.
<
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tl1ere is no other. Several other specialized services exist, with staffs of
their own, such as the establishments for irrigation, roads and buildings,
agriculture, industries, factories, and co-operative credit. These are controlled not by the district officer but by their own departmental heads;
1hey may be regarded as a different set of strings connecting the Government with the people. But in varying degrees the district officer influences- the policy in all these matters, and he is always there in the
background to lend his support, or, if need be, to mediate between a
specialized service and the people.
124. But, we shall be asked, what room is left £.or such all-pervading
official activity, since all towns of reasonable
. L.9.~ll.~~lf-govormllcnt.
size have been made into municipalities, and
since rural a:ffairs arc committed to district or local boardl!i? We have
seen already that the hopes entertained of these bodies.have not .in the
vast been fulftlled. The avowed policy of directing the growth of local
self-government from without rather than from within has, on th(O\
whole, been sacrificed to the need for results : and with the best inttfntions the presence of an official element on the boards has been prolonged
beyond the point at which it would merely have a:fforded very nece&lsary
help up to a point at which it has impeded the growth of initiative and
responsibility. Municipal practice varies between provinces; some
have gone further in the direction of elected majorities, others •in the
direction of elected chairmen : Bengal has gone far in both directions.
But over much of. the country urban self-government in the smaller
towns still depends largely on official support and guidance. The
elected members of the boards appear to have difficulty in facing the
disfavour aroused by a raising of the rates, or .a purification of the
electoral roll, or drastic sanitary improvements, unle~ they feel that
the district officer is behind them ; and, even when he is not ~ member
of the board, he is generally armed with powers of inspection and advice,
In rural areas, where people are less educated and less practised in a:ffairs,
and where the interests involved are di:ffused over large areas instead
of being concentrated under their eyes every day, the boards are
constituted on a less popular basis. Usually from three-quarters to
one-half the members of the district boards are elected, and the electorate
represents anything from ten to two per thousand of the rural population. The DecentraHzation Commission advised th~J.t the district office!
should continue to. preside oye;J: jhe distriQt board, because they did
not wish to cut him off from district interests and were anxious to retain
his administrative experience ; and up till now the Central Provinces
are the .only provinces in which marked headway has been made in the
direction of choosing the chairman by election. Generally speaking,
therefore, we may say that while within town areas elected town councils
control the administration of their roads, schools, drainage, conservancy,
lighting, and the like, the district officer is still at hand as a stimulus
and a mentor ; and in the more backward district boards he still plays
an important part, because as chairman he directs the executive agency
of the board. Rural education, dispensar&s, sanitation, country roads"
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'bridges, water-supply, drainage, tree-planti.U:g, ve~erinary work, pounds
fairs, ferries, sarais, and the like, are all matters which, to a grefl,t extent,
he still a<,lministers, not primarily as a servant of Government, but on
behalf of, indeed in some provinces, as the formally elected president
,of, a popular body; and the Commissioner above him exercises considerable supervision over the boards' proceedings, It wilt of course,
be understood that we are speaking of m~ifassil practice. The great
presidency corporations, whose beginnings date from the 17th century,
are in a class by themselves. Mainly elective in character, they work
largely through an official chairman or executive officer, and are not
subject to close supervision from outside.
125. The system which we have described was originally due to
imitation of the quasi-military organization
c>£ Stt~=n~~ti:ln~;s~::~ness of the Moghul. Empi:e. The councils and
local bodies are mnovatwns, due to the totally
different conception of administration which springs from English
politica.l..,.thought. In large centres of population municipal institutions
are a reality, and they form an oasis of popular control in the midst of
an offi~l system. In smaller towns official influence is still actually,
thou~h not technically, strong. The boards to whom rural affairs are
committed, though they often enjoy elected majorities, are, in practical
'Working, probably still weaker in relation to the official system than the
Morley':Minto changes left the councils in relation to Government .
.The organization is still well-suited in many ways to the needs of a backward people and is well understood by them. Among all the suggestions made to us it has never been suggested that the system has broken
down. It has the great advantage that' in every district, and portion
-of a district-that is to say, in many parts o£ the country, within not
more than twelv~ or fifteen miles of every single inhabitant-there is a
direct rep.resentative of Government, to whom complaints on every con-eeivable subject can be addressed, and through whom the Government
can act. Its weaknesses are, we conceive, equally apparent. It is
humanly impossible for the district officer to control the whole business
of government and to look after his army of subordinates as closely as is
:required. His utmost vigilance and energy do not suffice to prevent
petty corruption and oppression from disfiguring official business. The
people are slow to complain and prefer to suffer rather than to have the
trouble of resisting.. This mischief is being slowly remedied with the
improvement of the subordinate services. It could be remedied further
at great expense by decreasing district areas and increasing the supervising sta:ff. But there. can be no general improvement except through
the awakening of public opinion which we believe that our reforms
will stimulate. Strong as it is, the official system is too weak to perfect
.the- enormous task before it without the co-operation of the people.
126. This executive organization whic~ we have described has been
.
well likened to a nerve system of official posts,
_,..,. T.he pla?e of the Indmn actuated up till now chiefly by impulses of
,_~,J 1v1l Sarvrce.
·
its own, but affected by the popular 1deas
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which impinge on it froni three sources-the British Parliament, the· ,
legislative councils, and the local boards. Parliament can, of course,
make its commands effective at any moment, but rarely chooses to do
so. The effect of the councils and local bodies in India has been to
influence, but not yet to control, official working. The system has in
the main depended for its effectiveness on the experience, wisdom, and
energy of the services themselves. It has for the most part been represented by the Indian Civil Service, which, though having little to do
with the technical departments of government, has for over one hundred
years in practice had the administration entrusted to its hands, because
with the exception of the offices of the Governor General, Governors,
and some members of the executive councils it has held practically aU
the places involving superior control. It has been in effect much more
of a government corporation than of a purely civil service• in the English
sense. It has been made a reproach to the Indian Civil Service that
it regards itself as the Government ; but a view which strikes the critic
familiar with parliamentary government as arrogant is little more than
a condensed truth. It has long been a tradition of the service that
men in it are entitled not merely to administer, but to advisf. From
the outset of their career they have been habituated to the exercise·
of responsibility ; they have had to take important decisions of their
own in emergencies; and they have acquired at first hand, and not
merely from precedent or prescription, a stock of practical knowledge
which they have been used and been encouraged to contribute to a·
common purpose. Because they have looked forward to attaining
positions where they could decide or help to decide policy they have,.
within the restraints impose<! by discipline and good order, been accustomed to express their ideas freely as to India's needs, and to criticize
and advise a government which has in essentials be:n one with them-:selves.
127. It is a commonplace to say that Indian administration in the
past has depended mainly upon the district
Effect ?f ?nr proposals. officer
We believe that no testimony
of ours·
In the chstnct.
·
.
is needed to the character of h1s labours ..
The greatest work that has been done in India has b~en the familiarization of the people at large with standards of public character and conduct which they accept as higher than their own. The country people·
have, and always have had, confidence in the Ellglish official because·
of his integrity, fair play, and detachment. He has given them peace
and justice and made life easier for them, and the vast majority of people
asks for little more. It is impossible but that the application of our
guiding principles should react on the district organization, and we:
have to see how this will be. Clearly our first and immediate task
is to make a living reality of local self-government. This cannot be
done by a few amendments 9£ the Indian statute book and a few notifications and executive orders. Such methods only prepare the ground ..
We can bid the Government official-district officer or tahsildar-'step aside from his position as executive officer of the boards, and assume:
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for the future the role of onlooker and friendly adviser. We can transfer the execution of the board's orders from subordinates responsible to·
Government to employes of the boards themselves and, in part, we
may perhaps hope, to honorary agency. But we cannot ourselves
breathe the breath of life into these institutions. That must come
with the awakening of the sense of duty and public spirit which the
wtn has fostered, and which opportunity will develop.
12$..,. Further, as the principle of popular control is admitted into
the Government through the medium of the
And on the services.
legislative councils, some means must be
devised of enabling the established services to fall in with the new order
of things. The precise means of doing so will depend on what we have
to propose here~fter as regards the machinery of government. Naturally.
there will be many men to whom the change will be irksome, while
some men will find it grateful. But we shall be wise to minimize by
every means that human foresight can devise the friction which a change
in a long-established system tends to produce. Our aim throughout
must be to make the change not needlessly difficult for the services,
to enlist their co-operation with the popular element in the Govern:ment, ~nd to induce on both sides the habit of good-will and mutual
toleration, which is essential if India is to pass peaceably through the
trying ttansitional period in front of her. We have, as we shall show,
made due provision for the exercise of the duty which lies upon us to
protect the services : but without good-will and a readiness to co-operate
it will not be possible either to retain the men who compose them, or
to get from them the best that they can give. Our labours will be vain,
and worse than vain, unless the Indian public men, who will be responsible
for the working
the reforms which we advise, succeed in so working
them as to retain for India the willing h~lp and guidance o£ many men
like those who have led her thus far on her way, until such time as she
has produced a generation of administrators of her own to compare
with them in strength and foresight, integrity and detachment. Of the
services much is being asked. We are confident that they will respond
to the demand. But it will rest with the Indian leaders also to show
themselves capable of statesmanship and self-restraint.

ot

_Chapter VI.-The Conditions of the Problem.
129. We have seen how British rule succeeded the personal,
absolute, cent~·a~ized Moghul Empire; a~d
how the destm1es of the people of India
thereby became linked with those of an European nation" homogeneous by reasons of history and their island situation, which had
developed under peculiarly favourable conditions the principle o£
seff-government. India's own destiny had been different. She
had be!=ln for ages plagued with invasion. and split up and parcelled
out by conquering :foreigners or contending kings, and her people
had become sub-divided, in a manner to which there is no parallel
in the worl<}, by the inveterate antagonism of different races and
religions. The miseries of the period of chaos which ensued upon
the break-up of Moghul rule have now almost faded from the mind
of India; but for a long time they made her thankful for the peace
and order which British rule conferred. We cannot summarize
what followed better than in the words of Sir Alfred Lyall:.--Effects of British rule.

" It may be affirmed that the moral and material civilization of the Indian
people has made more progress in the last fifty ;years than during all the preceding
centuries or their history. Yet it has inevitably come to pass that the clifferences
o£ wealth and learning, frequent intercourse with Europe, and the saturation of
the educated classes .with Western ideas and political axioms have stimulated
the desire for a larger share in the government of their country among the
loaders of native public opinion. An efficient administration no longer satisfies
them; on the contrary, it has created ulterior hopes and aspirations. We began
with great organic reforms, with improving the police and the prisons, with
codes of law, a hierarchy of courts of justice, a trained civil service, and all the
apparatus of a modern executive. Latterly we have under1111ken the gradual introduction of representative institutions, legislative councils in all the important
provinces, and municipalities in every substantial town; we are ~riously preparing for the slow devolution of local and provincial self-government.
" But the task of building up any substantial edifice of constitutional go- ·
vernment in India is by no means easy, for all wide and uniform measures of
reform are hindered by the immense area of the· country, and especially by the
number and diversity of its population; and undoubtedly this is an operation of
extraordinary difficulty, since we have no precedents to guide us in the experiment. It must certainly be conducted within the limitations necessary to preserve undisturb!ild and indisputable the fabric of British sovereignty, which is to
the political machine what the iron rails are to the locomotive, the foundation
and permanent way upon which all progress must mcNe. Nevertheless, some
solution of this difficulty is demanded; for now that· the English have accompli.sh€d the building up, after the high Roman fashion, of an immense polyglot Emp1re,
the stability of the structure must depend upon a skilful distribution of weight,
because excessive centralization is radically insecure, and supports are useless
without some capacity to resist pressure. The solution of these problems requires
the sympathetic insight, as well as the scientific methods of statesmanship, supplemented by the good-will and the growing intelligence of the Indian people."

130. It will be agreed that the character of political institutions
of'' present reacts upon the character o£ the people.
This £act, that the exercise of responsibility
calls forth the capacity for it, is the best ground for confidence in
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the working of self-government in India. At the same time we
hold that, even from the beginning, political institutions must be
devised with due regard to the conditions under which they will be
worked; and, therefore, before we set forth our ideas of India's new
constitution, we propose in this chapter to describe as justly as we
"Can the character o:£ Indian society, and the extent and kind of the
political consciousness which it has hitherto evolved, so as to
provide a touch-stone to which all our suggestions may be brought.
'l'he task is not easy. Conditions vaTy enoTmously; ouT descTiption
must be a composite picture, and will not apply equally to all
!ocalities.
·
131. A material difficulty is that the matters most essential to
our purpose do not readily lend themselves
Basis of a system
of t o st a t'1st'1ca1 expos1't'wn. L et us rememb er
tesponsibility.
•
what the working of responsible institutions
in their typical form involves. The electors send men to the
.z:ouncils with power to act in their name, and the councils commit
power to ministers, over whom they reserve control in the form of
the power of removing them from office. The elector controls his
goveTnment, because if his representative in council supports
ministers of whom he disapproves he can at the next election change
his representative. 'rhe system presupposes in those who work it
i3uch a perception of, and loyalty to, the common interests as enables
the decfsion of the majority to be peaceably accepted . . This means
that majorities must practice toleration and mjnorities patience.
There must in fact be not merely a certain capacity for business,
but, what is much more important, a real perception of the public
welfare as something apart from, and with superior claims to, the
individual good. The basis of the whole system is a lively and
<B:ffective rsens'e o.Ji.the mnctity of other people's rights.
132. 'rJ:lese qualities are only developed by exercise; they are
· I a·
greatly
COllllOllSlUUla.
d ·t·
d
. affected .by
. education, occupation,
an soCia1 orgamzatwn; but ultimately they
rest on the_ traditions a;nd, habits of thought of the people. vVe
eannotgo simply to stat1st1cs for the measure of these things. We
cam;wt turn to the ce~sus tables and tabulate according to wealth,
·or hteracy, or occupatiOn the number of people who might reasonably be given the franchise. None the less we must try to Tealize
.the broad facts. Two dominating conditions will be quickly
apparent to anyone "who turns to the records and reports. One is
that the immen13e masses of the people are poor, ignorant, and helpless £ar beyond the standards of Europe; and the other is that there
runs through Indian society a series of cleavages-of religion,
:race, and caste-which constantly threaten its solidarity, and o:£
which any wise political scheme must take serious heed.
·
133. ~l~~L.Y.§...!!l:£~g_ya:r:ili_i)ie imm~p.sity and difficulty ".of
the ~!i~_,has J:_w_Q__ "~nd

Immensity of the problem. . a .blll.t.il~-~-~.122.RUla bon _o~ iJ:!L U J1!ted
----~ ·
··-.. ··state~:... The United Provinces and Bengal
hold each as many people as. the British Isles. We may compare
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Bihar and Orissa in respect of population with France, Bombay
with Austria, and: the Punjab with Spain and Portugal combined.
In England and Wales four-fifths of the people live in towns.
India has many ancient and historic cities, .but taken all together
they hold but a tiny fraction of her enormous population. It
~ay perhaps be assumed that the first approach to urban conditiOns occurs when ten thousand people reside together in one place;
for on that scale questions of water-supply and lighting and drainage--the material things which awake men to a consciousness of
their common needs as neighbours- begin to be a serious concern.
On that basis we may say that 226 out of 244 millions of people in
British India live a rural life: and the proportion of these who
~ver give a thought to matters beyond the horizon of their villages
1s very small. Agtriculture is the one glreat iocc-qpation of the
people. In normal times a highly industrialized country like
England gives 58 persons out of every hundred to industry, and
only 8 to agriculture. But India gives out of every hundred 71
to agriculture or pasture, 12 to industry, 5 to trade, 2 to domestic
service, 1! to the profess,ions, and 1-l to Government service or the
army. In the whole of India the soil supports 225 out of 31&
millions, and 208 millions of them get their living directly•by, or
depend directly upon, the cultivation of their own or others' fields.
What concerns them is mainly the rainfall or the irrigation supply
from wells or canals, the price of grain and cloth, the payment of
rent to. the landlord or revenue to the State, the repayment of
advances to the village banker, the observance of religious festivals, the education of their sonSi, the marriage of their daughters,
their health and that of their cattle. They visit the local town on
bazaar days and the sub-divisional or district centre rarely on
business or litigation. They are not concerned wi'th district boards
or municipal boards; many of them know of no executive pow_er
above the district officer, and of Parliament or even o! the legislative councils they have never heard. Il'l. one province it is stated
that 93 per cent of the people live and die in the place where they
were born. Similar concerns are perhaps the main inteTests of
the populati6n of some country districts in the United Kingdom.
But i11/Thdia the conditions indicated apply to the great mass of
th~/population.
'
// 134. The educational returns tell us much the same story. In
t'
Britisli
India 6 per cent of the poEulahon,
E xen
t t o-£ educa1on.
•
- -· · · mliles and females together, were able at
the last cen,us to comply with the te't of literac wliich consisted
in re · a wn moo
e er m the1r own scri t. It has no doubt
r1sen percep 1 y in the seven years since 1911. The per(lentage
\ 1was much higher (11) in the case of m~n than in that of women
(1'1). It was also naturally much higher in large cities, where
it rose to 30,.per cent. Aryas, Brahmos, Parsi~ and Ja.in~ are the·
best educated classes; then in order Buddh1sts, Chnst1ans and!
Sikhs. Among Hindus education is very much a matter of caste;.
some o£ the higher castes are better re.ad than Bud.dhists, others am
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far lower down. Muslims also come low
the list. The knowledge of English is confined to less than two million people, a fractional percentage of the entire population.
135. The Indian Government compiles no statistics showing the
. t "b t"
f wea ltl1.
distribution o£ wealth,
D 1snuwno
b but
· such incomplete
figures as we have o tamed show that the,
number o£ persons enjoying a substantial income is very small. In
one province the total number of persons who enjoyed an income of
£66 a year derived fro!n other sources than land was 30,000; in
another province 20,000. ]'he revenue and rent Eeturns also show
how small the average agricultural holding is. According to one
estimate the number of landlords whose income derived from their
proprietary holdings exceeds £20 a year in the United Provinces is
about 126,000 .out of a population of 48 millions. It is evident
that the curve of wealth descends very steeply, and that enormous
masses of the population have little to spare for more than the
necessaries of life.
136. 'rhe fraction o£ the people who are town-dwellers contribute
.
only a very small proportion to the revenues
. .
E xtent of mterest
m o£ t h e St ate; ·but among th em ed uca t'1011 h as,
political
questions
made some headway, municipal institutions:
•
·
have been at work, and the presence of political leaders among the
professional classes has made itseLf felt. This is the radius to 'which,
.-interest in political problems is chiefly confined. The question is
often asked~ What ratio of the people really asks :for greater politicat
power? It cannot be answered with any accuracy by tabulating
the circulation o£ newspapers, the number of societies, the sum-total
of professional men or traders, or thepopulation of colleges. There
is a core of earnest men who believe sincerely and strive for political
progress; around them a ring of less educated -eeople to whom a
phrase or a sentiment appeals; and an outside frmge of those who,
have been ~scribed as " attracted by curiosity to this new thing or
who find diversion in attacking a big and very solemn government
as urchins might take a perilous joy in casting toy darts at an elephant." On the other hand, is an enormous country population, forthe most part poor, ignor:ant, non-politically-minded, andunused to·
any system of elections-immersed indeed in the sh·uggle for existence~
The rural classes have the greatest stake in the country
because they contribute most to its revenues; but they are poorly
equipped for politics. and do not at present wish to take part in
tliem. Among them ara. a few great landlords and a larger. nu.~h~r
of yeo.man :farmers. They are not ill-fitted to play a partin. ~Hairs,.
bv.t W:ith few exceptions they have not yet done so. But what is
p.~:rha_ps more impor'fiaiJ.t ,to app:reciate than the mere content of
.FW~it:iealli!e in India is its r.ate o:f growth. No one who has obseJ;"ved
I.ndian life. during even the past five years can doubt that the growth
israpid and is real. It.is beginning. to affect the large landhol~ers;
here ~nd·there are signs of its beginning· to affect .even,J;he v~ll~l!;es:
Butrecimt events, and above aU th,e war; have given it a /lew earn. .~stness ·and. a more practical character. Men a;re. coming to. rea:lize,
m&ie cl&arly that India's poliiiealduture is n:ot to be won mer~ly
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·by fine phrases; and that it depends on the capacity o£ her people
themselves to face difficulties and to dispose of them. Hence comes
the demand for compulsory education, for industries, for tariffs, for
social reform, for social, public, and even military, service. For a
long time many Indian leaders were content to criticize; they have
now begun to construct; and because construction is a matter in
which the Government can so greatly help or hinder they are more
than eyer anxious to take a share in the Government itself .

....,.,

.

137. The potential capacity for politics of the rural population,
..
.
of whom the peasant proprietor and the
P ohtlcal capamty of the tenant are typical is discussed in the follow·;rural populat10n.
.
'
.
mg extract from an offiCial report : " Our rule gave them security from the violence of robb~s and the exactions
of landlords, regulated the amotmts of revenue or rent that they had to pay, and
assured to both proprietor and cultivator-in the latter case by the device of the
occupancy right-a safe title in their lands. The change was so great that. they
sank into a condition of lethargic content; evoen yet they have barely realized that
·Government has any other gifts to offer; as for the idea of self-government it is
simply a planet that has not yet risen above their horizon.
" But there are signs of awakening. 'l'hey have already learnt an important
lesson-that it is legitimate to bring their troubles to the notice of ~vernment
and that a good Government will listen to them with sympathy.· They are often
contemptously branded as the ' voiceless millions· of India '; but the charge
is untrue. 'l'hey do not ask much, or often, but that is because tp.ey want so
little. Nevertheless, if they are aggrieved, they do not hesitate to say so. They
may not be vocal, but they are certainly not voiceless.
" Hitherto, they have regarded the official as their representative in the councils of government; and now we have to tear up that faith by the roots, to teach
them that in future they must bring their troubles to the notice of an ele({ted
representative-further, that they have the power to compel his attention. We
have to bring about the most radical revolution in the people's traditional ideas
'Of the relations between ruler and ruled, and it will b~ a difficult, and even
·a dangerous business, for it is neither safe nor easy to meddle with traditional
ideas in India. Unless the political changes now in contemplailton are accom;panied by an educational campaign directed to awa){ing in all classes alike, but.
especially in this particular class, a sense of citizenship, disaster will certainly
.result."

138. It is just because the Indian ryot is inarticulate and has
not ·been directly represented in our deliI n t erests of the ryot .
b era t•1ons th a t we f ee1 b ound t o e,mp h as1ze
·
:the great claim he has upon our consideration. The figure o£ the
individual cultivator does not often catch tl.le eye or the Governments in Simla and Whitehall. It is chiefly- in the mass that they
.deal with him, as a consumer of salt or of p1ece-goods, or unhapp:ily
<too often, as the victim of scarcity or disease; But the district
''Officer and his lieutenants know well the difficulties that beset him,
·and his very human needs ; a-nd in the local revenue offices these
make. up nine-tenths Qf the public business done. ·What lll;atters
'lllOSt of all to the ryot are his relations with his landlord; but h;is
£o1~tune·s !'tTe by no means to he disposed o£ by considering. them.
-solely from the standpoint o£ "agrarian legislation." ":Muph of
the activity of Government comes hoin.e to him e.cventually; and
'\Whatever helps him in his difficultie~ adds enormously to th~ happi-:
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ness of the ~ountry as a whole. It is not· merely a matter of
securing him in possession of his plot of land; of assessing his dues.
equitably ar1d collecting them with discrim.ination, of advancing
him money in .had days and waiting till he is in a position to repay
it. A. simple, cheap, and certain system of law is one of his greatest
needs. He greatly requires to be protected against the intricacies
of •courts and the subtleties of law, and enabled to defeat the
advantage enjoyed by long-pursed ovponents. The working o£ all
the great procedure codes, the law o£ usury, of registration, of
limitation, of contract, the Court-fees Lt\_ct, and the Stamp A.ct, is felt
in the remotest village in the land. The ryot and hundreds o£
thousands of his kind may be lifted from penury to comfort by a
canal project costing millions of pounds. One of his constant
needs is protectiQn against the exaction of petty official oppressors.
Improvements in seed or stock, manures, ploughs, wells; the building of a new road or •< new railway: facilities for grazing his cattle
or getting wood for his intplements; the protection of his crop from
wild animals, his cattle from disease, and his brass vessels from
burglars; co-operative banks to lend him money and co-operative·
societies to develop his market; the provision of schools and dispensaries wi~hin reasonable distance-these are the things that make
all the difference to his life. They have all been dispensed for
him by an official government in the past; and we must always
bear in mihd that he will not find it easy to learn to arrange them
for hims:elf in future. He has sat on caste panchayats; he has
signed joint petitions to official authority. But he has never
exercised a vote on public questions. His mind has been made up
for him by his landlord or banker or his priest or his relatives or
the nearest official. These facts make it an imperative duty to
assist, and to proteQit, him while he is learning to shoulder political
responsibilities.
139. In e~timating the politically-minded portion of the people
..
.
of India we should not go either to c~~sus.
The pohtwally-mmded reports on the one hand, or to pohtwal
class.
literature on the other. It is one of the
most difficult portions of our task to see them in their right relation
to the rest of the country. Our obligations to them are plain for
they are intellectually ·our children. They have imbibed ide~s
which we ourselves have set before them and w~. ought to reckon 1t
to their credit. The present intellectual and moml sti: in India is
no reproach, but ~tller a t~ibute t? ou;r work .. ~he R0:1 ';ould have
been a mechanical and Iron thmg 1f the spnt of India had notresponded to it. We must remember, too, that the educated Indian
has come to the front bv hard work; he has seized the education
which we offered him because he first saw its advantages; and it is·
he who has advocated and worked for political progress. A.ll this
stands to his credit.· For 30 vears he has developed in his Congress,
and latterly in the Muslim L'eague, free popular convocations w~ich
express his ideals. We owe hi~ symyathy beca.~se he h!1s con?elved
and pursued the idea of :inanagmp: h1s own a:ffa1rs, !1n a1m whwh no
Englishman can fail to respect.. He has made a skilful, and on the·
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who.le a moderate, us.e of the opportunities which we 'have given
''him in the leO'islative councils of influencing Government and effecting the cou~~e o:f public business, and of recent .Years he ha~ by
speeches and m the press done much to spread the 1dGa of a umted
and sel:f-respecting India among thousands who had no such conception in their minds. Helped by_ the inability of the other classes
in India to play a prominent part he has assumed the place o:f lead~;
but his authority is by no means universally acknowledged and may
in an emergency prove weak.

140. The prospects of advance very greatly depend upon how far
relations to the the educated Indian is in sympathy with and
capable o:f fairly representing the illiterate
masses. The old assumption that the interests of ~he ryot must be
coufided to official hands is strenuously denied by modern educated
Indians. 'l'hey claim that the European official must by his lack of
imagination and comparative lack of skilt in tongues be gravely
handicapped in interpreting the thoughts and desires o:f an Asiatic
people. On the other hand it is argued that in the limited spread
of education the endurance of caste exclusiveness, and of usages
sanctioned by caste, and in the records of some local bodies and
. councils may be found reasons which suggest that the politicallyminded classes stand somewhat apart from, and in advance of, the
ordinary life of the conn try. Nor would it be surprising if this
were the case. Our educational policy in the past aimed at satisfying the few who sought after English education without sufficient
thought o:f the consequences which might ensue from not taking cax·e
to exteud instructiou to the mauy. We have iu :fact created a
limited intell£r;entsia who desire advauce; and we cannot stay their
progress entirely uutil education has been exte:tfded to the masses.
It has been made a reproach to the educated classes that they have
~ollowed too exclus~vely after one or two pursuits, the I'aw, journalIsm or school teachmg: and that these are all callings which make
men inclined to overrate the importance of words and phrases. But
even if there is substance in the count, we must take note also how
far the past policy of Government is responsible. We have not sue. ceedecl in making education practical. It is only now, when the
war has revealed the importance of industry, that we have deliberately set about encouraging Indians to undertake the creation of
wealth by industrial enterprise, and haveo thereby offered tl1e
educated classes any tangible inducement to ove~ome their tradi.t.ional inc!ination to look clown on practical forms of energy. We
must aclm~t that the educated Indian is a creation peculiarly of our
own; ancl1f we take the credit that is due to us for his stroug points
we must admit a similar liability £or his weak ones. Let us note
also in justice to him that the p1~ogressive Indian appears to" realize
the narrow basis o£ his position ancl is beginning to broaden it. In
municipal and university work he has taken a useful and creditable
share. We. find him organizing effort not for political end~ alone,
but for variOus forms o£ public and social service. He has come
forward and clone valuable work in 10elieving £amine and distress by
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floods, in 'keeping order at :fairs, in helping pilgrims, and in promoting co-operative credit. Although his ventures in the fields o£
commerce have not been always fortunate he is beginning to turn
his attention more to the improvement of agriculture and industry.
Above all he is active in promoting education and sanitation; and
every increase in the number of educated people adds to his influence and authority.
141. Now let us turn to the other main feature o£ Indian society
Divisions of
Indian -its division by races, creeds and castes.
society.
Thirty years ago Lord Dufferin drew .the
following picture of India : " This population is composed of a large number of distinct nationalities,
professing various religions, practising diverse rites, speaking different languages,
while many of th~m are still further separated from one another by discordant
prejudices, by conflicting source of usages, and even antagonistic material interests. But perhaps the most 'patent characteristic of our Indian cosmos is its
division into two mighty political communities as distant from each other as the
poles asunder in their religious faith, their historical antecedents, their social
organization, and their natural aptitudes; on the one hand the Hindus numbering 190 millions, with their polytheistic beliefs, their temples adorned with
images and idols, their venerations for the sacred cow, their elaborate caste distinctiomo, and their· habits of submission to successive conquerors-on the other
hand, the Mahomedans, a nation of 50 millions, with their monotheism, their
iconoclastic fanaticism, their animal sacrifices, their social equality, and their
remembrance of the days when, enthroned at Delhi, they reigned supreme from
the Himalayas to Cape Comorin. To these must be added a host of minor
nationalities-most of them numbering millio!'ls-almost as widely differentiated
from one another by ethnological or political distinctions as are the Hindus from
the Mahomedans, such as the Sikhs, with their warlike habits and traditions and
their enthusiastic religious beliefs-the Hohillas, the Pathans, the Assamesethe Baluchees, and other wild and martial tribes on our frontiers-the hillmen
dwelling in the folds of the Himalayas-our subjects in Burma, Mongol in race
and Buddhist in religion-the Khonds, Mhairs, and Bheels, and other non-Aryan
peoples in the centre and south of India-and the enterprising Parsees, with their
rapidly devel.oping manufactures and commercial interests. Again, amongst
these numerous communities may be found at one and the same moment all the
various stages of civilization through which mankind has passed from the prehistoric ages to the present day. At one end of the scale we have the naked
savage hillman, with his stone weapons, his head-hunting, his polyandrous habits,
and his childish superstitions; and at the other, the Europeanized native gentleman, with his English costume, his advanced democratic ideas, his Western
philosophy, and his literary culture; while between the two lies layer upon layer,
or in close juxtaposition, wandering communities with their flocks of goats and
moving tents; collections of undisciplined warriors, with their blood feuds, their
clan organization, and lQose tribal government; feudal chiefs and barons with
their retainers, their seignorial jurisdiction, and their medirnval notions; and
modernized country"' gentlemen and enterprising merchants and manufacturers,
with their well-managed estates and prosperous enterprises."

The colonr<J of the picture have since toned down. The generatjon that has passed since Lord Dufferin wrote has witnessed great
growth. Schools have more than doubled; higher education has
increased threefold; printing presses a:J?-d newspapers have multiplied; and the production o£ books in English has increased by 200
per cent. The spread of \Vestern education has brought India more
into touch with the outside world, and tendfd constantly, though
slowly, to_ break down the ba1:riers o£ social and religious customs.
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The· sense of unity is growing and has been quickened by the war.
As the Public Services Commission saw, not merely is there greater
communion of thought among educated Indians themselves but also
closer communion of thought between educated India and England.
At the same time they go on to say:" Even amongst the educated tho conflicting traditions of Hindus and
Muhammadans are still constantly reflected in their respective attitudes towards
social and political questions of tho first order, whilst, in addition to this main
line of religious cleavage, there are other important communities such as Sikhs,
Parsis, Buddhists (chiefly in Burma) and Indian Christians, who are all more
or less widely separated from tho bulk of the population, either Hindu or Muhammadan. ·Nor does religion constitute the only line of cleavage. Geographical
and climatic as well as social conditions have also helped to preserve" down to our
own times differences originally imported into India by successive waves of conquest and migration. Of all these considerations it would be unwise not to take
cognizance. But it would be equ::dly unwise to ignore that •growing body of
Western educated opinion, which is grur1ually creating a new atmosphere all over
India. Even those .who most strongly deprecate some of its manifestations realize
that it has contributed largely to the great social and religious movements,
which are aiming at giving a new direction to old beliefs and at harmonizing
ancient doctrines with the teuehings of seience. It is reflected in that new
sense of unity which is displ:~cing the idea of ordained separation hitherto prevalent in Indian society."
•

142. Thus from a hircl's eye view India is still a country
marching in uneven stages through all the
centuries from the fifth to the twentieth."
There are tracts where it would be fantasy to dream of representative
institutionB. '!'here are everywhere people so ignorant and so
depressed as necessarily to lie outside the limits of any franchises
which can at the outset he framed. Even within the limits to
which the new constitution can be applied tl1ere are differences of
conditions of which account must be taken in af>plying it. And
running through the whole body politic is a series of <\ivisions of
sect and race which, as the Public Services Commission saw, still
affects the mind of educated Indians.
143. Imperfect as it is, this sketch may serve to bring out the
chief elements of the Indian part of the com.I
Reasons for emphasizing the diffinulties
p 1ex an d h et erogeneous t ot a 1 k nown as
British India. We refer to the other com.ponents later on. Why have we tried to describe the complexities
of the task before us, and in particular why have we laid stress upon
the existence of silent depths through which the cry of the press
and the platform never rings? In the first place oT course we wish
to insist on the importance of these factors in considering the time
necessary for the complete attainment of responsible government in
a country where in sr>ite of rapid processes of growth so great a
majority of the people do not ask for it, and are not yet fitted for it.
But our chief purpose is J:¥lOre important than this. We desire to
test the wisdom of the announcement of August 20. If.we have
conceded all that can fairly be said as to the difficulties of the
task before us then the policy which has been laid down can be
.judged in the .light of all the facts. •
Variety of local conditiona.

u
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144. We believe that the announcement o£A.ugust 20..was right
. .
.
and wise; and that the 'policy which it
d!~.'!.~~1 fi,~.~-t;on of an en:rbodles is the only possible policy for
! ..~~c.e.
India. We have seen it estimated that the·
number of neoule who really ask ~ror~1ree'.:lilsti1u£ion"faq~s>t~t exceed
5-yFrr ce1p;~:o:t:~'i!if-·i?-~![6_ll-:''''·Tr··i:s·-·rn:·"··aeycas~
proporiwn; but to the pai£1£i!a:i' numeral we attach 110 1mportance whatever. We are not setting about to stir 95 per cent of the people
out of their peaceful conservatism and setting their feet upon a new
and difficult path merely at the bidding of the other 5 per cent;
nor would that be our reason, whether the articulate minority were
20 per cent or one-hal:£ per cent of the whole. Our reason is the
1;'\faiththat is in us. We have shown how step by step British policy
' ~n India has been steadilv directed to a point at which the qu.estion
Jo£ a self-governing India· was bound to arise; how impulses, at first
/faint, have been encouraged by education and o:eportunity; how the
· growth quickened nine years ago, and was immeasurably accelerated by the war. We measure it not by the crowds at political
meetings or the multiplication of newspapers, but by the infallible
. , signs that indicate the growth of character. Vf..g,.bJllif;:lXtLI?J:@.Ql,lndly
\ \that thf! tiwe,hJl~. "J;to.w:.. C39Il?·~ 'Yll~Jl, t]le. ~!feltsrJ~~~ e,~~§.t~~,9!3 :~v h~ch we
\ ~~'V-~ f!IVe!;l Indl~... c~:tL119,t_Qe .· P,:t;.Ol9P.g~~::'Y~fliout q~m.age to her
' \ l;lahonal h:!'e; tl1at we have a rwher g1ft for her people than any
\tliitwe''Jiave~ yl:it~"tfe"stowea oi.Ct:'l:rem; that nationhood within the
. \.Empire represents something better than anything India has
:'hit.herto attaii.Ie_.. d. _; th_
.. _at _ _ .t_ _ he _ ·. P_ l::t!:\i<!_ .,_. _.·.p:;t..thet_·.ic . conten·t·m_._ e_. _n.t o. f the .
masses is not the.. sqil on which s-qch. Indian nationhood_wilJ grow/
a~d th.at in delibel'ately disturbing it we are working for het
highest good.
. ..
..
···-~·~~··-··········c•.
~--~Tt'tlien oyr faith is right what are the conditions of success?
Obviously there is much to change. The
Con dl.t·10ns o·f success.
h a b't
£'
t'
b
b e so f tene d 1f
·
•
1 s o genera wns .ave to
not overcome; we have to call forth capacity and self-reliance in the
place of helplessness; natignhood in place o£ caste or communal
feeU1}g. But we have gxeat influences working with us in the s-pirit
of liberty that is stirring in Asia as in the rest of the world, and the
intense desire of educated Indians to prove that their long period or
tutelage may be ended and that thev may take their place in the
:forefront of the world as a self-governing part of the Empire. The·
task is a great and worthy one, but it calls for some effort and selfsacrifice from every element in the community.
146. Let us 'mgin with the ryot because his is the most difficult
case. When local bodies are developed
education of some of h'Is c1ass WI'11 h ave a vo t e on 1oca l
thePolitic~l
ryot
·
questions. He will thus begin to disco:ver
that i:f there is no f}chool near his village or no road to take him to
market, the right way to procure these benefits is, not as heretofore
by asking the Collector for them, but by voting for the local board
member who is most likely to get them for him. The process will
be an uphill one; it will take time; and very probably a?vance
can only come through previovs failure. The rural voter will per-:u
w

asmall

<'

haps find himself cajoled, or bought, or coerced iuto 'voting in a
way that does himself no good. But eventually it will dawn upon
him, as it has done upon the agricultural classes elsewhere, that
beca~se he has a vote he has the means of protecting himself and
that 1f those who claim to represent him neglect his interests he
•can discard them. As his political education proceeds, he will come
to apply the lesson learned in local affairs to the affairs of Government also. It will occur to him eventually that if landlords are
oppressive and usurers grasping and subordinate officials corrupt
he has at his command a better weap6n than the lathi or the hatchet
with which to redress his wrongs. He will gradually learn that
though the Government is far off he can take a remote part in
determininz its action, and he will find that because the infinitesimal power~hich he wields is in the aggregate effecidve the Government becomes more sensitively alive and responsive to his needs .
.But his rate of progress will always depend upon the measure of
assistance which he receives; and we look to both officials and can<elidates to feel a responsibility £or helping him. Finally he will
come to realize that if he is to deal effectively with the more
clever and better educated men who represent him in the councils
l1e must acquire learning; and education, which he rejected so
long as it merely seemed to him to clash with his material inter-ests by depriving him of his children's labour and then. unfitting
them to follow the plough after him, will acquire in his eyes a new
oattractiveness when it presents itself to him as a factor in the
process of getting better tenure or easier advances for himself.
~rhe present times are favourable to growth. The minds of India's
rpeasant soldiery who have returned from abroad will never again
work"(Iuite in the old way and they will relate their experiences. to
many who stayed at home. But we feel no dou'r>t that in learnmg
to rise to his new responsibilities the Indian peasant vo~r will need
all the help that other people, officials and non-officials alike, can
give him.
147. The natural and acknowledged leaders in country areas are
. .
the landed aristocracy. They generally
~bhgatJOns of the landed represent ancient and well-horn families and
'ar1stocracy.
•
·
·
'
their estates are often the result of conquest
.or grants from some medireval monarch. By position, influence,
and education they are fitted to take a leading. part in public affairs.
Some of them are beginning to do so; and our aim must be to call
many more of them out into the political lists. "They are conserv-at.ive like the ryot, but like him they also will learn the need to move
-with changing times. They also, when they perceive that t~e proiection of interests which are dear to them depends upon domg so,
'Will find out how to organize, and to argue, and to make speeches.
It will he no very easy task for them. They stand up?n a conception of social order which is not easily reconcilable w1th the hust;ings and the ballot box. But undoubtedly they are called to take
their places in the new regime, and to recognize that political Hfe
need not i:iripair their dignity and s~l£-respect. Like the represent-
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,;dives of tlieir class in other countries thev must learn to :fulfil the
;responsibilities of their position in a new way. A£ter all they start
with considerable advantages inasmuch as they have command both
-of means and position. We must give them a special measure of
representation, if they need it, at the outset; but .it may be that
·i:heir political education like the ryot's will come mamly by pressure
·-Df events.
148. For the smaller landed gentry the task will, we hope, be
easier. Their estates have often a more
ll
t
·
· ·
h
d escend ed :from
--An d of t h e sma er gen ry. u t"l"t
1 1 aru:m ong1n ; t ey are
,the officials of old-time governments, from £armers o£ revenue, from
younger sons, dependents, or captains who received grants o£ land
-for maintenance or good service. They are less influential, but often
not less educateil, than their former overlords, and being unhamper·ed with the traditions o£ nobility they will be less averse to playing-their part in public affairs. Indeed they figure already. upon local
and district boards; and there is hope that they will furnish a useful
and independent contingent to the legislative bodies o£ the future.
No men are better qualified to advise with understanding and great
natural shrewdness on the great mass of rural questions which will
•come blifore the provincial legislatures.
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'have alread.Y eloqu.ently pointed out and which, as 'we have said,
·so~de advanced Indians are beginning to pursue.
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_ It is,indeed 'fain thatJ:Her~ t~ .a.;n, ~~mense5 w?.rk of educa~ion to
'be done throu~ ouTt jJie counlrX.~.!1!'e. Everyi'timg that tends to
waken the Indian ry~Egence, that helps him to be an
independent, self-determining man; everything that breaks down
-the barriers between communities, and makes men regard each other
·as neighbours, and not as the wearers of some caste or creed insignia
'hastens on the day when self-government within the Empire will
be attained. All this is work that the educated Indian can, and
ht to
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interests o£ the masses at heart-men of coura e and fixit . of. ]_)~r
pose, w o o no ear res ons1 11 · an are ca a ~.!L9... __ gl:l,_ersnlp.
150. Together with this there is . a very real responsibil.ity of
. .
the utmost Importance. There exiSts a
And towards agltatlon.
small revolutionary party deluded by hatred'
of British rule and desire :for the elimination of the Englishman into
the belief that the path to independence or constitutional liberty
lies through anarchical crime. Now it may be that such persons
will see :for themselves the wisdom of abandoning methods which
are as :futile as criminal; though, if they do not, the powers of the
law are, or can be made, sufficient for the maintenance of order. But
the ·existence of such people is a warning against the possible consequences of unrestrained agitation in India. We are justified in
calling on the political leaders, in the work of edu~ation that they
will undertake, to hear carefully in mind the political inexperience
of their hearers; and to look for :further progress, not to fl.ery agita~
tion, which may have consequences quite beyond their' grasp, but
to the machinery which we devise for the purpose. In every
country there will he persons who love agitation for agitation's sake,
or to whom it appeals like an intoxicant. It is the duty of the·
leaders of Inilian opinion to remember the effect on peflple not
.accustomed to weighing words of fiery and heated speeches. Where
ignorance is widespread and passions are so easily aroused nothing
is easier than for political leaders to excite a storm; nothi:t'lg harder
for them than to allay it. Breaches of the peace or crimes of
violence only put back the political clock. Ahove all things, when
the future of India depends upon co-operation among all races,
attacks upon one race or religion or upon another jeopardize the
whole experiment. Nor can the condemnation of 'extremiAt and
revolutionary action be left only to the official. classes. We call
upon all those who claim to he leaders to condemn witli us, and to
support us, in dealing with methods of agitation whic~ dtive schoolboys to crime and lead to religions and agrarian disturbances. Now
that His Majesty's Government have declared their policy reasonabl~ _men have something which they can oppose successfully to· the
exCitement created by attacks on Government and by abuse of ·
Englishmen, coupled with glowing and inaccurate accounts ol
India's golden past and appeals to race hatred in the name of
religion. Many prominent Indians dislike and fear such methods.
A new opportunity is now being offered to qpmbat them; and we
expect them to take it. Disorder must be prejudicial to the cause
of progress, and especially disOl'der as a political weapon. But we
have no hesitation in recommending that the Government must
maintain power to prevent the disastrous consequences if in any
case law and order are jeopardized. Outbreaks o:f anarchy cannot
be tolerated.

151. Finally what of the differences between races and creeds?'
'
We do not propose to review the evidence
J?~ty of. di~c!-mraging placed before us showing the extent to which
rehgwus ammos1t1es.
..h
t'll en d ure. · B u t we mus t . t a k e .th em
~ ey s 1 ·
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into account as presenting a feature of Indian sooiety which is out
1l:f harmony with the ideas on which elsewhere in the world

repre~

;;entative institutions rest. We have of course no intention of interfering with question of a religious nature or bound up with religious
beliefs, which it is the duty of Government so far as possible to
respect and to leave alone. But we can at least appeal to Hindu
.and Muslim, Brahman and non-Brahman, to cultivate a community
of interests in the greater welfare of the whole. On them all Tests
.a greater Tesponsibility :for the development of their common country,
and the realization of this truth will be the surest way, perhaps the
only way, o.£ ending disunion. Self-government for India within
the Empire is the highest aim which her people can set before themselves or, which we as trustees for her, can help her to attain.
Without it the'l'e can be no fullness of civic life, no satisfaction of
the natural aspirations which fill the soul of every self-respecting
man. The vision is one that may well lift men up to resolve on
-things that seemed impossible before. Is it too much to hope that
the desire of the people of India so to govern themselves, and the con-viction that they can never do so otherwise in any real sense, may
prove eventually to be the solvent of these difficulties o£ race and
meed? • The first duty o£ the leaders of every party in the State is to
unteach partisanship. I£ the Hindu or the Muslim displays intolerance of t.,he otheT's religious practices, if the higher castes refuse to
-admit the children of low castes to schools which their own sons attend
·or if caste' exclusiveness takes even harsher shape towards the out<eastes, it is the business of the enlightened leaders of the community to explain to them that they are only retarding a cause
that ought to be dearer to them than their own sectional interests.
So long as the latter are paramount any form of self-government
io which India cat attain must be limited and unreal at best. But
our aim is.,that it should be complete and real and to this end as
we have stated it, our reforms are designed.
152. Nor a're we without hope that the reforms will themselves
Eossible effect o£ there· help to provide the remedy. We would not
:forms.
be misunderstood. Representative institutions in the West, where all are equal at the ballot box, have
checked, but not abolished, social exclusiveness. We do riot make a
higher claim for similar institutions in India than that they will
'help to soften the ri~idity of the caste system. But we hope that
those incidents of it which l~ad to the permanent degradation and
ostracism of thelowest castes will tend to disappear in proportion
to the acceptance of the ideas on which the new constitution rests.
'There is a further point. An autocratic administration, which does
-not share the religious ideas of the people, obviously finds its sole
safe ground in leaving the whole department of traditional social
usage . severely alone. In such matters as child-mj;trriage it is
:possible that, through excess of caution proper to the regime un~er
which it works, it may be actua1ly -perpetuating and stereotypmg
·customs which the better mind of India might be brought, after the
IDecessary period o£ struggle, to modify. A government, in which
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Indians th~mseh;es participate, invigorated by a closer touch wit}],
a more enlightened popular opinion, may be able, with all due caution, to effect, with the free assent or acquiescence of the Indianl'
themselves, what under the present system has to be rigorously set
aside.
·

153. So far we have tried, without underestimate or reserve, to•
t b
ad 1 set out • tlie difficulties that undoubtedly
e mus e gr ua · attend the intxoduction of responsible·
institutions into India. Thev have to be taken into account, and!
they must lead us to adjust tlie :forms of popular government
:familiar elsewliere to the special conditions of Indian life.. But we·
have also seen that there is good reason for hope. Free institutions
have, as we have said, the faculty of reacting on the adverse·
conditions in which the start has to be made. 'l'h~ backwardnessof education may embarrass the experiment at the outset; but it
certainly ought not to stop it, because popular government in India,
as elsewhere, is sure to promote the progressive spread o£ educatimJt
and so a widening circle of improvement will be set up. While;
however, we do not doubt the eventual capacity of Indians for selfgovernment, we find it freely and widely admitted that they are not
at present ready. Indeed the facts that we. have endeavot!red to,
bring out make this obvious. 'J'he successful working of popular·
government rests not so, much on statutes and written constitutions,.
as on the gradual building up of conventions, customs, and tradi~
tions. These are based on the experience and political thought of
the people, but are understood and appreciated by both the governed\
and the Government. Nothing but time can adequately strengthe.n'
them to support the strain to which they are expo'Sed. There are
examples, ancient and contemporary alike, to point the moral of the·
disasters which during a period of transition froro•o:fficial to popular:
rule mav follow from i!!'norin!!' tl1is fundamental truth.
154. While therefore we believe that the policy is right, and we·
. .
.
. believe that it will succeed by enlisting on•
P rov1s1on agamst reh- 't
·a th e b est eff ort s au ·a th. e h'1gh es t
gious dissension
1 s Sl e
·
thoughts o£ India, we recognize also that
there are precautions to be taken. The difficulty that outweighs
all others is the existence of religious differences. We may be told1
the political union achieved in December 1916 between Muslims and'
Hindus was an impressive demonstration of willingness to sink acute
differences for a common end. We .entirely agree that it is· worthy
praise as testimony to the grewing force of "!mtional feeling.
The last thing that we desire is to see it broken. But we are bound!
to ask ourselves what sure guarantee it affords that religious dissensions between the great communities are over. The compact by
which the Muslims were to get a certain proportion of seats in the
councils, in some cases in excess of those to which their numbers
entitled them, and by which also the discussion of measures affecting either community could only proceed by leave of its representatives in council, shows under what pressure agreement was reached.
We shall discuss these provisions in ou:r next chapter. Here we
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need only say that we cannot regard the concordat as conclusive.
To our minds, so long as the two communities entertain anything
like their present views as to the separateness of their interests. we
are bound to regard religious hostilities as still a very serious
possibility. The Hindus and JYiuhammadans of India have certainly not yet achieved unity o:f purpose, or comrimnity of interest ..
They have yet a long road to pursue before that end is reached~
How quickly and violently the ignorant portion, which is also by far
. the largest portion of either great community, responds to the cry
o:f '' religion in danger '' has been proved again and again in.
India's history. 'rhe record of last year bears recent witness to it ..
·we should not discharge properly our responsibility for the wellbeing of the Indian people if we did not take account of the danger
that such calamities may happen again; and did not reserve to the:
Government eff~ctive power to deal with them impartially, as it
alone can.
.
155. To the other difficulties which we have mentioned we proAnd for the protection pose to apply the same treatment, and while
of the ryot and other in- we do everything that we can to encourage·
terests.
Indians to settle their own problems for
themsel-ves we must retain power to restrain them from seeking
to do so in a way that would threaten the stability of the country.
We have shown that the political education of the ryot cannot be
a very ra"pid, and may be a very difficult, process. 'rill it is complete he must be exposed to the risk o£ oppression by people who
are stronger and cleverer than he is; and until it is clear that his
interests can safely be left in his own hands or that the legislative
councils represent and consider his interests we must retain power
to protect him. So with the depressed classes. We intend to make
the best arr~ngem@nts that we can for tl1eir representation, in order
that they too may uWmately learn the lesson of sel:f-protection ..
But if it i: founrl that their interests suffer and that they do not
share in the general progress, we must retain the means in our own
hands of helping them. So again with other interests which are
Jess completely identified with the common life of India, like those·
of the British commercial and the Anglo-Indian communities. We
offer them representation and we expect them to make good use
of it; to learn to play their part in the political life in the country;:
and to rely not on artificial protection but on their capacity to·
demonstrate to intelligent Indian opinion their real value in the·
economy of In<M. But during the period of transition; when poli-·
tical experience is young and impulse rather than. judgme<nt may
characterize leadership, we must maintain the power to defend'
interests for which past history has made us responsible.
156. We shall discuss the case of the public services in. a later
A d f th
.
chapter. But we have definitely to secur~
11
or e serv..1ees.
their essential interests because we believe
tliat they are indispensable. to the -f~h:re of I~\lia, and als~ ?ecaus~,
as has always been recogmzed at s1m1lar penods of trans1tlon, Hu;:
Majesty's services have the strongest possible right to be secured by

.
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His Majesty's Government. At a time when g1·eat changes are
·coming in India, the possible consequences and reactions ?f which
.no one can foresee, the element of experience and continuity which
· the services supply will b~~ of such value that in the interests o£
India herself they. must be secured. Moreover, in the _educative
work of the immediate. future they have an important part to play.
Not only will they provide the executive machinery of Government ;
it will be their part to assist, as only they can do, in the training of
the rural classes fo~ self-government; their help will be greatly
needed to explain the. new pl'inciples of government to many who
will find them strange. They will be prepared, we have not the
slightest doubt, to £ace some temporary sacrifice of effi.ciency, recognizing that efficiency may be too dearly bought at the price of moral
inanition. We are confident that the services,· always conspicuously
loyal in the carrying out of any: new policy, will·respond to this
-call. We are hopeful that the British element will so enter on a
new career, and gain a new security in the progressive development
·of India. Meanwhile) we repeat that the Government must recognize its responsibilities to those whom, it has recruited, and must
xetain the power to protect and support them in the discharge of the.
iluties imposed 'upon them.
•
157. We shall examine separately the .series of questio~s
Position of the. Native presented by the N atwe States; but thu:
States.
general survey o£ the problems ee£ore us
would not be complete without brief reference to them. " The map
Qt India," says Sir Bamp£ylde Fuller, "may be likened to an ancient
tessellated pavement, the greater part of which has been replaced by
-£labs of uncoloured stone work. The tesserae represent the Native
:States." . They extend over one-third o£ the country, but bein~
generally less fertile than Britis·h India sustain not much more
than one-fifth of the total population. We need not now pause to
-describe the way in which our relations with the _RuHng Princes
and· Chiefs have developed the limitations on their sovereignty;·
and, on the other hand, the limitations which the Government of
India observes upon its interference in their 'domestic concerns.
'These matters are regulated by agreements with the States which
must be :fulfilled whatever changes may oceur in British India
itself. Our immediate purpose is to point out how changes in
British India may react upon the States. As we shall see, the
-volume of business which is of common conee;n to the States and
to British India is steadily growing in importance. So io-ng as
such matters remain ultimately in the hands 'M' the Governor
General in Couneil the Princes may perhaps rest content with the
means which they have at present o:f securing the due consideration of their views. But i£ the control o£ matters common to India
as a whole is shared with some popular element in the government.
it must be anticipated that these Rulers may wish to take a share
ju such control also. There is a strottger reason why the p:resent
stir in British India cannot be a matter of indifference to the
Princes. Hopes and aspirations may overleap frontier line~ like
sparks across a street. There are in the Native States men of like

.
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minds to· those who ha-ve been acti-ve in l3preading new ideas in
India. It is not our task to prophesy; but 'no one would be
surprised if con:>titutional changes in British India quickened the
pace in theN ati-ve States as well, if the ad-vanced Princes who ha-ve
already set up the rudiments of representative institutions were
impelled to develop them and if even the most patriarchal Rulers
thought it time to clothe their authority in more modern garments.
Our business, however, is to observe our treaty obligations and to
refrain :from interference and to protect the States from it. Vl e
must leave the natural :forces at work to provide the solution in due
course. H change comes in the Native States it can only be by the
permeation of ideas and not as a direct result of constitutional
changes in British India.
158. FinallJ, we come to our supreme responsibility for India's
. -;.
.
relations with her great Asiatic neighbours,
Res~onslblbty for forelgn and for the security of six thousand miles of
relatwns.
·
·
land frontiers
and mne
t h ousand m1·1 es of
seaboard. This line was -violated when the Emden fired on Madras;
and thereby made the realities of war unpleasantly apparent to some
hundreds of thousands of Indians. But the military danger that
centuries of painful experience ha-ve impressed so deeply on the
imagination of India that it lingers in the thoughts of her people
to the present day is that of invasion from the North-West. This
responsibility for.India's defence is the ultimate burden which rests
on the Government of India; and it is the last duty of all which can
be committed to inexperienced or unskilful hands. So long as India
depends for her internal and external security upon the army and
na-vy of the United Kingdom the measure of self-determination
wnich she enjoys must be inevitably limited. We cannot think
ihat Parliament ~ould consent to the employment o£ British arms
in support •o£ a policy o-ver which it had no control and of which it
might dis:.pprove. The defence of India is an Imperial question;
;and for this reason the Go-vernment of India must retain both the
power and the means of discharging its responsibilities for the
defence of the country and to the Empire as a whole.

•
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Chapter VII.~The Congress-League Scheme.
159. In tracing the course of recent events in India in chapter I wet
showed how va-rious influences combined
toI 11 £rodu Ct ory.
. .
produce the reform scheme put forward Jomtly
by. the Indian National Congress and the All-India Muslim League.
Thrs was the latest, most complete, and m9st authoritative presentation
of the claims of the leading Indian political organisations ; and as such
it was. the first to require attention in the course of our inquiry. Wet
found that it commanded so large a measure of support that we were·
entitled to regard it as disposing of earlier constitutional essays on somewhat similar lines. We have examined it with every desire to bring it
into relation with the announcement of August .20 ; and we will now
explain the objections which we feel to some of its features, and why,
though we make suggestions similar to other features of it, the principles
on which its main proposals are based seem to us essentially unsound.
160. The scheme assumes, as its basis, a condition of prC»Tinciat
l'rovineial cmtonomy.
autonomy, entailing the r_claxation of controJ
·
by the Government of Ind1a and the Secretary
of State over provincial governments, in favour of control by pt>pularly
elected legislative councils. We entirely agree that this must be the first
aim; and as will be seen later, we have ourselves striven to attain it asfar as possible. We need not here pause to explain the limitations which
seem to us necessary for the time being in the application of this principle. Our reasons will be clear when we set forth our own proposal&
for changes in the provincial governments and their telatio:Q.s with the·
Indian Government. On this foundation the authors of 1Jle scheme
have erected a form of government by which the people, through their.
representatives in the legislative councils, would be enabled to control
the actions of the nominated and irremovable executive.
161. First let us see how it is intended that the provincial executives
should be composed. It is proposed that
Composition of
pro
· · 1
· t of a.
vincial executives.
· provmcra
governments sh ould cons1s
governor, who should not ordinarily be a
member of the Indian Civil Service or any permoo.ent service, t,ogether
with a council, of which half shall consist of Indian ~tlemen elected
by the provincial legislative council, and the other half shall not ordinari.:
ly include members of the Indian Civil Service. The original scheme
contained no suggestion as to the number of members of council, but
this omission was made good in a memorandum presented to u,s by a
joint deputation representing the National Congress and the Muslim
League which asked that there should be six members!" We recognize
that educated opinion in India strongly favours council government ;
and we agree that we should proceed to a general extension of the systf.liDl.
102
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We agree. too that a large element in the gov~rnment should be Indian,
and that part of it should be non-official. But at present there exists·
no bar to the appointment of members of a permanent service to governorships; and though we propose to assimilate the meth d of appointment
of all heads of provinces we see every disadvantage in such a bar. In'
practice, presidency governors have almost invariably been selected';
from Enghmd; but members of tbe services have always been eligible
for these appointments, and in this respect there appears to us no good'
reason to make a change. The personal burden resting upon the head
of a province will be heavier in future than in the past, and it is essentiaf1
that the best men from whatever source should be freely available ..
Nor can we agree that these councils should have six full-time members;:
nor that members of the Indian Civil Service should not ordinarily be·
appointed to the councils; nor that the Indian members should be chosen·
by election. We will take each point in turn. The existing provincial1
executiye councils have only three members each, two Europeans and':
one Indian. There would nowhere be sufficient work for six full-time·
members of an executive council and a governor. When a proportion of·
the executive government consists of Indian gentlemen who will ordi- ·
narily•have no administrative experience it seems to us essential, especial-ly if the governor lacks knowledge of India, that the European members of council should be versed in Indian administration. Forthcom- ·
ing changes will tax both the tact and ability of the executive councils,.
and during the period of gradual change to responsible government
we are not prepared to deprive them or the help of official experience.
The intention of the scheme is that the European seats in the executive.
council should be filled by the appointment of public men from England ..
But it would be highly inexpedient that the European colleagues of the
governor OO.o. be from the outset so largely dependent either on their
secretaries. or on their untrained Indian colleagues for information
·about Indian conditions; nor do we think that men with the high qualifications for which we ought to look would be willing to interrupt their
career in England for a membership of a provincial executive council.
The office carries no pension, nor does it offer either the amenities or
the pay of a seat on the Governor General's Council. India will need
in the future the finest type of public servant that she can get, and more·
will be demanded of her European officials than in the simpler conditions
of the .Past. We have to take into account the effect upon the services·
of excluding t~ for such positions. It would indeed b~ short-sighted
policy to preclude ourselves from employing them in the domain where
especially during the transitional period, they will be of the very greatest
usefulness. But the feature of the proposals regarding these councils
to which we most decidedly demur is that the Indian members should
be elected by the elected members of the legislative council. If the object
is merely to find some means of ensuring that the Indian members of
the Government enjoy the confidence of the legislative council we are
in full sympathy with it, though we think that it can be attained by
other means. \Ve are aware that in the past the nominations made to.
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:the executives have not always given satisfaction. There has been
a disposition to regard the men appointed as chosen because they are
safe and not likely to give Government trouble ; and, if legislature and
·executive are to work smoothly together, it is, we agree, necessary to
:make appointments which command confidence and ensure efficiency
.and ability. We feel sure, however, that to choose part of the Government by election is not a good method of obtaining this result. So far
as we are aware there is no precedent on which we can base ourselves in
·the constitution of any country of importance. Election would deprive
the governor of all discretion in making recommendations as to his colleagues; and it would make it impossible to take steps to give all communities an opportunity of obtaining these appointments. Election is per:haps the best, though it is not the only, method of securi.ng representation; but when ability in administration ought, generally speaking to
be the test, nomination by those who are in the best position to judge
:must be far more satisfactory than election, success in which· largely
depends on other qualities. Further, the scheme involves the association of individuals in the Government, who, while sharing in the same
·degree the same responsibilities, yet derive their authority from different sources, being responsible to the Secretary of State in the orl'e case
and the legislative council in the other; and hence in the event of a
divergence of view there is no easy way of securing the unity oJ action
;;required.
162. The provincial legislative council is the key to the strong
. .
.
position at present occupied by the provincial
. The pr<~vmcJal logJSla- executive
government
·The Morley-Minto
t1ve councils
·
•
·
reforms have shown the Indiin,,politician that
the way to the citadel lies in mastering the out-works. <'TM Congress__League scheme proposes that these councils should be enlarg~ so as to
•iJonsist of not less than 125 members in major provinces and from 50
:to 75 in minor provinces. Th!'l present numbers vary from 52 in Bengal
"to 19 in Burma. It intends that four-fifths of the members should be
·elected and one-fifth nominated, and that the franchise be widened
•and made direct. Without committing ourselves to approval of the
particular proportions we agree with the principle of all these proposals.
There is admittedly the strongest reason for making the present councils
more representative, and this we propose to effect by enlarging them
and by introducing a !'.ystem of direct election on a!'.._de a franchise
as is possible, having regard to the materials at hand for the creation
-of an electorate. But our view decidedly is that the size of the councils
•Cannot be determined a priori, but must depend on an examination
and measure of the electorates. We consider that the time has come
to grant substantial elected majorities but the exact size of the councils
and the proportions which would suffice for the representation of the
official view, and for the representation of important minority interests
which cannot be represented by election, cannot be settled at present .
.These matters, as we explain in due courf!.e, need further study in detail.
"
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163. b,it.J2_g~nLm!,l:lo!it!e,,~, it iti proposed, shoulq ~e represented by. :
..
election. This appears to pomt· to a system of
Jliimonty
· 1 e1ectorates,
· representatiOn. reserve d seats, b u t no t of spema
which latter are specified only for Muhammadans, who are no longer to·
be allowed to vote in the general electorates as well as in their own
special ones. We have elsewhere touched upon the difficulty of
denying to certain other communities, such as the Sikhs in the Punjab,
a conceision which is granted to Muhammadans. The authors of the
scheme have also agreed upon, and set forth. the proportions of the
seats to be reserved for the special Muslim electorates in the various
provinces. We are not aware on what basis, other than that of
negotiation, the figures were arrived at. §~pa:r~tt~ ~!e.£E.?.!"~;tes.are
proposed in all provinces even where Muhammadans are in a majority;
and wherever • they are numerically weak the proportion suggested is.
in excess of their numerical strength or their present representation.
At the same time, nearly all the Muslim associations which addressed·
us urged upon us that it should be still further increased. Now a
privileged position of this kind is open to the objection, that if.
any other community hereafter makes good a claim to separate
represe~tation, it can be satisfied only by deduction from the non-.
Muslim seats, or else by a rateable deduction from both Muslim and
non-Muslim; and Hindu and Muslim opinions are not likely to agree
which pr!!:lcess should be adopted. While, therefore, for reasons that

;:eof:pt'ne'·part1cuT~r"'prop6sa1s''s~t·tefore
r::~~!~io:u~~;M~h!~~~;~'·iie~~n~~~~~~!r~~e,o~~¥~~~i~~!~
tis until we have ascertained what
the efiect upon other interests will be, and have made fair provision
for them. We agree with the authors of the scheme that Muhammadans
should not ~ave vetes both in their own speciaL and in the general,
electorates, and we welcome the Muslim I.~ea,gue's assent to the revision
in this respect of existing arrangements.
164. ?'h,~.~ll~,~.E£i,~J;;,,?~·,S,J?~?~~£].~l~.$.t£r?-.P.e~.~q.q ~xed ratios of representatiOn or tne Mushms IS, however, remforced'
l'.l!Yi~h~:te~:!~~~ard for by a furt?.er §~f~g~~l;l;!:~ of. a~ f.~tr JB:()~e qp.pious
1 is that '' no Bill nor
·· ·
nature.
The .J:..,
nronosa
"Z'<'·-~:::'0-"
· .1:;.~1 '~y'_.p.,:;.•.',-<,...;. · ··
";"'·-"",',1";'/;,~-~ f:. ~·
any clause thereof, nor a resolution introduced by a non-o:ffici.al'
afiecting one or the other community (which question is to be determined by the member~ of that community in the legisl~tive council
concerned), shall: j)e . proceeded _with if tbJ,(i,~c.f.Qy,;t:;t~,Qi.•,11Mt,.llJ;3,}l:lP.ers
of that commumty m the particular counml, Impenal or provmmal,
oppose the Bill, or any clause thereof, or the resolution". Su~:rovi
sioll ,n:.e!'!<sures, the CUfficul.ty w:ith :which. Nfteel1}.(3nt betw~en .~he commm:tl~I~~ .~11:~ re~ched.. Th~.-91l!:llitt1 .. L~..s.?_.!.idJlz~jY.9t~d,,__~:J:n~l..w.-ould_ in
practwe 'be so w1dely mterpreted by tnose to whom Its mterpretatwn ..
i~ speci~cal.ly .co_mmitt~d, t~~L~t 'Y2.1:;tJd ~.~.. u~'Yorkable.
tt country){
, ~ke India It IS Impossible bo say what proposals would not be capable
/ ·~£ being represented as affecting communal futerests ; arid even if such deoa.table measures were carried pe~ceably through the councils· they would!
·

• · ·_
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.~e still hopelessly open to persistent, and probably successful, attacks
iin the courts. 'Every law of general application affects Hindus and
-~uhammadans, and aJi~~:r~l ~nt_t';lfiJ:ret~t,i~:r~l of .th~s . provi~ion .would
v,,, 1#:eq~ir: that .all :Sills 9fll< g~mer::tl,n~ture should be passed by the specified
''7\ ·Jill:.!lll!?!I~Y"" of ~M~2-~.mumty,, We have no doubt, however,.~th.ll<t what
was inteiJ.ded :was to protect the peculiar :religious righ,ts and.~ustoms of
Hinduism, and Islam. Even this is a far-reaching reservation.~.. s~.cept
iiBlc:i" ofvery wide interpretation in a oountry .like l;o.dia-.. where r.eligion
, enters deeply lnto the daily affairs of life ; but, so far as the law can
, afford such general protection; -i't !ias ·a.rreadf' 'done so in section 79 of
the Government of India Act, 1915, which enacts that all laws affecting
e religion or religious rites and usage.s o£ any community shall require
· he sanction of the Governor General before introduction ; and we
, uch prefer to rely upon this, or some similar, safeguard~
Hi5. 1'hose changes in the constitution of the councils which we
have examined are important, but are not the
Financial powers.
vital element in the scheme. So far as the
~legislatures are concerned the really crucial proposals are those
regarding the increased powers of the councils.
In the sphere of
finance it is proposed that prov.incial and Indian sources of tevenue
should be completely separated by abolishing the present division of
certain heads of revenue and that the deficient resources of the
·Government of India should, in consequence, be supplemented by
.means of fixed contribut.ions from the provinces. The provincial
council should then have complete control over all provincial finance.
All items of expenditure, and all proposals concerning ways and
:means for the raising of revenue, shouid be embodied in money
'rhe council
Bills and submitted to the council for adopti~n.
should also have power to raise loans and to impose anti alter taxation. We have made it clear elsewhere that we consider lohe proposal
to segregate provincial finance entirely sound. We fully accept the
principle that the provinces should, in future, have wholly separate
·resources, and we are ourselves making certain suggestions with that
-end in view. The measure of the powers of borroY};ing and taxation
·that can safely be conceded .to the provinces is a more difficult matter,
'but we believe that in both respects substantial advance upon the
·present system is possible. Where we next find ourselves at variance
with the draftsmen of the scheme is in their -rJaim to cont:col completely the ·provincial finances. It may be that C4i>Y!iltitutional practice elsewhere has not been fully appreciated. In England -it is a
well-established rule that the Government only can propose fresh expenditure : no amendment•can be moved to increase a grant or to alter
its destination. Initiative lies with the Government. The House makes
very little use of its undoubted power to reject or reduce the amounts
asked for ; it supervises, rather than directs, finance; and the utility of
the debates on the estimates lies in securing publicity and criticism
rather than in actually controlling expenditure. But we need hardly
!lay stress on matters of form when th.ere is an objection of principle.
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Finance is the vehicle of government ; and unless" the executive can
craise money for its needs, and lay it out as it pleases, it camiot continue
responsible for the administration. The power to refuse a vote, or to
refuse to grant the resources required for it, paralyses the Government's
hands. Inthe hands of a legislature, which practically chooses its own
executive, such power is natural and appropriate. It affords a convenient, and very effective, means of. 'making the Government conform
to the wishes of the assembly. Supplies are not refused unless the
.ttssembly wishes to change the executive. But so long as the executive
remains nominated and irremovable, it must be in a position to secure
the money necessary for its essential purposes. The Congress-League
proposal is compatible with parliamentary government, but fundamentally incompatible with an executive which retains any responsibility towards the Secretary of State and Parliament. In this respect
therefore it is inconsistent with itself. We shall carefully examine later
Qn within what limits it is possible to give the legislatures a voice in the
disposal of provincial finance.
166. In the next place, it is proposed that the councils, with their
substantial majority of elected members, should
Leg~slative powers_
have power to legislate on all provincial subjects,
subject to the Governor's veto. The idea is that an irremovable executive s1ould continue responsible for the government of the country,
even though it is no longer in a position to secure the legislation which
it wants. In that this arrangement may at any moment deprive the
Government of any power of effecting its will, it transfers the power
from the Government to the elected body. The plan has attractions
for many people. It is defended by those who think that legislation
matters lijJ;le cofnpared with administration ; or that a provincial
Governmel}.t will still retain great influence and be able to persuade the
assembly, either by sheer reason or by means less creditable, to give it
the laws which it wants; or that, failing to get such laws from its assembly, it will be able to get them from the Government of India; or
that it can carry on without the laws it wants ; and that it will be able
to block objectionable legislation by using the veto. But it is also
defended by those who point out that the combination of an irremovable
executive and an elective assembly, alien as it is to English political
ideas, is already fou.,nd in successful operation elsewhere. Non-pariiamenthry executives flourish in the United States and Germany. But
in America botli the executive and legislature are ultimately rl'lsponsible
to the people, and in Germany the system appears to us only to be possible because military obedience rather than political instinct is the
guiding principle of German political life.

16.7. We find then in these proposals no connecting rod between the
executive and 'the legislative wheels of the
eu~~~a!~f~e~!t~~~~. exe- ~ach~ne which will ensure that they will w~rk
m uniSon. There are powerful factors workmg
the other way in the difference~ of race and of political ideas. We
0
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must anticipate divergence, and the only question is whether that
divergence will be fatal to good government. Upon this point we defer
to the experience of history, and we draw from it the plain conclusion that, if the government is to be carried on, legislature and ,
executive must in essentials be in harmony. Legislation is a necessary
attribute of Government because it is the means by which Government
securas fresh powers when it feels tp.e need of thein for attaining its· ends.
But in the hands of the assembly it may become a weapon to paralyse
the Government. Whenever the legislature distrusts the executive it
can always restrain or control its activities by specific provisions inserted
in an Act. There is no clear line between administrative and executive
functions, and it would be perfectly open to an assembly which distrusted
its executive practically to assume charge of the administration and,
as Lord Bryce says,* to reduce its Government to the position of a bank
staff via a vis the directors. That is a position into which no parliamentary government ever allows itself to be forced ; and it would be an impossible position for a nominated Government of India. An executive
which is independent for its legislature, as the Indian executives have
hitherto been, can carry on the government in virtue of authority
derived from without : a party executive can govern because it interprets the will of the people as represented by the assembly; but wherever,
as in Canada or Malta, attempts have been made to set up an ,.irremovable executive and a popular assembly, acute conflict has ensued and
has resulted in either an advance to popular government or a return to
autocracy. "Parliamentary goyernment avoids dead-locks by making
the executive responsible to tlie legislature. Presidential government
limits deadlocks, because all the organs of the State must ultimately
submit to a superior tribunal, the electorate of the nation. But a legislature elected by the people, coupled with a governor appointed by a
distant power, is a contrivance for fomenting dissensions :t"nd making
them perpetual." We believe that in India, where the two sides are
divided by race, and also by differences of standpoint, the discord would
be much more serious than it has ever been in the Empire's history.
We can see no prospect whatever ahead, along the road which we are
invited by the Congress-League to take, but embit~ered and dangerous
deadlock ; to be resolved, when it arose, only by a plunge forward
into parliamentary government at once, or by reversion to autocratic
•
•
methods.
.
168. The proposal that the executive Government Should be bound
.
to carry out the recommendations of legislative
Effect of reso Iut10ns.
· th e f orm
. of resoIutwns
· · I&
·
counm·1s passed Ill
another means by which Indian politicians naturally seek to direct t.lie·
policy <?f Government, in the absence of parliamentary means of controlling it by the exercise of the right to change its ·personnel. Thi& proposal
is also embodied in the Congress-League scheme, together with the corollary that resolutions on all matters within the purview of the provincial
*The American Gommonw6alth, chapter XXI.
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Governme"nt should be allowed for discussion in acGordan.ce with rules
made by the council itself. But it is easier to understand the motive than
to approve the means. In the first place, the method of attempting to
control the executive by direct orders on points of detail appears to us ·
to be wrong in principle. This way of conducting the public business
was no doubt well known to the legislative assemblies in the old citystates. But it is inapplicable where a country is too large for the people
to come together ; and it has come to be generally regarded as inapplicable
also in deliberative assemblies in modern countries where the business
of government has grown complicated. The reasons are apparent.
A deliberative body cannot suitably deal with details, because its constitution unfits it for such work. "Individually the members may
express the m~tinvolved opinions, the most complex and divergent
sentiments, but ~hen it comes to voting, the body can only vote yes or
no." It has to adopt or reject whatever propositions, original or amended,
are laid before it. It can only proceed by formal rules, and it cannot
arrive at its decision by quick interchange of views in conversation as a
small executive body can. If proposals, once carried in the assembly,
are to be effective, then their wise and accurate formulation becomes a
matter•of supreme importance; and no one but the authorities responsible for the administration has the knowledge to undertake this.
Resolutions by the assembly should therefore be concerned with questions
of policy or principle, and not with details. It is. proper, for instance,
that they should deal with the administration of the Arms Act, but not
with its application to an individual ; because for this latter purpose
the machinery is clumsy, the knowledge is lacking, and the consumption
of time and labour is disproportionate.
169. These, doll.Ptless, are the reasons why it is not in accordance
."'
with modern English constitutional practice
Proposals wJJ;hout a pre· that resolutions of the assembly as distinct
cedent.
'
from laws, should bind the executive. It is
well known hovt ineffective private members' motions in the House of
Commons often are. " There is nothing to prevent the House of Commons from adopting an address or resolution calling upon the Government for specific administrative action; and it has been occasionally,
though not often, done." In theory such a resolution is an authoritative indication of the assembly's views to which the Government is
bound to pay due hel!d ; but for its enforcement there is. no sanction
other than the ~weral powers of control enjoyed by the House ; and
in practice the Government decides whether the House intends the
resolution to be taken seriously and is prepared to enforce it by any
of .the other means open to it of making its will felt. A resolution of
the House of Commons of peculiar interest to India was the one approving of simultaneous examinations. It was transmitted to India as a
matter still open to discussion; and when the Government was satisfied after inquiry that the resolution should not be carried out Parliament was content to acquiesce in their opinion. It needs no argument
to show that the Commons' real fOntrol of the Government is exercised
I
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in other ways~by the debate on the address ; by questions ; liy motions
to adjou:r;n; by the budget debates; and by motions of no confidence.
Sheer press of business, if no other reason, would forbid constant
.attempts to direct the administration in close, detail. At the same
time, there is another much stronger reason against any such attempt,
in the settled feeling that those who know should be left to initiate,
to fraJ;Ue their policy, to submit that policy to searching criticism, and
to adopt such suggestions as they deem best; and that the House, when
all is said and done, must either accept the Government's acts, or must
·change the Government. When the House of Commons chooses to
make its resolutions effective it can always do so by withdrawing .its
·confidence from the Government. With an irremov;able executive
there is no such sanction possible. Sanction would .have to be provided in a court of law, whic~ would in effect give a res61ution the same
value as a statute.. We should in any case therefore hesitate to approve
a proposal which has. not to our knowledge been applied elsewhere,
which it is difficult to find a method of enforcing, and which involves
abrupt interference with the. details of administration by a body tl).at
acts without due knowledge, is not charged with the duty of carrying out what it dictates, and cannot be held responsible for a. w~png
decision.
objection still. If w~ compel
"' the executive to carry out instructions from
ve~:~e~;ral to good go- the legislature we bring- the Government to
an end by destroying its right of action. No
.
Government can consent to remain in offi.cc and to put into effect orders
of which it disapproves. It could not do so whole-heartedly, and it
could not accept responsibility to the public for aitions forced. upon
it. If·it is to be held responsible .for government it must govern: and
if it is not to govern it must give way to those who can. We have said
that the whole history of constitutional development points to the need
for harmony between the Government ar1d the assembly. That remark
. had reference to the milder proposal, to give legislative control to the
assembly while leavh~g the 'executive irremovable. But all that can
be urged against creating a deadlo k over legislation (which after all
is only an intermittent function of government) applies with twofold
force to the suggestion that the assembly should have power to take
any detail Qf the administration at any moment out of the kands of
those who are yet required to carry on the governlh®.t.
170. But there is a stronger

171. But we shall be told that the veto will save the situation ; and

we must examine this suggestion. The veto
is not an instrument of government, and
is tolerable only when it is rarely used an.d
does not become obtrusive. But the suggestion before us is that the
veto should be limited in effect to one year. We find it difficult to
helieve that a legislative body, having passed a resolution one year to
which it attached imJ?'rtance, is likely to refuse to paR'~ t again in the

The veto an illusory safeguard.
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ne.s;t year·; and therefore those who invite us 'to make normal use of an
instrument that is intended to be exceptional, suggest at the same time
limitations which will destroy its efficacy. But, to waive the question
of limitations, it seems to us that while the veto of the Governor is
appropriate in the case of legislation, to which, according to constitutional theory, the Crown is a party, it is quite out of place in respect of
resolutions. To apply it to them is to treat recommendations as something more than recommendations; to lay down the anomalous proposition that a body which is normally bound by the wishes of another
body should yet have the right to reject them. We fully appreciate
the desire of Indian politicians that resolutions should be regarded as
being an authoritative intimation of the wishes of the legislative council,
and that Government should, so far as it thinks possible in the due disdischarge of iw responsibility, give effect to them. This result can be
attained by other and better means than by attempting to give legal
validity to resolutions. It is really a matter of constitutional conven·tion. The growth of' such a convention has already begun ; and it
will be fostered by the changes which we have to propose in the composition of both executive and legislature, and by the habits of cooperation which we hope will thereby be induced.
172. These are the main proposals which affect the provincial Governments. The suggestions with regard to the
Propos~Is affecting the Indian Government follow much the same lines,
Government of India.
nor need we examine them at length. As we
shall show, we believe that we can advance further in the provincial
sphere, but that for the present official authority must be effectually
maintained in the Government of India. For this reason, while we are
prepared to grant an elected majority in the Indian Legislative Council,
we conside'f- it necessary that that concession should be accompanied by
the estabhshrnent of a second chamber, which will have the effect of
securing to the Government in essential matters the final power of legislation. Similarly, while we cannot agree to the proposal that half the
members of the Governor General's Council should be Indians, we are
quite prepared to recommend that the Indian element in the present
council should be enlarged. As regards the principles of election of
members of the executive council, the suggested exclusion of members
of any particular service by name and the relations of the Indian Legislative Council to thw•exccutive, which D,re the same as in tlie case of the
provincial legir<ola~ive councils, our position is that whicli we have expla,ined already. Our objections to the proposals in relation to the
provincial Governments apply with greater force in regard to the
Government of India.

173. We have not touched upon details of the scheme, which might
be subject to adjustment if the main principles
Criticism of the scheme were accepted because it is immaterial to disa-s a whole.
.
'
· l
cuss them1f we cannot accept the vita features
Nor need we here deal with the proposals which concern the Secretary
r ;::
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of State in Council;. or matters not directly bearing on cons'titutiona~
changes. The former subject is dealt with elsewhere· in our report.
The latter is outside our immediate purview. We· are, therefore, now
in a position to sum up our views on the proposals as a whole. As we·
have shown, the essence of the project is an executive, theoretically re~
sponsible to the Secretary of State but practically divided, a legislature
responsible to the electorate, and a distribution of power which enables
the legislature to paralyse the executive without having power to removeit. Our first observation is that in our view such a plan postulates the·
existence of a competent electorate, and an assembly which will be
truly representative of the people. We deal with the subject of elect-orates in another chapter and therefore need not stop here to examine·
the justification of this presupposition. We need only say that, while we·
believe that both a sound electoral system and truly 'i:'epresentative·
assemblies will be evolved in time, we cannot assent to propos~ls which
could only be justified on the assumption that .such institutions are
immediately forthcoming.
174. Our second criticism, which is decisive with us, is that the.

Congress-League scheme starts with a wrong
conception. It is unsound that the legis1ature
and the executive should derive their power
from, and be responsible to, different authorities. As one observer hasput it :-" The executive has a mandate for good government from the
Secretary of State and. the British Parliament ; the legislature has ex
hypothesi a mandate from the electorate ; the two mandates may not
agree, and which is to yield 1 " There would certainly be questions on
which the mandates did not agree. If the executive attempted to
overcome the legislature there would be conflict and. agitation: if it.
gave way then it would become merely the agent of the legistature and
might as well be chosen from, and by, the legislature at once. • But for
a deadlock the Congress-League scheme provides no solution, such as.
there would be in England, by means of a change of Government.
If responsible government cannot be conceded at once, as. indeed the
scheme implies, and if some measure of responsibility is yet to be given,.
then means must be found of dividing the sphere of administration into
two portions, and for each of these there must be a part of the executive
which can, in the last resort, secure its way from a legislative organ
which is in harmony with it : and there must also be means of seouring,
that both halves of the machine work together.
• •
Of its theory.

175. It has been put to us that though the system is not an ideal

one it may serve as well as any other for the
. .
· ·auct"Ion of
transitiOnal
stage b efore t h e tntro
a complete system of responsible government. We cannot subscribe
to this view. Because the system is one of negative power, without
responsibility, it affords the worst possible education for responsible
government. That it would not train political leaders in the practical
experience of administration is a sufficiently grave defect. But what is.
.
A sameanso f ed uca t ron.

.
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far more serious is that the scheme makes no provisiOn for an even
greater need, the training of the people in the exercise of electoral responsibility. So long as the council has no direct responsibility for
executing the policy which it advises the faculty of judging and choosing
between different leaders cannot be called into play. The only result
·must be such increasing bitterness between a powerless, and yet irremovable, executive and the assembly, that when the change did comeand it would come with a crash-it would be made in the most unfavour·itble circumstances.
176. Apart from aU questions of theory or historical examples we
feel persuaded that the project would soon
Unworkability in practice.
prove unworkable in practice. It proposes
to concede tCI' the popular assembly complete power of legislation and
·Complete control of the budget.· What will follow? We may judge
from the tendencies displayed by the Morley-Minto councils. This
is how the prospect strikes a liberal-minded and experienced administrator, who had made it his constant iaim to work in harmony with
:his legislative council :-·
'" On an issue for or against the Government there will be a solid and permanent
hostile majority. Now when such an issue arises what will be the results ? Sup:pose the council wishes to promote technical schools for which the executive is
advised. that it cannot afford a proper staff or procure a suitable equipment. The
executive argues and opposes, but is overruled. It then asks for funds, and suggests
uew taxation. The council refuses, and provides money by cutting down the
police estimates. The executive again argues and opposes, pleading the needs
of law and order; and is again overruled. The police suffer accordingly, and
money is spent on schools which the executive believes to be merely eyewash.
Suppose this sort of thing occurs not once, but again and again, until at last the
executive is convi31ced that law'and order has become impossible to maintain on
the standa'd which the British Parliament would desire. It can only represent
the situatJ.pn to the Secretary of State and ask to be relieved of its responsibility
for good government, or that the legislature be suspended or its powers curtailed.
On the other hand, suppose the executive, on each such occasion when it considers
the legislature to be seriously wrong, enforces its will by the veto, or by ordinance
in place of Acts, what must ensue ? Clearly, the legislature will find its position
impossible : it will protest, cut off supplies, and finally refuse to carry on its share
,of the government. In either case there is a hopeless impasse ; and while it has
been developing the country has been ablaze with agitation, which will make
Jrelations·moi\e bitter and public business more difficult when work begins__:~~

17.7. Such forelrodings may be regarded as pessimistic. It may b~
... .,

said that if only reforms are carried out in the
right spirit they can be m.ade to work. If
Government is sympathetic and broad-minded, i£ Indian leaders are sincere and public-spirited why should the scheme
break down ~ Now these are exactly the conditions that we postulate
for our own proposals, and we entirely agree that they are essential to
the success of any transitional and intermediate constitution. Let us
then try to make it dear why we believe that the Congress-League
scheme is bound to fait First, as we have said, we believe that the
inherent defects of the machine would make it impossible to work at all •.
The negation of respon'Sible government.
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But, granted that the Government does its utmost, granted that the
Indian politicians have a sincere desire to make the engine w0rk, we stiU
cannot see how they could do so, because success itself would be the ne~
gation of their ultimate aim, and ours, which is responsible g0vernment.
They could not remain content with an alien executive, and therefore
their policy naturally, and from their standpoint justifiably, must be to weaken and d:scredit it. There is evidence indeed that some of the
advocates of the scheme are impressed by the force of these arguments,
and look forward to producing a deadlock as a means of bringing the
executive under the control of the legislature. We have no desire to
produce deadlocks. We have no wish to advance only by first making
government impossible. On the contrary, we believe that the path
of progress lies in another direction. We believe in the.p0ssibility of
'smooth and harmonious progress' pursued in a spirit of mutual goodwill and devotion to common interests. Our own proposals will show
how we hope to start India on the road leading to responsible govern·
ment with the prospect of winning her way to the ultimate goal, her
progress hindered, it may be, at times by hills and rough pla' es, but
finding the l'Oad nowhere swept away by floods or landslides.
'

•

•
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PART II

T. h e P r o p o s a l s
:•

PRELIMINARY.
178. We began our report with a reference to the announcement
of August 20, but, inasmuch as that announce:Reasons for a new poliny.
ment was made on behalf of His Majesty's
Ministers at our own request, we propose before setting out our own
vroposals to gather together very briefly the reasons why we hold that
-the decision was a wise and necessary one. If our account of the past
development and working of the present constitution is an accurate
·one, it will be apparent that we have now gone as far as is possible
upon the old l:W.es. No further development is possible unless we are
·going to give the people of India some responsibility for their own
government. But no one can imagine that no further development
is necessary. It is evident that the present machinery of government
no longer meets the needs of the time ; it works slowly, and it produces
irritation ; there is a widespread demand on the part of educated Indian
opinion for its alteration ; and the need for advance is recognized by
.official ·opinion also. One hundred and twenty years ago Sir Thomas
Munro wrote :- " Whitt is to be the final result of our arrangements on the character of the
people ? Is it to be raised, or is it to be lowered ? Are we to be satisfied with
merely securing our power and protecting the inhabitants, or are we to endeavour
to raise their character, to render them worthy of filling higher stations in the
management of their country, and devising plans for its improvement ? •••..•.....
We should look on India not as a temporary possession, but as one which is to be
maintained permanently, until the natives shall in some future age have abandoned
most of their superstitions and prefudices, and become sufficiently enlightened to
:frame a regul~r gove~nment for themselves, and to conduct and preserve it."

179. Tb;us the vision of a persistent endeavour to train the people
.
of India for the task of governing themselves
The logwal outcome of was present to the minds of some advanced
the past.
.
.
Enghshmen four generatiOns ago; and we
since have pursued it more constantly than our critics always admit,
more constantly perhaps tliitn we have always perceived ourselves.
The inevitable result of education in the history and thought of Europe
is the desire for self-determination; and the demand that now meets
us from. the educate<t classes of India is no mo:JJ.e than the right and
naturaJ, outcom~ ~-the work of a hur..dred years. There can be no
question of going back, or o(:withholding the education and enlightenment in which we ourselves believe ; and yet, the more we pursue our
present course without at the same time providing the opportunities
for the satisfaction of the desires which it creates, the more unpopular
and difficult must our present government become and the worse must
be. the effect upon the mind of India. On the other hand, if we make
it plain that, when we start on the new lines, education, capacity, and
:good-will will have their reward in power, then we shall set the seal
• 117
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upon the work of -past ';ears. Unless we are right, in going forward.
now the whole of our past policy in India has been. a mistake. We
believe, however, that no other policy was either right or possible, and
therefore we must now face its logical consequences. Indians must be
enabled, in so far as they attain responsibility, to determine for themselves what they want done. The process will begin in local affairs
which we have long since intended and promised to make over to thel'n;
the time has come for advance also in some subjects of provincial concern; and it will. proceed to the complete control of provincial matters
and thence, in the course of time, and subject to the proper dischargl'
of Imperial responsibilities, to the control of matters concerning alL
h.dia. We make it plain that such limitations on powers as we are
now proposing q.re due only to the obvious fact that tiple is necessary
in order to train both representatives and electorates for the work which
we deshe them to undertake ; and that we offer Indians opportunities
at short intervals to prove the progress they are making and to make
good their claim not by the method of agitation, but by positive demonstration, to the further stages in self-government which we have
just indicated.

•

180. Further, we have every reason to hope that. as the result of
Hopes for tho future.
t~is process, India's connexi.on with the Empire
wlll be confirmed by the w1shes of heor people.
The experience of a century of experiments within the Empire goes all·
in one direction. As power is given to the people of a province or of
a dominion to manage their own local affairs, their attachment becomes
the stronger to the Empire which comprehends them all in a common.
bond of un;on. The existence of national feeJine(·, or the love ol', and pr:de
in, a national culture need not conflict with, a~d mayeindcecl strengthen,
the sense of membership in a wider commonwealth. The ~bstacles to
a growth in India of this sense of partnership in the Empire are obvious
enough. Differences of race, religion, past history, and civilization have
to be overcome. But the Empire, which includes the French of Canada
and the Dutch of South Africa-to go no further-cannot in any case
be based on ties of race alone. It must d\pend on a common realization
of the ends for which the Empire exists, the maintenance of peace and
order over wide spaces of territory, the maintenance of freedom, and;
the development of the culture of each nation~l unity of which the·
Empire is copiposed. These are aims which appeal t~ the imagination of
India an~/in proportion as self-government develops patriotism in
India, ~ may hope to see the growth of a cons::ious feeling of organic
nit:>; ~ith the Empire as a whole.

/is

1. There is, however, one aspect of the general problem of politi?al
.
advance which is so important as to reqmre·
The educatwn problem.
· some d et a1.
·1 W e h ave observed
·---~-,"~«··"
no t•rce, m
already that one of the greatest obstacles to India's political development lies not onl in the lack of education amon its eo les taken as a
~I!!!l.e, out! so In the uneven IS rr ut2n of e~ucational ad van~:· The.,
.
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educatio

ment has incurred much criticism £rom
s 0 v:u~w. . . OV~!~m~ lS e arge Wl negl"ect;oeca~se
alter s;rxty years of educatwna:I etro~~th:t.nJopulat~ou
is ,literate, ·w]1iJ-.sUJ11!~£l~centO:~J1i"e totaf poJ2lU_ation is undergoing
i12§tru~~on. !L!~ ch~~~' on the· ?J;.~er h~d, with havi~ ,!~steied
educatiOn on wrong imes, alli11i'a.Vin"g given totliose ciassss wniCli welcomoo mstruc"twn a system w1i:iCilis aivorced £rom their needs in being
too purely literary, in admitting methods of unintelligent memorizing
anrl of cramming, and in producing far in excess of the actual demands
of Indian conditions, a body of educated young men whose training has
prepared them only for Government service or the practice of the
, law. ·The system of university education on Western lines is represented
as cu tt!'n~~·o'ff1ln~~st'ttttelrl7'El~ft~rft'tn"B'lfo'Tmi1T-1ite'ol'"'tne coiiritry, and the·
~rt '''nillar'''=eaucalli'ffliin"''tne .veniaculars and

''·

eref

J201ll

11 1~ :;;t ar~8a as ~fioth:~;r-ad.Tcarcrerect:'' -·
~-~~~"'"····,~Wi~~~r1~;id~~oi13f~a?{~,~~~~cr\~!~~:!~~-

~~~~~,~~~;;;,~._;.·~·"''"'''~k•M-~o~o~~'''''•'"~''
Retrospect of educatwn.

,, .. o;•. ,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,

but<hestabiislie(I'~Ii''Mres~ons~to~"'aW• rear and

insistent .. demand, thougli'a Cfeill'aild
c?l~~:~-Tlle~higller···c;a,steito:C:Hindus"''

th.~t~pro~eect6'(!"·1roma~·Iiinited
Branm.'ans,''ltayasmlS,'ana a few

others-have for generations supplied the administrative body of India,
whatever the nationality of the rulers ; and the introduction and development of British rule inspired these classes to qualify themselves for a
continuance, under the new conditions, of their hereditary careers.
It was.somewhat easily assumBd in the time of Macaulay that Western
ecriiCatlon'~once~·rm:par'tecrTo''tlie~ETg1ier~crasses ofTllilia would gradually·
15U.t'St'eadily'7:permeate"tne\vnoJ:e~popu1a't1on: In the everil it has been
• ~l.lt'eaufevei'ify'among't1ien'ig!l'er·-cra:;;~ses themselves, the Muhammadan community as a whole having until very recently been ba:kward
in taking a~antage of educational facilities. Indeed some of the most
· difficult factors of the present situation would have been avoided if
..-#·:"?in good time steps had been taken to prevent thewide divorce which
~ J( has occurred between the educated minority and 'tne iihterate rru:•jority.
1
··~..r-?m tne econom1<q5oli1£-orview·r~11wa~oy ·the·
want of professional and technical instruction ; her colleges turn out
numbers of young men qualified for Government clerkships while the
real interests of the country require, for example, doctors an~ engineers
in excesS'" of the exi&ti"'ng supply. '['~~... .£ha~.-th~t ~r11~~nt has

~-r~~~~~~~~~!:!ft~~~
.•l"~l~~.~~~~!lr~~.EE£~·-·~~~E!~~~entht as l~t~chl
.ce 111 111 ; Iu IS one o u11e .tacus Hlau ~eat )Ile root 01 reeen, po1 1m

~TsOnf:Y'onate"'year'S;-an.cr~as"part··orn;:e-·remaikable·

awakening of national self-consciousness, that the complaint has been
heard that the system has failed to train Indians for practical work in
manufactures, commerce, and the application of science to industrial
life. The changing economic conditions of the country have brought
this lesson home, and in its acceptance lies much of our hope for the
future. But it must be remembered that many of the particular
classes which eagerly sought hitsher .education demanded also that it
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.tahould be. of a literary character, and were hereditarily averse from,
·if not disdainful of, anything that savoured of manual toil; and also.
that when the universities of hdia were founded the idea of scientific
•and technological instruction had not dawned upon universities in
..England.
183. The· failure of the Indian educational system to train the
c aracter as 0 ten een criticize<I;and with
Defects of the system.
-~-·~·~···~~~,~··-~-~··-.._....-.~"'~... ,...
--:--·~"··:··
J}]:~~I,ce.
.tn our ues~re,, wnue .1mpartmg
•.actual mstructwn, not to force the mind of Ind1a mto an ahen mould
··or to interfere with religious convictions, we have undoubtedly made

}~~;=~~~i. t~r~i~~e'~~~s~iil~~~t;~~~~r~~n~~:

/ ·-that our schools ·and colleges afforded must come in tilDe to modify the
>pupils' conceptions of life. A~t?~P_li~ . ~9'YY~E<l~.}·i::~c,i ~oral .. t.Eaining
~z-~e ~gesi;.~Qility:._gJ,~Y:~i<!~I1g tJi§JlltucJllt and

1

~o~~~~i: ti·~~~s~~/ili~i~::~~~i~~fin !its~h~o~~·~Ja ci~!~~~e-1~~~:
··or<riir:~!lcr:g.!§,:ciP:li~~:::§'_C§·o~.~~~·:r.~~£0.~~['@1m~s:~nif~Erig~n,
·~~a ,E.~!.llli..I>2.lgica.!)i~e,J.epenus. Much effort is alr~ady bemg

made 111 thiS direction, and there are notable and welcome Signs of the
growth among educated Indians of the conviction that the possession
· of education does not merely offer the individual opportunities of ad·vancemen~, but should confer on him also tpe a~llli.z:: and .t~e·-~-~g;ation
·~ s~~J:!~eountry.

184. As regards the limited diffusion of education we also take into

account the conservative prejudices of the
. not very long smce
.
country. I t 1s
t he a dvacates of the higher education of women in Europe "«'ere r~arded as un- •
practical and subversive theorists; and in India social QPStoms have
greatly multiplied the difficulties in the way of female education. Upon
this question opinion is slowly, but surely, changing, and educated young
men of the middle classes are beginning to look for literate wives. But
so l~ng as education is practically confined to o~e sex the social comJ>lexiOn of the country must react upon and retard political progress ;
~nd for this reason we regard the great gulf between men and women
Jlll respect of education as one o£ the most serious problems which has
·to be facsd in India.
•
,
•
185. Th:e spread of education among the lower QJ.asses is also attended
by peculiar
difficulties. India is a preAtt1·tu d e o£ th e ryo t •
.
. l
.
dommantly
agncu
tura l country, an d an agncultural population is always and everywhere suspicious of the effect of
education upon rural children. Here again is the need-a need realized
~qually in Europe and America-of making rural education more practical, and ensuring that the school shall make the average boy who does
not aspire to uni'Versity education a more practical farmer instead of
transforming him into an indifferent clerk. In India primary education
.has been entrusted mainly to the district boards and municipalities, and
Sooiol f
~

t .

ac ors.
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it has, we are glad to say, made fairly steady, if slow, progress under
their administration. The first effect of English education upon the·
classes which adopted it was to widen tlie gulf between them and theconservative masses. But one of the most marked features of recent
political development is the concern shown by the spokesmen of the·
educated classes for the diffusion of primary education among the people·
as a whole. The history of other countries shows that the growth of a
desire for education among the peasantry and working classes is generally
slow, while political and economic conditions remain static, and that the
quickening in:fl.uences come mainly from the better educated sections of
the community which are more sensitive to political and economic
changes. Political thought in India is coming to recognize that advanctr
must be influenced by the general educational level of the country, and~
that political leauers, if they are to escape the charge of representing
only the interests of the classes to which they themselves belong, must be
able to appeal to, and be understood by, the masses of their fellowcountrymen. This coJ:!.viction involves steady effort to raised the status
of the depresseg classes.
186. Primary education, as we have seen, is already practically im
Chief n:eds at present.
the hands of local bodies, but secondary education was deliberately left at the outset almost
entirely to private agencies. The universities, despite their connexion,
with Government, are largely non,7~cial bodies with extensive powers_
The main defect of the system is probably the want of co-ordination,
. between primary and higher education, which in turn reacts upon the
efficiency of secondary institutions and to a great extent confines university colleges to the unsatisfactory function of mere finishing schools .
• The universities have suffered from having been allowed to drift into the
position of in•titutid'ns that are expected not so much to educate ill thee,
true sense, ~ to provide the student with the means of entering an
official or a professional career. Thus a high percentage of failures.
seems to a large body of Indian opinion not so much a proof of the faultiness of the methods of teaching, as an example of an almost capricious
refusal of the means of obtaining a living wage to boys who have worked
for years, often at the cost of real hardship, to secure an independent
livelihood. The educational wastage is everywhere excessive; and
analysis shows that it is largely due to underpayment and want of
proper training in the l#tSe of teachers.. . The actual recruits f-or normal
schools are too oft.en~¥.i:prepared, and the teaching career, which in India
used formerly to command respect, does not now offer adequate induce-·
ments to men of ability and force of character. The first need therefore
is the improvement of teaching. Until that is attained it is vain to
expect that the continuation of studies from the primary stage can be
made attractive. But while the improvement of primary and middle
schools is the fust step to be taken, very much remains to be done in
reorganizing the secondary teachers and ensuring for the schoolmaster
a career that will satisfy an intelligent man. The improvement of
ordinary secondary education is obviously a necessary condition for the
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.development of technical instruction and the reform of tlre university
system. It is clear that there is much scope for an efficient and highly
trained inspectorate in stimulating the work of the secondary schools,
a.nd in helping the inspectorate of the primary schools maintained by
the local bodies. We believe that the best minds in India, while they
feel that the educational service has not in the past beel!l. widely enough
opened to Indians trained at British universities, value the maintenance
of a close connexion with educationists from the United Kingdom.
-7
187. 'l'bis survey of educational problems will show how much room
!<
.. .
there is ·for advance and improvement, and
I -......, E2!1y1eal 1~J.Mi<tl ..•9f also how real the difficulties are. The defects
e'llucat10n.
.
.
--·of the :!?resent system have often been discussed in the legislative councils but, as was inevitable so long as the
councils had no responsibility, without clue appreciation of financial'
difficulties, or serious consideration of the question how far fresh taxation for educational improvement would be acceptable. As we shall
show, it is part of the political advance that we. contemplate that the
..}{ ircction of Indian educa i<;)l1.~h@ld .bJl ..... ~.tlliTC:iiHl:i!i!'""l:rarlsfihrea·· to
! n un1 . ands. Only so, we believe, can the stimulus be fortlwoming
··\~~r-e·nit'ble the necessary money to be found. The w~k points
·are recognized. A real desire for improvement exists. Educational
/~··extension a.nd reform must inevitably
-~important pait}.n the
1
\po 1 wa ,!;r()g:ess o · t 1e cou!!.~rl:~ JYc have, ~Ji~~,Cl..Y:,m![~:§lQfi;i our
cOiivwtio'n "tnat olitical ciiE,.~,Lh::~~:Q~Ul.Q.. only through t,£~,.~::E.!:~cise
orpohtrcar responsl IltJ;:, i and ~hat Wtl.~<3 ...£1f]:!,ca~iQ:Jl ..~~b.o~t~g_ppor
tumhes must result in serwus mischiefs. But there is another important
~Iem~nt: P:_ogress mmt~:~pd on..tl1e crro'YJih <;>f_'?]!?i~l2..atesand the
mtelbgent c:xercnse ot tlieu po~en Wiil'be munense1y helped
to become competent electors hy acquiring such edutntioruts will enable •
t1i.Cin-to""":ji:lage OI canui(lates for their votes, and of the l,wsiness done
in the councils. No one would ro ose to rescribe an educational
I ua.lification for the vote; but no one can eny tle -metical diffic~Ities
w 1c 1 mace a ver
eii:etal extei1s1on o t 10 Tancl.1ise im. ossibk until
1 .eracy 1s .ar more widely s )read than is the case at
resent. ---The
Cfovm:nmm1t o{ India 1as or some time past een maturmg pans- for
groat extension of primary education. Progress was temporarily
ntermptcd by uncertainty as to the distribution o£ financial resources
hich woald result from the gg~1stitutional c~nges ; but the imminence of these has given a new i'Mportance to the~lCstion ana its consideration has been resumed. We trust that impetus \~ill thus be given
r.o a widespread movement which will be taken up and carried forward
boldly· by the reformed councils.
.
188. Let us now consider the principles on which om proposals are
based. We have surveyed the existing posiExtent of the advance tion ; we have discussed the conditions of the
ll~~in}ocatbodies.
problem; and the goal to which we wish to
move is clear. ·what course are we to set across the intervening
space ~ It follows from our premises, and it is also recognized in the
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t~e steP,~_~;,e_~<?:~~~gE!:Cl1l,aland the
;-· "'Coh.Slste£.Er_..~a~,,!;)~!3§!L~llJ.J',§]£~JJts .a
Is.-~2-~~~~•.en at onc~.-~1£ our reasoning is sound
one on. y y g1vmg om the outset some measure of
\ res~onsibili~y to representa~ives. c~osen ~y an e~ecto.rat~. T=here .are
'*J:obvwusl tnree. eve1~a~~~B,?Ssl£!t.1~,g~y~~~--~ere
, \.o. oq~. ,,,g.. "%s m t ~..Y1J1i<.~a.,,•.l;l..n.d~_,~..Q yemment of India. Of
· ~ertirrl''othe~~w111cii' liave'Beeits;;gge":ted, interme ·ar;·<b.etween.
the first and second of these, we shall speak in due course. Also,
si~!~,~? .,~~ -~!!;4 ~er:\T~~!'R•.. S~~~~J;~,in proportio~ as contr?l by an
electorate Is actirutte'Cfat each level, con!rol by supep()r.~11P~~r~ty must
be; si~~~.£~~lz: reJ!~;(~_,,.JL o11r pl~n~ .. axl:l .t2 .•. PEt .I?L!Mnih:.•. laid,
tliey"' must ta'ke account of actual conditiOns. It follows that the
process-canno"t"'''go'''on···at'"~oiie ··and'111e
p.ace on all levels. The
1
:announcefb.ent of

Augn~t

20,"that

..

'same..

~~d~~~rril~r~tiJ~e~,:r~ar~itt~n ot~~er cr~:!~~' g?i t~!!{~p~~r!l!:~1

for

securing Imperial interests ; the Government of India have the
fundamental duty to discharge of maintaining India's defence; the
basic obligation of provincial Governments is to secure law and order.
As we go upwards the importance of the retarding fact.ors increases;
and it follows that popular growth must be more rapid and extensive
in the lower levels than in the higher. Let us state the proposition in
~anothe~ way. Th~.,£':~~2"'~~,~~?,t.,J?;2!~Lnl!lellt~.~n
/~"·, ascendm~"'"~~-3,:}~," .~~V:rgJJ,',lC,Yl. r~~}~~J1g_J.r£?11Ltlulae ··'Yh!ch..GQP,!l6J.tt th~.. com. '~ wefl-oei.ng of the Ind1yrdu,al to_tho.se. :wl:uclt§~c.lli~ th~..11&Jf!tence
O't'mte=sta:fe:··~"Tlli't'L....:ld!V!dua1 understands best the matters which concEm.: "1illi1; and of which he has experience ; and he is likely to handle
best the things which he best understands. Our predecessors perceived
this before liS, an~ placed such matters to some extent under popular
controL ~r aim should be to bring them entirely under such control.

': There .0ou.~d_~~;. Ct_S,}J!;!...."f!:J:.$Q,§,§~"'"£9rt1ll!.~~U2Jl.'lfla~~~~~O.L in Jocal

::::J!:.'§}h£j~'~lJP,.§~.~!J£l~fl~.Jd !JYt.§iiJ~?JtmL''(l)~

189. When we come to the provincial Governments the position is
different. Our objective is the realization of
In provincial Govern- responsible Government. We understand this
ments.
to mean first, that the memqers of the
executive G<?ve~n~ should be responsible to, because· capable of
being changed by, their constituents ; and, secondly, that these
constituents should exercise their power through the agency of
their representatives in the assembfy. These two conditions imply
in their completeness that there exist constituencies based on a
franchise broad enough to represent the interests of the general
population, and capable of exercising an intelligent choice in thA
selection of their representatives; and, secondarily, that it is recognized as the constitutional practice that the executive, Government
retains office only so long as it commands the support of a majority
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" The provinces are the domain in which the earlier steps towards the ·
progressive realization of responsible government should be taken. Some: ,
measure of responsibility should be given at once, and our aim is to give
complete responsibility as soon as cond1;tions permit. This invqlves at
once giving the provinces the largest measure of independence, legisla-tive,
administrative? and financial, of the Government of India which-is compatible with the d~te discharge by the latter of its own responsibilities " (2).

190. But, as we shall see, any attempt to establish eqW.librium
. between the official and popula-r forces in
· .
I~ the Government of government inevitably introduces additional
Indm.
complexity into the administration. For such .
hybrid arrangements precedents are wanting; their working must beexperimental, and will depend on factors that are yet largely unknown.
We are not prepared, without experience of their resttlts, tq. effect like
changes in the Government of India. Nevertheless, it is desirable to
make th,.e Indian Legislative Co1).ncil more truly representativ~ of Indian
opinion, and to give that opinion greater opportunities of acting on·the:
Government. While, therefore, we cannot commend to Parliament a
similar and simultaneous advance1 both in the provinces and in the
Government of India, we are led to the following proposition ;" The Government of India must re'main wholly responsible to Parlia·
ment, and saving such responsibility, its authority in essential matters must
remain indisputable, pending experience of the eiJecT!\,.of the
·
to be introduced in the provinces. In the meantime the~n~ian t,PtiiRJf,afliflP.'·
Council should be enlarged and made more representative and its
ities of influencing Government incr;eased" (3).
191. Further, the partial control of the executive in the provinoe~}'r•
d
by the legislature, and the increasing in~uenc~\2·;:~
1
In Eng an ·
of the legislature upon the executive in the:1•1?
Government of India, will make it necessary that the superior controls•' ),
over all Governments in India which is now exercised by the authorities. ·_· ·
at Home must be in corresponding measure abated; for otherwise t~
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Governments in India will be subjected. to pressure from
'(ij;i:tferertt sources which. will wholly paralyse their liberty of action, and
also the different pressures may be exercised in opposite directions.
We may put this proposition briefly as follows :" In proportion as the foregoing changes take effect, the control of Parliaaiul the Secretary of State over the Government of India and provincial
Governments must be t·elaxed " (4).
192. We have been told that, inasmuch as local self-government
has not yet been made a reality in most parts
·
·h
....Local
._r self-government.
,,.,,.. «.,-"."'~··•a····. .
of India,
we sh ouId content ourselves vVlt
tlUch reforms as will give it reality, and should await their result before
~enJ;

···t~::;~iU:al~n~i~~r:~re fi::b~~o~:~w1~·;,·\\t~~~~~~;I~~~r:~
·

.·· s1 e e range o practwa p0Titlc1t;·Ior it is in the councils that the
Morley-Minto reforms have already brought matters to an issue; and
lndia,n . ho.e~s and i!;,m!~tioQJtJ1!!-J:itJ2~t!L~rol\.sed -~t~~ ~itcJ:tthat
1

1

.

~

1

:~:;;t"=i~ ~iti~1Ii!p~eifii~-b~;a;~r~lloie6k;~!,

l s dl em t mana
. .. .
opmen 0 the cou~y-h'is~ reach~-dastagea:r·which the con. . . itions justify an advance in the wider sphere of governmen\ and at
· · · · !W:hich in.deed g.overnn:ent without the co-operation of the people_
\;,~ i~ecome mcreasmgly drfficult. On the other hand, few of the poht1cal
associations that addressed us seemed adequately to appreciate the
importance of local affairs, or the magnitude of the advance which our
c · i'iilcommendation involves. But the point has been made time and time
again by their own most prominent leaders. It is by taking part in
-'5~" the management of local affairs that aptitude for handling the problems
'• '?f governmint wi!l most readily be acquired. This applies to those
.:, .·Who admi~ter, but even more to those who judge of the administration.
""~ '..~ong the clever men who come to the front in provincial politics.
;1:i'c: ~here will be some who will address themselves without more difficulty,
·•' , ~:nd indeed with more interest and zeal, to the problems of government
•' ~han to those of municipal or district board administration. But the
unskilled elector, who has hitherto concerned himself neither with one
··.~ . ,n;Qr the other, can learn to judge of things afar off only by accustoming
/-himself to judge first of things near at hand. This_ is why it _is. of the
~~9~t iB?-P!->I."ta:!J:e~ Jo tb& constitutional .progresSO! ]!l~:£~E~try that
· ··
ffort should
ade in local bodies to extenu the franchise to
"'!'!!'!~~~~;,. -1"""---""'F-"'""'•'~"'''"'''~- ........,,__,_. _ _ _ _ _ .••.•.
m eres m e ec I!;>~,_!:!!..•..~() .d.2.Y~£Q.,}!!£~L?.2IDI£.!~t~t'ls, so that
uca 1
,.as, po~ible. btl e;l:;.ttltl!l~sl. a.nd ev~:ry..!Q.JlQ.Per. If our proposals for changes on the
er eve are to be a ~!:l:2~§s, there=muSt1iel'i01leSitation orpaTtering
u c anges m ~~_()dies. Respo~~bl~J.~~titutions. will E.2t , be
Jy-rooted until the 9.~,!f£J,l,M~.,:bl:~l.kA~S.Jllf;. ~Jpd1an
..)Y~~ ••find.no~ldjptQ. which tl!eir eue:r;gies . c11.11.2~-~()re proth:mlYP. th:anin d velo in the borou hs and communes of their
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193. Th~se reasons led Lord Qh~l;r.asfgrg's Q-Q:yern;r,aent f:i:J. May 1916

- - - - ·to consider what f.!:!-rther :er9gress. along__ tli"e
of :2aCI Toca1 self-sovernm,ent was immea1a~~ly
.
eosSiGle~ Tlie1r concluswns would liave oeen
published some time ago il1t had been possible to separate the consideration of this s1bject lrom that of constitutional reforms in general.
We have the proposals before us, and will summarize the general purport
of them.
194. At present rather more than half the members of municipal, and
rather less than half of those of rural, boards,
ho~~~:.titution of Jo~al including in this term sub-district boards, are
elected. The intention is that substantial
fllected majorities should be conceded in boards of both kinds and that
the system of nomination should be retained only in oraer to secure the
necessary representation of minorities, and the presence of a few officials
as expert advisers without a vote. Generally the suggestion is that the
proportion of nominated members should not exceed one-fourth. The
enlargement of the elected element must necessarily be accompanied by
the adoption of a sufficiently low :franchise to obtain constituencies which
will be really representative of the general body of rate-parers. It
should also be followed by an extension of the system of elected chairmen. The Decentralization Commission thought that municipal chairmen should ordinarily be elected non-officials, and that if. a :r1ominated
chairman was required an official should be selected. It is hoped, however, that the election of chairmen will be the general rule in future.
H there are special reasons against the election of a non-official chairman, an official might be elected, provided he is elected by a majority of
the non-official votes. In some provinces this is already the ordinary
practice for municipalities. For the admtnistratior1' of la:w.ge cities it is •
proposed to approve of the system in which the every-cijw executive
work is carried out by a special nominated commissioner ; but not to
require that he should be an o:ffi~ial, provided that hejs protected by a
provision that he should only be removable with the sanction of Gove-rn-·
inent or by the vote of a substantial majority of the board. In the case
of rural boards local Governmen.ts will be urged to appoint non-official
and preferably elect~d chairmen wherever possible, but where there is a
non-official chairman there may be need also for a special executive
officer, whose appointment and removal would re~ire the Government's
sanction, to do the ordinary official work. If any~ard desirea to elect
an official chairman his election should be by a majority of non-official
votes and should be approved by the Commissioner or some higher
authority.
195. The Decentralization Commission recommended that muni·£-·-..~~-~b--a-· cipalitieSsllOuidhave full Iffierty toiiiipOse·and ·
p owers o 1oca oar s.
:T.t'
t ·-·--·~"'t:t'"'•• :t'Ii" - · "' _..-.!!' ·=~-m ·
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· ·--·
a~ ver axa t10n Wl ,um " e li:J:li1'ts li:!.lu uo vv F uy
law, but that where the law prescrilles no maximum rate £lie sanction
o!anoutsiUeautliomy"s"".'ilUJ.doe $quirea to any increase. It is Koped
that nearly toll boards will contain substantial elected majorities, and
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in their case it is proposed to a~cept the Commission's recommendation,
though indebted boards should still obtain the sanction of higher
~uthority before altering a tax. It is clearly important that municipal
boards should have such power to vary taxation, and the intention is to
give it to rural boards as well by allowing them to levy rates and fees
within the limits of the existing Acts. It is thought that wherever a
board pays for a service, it should control such service; and that where it
is expedient that control should be largely centred in the hands of the
Government, the service should be a provincial one. If, for example, a
board provides for civil works or medical relief, it ougH't, subject to such
,general principles as the Government may prescribe, to have real control
over the funds which it provides, and not be subject to the constant
,dictation, in matters of detail, of Government departments. Similarly
as regards the cfmtrol over the budgets of local bodies. It is hoped that
provincial Governments will make every effort to give boards a free hand
with their budgets, subject to the maintenance of a minimum standing
balance, with the necessary reservations in the case of indebtedness or
against gross default. The Government of India would discard the
system of requiring local bodies to devote fixed portions of their revenues
to partil:lular objects of expenditure and would rely on retaining powers
d intervention from outside in cases of grave neglect or disregard.
Municipalities have already been given enlarged powers in respect of
new works ; and a similar advance is hoped for in the case of rural
boards. As regards the control by Government over the establishment
of local bodies the Commission proposed that the appointment of certain
special officers should require the sanction of higher at,thority, while
other appointments would be regulated by general rules laid down by
the provincial Government. It is hoped that provincial Governments
will now taJ,:e stef!s to carry these recommendations into practice, but
. it is sugge~ed that Government should in the case of the special officers
also retain a right to require their dismissal in cases of proved incompetency. Such material relaxation of Government control in respect of
taxation, budgets, public works, and local establishments might suggest
that the exceptional powers of Government officers in respect of external
intervention should, if altered at all, be altered in the direction of greater
stringency. But the accepted policy must be to allow the boards to
profit by their own mistakes, and to interfere only in cases of grave mismanagement ; and, therefore, with certain possible exceptio.ns, which we
need n~t here spe~, it is not proposed to extend the power of intervention.
•
196. Finally, the Government of India propose to direct attention
Panchayats,
t~ . ~p~"'"~~.V:~~~~~nL2L ~hfl..JJSEtJ.i!J!!:JE.t. ~?.YS~em
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very Iargef5,. on local cond1t10ns, and
and powers to
be allotted to them must vary accordingly : bnt where the system
•
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proves a success it is. c.ontemplated that they might be enaowed with
civil and criminaljw:isd:ictioo in petty cases, some administrative powers.
i as r(')gards sanitation and education, and permissive powers of imposing
a local rate. It is hoped that, wherever possible, an effective beginning
will be made.
197. The programme which we have thus summarized is still under

c

.

consideration and, obviously, it would not he
suitable for us to comment upon it. It is
clear that it cannot be regarded as constituting
· a complete scheme of local self-government, and for two reasons. It is
impossible to ignore the past and at once to create a perfect scheme out
of the present uneven materials; and, secondJy, i£ we are sincere in our
advocacy of a policy of provincial autonomy, we must.leave the work
mainly to local Governments. It would be highly inconsistent to insist
on provincial autonomy, and simultaneously to leave no latitude of
action to provincial Governments in a field which is so peculiarly a matter
for local development. But the proposals will constitute a basis on
which those entrusted with the responsibility for such matters in future
~an build ; ~fd lV.<:Je ~e!XE~e(s_t~.tl ~B~&:t;,~e~!slative councils t~ ,£,~rl'y
. forward the "'~SJgun. We ma,r. add that the reformed and
.representative district boards of theTuture-could and sliould, be utilized
gra~~r:,ents on t~Js pro-

,A,, ·
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198. Because we believe that our main advance must be on the

.
provincial stage, we' shall leave the subject
po~~~te of followwg pro- of local self-government at this p?int, and
.
turn to the provinces. But here we must
pause for a moment to define the scope of all the proposals that follow
in chapter VIII. It is a truism that no general propotals ca.1 be equally •
applicable to all portions of India at one and the same ti~ If, however, we had not contented ourselves with the sufficiently weighty task
of working out in broad outlines the plan of one of the greatest political
experiments ever undertaken in the world's history, but had set ourselves
also to adjust its details to the varying requir, ments of the different
provinces, our labours would have been immensely prolonged and there
would have been a danger that the details of our report might obscure
its main intentioRs. Because we have written in general terms we would
not have it supposed that we have been unmindful of inequalities in the
development of the provinces. For these we hav""as. we sha'll show,
provided a mechanism of adjustment. But over and above that we must
offer one word of explanation at the outset. Our recommendations
as to the provinces are confined to eight out of the nine provinces of
British India which are furnished with legislative councils. These are,
Madras, Bombay, Bengal, the United Provinces, Bihar and Orissa, the·
Punjab, the Central Provinces, and Assam. We have not included Burma
in our survey except in so far as, while that province remains part of
the Indian polity, as for military reasons it must, it is necessary to provide for its representation in the central Government. Our reasons are'
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that Burma· is nut India. Its people belong to another race in another
stage of political development, and its problems are altogether different.
For instance, the application to Burma of the general principles of throw:ing open the public service more widely to Indians would only mean
-the replacement of one alien bureaucracy by another. The desire for
elective institutions has not developed in Burma ; the provincial legislative council, as constituted under the Morley-Minto schemes, has no
Burma-elected element; and the way is open for a different line of
development. There was also a practical reason for not proceeding
to investigate the particular conditions of Burma in the fact that one
Ueutenant-Governor had very recently laid down, and a new LieutenantGovernor assumed office. V{n'en our proposals are published there
will be an opportunity for the Government and people of Burma to say
how far they regard them as applicable to their case. We therefore
set aside the problem of Burma's political evolution for separate and
[uture consideration. There remain the frontier areas of the NorthvVest Frontier Province and Baluchistan, and the smaller tracts of
British India, like Delhi, Coorg, and Ajmer-Merwara. For reasons of
£trategy the two frontier provinces must remain entirely in the hands
·of the Government of India. · But, inasmuch as our guiding principle,
where the principle of responsibility cannot yet be applied, is that of
government by consultation with the representatives of the people,
we think that in some, if not all, of these areas it would be well to associate
with the personal administration of the Chief Commissioner some form
of advisory council, adjusted in composition and function to local conditions in each case. This question we would leave to the further con-sideration of the Government of India.
199. But even in the eight provinces which we have named are
•
•
included certain backward areas where the
, Treatment ~ backward people are primitive, and there is as yet no
~racts.
material on which to found political institutions. We do not think there will be any difficulty. in demarcating
them. They are generally the tracts mentioned in the schedules and
appendices to the Scheduled Districts Act, 1874, with certain exceptions,
and possibly certain additions, which the Government of India must be
invited to specify. Both the definition of these areas and the arrangements to be made for them will be matters for further consideration;
b~t. the .typJcally ba!;.k~ard t~ac~s should be excluded fro~ .the juris-.
d10t10n of tne oofotfiied provmc1al Governments and admrn1stered hy
the head of the province.

Chapter VIII.-The Provinces.
DEVOLUTION TO PROVINCIAL

GovERNMENTS.

200. W:e saw in chapter V that there was not a little spadet'
work to be done before the way lay open for
evo1u wn.
·
t o b eg1n.
·
Ab ove a11 we saw·
,
reconstructiOn
that the existing financial relations between the central and provincial Governments must be changed if ,the popular principle in
government is to have :fair play in the provinces, 'fhe present
settlements by which the Indian and provincial Governments share·
the. proceeds of certain heads of revenues are based primarily on
the estimated needs of the provinces, and the Government of In<J.ia
disposes of the surplus. This system necessarily involves contro1l
and interference by the Indian Government in provincial matters.
An arrangement which has on the whole worked successfully between two official Governments would be quite impossible between
a popular and an official Government. Our first aim has therefore·
been to find some means of entirely separating the resources of the·
central and provincial Governments.
201. We start with a change of standpoint. If p,rovincial.
autonomy is to mean anything reaf clearly
.
A new b as1s.
·
t h e provmces
must no t b e d epen d ent on t h e·
Indian Government for the means of provincial development.
Existing settlements do indeed provide for ordinary growth of expenditure, but for any large and costly innovations provincia}
Govermnents depend on doles out of the Indian surplus. Our idea •
is that an estimate should first be made o£ the sc~le of ~xpenditure·
required for the up'keep and development of the servi.ces which
clearly appertain to the Indian sphere; that resources with which
to meet this expenditure should be secured to the Indian Govermnent; and that all other revenues should then be handed over
to the provincial Governments, which will thenceforth be held•
wholly responsible for the development of all provincial services.
This, however, merely means that the existing resources will be·
distributed on a different basis, and does not get over the difficulty
of giving. to the central and provincial Governments entirely
separate rooources. Let us see how this is to '-done.
•
202. Almost everyone is agreed that a complete separation is
.
in theory desirable. Such differences of
Complete separatlOn of, opinion as we have met with have mostly
revenues.
b een con fi ne d to t h e poss1'b'l"t
1 1 y o£ e:ffect•1ng·
it in practice. It has been argued :for instance that it. would be·
unwise to narrow the basis on which both the central and provincial'
fiscal systems are based. · Some of the revenues in India, and in
particular land revenue and excise, have an element of precariousness; and the system of divided heads, with all its drawbacks, haS'
the undeniable advantage that it sp:teads the risks. This objection>
Financt'al d
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Will, however, be met if, as we claim, our nrOP,OSed distribution
gives both the Indian and provincial Governments a sufficient
measure of security. Again we have been told that the complete
segregation of the Government o:f India in financial matters will
lower its authority. This argument applies to the whole subject of
decentralization and provincial autonomy. It is not necessary for
us to meet it further. Our whole scheme must be even and wellbalanced, and it would be ridiculous to introduce wide measures of
administrative and legislative devolution and at the same time to
I'e~ain a centralized system o:f finance.

203. There are two main difficulties about complete separation.
of divided How are we to disuose of the two most important heads which are at present divided
-land-revenw and income-tax-and how are we to supplement the
yield of the Indian heads of revenue in order to make good the
needs of the central Government? At present the heads which are
divided in all or some o£ the provinqes are: -land revenue, stamps,
excise, income-tax and irrigation. About stamps and excise there
is no trouble. We intend that the revenue £rom stamp duty should
be discriminated under the already well-marked sub-heads Gener·al
and Judicial; and that the :former should be made an Indian and
the latter a provincial receipt. This arrangement will preserve uniformity in the case of commercial stamps where it is obviously
desirable to avoid discrepancies of rates; and it will also give the
provinces a tree hand in dealing with Court-fee stamps, and thus
provide them with an additional means of augmenting their resources. Excise is at present entirely a provincial head in Bombay,
Bengal, and Assam, and we see no valid reason why it should not
now be made provincial throughout India. At this stage the difficulties be~Jin. hand revenue, which is by far the biggest head of all,
is at pre~ent equally shared between the Indian and all the provincial Governments, except that Burma gets rather more than one-half
and the United Provinces get rather less. Now land revenue assessment and collection is so intimately ·concerned with the whole
administration in rural areas that the advantages o£ making it a
provincial receipt are obvious. But other considerations have to be
taken into account. One substantial difficulty is that, i£ land
revenue is made entirely provincial, the Government of India will
be faced with a deficit and its resources must be supplemented by
the pr6)vinces in Sqj!ille form or other. Moreover, famine expenditure
and expenditnre'&n major irrigation works are for obvious reasons
closely connected with land revenue, and if the receipts from that
head are made provincial it logically :follows that the provinces
should take over the very heavy liability for famine relief and protective works. An argument of quite another character was also
put forward. We were told that in the days of dawning popular
government in the provinces it would be well that lhe provincial
Government should be able to fall back on the support of the Government of India (as, if the head were still divided, it would' be able
to do) when its land-revenue policy was attacked. But it is just
Abolition
heads.
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because divided heads' are not regarded as merely a· financial
expedient but are, and so long as they survive will be, viewed as a
means of going behind the provincial Government to the Government o£ India, that we feel sure that they should be abolished. We
propose, therefore, to make land revenue, together with irrigation,
wholly provincial receipts. It follows that the provinces will
become entirely liable for expenditure on :famine relief and protective irrigation works. We shall explain shortly what arrangements
we propose :for financing famine expenditure. The one remaining
lwad is income-tax. We see two very drong reasons :for makin,g
this an Indian receipt. First, there is the necessity o£ mainta~ning
a uniform rate throughout the country. The inconveniences, particularly to the commercial world, of having different rates in
different provinces are manifest. Secondly in the case o£ ramifying
enterprises with their business centre in some big city, the province
in which the tax is paid is not necessarily the province in which the
income was earned. We have indeed been told that income-tax is
merely the industrial or professional complement of the land
revenue; and that to provincialize the latter, while Indianizing the
former, means giving those provinces whose wealth is more predominantly agricultiual, such as the United Provinces and Mad;as, an
initial advantage over a province like Bombay, which has very large
commerchll ancl industrial interests. Another very practical argument is tlmt the tax is collected by provineial agency, and. that i£
provincial Governments are given no indu,cement, such as a share
of the receipts or a commission on the collections which is only such
n share in disguise, there will be a tendency to slackness in collection and a consequent falling off in receipts. We admit that these
arguments have force; but we are not prepared to let them stand in
the way of a complete separation of resources. E2-uality of trea.tment as between one province and another must lie readhed so far
aR it is possible in the settlements as a whole, and it is not possible
~o extend the principle of equality to individu,al heads of revenue.
I£ it should be found that receipts fall off it may be necessary to
create an all-Indian agency for the collection o£ the tax, but this we
should clearly prefer to retaining it as a divided. head. To sum up :
we propose to retain the Indian and provincial heads as at present,
but to add to the former income-tax and general stamps, and to the
latter land revenue, irrigation, excise, and judicial stamps. No
heads will then remajn divided.
204. For:the purposes of famine relief we pr~s~•that the prod"t
vincial settlements should make allowances
.
F amme
expen 1 ure.
b ase d on each prov1nce
• , s average l"1ab'l"t
1 1 y to
this calamity in the past; and it will be the duty of provincial
Governments liable to famine not to dissipate this special provision,
but to hold a sufficient portion of their resources in reserve against
the lean years. In years when there is no scarcity a province should
not spend its famine assignment on ordinary purposes, but should
either add it to its balances or spend it on some defensive purpose
directed to diminishing the cost of famine when it comes~ We
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;:recognize that difficulties may arise because provineial Governme~ts
may fail to make sufficient provision, or because a severe famme
-may come upon them before they have ha(l time to accumulate a
:t>ufficient provision with which to meet it. In such cases the Indian
•Government could never renounce responsibility. But we are glad
to believe that the liabilities arising out of famine relief will tend
to be smaller in the future than in the past, owing to the improvement of protective measures and also to the increasing recuperative
<power of the people to which all experience of recent famines points.
Provincial Governments have at present large balances on which
ihey could draw in the first instance if heavy famine expenditure
:became necessary. If it were still necessary for the Government o£
India to intervene its assistance should, we think, take the form
-o£ a loan, whjch the provincial Government would be liable to
:repay; or if the amount so advanced were so large that it could not
be repaid within a reasonable time without grave embarrassment,
the whole, or a portion, of it should be regarded as a permanent loan
on which the provincial Government would pay interest.
205. When all sources of revenue have been completely distri. _
buted as we propose there will be a large
Need Jor m~etn~g the deficit in the Government of India's budget.
-;resultant defimt m the
.
.
.
.
indian budget.
One way of meetmg 1t would be to mamtam
the basis of the present settlements, but to
.allot to the Government of India a certain proportion of growing
l'evenue instead of its share of the divided heads. But this device
wol?-ld stereotype all the existing inequalities between the provinces
wh1ch by reason of the permanent settlement in some of them are
<Considerable; while it ·would also introduce an element of great
uncertainty into the Indian Government's finance. A second
• 'Suggestion was th,at we should take an all-round contribution on a
per capita tasis. But this expedient also would not obviate very
undesirabl~ variations between provinces in the rate of levy owing
·to the inequality of provincial resources and of provincial needs.
A_ third plan was to take an all-round percentage c-ontribution based
Dn gross provincial revenue. This is open, inter alia, to the objection that it would leave several o£ the provinces with large deficits.
Fourthly, we considered, but rejected, the proposal that provinces
which had a surplus should temporarily help others as being
't>.umhrous and impracticable.
206. •From our e~mination o£ these proposals we cam~ to certain
f
J0 i " broad conclusions. We agreed that in fixing
0
s so ng.
contributions it was undesirable and unnecessary to pay regard to the growing revenues o£ the provinces.
'"\Ve agreed als:J that the contributions should be of fixed amounts.
I:Ve saw that equality of contribution was impracticable, because we
bave not a clean slate. In spite of the variations in income which
result from the permanent settlement in some areas, stereotyped
scales o£ expenditure have grown . up, which makes it useless to
attempt any theoretic calculation on which a uniform contribution
from the provir!ces could be based, such as an equal .percentage of
The mean

.
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revenues or a contribution fixed on a population basis. This led u~
to look for some plan which would fit more closely_ into the existing
facts.
·
Starting ~ith an estima;te (based on the budget figures for
1917~18, subJect to some adJustments) of the gross revenue of all
prov!llces when all divided heads have been abolished, and deducting the:refrom an estimate of the normal expenditure of all provinces, including provision for expenditure on famine relief and
protective irrigation, we arrived at Rl,564 lakhs as the gross provincial surplus. The deficit in the Government of India's budget
was R1,363 lakhs. This left R201 lakhs, or about 13 per cent, of
the total gross surplus as the net surplus available to the provinces.
We would propose to assess the contribution from each province to
the Government of India as a percentage of the difi.ll:lrence between
the gross provincial revenue and the gross provincial expenditure.
On the basis of the figures which we have taken this percentage
would be 87. . The contributions to the Government of India would
form the first charge upon the provincial revenues. The way in
which our plan would work out in practice can be gathered from
the following figures : -

[In lakhs ~f rupees.]'

Gross
Contribu·
Gross
Gross
Net
provincial
provincial
provincial tion (87 • provincial'
expend·
per
cent
surplus.
revenue.
surplus.
iture
of col. 4).

Province.

··-

1

3

4

13,31
10,01
7,54
11,22
8,64
7,69
4,04
4,12
1,71

8,40
9,00
6,75
7,47
6,14
6,08
3,59
3,71
1,50

4,91
1,01
79
3,75
2,50
1,61
45
41
21

68,28

52,64

15,64

2

---~-~-··-·

..

-~

6

5
····-

Madras
Bombay
Bengal
•
•
United Provinces
Punjab
Burma
Bihar and Orissa
Central Provinoee
Assam
ToTAL

.

4

4jll8
88

63
13

3,27
2,18
1,40
39
36
18

48

~

13,63

:to

32
21

s

5
3
2,0ll

N.B.-Th~ PunJ'ab fi gures in column 5 should be reduced a~tho~~~e in column 6 raise d
by 3! lakhs in each case to allow for the continued compensation which the provmce
is entitled.to receive for the cession of a crore of its balances to the Government 0f
India in 1914.
We recognize, of course, that the objection will be taken that
some provinces even under this plan will bear a very much heavier
proportion of the cost of the Indian Government than others.
Madras and the United Provinces will be paying 47·4 per cent and
41·1 per cent of their remaining revenues to the Government of
India, while Bengal and Bombay ar~ paying only 10·1 per cent and!
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9·6 per cent, respectively. Our answer is that the objection is one·
that applies to existing inequalities which we adn:it that our.sche~e·
fails for the pres~nt to remove. It merely contmues the disparity
which is at present masked by the system o£ divided heads. But
the immediate settlement proposed improves the position o£ the provinces as a whole by upwards of one million sterling. It is not
intended to be of a final nature; and when revenues develop and a.
revision takes place under normal conditions an opportunity will
arise for smoothing out inequalities. We have already mentioned
at the beginning of this part of our report that our proposals generally do not relate to the minor administrations. Their financial
transactions are classified as all-Indian; and with them. separate
arrangements must continue.
207. The ~overnment of India have already put matters in train
· The possible need for by consulting provincial Governments on.
revision.
these proposals. It may be added that when.
details come to be worked out we may find it convenient to take.some
later figures as the basis of the settlement, and that the rephes of
local Governments will also necessitate some revision; but we hope'
that the general scheme which we have outlined may be accepted ..
Our intention is that the new arrangements should take effect from
whatever date is fixed in the statute for the installation of the new
constitutional machinery. One caveat we are bound to make ..
Emerge"ncies may arise which cannot be provided for by immediately raising Government of India taxation; and in that case it
must be open to the central Government to make a special supplementary levy upon the provinces. W e.must add that inasmuch as
our proposals are based on war figures they should be open to
revision hereafter, but not subject to change for a period of say six
years; anll to a.roid intermediate discussions the scheme should in,
the meantime be regarded as part of the constitutional arrangement
with the provinces. It should also be one of the duties of the
periodic commis'Sion which we propose should be appqinted to·
examine the development of constitutional changes after ten years'
experience of their working or of some similar body at that time,
to reinvestigate the question of the provincial contributions to the·
Government of India. We have, for the present, accepted the
inequality of burden which history imposes on the provi:q.ces,
because we cannot break violently with traditional standards of
expenditure, or ;mbject the permanently settled provinces to
financlal pre~sm~ which would have the practical result of forcing
them to reconsider the permanent settlement. But it is reasonable
~o expect that with the growth of provincial autonomy any inequalIty of burdf'ns will be resented more strongly by the provinces on
whom it falls; and it will be for the first periodic commission and
for its successors after review of the situation then existing to
~etermine whether some. period should not be set by which the more
lightly burdened provmces should be expected to find means of
bringing up their :financial resources to the common level of
strength. We attach great weight to the proposition that if the
provinces are to be really seJ,£-governing they ought to adjust their
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">SXpenditure-inclYding therein their obligations to the common
interests of India-according to their resources and not to draw
indefinitely on more enterprising neighbours.
208. It follows from our proposed separation of revenues that
. .
there will in future be also a complete
ProvmCJal budgets and separation of the central and provincial
,balances.
.
·
budgets; and that the former w1ll hence£orward include only the direct transactions of the Government of
India, and not as at present those of the provinces also. It likewise follows that there will be no more earmarking of any portion
o~ frovinci:'11 balances; and that portions previously earmarked
w1l be available for general purposes.
209. Generally speaking provincial Governments e:njoy the same
Code restrictions.
deta_iledhfinanciha~ hpowers ibn divided . he:'1d s
as In t ose w 1c are w o11y provmc1a1.
'l'he mere provincialization of heads of revemw and expenditure
·will therefore not of itself suffice to free the provinces from the
restrictions on their spending powers which the provisions of the
codes and other standing orders impose upon them. Nor can the
Government of India, except to a relatively minor extent, e'!llarge
their powers, since they themselves have to conform to the restrictions on expenditure imposed by the Secretary of State in Council.
If provinces are to have a relatively freer hand in expenditure in
future it will be necessary to relax the India Office control. Proposals for its relaxation are already under the consideration of the
'Government of India and will be further considered at the Ind:ia
'Office.
210. We saw also in chapter V that some means of enlarging
the taxing powers of loc~ Go,.ernments
· k th. a t
must, 1'f poss1'bl e, b e f oun d . W e t,_
. r.nn
the best means of freeing the provincial Governments in this respect
will be to schedule certain subjects of taxation as reserved for the
provinces, and to retain the residuary powers in the hands of the
Government of Ind,ia, with whom rests the ultimate responsibility
for the security of the country. We have not attempted to frame
;:t schedule, as this can only be done in consultation with the provinc:ial Governments. We think that where a tax falls within the
Rchedule the Government of India's previous sanction to the legislation required for its imposition should not be n"'cessary; bu' that
the Bill should be forwarded to the Government of india in sufficient time to enable that Government to satisfy itself that the
proposal is not open to objection as trenching on its own field of
taxation. The Governor General's power o£ veto will emmre that
-the wishes of the Government of India are not disregarded. In cases
not covered by the schedule the Government of India's sanction
should be sought before the necessary legislation is introduced; but
this sanction would be withheld only if the proposal trespassed on
Indian heads of revenue to an undue extent; or if the tax
'Was a new one and the central Government itself contemplated
t.
· · 1t
P rovmc1a
·axa Jon.

•
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imposing it as an all-India tax; or if the prop~sals were, in theopinion o:f the Government of ;India, .likely to lead to undes.irable
consequences which would affect its own responsibilities. Where
sanction is required it should be conveyed by executive orders; it is
clearly undesirable to undertake double legislation. The right now
enjoyed by private members of introducing taxation Bills will be
continued, provided that the sanction o£ the kead o£ the. province
is obtained to the introduction of the Bill, and that such Bills are,_
in relation to the Government of India, dealt with exactly as
Go,Yernment finance Bills.
211. We come now to the question of the borrowing powers of
provincial Governments. In this respect
Provincial borrowing.
provincial Governments are almost unanimous in desir1ng greater :freedom. They recognize the difficultieswhich we have already discussed, and the impossibility of allowing
them to compete with the Government of India in the open market.
But they suggest that the central Goverinnent should regard arr
application for a loan solely from the standpoint of finance and not
from that of administration, and that, if it has the money and if·
satisfied with the arrangements for financirrg the loan, it should not
withhold sanction. It has also been represented to us that there·
exist local sources which could be tapped by provincial Governments
but are not touched by Indian loans. A new argument for further
liberty o·f action is afforded by our proposal to provincialize irrigatiorr
works on which a large capital expenditure is necessary. We think
that in order to avoid harmful competition provincial Governments
must continue to do their borrowing through the Government of
India. Also it may often happen that the Government of India
will not be able to raise sufficient money to meet all provincial
requiremellrits. Po. that case it may find it necessary to limit its total
borrowin~ on behalf of provincial Governments in particular years;
and when that happens, it will be difficult for it entirely to avoid a
reference to the relative merits 6f the schemes for which the loans
are wanted. We think, however, in such cases there ought to be no
insuperable difficulty in making a reasonably fair and equitable
distribution between the provinces. It may be found expedient in
some cases to. appoint a small committee on which the central and'
the provincial Governments are represented to settle the distribution ;
and it should be open to a ,province to renounce its claims in one
year i:n.return for t)le first claim on the money available·in the next
year. But WEi> are prepared to go further. I£ the Government of
India finds itself unable to raise the money in any one year which
a province requires, or i£ there is good reason to believe that a provincial project may attract money which would not be elicited by a
Government o£ India loan, we would allow ·the provincial Government to have recourse to the Indian market. But in that case we
think that they should secure the approval of the Government of
India to the method o:£ borrowing, including the rate of interest, so
as not to affect investments in the post office, and the time of borrowing, so as not to conflict with Indian loans. So far as the limited:

•
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~mark~t permits ·we should like to see the municipal practice of

borro.wing for unproductive public purposes with a sinking fund
-extended to provincial Governments.

· 212. These measures will give provincial Governments the
liberty of financial action which is indis·
pensabl e; but t h e provmces
must a1so b e
secured against any ·unnecessary interference by the Government
.of India in the spheres of legislative and administrative business.
It is our intention to reserve to the Government of India a general
.overriding power of legislation for the discharge of all functi.Clns
which it will have to perform. It should be enabled under this
power to intervene in any province for the protection and enforcement of the interests for which it is responsible; to legisl~te on any
provincial matter in respect of which uniformity of leg'islation is
desirable either for the whole of India or for any two or more
provinces; and to pass legislation which may be adopted either
s£mpliciteJ' or with modifications by any province which may wish
to make 'use of it. We think that the Government of India must
he the sole judge ot. the p1'opriety of any legislation which it may
undertake under iUtJ one of these categories, and that its competence
so to legislate should not be open to challenge in the • courts.
Subject to these reservations we intend that within the field v<r:Uich
may be marked off for provincial legislative control the sole legislative power shall rest with the provincial legislatures. Tire precise
method by which this should be effected is a matter to be considered
when the necessary statute is drafted, and we reserve our final
·opinion upon it. There are advantages in a statutory demarcation
·of powers ;;uch as is found in some federal constitutions, but we feel
that if this is to leave the validity of acts to be challenged in the
courts on the ground of their being in excess of ~he pQ.wers of the •
particular legislature by which they are passed, we should be
subjecting every Government in the country to an almost ~ntolerable
harassment. Moreover, in India where the central Government
must retain large responsibilities, as for defence and law and order,
a st.atutory limitation upon its legislative functions may be inexpedient. 'Ve have already referred to the fact that there has been
growing up in India for some time a convention which by now has
acquired no little strength to the effect that the central Government
shall not without strong reason legislq,te in the internal affairs of
provinces. · We think therefore that it may ~e better, in.,tead of
attempting' to bar the legislative power of the Gover11ment of India
in certain spheres of provincial business, to leave it to be settled as
·a matter of constitutional practice that the central Government will
not interfere in provincial matters unless the interests for which it
is itself responsible are directly affected.
· 1 t' d 1 t·
L egls
a 1ve evo u wn.

213. The question of restraining the central Government f:r4ln
Administrative devolu- administrative interference in the provinces
. Lion.
is more difficult. We recognize that, in so
· far as the provincial Governments of the future will still remain
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partly bureaucratic in character; there 9an be no _logical reason for
relaxing the control of supenor offiCial authonty over them nor
indeed would any general relaxation be approved by Indian opinion;
and that in this respect the utmost that can be justified is such
modification of present methods of control as aims at getting rid of
interference in minor matters, which might very well be left to the
decision o£ the authority which is most closely acquainted with the
:facts. It is, however, in relation to provincial Governments in their
popular aspect that serious difficulties present themselves. So long
as the Government of India itself is predominantly official in character and, therefore, remains amenable to the Secretary of State, its
interference in any matters normally falling within the range of
popular bodies in the provinces involves a clash of principle which
cannot :fail to.engender some heat, and the scope of which it is on
all grounds desirable to keep within very closely defined bounds. At
the same time we perceive that there are many matters which, taken
in bulk, may reasonably be regarded as fitted for administration by
popular bodies, but which have aspects that cannot fail to be of intimate concern to the Government which is responsible for the security
or goo( administration of the whole country. We shall have occasion to•return to this point when we have stated our proposals for the
demarcation of responsibility for the administration.
PROVINCIAL ExECUTIVES.

214. Let us now explain how we contemplate to future that the
.
t
executive Governments of the provinces
11
0
ounc governmen ·
shall be constituted. As we have seen,
"three provinces are now governed by a Governor and an Executive Cooo.cil 8f three members, of whom one is in practice an
Indian a:Qd two are usually appointed from the Indian Civil .Service, although the law says only that they must be qualified by
twelve years' service under the Crown in India. One province,
Bihar and Orissa, is administered by a lieutenant-governor with
a council of three constituted in the same way. The remaining
five provinces, that is to say, the three lieutenant-governorships
of the United ProvinceR, the Punjab, and Burma, and the two chief
commissionerships of the Central Provinces and Assam are under
the administration of a sing-le official head. We find .throughout
India, :.t very general desire £or the extension of council government.
There is a beiief that when the administration centres in a single
man the pressure o£ work inevitably results in some matters o£
importance being disposed o£ in his name, but without personal
refecrence to him, by secretaries to Government. There is also a
feeling that collective decisions, which are the result of bringing
together different points of view, are more likely to be judicious
and well-weighed than those of a single mind. But, above all, council government is valued by Indians, because of the onportunity
it affords for taking an Indian element into the administration
itself. To our minds, howevtJr, there is an overriding reason of
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greater importance than any of these. The retention' o£ the ad-·
ministration p£ a province in the hands of a single man precludes·
the possibility of giving it a responsible character. Our first proposition, therefore, is that in all these provinces single-headed'
administration must cease and be replaced by collective admini- •
stration.
215.

In determining the structure of the executive we have to

bear in mind the duties with which it will
be charged. We start with the two postulates that complete responsibility £or the government canno-&-be
given immediately without inviting a breakdown, and that someresponsibility must be given at once i£ our scheme is to have any
value. We have defined responsibility as consisting primarily in
amenability to constituents and, in the second place, ~n amenability
to an assembly. We do not believe--ihat there is any way of satisfying these governing conditions other than by making a division
o£ the functions of the provincial Government between those which
may be made over to popular control and those which for the present must remain in official hands. The principles and methods of'
such division, and also the diffieulties which it presents, we shall
discuss hereafter. For the moment let us assume that such division has been made, and .that certain heads ·of business are retained
under official, and certain others made over to popular, cont~ol. We
mav call these the ' reserved ' and ' transferred ' subjects, respectively. It then :follows that for the management of each of thesetwo' categories there must be some form of executive body, with a
legislative organ in harmony with it, and if friction and disunion
are to be avoided it is also highly desirable that the two parts of
the executive should be harmonized. We hav~ considered the •
various means open to us of satisfying these exactmg re~uirements .
The structure
executive.

o£ the

•
216. In the first place we set aside the idea o£ establishing
tw&
.
t
'd
different
executives
each
working
in
conjuncD ua1Ism se as1 e.
t'wn wit
· h a separa t e 1egis
· 1a t ure of 1't s own.
That plan seemed to us only to enhance the division between the two·
elements in the. Government which it should be our object by every
possible means to minimize. Such complete dualism in executive
and legislature must lead to hopeless friction. One Government
would be regarded as official, and one as Indian; and no great provision is needed to see how differences must ensue over the di'l.ision of'
finaneial resources and other matters. Assuming thet>efore that the
machine of government must as :far as possible be single, and nou
dual, both in its legislative and executive aspects, we examined the·
alternative ways in which it appeared open to us to construct the·
executive.
.

21 '7. One plan which we considered was that in all provinces
..
there should be set up councils consisting of"
An alternative plan.
:four members, of whom two would be· qualified, as now, bv Rervice under the Crown in India, while :for two no
such qualification would be required.• In practice the composition ot'

,A
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the councils would be two European officials and two Indians. Our
:further intention was, after subjecti'ng an official executive so composed :for a period of years to the influence of a legislative council
constituted with an elected majority and associated with the administration by means of elected standins- committees attached to the
departments, to Teplace the two Ind1an members of the executiv~
council by ministers appointed from, and accountable to, the legislative councils. During this period, which would be essentially
Qne of training, some members o:f the legislative councils would
ha"'Ve' acquired some practical acquaintance with the art o:f administration through the standing committees, but there would be no
formal distribution of business, so far as administration was concerned, into tr.ans:ferred and reserved subjects; though in dealing
with the transferred subjects the Government would as far as possible
endeavour to give effect to the wishes of the legislative councils.
The executive in such a &cheme, finding itself face to :face with an'
elected majority which might withhold essential legislation or
, supplies, would have had to be armed with power to make good in
the last resort its purposes in respect o:f reserved subjects. We do
not think that such a scheme would have been unfavourably received
in India. But further consideration showed that it was open·~
grave defects. So long as the Indian members o:f the executive
were not. appointed-f.l:·om--the elected members o£ the legislative
·council they would have had no responsibility to· the legislature.
But i£ this defect were cured by appointing them from the legislative council we should have formed a Government all the members of which were equally responsible :for all subjects but were,
though to a lesser extent than in the Congress-League scheme,
• accountable to -different authorities. If, on the other hand, we
delayed thig- step until the, training period was over, we should have
encouraged the elected members o:f council in the habits of irresponsible criticism which have been the bane o£ the Morley-Minto
councils, and from which it is our aim to escape. Then when
ministers responsible to the legislative council were brought into
being it would have been necessary, in pursuance o:f our principles,
to .place them in charge of the transferred subjects. But either the
ministers would still have continued to share with the .executive
council responsibility for even the reserved subjects, o~ else they
would have relinquished such joint responsibility and- confined
themseh'es exclusively to the transferred subjects. The :former
alternative is objectionable because it would make the ministers,
who are responsible to the electorates, accountable to them not only
for transferred subjects, for which responsibility is intended, but
also for reserved subjects, over which popular control is not at pre-'
sent intended to operate. In the second place, it is objection;1ble
because the responsibility for the reserved subjects would be shared
by members o£ the executive council responsible to the Sec;retary of
State with ministers responsible to electorates. The latter alternative is open to the criticism th.at it deprives the Indian element
in the Government o£ such voic~ in the reserved subjects as they had
previously enjoyed.
·
L
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218. We propose therEl'!ore that in each province the executive
.Government should consist o£ two parts.
0 ur own proposal s.
One part wou ld compr1se
·
th e li ea d o:r.e th e.
.
province and an executive council o£ two members. In all provinces
the head of the Government would be known as Governor, though
this common designation would not imply any equality o£ emoluments or status, both o£ which would continue to be regulated by
the existing distinctions, which seem to us generally suitable. One
of the two executive councillors would in practice be a European,
qualified by long official experience, and the other would be an
Indian. It has been ·urged that the latter should be an erected
member o£ the provincial legislative council. It is unreasonable
that choice should be so limited. It should be open to the Gove't"'mn.'
to recommend whom he wishes. In making his nominations the
Governor should be free to take into consideration the names o£
persons who had won distinction, whether in the legislative council
or any other field. The Governor in Council would have charge o£
the reserved subjects. 'rhe other part o£ the Government would
consist o:f one member or more than one member accordin to the
number an lmpor ance 0 the trans errec su ects chosen b t
Governo~ the elected me1n ers o t .e erns atlve counc1 .
e
would , be known as ministQ.!'§~- .. They would be mem ers o t
0 executive Government, but not members o£ the executive ~ouncil;
I\: and they -wpulgJ~~-- ~poi~~ed Jor_j]l~ liffl,i;im~-~egislativ~f'
f-OUJ!E}L!1.ll~ if re-ele_~~~4 to that b()~y __~o!-1_1<1 beJ_>E)_~elig:il;JJe for
~PJ)Ol~!.f!llent as me:r:gher.~ o[:tho oxecutn~e~. As we h!lve se,1~l the;r
woul~ not hold office at the w1ll of ~!le legislatu·re, but at tliat o the~r
constituent§..:._We make no recommendation in regard to pay. Th1s
is a matter-wliich may be disposed of subsequently.
219. The portfolios dealing with the transferred subjects would
.
be committed to the ministers, and on these
Rela.tl~n. of the Gover- subjects the ministers too-ether with the •
nor to mm1sters.
l
h.,
•. .
.
Governor wou d form t e adimmstratlon.
On such subjects their decisions would be final, subject ~ly to the
Governor's advice and control. We do not contemplate that from
the outset the Governor should occupy the position o£ a purely constitutional Governor who is bound to accept the decisions o£ his
ministers. Our hope and intention is that the ministers will gladly
avail themselves o£ the Governor's trained advice upon administra6ve questions, while on his part he will be willing to meet the1r
wishes to the furthest possible extent in cases where he realizes
that they·have the support of popular opinion. We reserve to him
a power of control, because we regard him as generally responsibl('
for his administration, but we should expect him to refuse asse11.t
to the proposals of his ministers only when the consequences of
acquiescence would clearly be serious. Also we do not think that
he should accept without hesitation and discussion proposals which
are clearly seen to be the result o£ inexperience. But we do. not
intend that he should be in a position to refuse assent at discretion
to all his ministers' proposals. We recommend that :for the guid-

e
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ance of Governors in relation to their minfsters, and indeed on other
matters also·
an Instrument
of Instructions· be issued to them on
. '--~..r"
.-~"·············-·.--···-·-·--·-·-·-----~----·---------- ------------,.·-·----appointment by tne-·Secret~rv o:f Statejn Qo11ncil. ·
--·--~22([--Thei~--i~--~~~th~;:--p~~;i~ion which we wish to make. The
..
Governor :rmty be himself unfamiliar with
.Additional
. members Indian conditions· and his Government
w1thout portfoho.
.
'
.
. '
constituted as we have proposed, wrll contam
only -one European member. He will thus normally have only one
member with official experience. In some provinces where the
Governor is himsel£ an official and thoroughly familiar with the
requirements o:f the province, the advice and assistance of one official
{lo.J..kague may suffice. But in other cases this will not be so. \Ve
propose, therefore, that the Governor should appoint, i:f he chooses,
one or two additional members of his Government, as members with-out portfolio, :for purposes" of consultation and advice. It is true
that it is alw~s open to the Governor to seek the advice of any o£
his officials; but that is not the same thing as appointing them to
be members o£ the Government with the status and authority attaching to such office. The adgitional members 'YOuld still discharge
the functions of, and draw the pay attached to, their substantive
appointments.
221. It is our intention that the Government thus composed and
Workh~g of the execut- with this distribution of functions shall disive.
charge them as one Government. It jg
highly desirable that the executive should cultivate the habit o:f
associaMd deliberation and essential that it should present a united
front to the outside. We would there:fore suggest that, as a general rule, it should deliberate as a whole, but there must certainly
be occasions upon which the Governor will pre:fer to discuss a particular question with that part of his Government, directly responsible. It would therefore rest with him to decide whether to call
, a meeting .:>:f his9whole Government, or of either part o:f it, though
· he would.doubtless pay speciaL attention to the advice of the particular member or minister in charge o:f the subjects under discus-sion. The actual decision on a transferred subject would be taken,
after general discussion, by the Governor and his ministers; the
action to be taken on a reserved subject would be taken, after
similar discussion, by the Governor and the other members .of his
-executive council, who would arrive at their decision in the manner
provided in the existing statute. The additional members, if present, would take their share in the discussion, but would in no case
take a part in the decision. At a meeting of the whole Government
there would nt'lver be, in :fact, any question of voting, for the decision would be left, as we have stated, to that part of the Government responsible :for the particular subject involved. But there
are questions upon which the functions of the two portions of the
Government will touch or overlap, such, for instance, as decisions on
the budget or on many matters of administration. On these questions, in case of a difference of opinion between the ministers and
the executive council, it will be the Governor who decides.
L2

·'

'
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222. Let us now see the advantages 6f this transitional arrangement and anticipate cri:ticisn;1s. It has been
Advantages and dist 1't
advantages of this plan.
urge d WI·'th gr~a,t f orce th a t , at th e ou t ~e.'·
would be unfall' to entrust the respons1b1hty
for the administration of any subject to men holding office at the
will of the legislative council. 'l'he legislative council has had no
experience of the power of dismissing ministers, or the results
attending the exercise of such power. Nobody in India is Y.et
familiar with tl1e obligations imposed by tenure of office at the~ll
of a representative assembly. It is only by actual ~xperienc~ that
these lessons can be learned. But our schem.e rov1des secur1t o£.\r,
tenure for ministers for the lifetime o t e council during the.
-:?' prelimmar:.yJ)~l:~()!!;" ~~!:!::ld_tlie-~re _glVE:)f'l f'!O!UE:J tj}}1Q 1 _Y'ThiQ.:Q._w.~.W,ink
should 'be snort, to prepal'e for the full exercise of responsibility.
· By the device, however, of appointing the ministers from the elected
members of the legislative council and making: their tenure of offi.Q.~
conditional on the retention of their seats we have established at
once some il'ieasure"''()fi:e8)oi1SiliJiil__.lilTileform of .respoi1SlbliTty
o 1e1r constituents, an Htve t.lll.s_plt.t. ~~-.£.~.. ~.2....~~-~~!!~ci.ition o;f
affairs in which those entrusted with the admjmstratwn are wholly
irresponsible to the eonstituents who elect the legislative eouneil.
ny dividing the Government into what will in effect he two eommittees with different responsibilities we have ensured that "members
of the Go'fernment accountable to different authorities do not exercise the same responsibility for all subjects. By entrusting the
transferred portfolios to the ministers we have limited responsibility
to the Indian electorate to those subjects in which we desire to giv~
resnonr;ibili.tv flrr;t. W A have done this without now, or at :mv time,
de1;riving tl;e Indian element in the Government.of rf'tilponsibility •
for the reserved "Subjects. 'rhe fact that we are entrusting some
functions of Government to mmisters makes it im ossibl~ for us to
contem late t e retentiOn m an
rovince o an executive counc1
o more t 1an two mem...._gr.~_L __ut t e reduetion of the uropean
element in the council may be regarded as equivalent to an increase
in the Indian element. At the same time, by the appointment of
the additional members of the Government we have secured that
the Governor shall have at his disposal ample offieial advice. The
arrangement admits of adjustment to the different provinces,
because we contemplate that the number of transferred subjects,
and therefore the number of ministers,·may varv in.each 1)rovince.
It is quite true that our plan involves some weakening of tne unity
of the executive and some departure from constitutional orthodoxy;
but whenever and wherever we approach this problem of realizing
resiJonsibility at different times in different fun9tions we find it
impossible to adhere tightly to theoretieal principles. It would he
impossible to attain our object by a composite Government so
composed that all its members should he equally responsible for
all subjects. At the same time, it is necessary to secure that the
whole executive should be eapable of acting together. What we
can do is to aim at minimizing ca11ses of friction; and we have
proposed arrangements that can be worked by mutual forbearance

.
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and_ .a: strong common purpose. It is our intention that the
declSlons o.-f the Government should be loyally defended by the
entire Government, but that the ministers should feel resEOJ!.§j.2i!itY
for co~ormi~~~~OI_]]:en ~ cQ!ijfg~enls~"!t is true that
tliese two forces may pull d1:fferent \vays; 1iut; tbough the analogy
is clearly not complete, there are occasions when members of a
Government, and indeed members of Parliament at Home, have to
choose between loyalty to the Government and to their own constituents. All the members of the composite executive will be chosen
by the Governor, and his position in the administration will enable
hm1 to act as a strong unifying force. The habit of deliberating
as a whole will also tend to preserve the unity of the Government,
whtie the special responsibility o:f either part :for the subjects committed to it will he recognized by the legislative council and the
electorate. It seems to us, therefore, that, both :from the point of
view of capaci<ty for development and from that of ensuring cooperation while developing ~sponsihility, our arrangement is the
best that can be devised for the transitional period.

223. Our proposals may strike some critics as complicated.

But
few constitutions, except those of a purely
d espot1c
• ch aracter, can b e d escrr"b e d WI"th out
•
some a:Qpearance of complication; and the course which we have
deliberately chosen, and which is in its nature experimental and
transitional, is relatively elaborate because it involves the temporary
co-ordinaj;ion of two different principles of government. If we had
· proposed to delay the concession of .Any responsibility at all until
~Such time as we could give complete responsibility our scheme
certainly would have had the minor merit of simplicity. But apart
from our obligation to comply with the ,announcement of August 20,
we feel that such a course would have subjected the mechanism of
• government, when the change from irresponsibility to complete
responsibility ca~e, to so violent a shock that it might well have
broken down. We were driven therefore first to devising some
dualism in the executive; and secondly to providing for such a
balance o:f power between the two portions as would permit the one
portion to grow without at the same time disabling the other from
discharging its very necessary functions of preserving continuity
and s~teguarding essentials. Given such difficult conditions, we do
no~ink that a less elaborate solution can readily be devised.
,'224. The suggestion has been made to us that in sorp.e proyinces
.,._
it might be convenient, where thB press of
A £.\l.l'-~~e,r proposa1.
. h eavy, t o app01n
. t some mem
. b ers 0.1.e
·--- · ·
•
wor k 1s
the legislati-ve council, not necessarily elected, to position~ analogo\1-s to that of a parliamentary under-secretary in Bl'eat Britain,
fqr the purpose of assisting the members of the executive .in th~ir
d~partrnental duties and of representing them in the legisl.atlve
CQJ:tncil. We feel no doubt that the elaboration of .the machmery
which is inevitable in :future will impose greater burdens on the
members of the Government, We suggest therefore tha-Li~.m.ay be
advisable and convenient to take power to make such appointwep.ts.
· t"fi t.
It S JUS
I ca lOll.
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PROVINCIAL LEGISL4TURES.

225. We will now explain how we intend that the provincia~
legislatures o£ the future shall be constico~~cll~~sition of the tuted. _We propose there shall be in each
.
province an enlarged legislative council,.
differing i!l size and composition from province to province, with
; sub~~antial_t~ectet m.ajority,J!.~,~~e~t,h.t,~1i:~~~,~J-~~ti~1.?:U a ~ad

b:aw~-c ~tJ~~~:,. ·~Tt~~--~F~xa~~no~~~f~~~t\;.- ~~~~~S:~i!& -~~~d:s s~~~
1

am.phficatwn i£ it is to be intelligible. We have been invited by
many advisers to indicate at once the composition ~£ the councils
which we contem1)late. We have r_tlfrained from that task for
good and sufficient reasons. It would be easy to make proposals,
but in the present state of our information it would be ver1. difficult
to inve~:;t those proposals with authori~y. H a sound beginning ia
to be made the foundations £~1:. th!;) buildj,J?;g must be _laid deepel'.
'l'he first step must be not a hard-and-fast adjustment of the composition of the councils to the various interests o£ each province as
estimated fr?m headquarters, but --~~-S~!,~,!!-1:!. _§,t!'!'Y.~l ... ~f . all the
material avmlablein the Pl'?':i1lce £?~· an electomte. \\le must, in
fact, measure the ntimbei; of :wersons who 'cari"i'n the diJfe:flent parts .
of the country be reasonably ~E-.!m,s;,if,!;l,...,w.~th~.;t~~---!l;!lti§§ Qi,.();itizen~Jlip. \V'e must as.c.ertain what sort of franchise will b~ .suited to
l29.aL conditi<?ns, and how interests that inay be unable to find
aa'eqii"a"fe' representation in such constituencies are to be represented.
Such an electoral survey of the ~nti~~- cq;t:111:try :i.s .olrv,io1:1.~ly beyond
oul"'"p'Ow'e'f'Ef"''iit''t'lfe p'Fese'ilt time.· We propose tha!t the ~Work should •
be undertaken by a special committee, which should be appointed to.
deal with it as soon as possible; for whatever modifications o£ our
own proposals may be decided upon in further discussion it seems
to us certain that work of this particular nature must in any case
be done. We suggest that the committee should consist of a chairman, chosen from outside India, two experienced officials, and two
Indians of high standing and repute. In each province the
material for its deliberations would, of course, be prepared for it by
the local {Jovernment; indeed in some spade-work has already bAen
done. As the committee visj.ted each province in turn one- civilian
officer and one Indian, appointed by the provinci'hl Government,
should join it and share in its labours. The committee's investiga-

!i~!ini~~0(1'!~~Ji;~~f~~-tto~'\vi~6iEWe~~;t£~r·ttt~~~~~gfif~~~!t~~n~t t~~

advise as to the composition of the councils, which, we propose,
should then be determined by the Secretary of Sta:te in Council,
on the recommendation of the Government of India, in the form
of regulations to be laid before Parliament. We think this is
certainly a better method than to formulate t;uch matters in the
statute itself. All this electoral architecture must inevitably beexnerimental an(f'''wiii''"need moi:iifl'cirtioil'"and. de%lopment from
trni·~-~f<tHille: ···
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226. \:Vhile, however, wtJ refrain from any discussion of details
:for which t1Ie material is not immediately
The system of election available there are certain broad questions
and the franchise.
upon which we certainly ought to indicate
our conclusions, both because the issues are themselves important
and because the committee will need general instructions on points
?f principle .. \IV e consider in the ,fu~t plac~ that i!l~,§.Y~X-~ of
1

~ru~e~~l~~;ta't<tl!fr~~~'ft~~~~P\i~~~:;'isti~g ~o~:ci~~ ~e~~~~: ~!

1

effectively prevents the representative from feeling that he stands
in any genuine relation to the original voter. Ei~~;ondly, we consider that. the limitati(rgs . 9f ..Jll5l,J.[.a,Jlc:lli.se, ;y~iv]£,jt js o9viously
desirable ~9 Ii!lil~ as l)toaa·a:i>·p.o:>siJ>,le, §liouldl)e determined rather
with reference to practical difficulties than to any a priori considerations as to the degree of education or amount of income which may
be held to constitute a qualification. It is possible that owing to
unequal distribution of population and wealth it may be necessary
to differentiate the qualifications for a vote not merely between provinces• but between different parts of the same province. It is e~sen
tial to take due account of the problems involvedinthemaintenance
of an electoral roll, the attendance of voters at a polling centre, the
:d:n'tge:f"o!'impersoil.afion;
Uie 'suBsequent. aajudication o£ electoral petitions. On these considerations the strength o£ the official
and non-official agency which could be made available for electoral
purposes throughout the country has an important bearing, and
~,~!:'~s ~1!-s ~g(1~~.st ,~Ay .~uch. ipor~ina t~L an(l§,u~g~~-Jl~-~fl-t!:sion of th~
fra)1c:§,ls{) as :WJght lead to a breakdown of the machmery through
she 'weight of numbers.
·

alia

0

27 . .lt this point we are brought :£ace to face with the .most diffiComm,un~l el(')ctorates.
cult question w~ich arises in connexion with
, -'''*"¥'···;,, '"'"''''"' · ··
elected assembhes-~g§J.,Q!3£. QS!J;EI,!tlfnal elect\Q.t:il·t~~'" i~,:t;~_,,t(;l .be main.tained. We may be told t:Q.a,t this 1s a closed
.question, because the. IviuhaJ:llm;;td(lnS ~ill J1{)Ver a'i{.;rail tQ a:iiy revision
.~arrangement promised them by Lord Minto in 1906 and
secured to them by the reforms of 1909. · But we have felt bound to
re-examine the question fully in the light of our new policy, and
also because we have been pressed to ext{)nd the system of communal
electorates in a variety o:£ directions. This is no new .problem. It
has been dis~mssed periodically .ir.ow~
~~~ !Y.~.~¥}fl.~L.!i,:r,:~t steps
:were taken to libel'<1!Jze the ..c.o®WS
here has Ilitlierto .been a
w~ignty consensus oi opinion that .•m.
tr¥ li:lr~~Indifl.. no prin- , "
· Qi,Rht9f r~~~"~.,tl!Jl.n.,,PJ;,:,i~t ,.,~~t~•.is•.p:ractically ,possible·"\;!'\
Lord.J)gfferin }l.eld ,this view ~i4,.Jc§§S,a:rid irl1892 Lord Lansdowne's ·
Government wrote that :-"Tll~ repre,gelltation Ot such a C()mmlmity
upon such a scale a:s·th~!i'"'Kct' permits can only be seemed by providing that each importanteJa~f}slmll have the.opportunity of making
its vfe~'""lffi()~rl'1i(counCifby t1ie mouth o£ some member specially
acquainted with them."/We note that in 1892 the small size of the
councils was reckoned/as a :factor in the decision and that the
contrary view was not without its exponents; but we feel no doubt
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when juJm~ they pressed for an important extension o.f the com~iiCipTe.· Thus we hove had to reckon not only with the
settled existence of the system, but wi!*. a large volume of weighty
P.Jl.WRY .:Wl~J<t liP. other ~et}fod is -feasible.
228. rrhe crucial test to Fhich, as we cpnqeiye,,, a.l.l proposals
should be brought is whether they will or
Th~y are o~posed to the will Qot help to carry India. towards reteachmg of history.
,Yl'
sponswle government. Som£) .P.~l'~ons. ~old
that for a people, such as they deem those of India to be, so divided
~y race, religion, and ~a~te, ~·~ tp be 11;nable .to \)OusiderJJ::1(tint'erests
:;f ~£ ai~Y.v B.EJ.,~~~-~t~. .O,FU.. sect1o~t, a system o~ e.oJ;Up:nJ:H.\il,.~.~.~, c~s
";. te:e!es;~p:tat~o:ii _is not merely inev:itahle, b~t 1.sactually best. '"They
rhamtam that It evokes and apphes the prmCiple of democracy over
the widest range over which it is actually alive at all by appealing
to the instincts which are strongest; and that we inust hope to
fldeveJop the finer, whieh are a.h:o at lll'flREmt t.he ·.W.ea. k.·ei.', .·i.n
.. S·.·t··.i.ucts by
f ~;..I. using the forces that really count. Accordi&g,,]<;t,,thi§.jfl,(;).9I'Y com'~f''/
;rfnunal rep:ese~1tation is an ine;i~able,~_yen a.·ll,C.~J~Y.""" s,tPge in
t t · · fl . . the development . of a non-pohtJCal peQple. We find mdeed that
\ c
rlV'thOsEnVtlOtfike' t:l:l:is VleW Ul'e prepared tO apply their principles On a
'c l'.oV .
seale p;c:riously unknown! and, i,?., d~'"o~.~~: ~}~2sr.·~~S,,·,;~,J;'~~PJ~l~, 'O.f. class
"•or relig1ous electorate.~ mto wlm% a1l possible mterest.s will he
l ~r,,;./ SJ.!:if:Ll,y .fitted. llu,t When We CUllHi!~er what reSP.Onsible governme~t
· ' . I'lnphes, and how 1t wns developed m the world, we cannot t:J.ke this
"~ 1
v,jew. We find it in its earliest beginnings resting on an effective
i . i·· y . sense .of t.he ; C?IUJ11.01l jp.J;.~;r;ests, :1 hQEHt S:.2@Jl()}~J?;~~&1.9£, ~~~:~:u;~!unity
· · • '1/
ot"~-~~ _,J:illJ,g:!i>.!t,.,~.~IJ:fl,, ~i~!}j')~age. In the ear her £orm whw~ It
2assume~ m. Rurope It ~ppea1:(~~1 o_nly when the territorial . ri]1;<:Iple
" .. ~)ad ya119mshed tlw . . tnbal prmmple, and or;:)Oc an re. 1gwn had
1
\uJ'\.~~""',. <'eased to :ts,;ert a rival claim with the State to a citizen's allegiance;
·~t1-: cyl1and throug~JOut its development in western co'tli1tr1e~:''~ve-bm'cases
whe~e Rpenal reasons to the c~mt;rary w~re pr~sent, It hl!l~ ;rested
.' ~·
;COllSlStent~y on the same root ~l'lllClp~e .. rfhe SO:lJ.~"Y·•!til:X.:1IUples.that
\il
we. can discover of the opposmg prmmple are those. o.£... Austr.m, a
few of th~ ,sn;ta11e,r.Germa:?' s~.at(;ls,,.f.l,J;!.d- Cy:P'l''lis. It is P,,l;mlly. ne.cessary to expbm FhY ;we ~Ismiss t?es~ ~§,Ir.reJey::mt en: l1IJ,Convmcmg.
' vVe conclude 1~nhesliatmgly that the history of sel£-gov:ernment
among the nations who developed it, and spread it through the
world, is decisively against the admission by the State of any divided
all~g-iance; against the State's arranging its members. in any way
w~Ich encourages them to think of themselves R:t:imP<:riJ.y, . a.s,,cttizens
ei'•i1Wn'Y'~sm~1le:r" tl'l'tFt'·')thain·itself.
•
229. Indian lovePS-o;of their country would be the first to admit
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lead her to self-government we must do all
that we possibly can to call it forth in her people. Divisiqn. by
creeds and classes means the creation of political camps orgamzed
against each other, and tea.ch.~&,,:W,~:P.,.,;t,(,) tl;li,!:J,kJI:§J~l0\:!:·#~!1:~ ~:rtd not
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~...!}AilJt.i~.d,Hfioult ,top:~ how the c~a11ge fr mjhie system
f ~Q .uat!?£::,tl .:r:~2~~~Ri~tt2~ )~ ~v~r .to ocm;r.

'!'he. B:r:~t~~~." q.overn-

·~. g~ ~£91J-S.~~ pi: ~J~Id,l!lg n:u;m .11;1 ()r~~r".t?. goy~:pl then;.

.:But 1f 1t unnecessanly d1v1des the:tp_ at the very moment when 1t
·professes to start them on the ro:d to governing themselves it
.~U find it,.difficult to meet the charge of being hypocritical or
~()rt:sigh ted.
··
230. There is another important point. A :w~nority W'lJ:i!3h is
·.
.
given special representation owing to its
.. They stereotype ex1st· pos1··t·•1ve1y ennw
r~lations.
wea 1{ ana' b ac k war d st·a t e 1s
.. ·
·
couraged tQ· set.tle...dow.n .ink! a fe~ling of
s~tJ~ed :;Jecurity; it is under no inducement to educate and qualify
itself to make good the ground which it has lost compared with the
•Stronger majority. On the other hand, the latter will be tempted
to feel that the¥ have done all they need do for their weaker fellow<eountrymen, and that they are free to use their power for their own
purposes. The give-and-take which is the essence of political life
is lacldng. There is no inducement to the one side to forbear, or
the other to exert itself. The co.mmunal. system stereotypes
~~~i§tjllg.,:rd~tion s.

231. We regard any system of communal electorates, therefore,
•
as a very serious hindrance to the developThe case of the Muhamment of the .self-governing principle. The
madans.
.
·
.
h
ev11s of any extens1.on of t e system are
. plain. i{lready communal representation has been actually proposed :for the benefit o:£ a majority community in :Madras. ~J-~he
:same time we must :face· the hard :facts. The Muhammadans were
.'"1ve1Cspecia!'represeiifatl:on w'i'tli's'ilparate electorates in 1909. ~The
~indus'. acquie.sc.e,l).ce is .emhudied in the, present agreement between
the political leaders of the two communities. The Muhammadan.;;
• it"egard thes~ as . st9ttled . faets·r41nd. any a.tte.mpt to go ba.ck on tht>m

i:;~YX:3£¥,;o~ffi~~1~; ·~iti~~P~iieb~~:v~~~ith·~~~;;i:!~a~: l~;a\~;
·during a period o£ very great difficulty, and which we know to be
feeling no small anxiety for its own welfare under a system of
popula1· government. The Muhammadans regard separate repre•sentation and communal electorates as their only adequate safeguards. But apart from a .:J?:le~~ which we must honour until we
,.Q:re l'~leas.edfroJU .it, we ate'~b;)1i"'ila to see that t'he'co~Y""S'<mures
:proper representation in the new councils. H;g,w,..£liltll,..lt,~~~.J;:J.9.,.t]lem

·~;~~c'X~~~ffif~~nt!~o/~~f:~~·'tl~~~a~srz~~~~t1~· ~~~!r~:U~~tn!~oa~

its reversal will eventually be to their benefit; and that for these
reasons we have decided to go back on it? Much as we regret the
necessity, we are convinced that so :far as the Muhammadans at all
.. ~vents are concerned the ..present.system.m.ust .he n1a.intained. until
:r.~on..dition,;~ alter,. even at tile. price o£ slower prog:J;ess towards the
:f,eali,zation.of . a c.om.lll,o;n..,citi%e:nship. Btict. we can soo .uo Feason to
lset up communal representation for Muhammadans in any province
where they form a majority o£ the voters.

.4,1·
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232. We have been pressed. to extend the concession to other
repre- communities. Some have based their claim
on their backward, others on their advanced,
condition. Thus, the Sikhs in the Punjab, the non-Brahmans in
Madras (although in that presidency these actually constitute a
majority), the Indian Christians, the Anglo-Indians, the Europeans,
and the Lingayat community in Bombay have all asked for communal representation. 'l1he large landowning classes also generally
desire representation in an electorate of their own. Now our~i
sion to maintain separate electorates for Muhammadans makes it
difficult for us to resist these other claims; but, as we have said, in
the case of the Muhammadans we have felt ourselves bound by promises given and renewed by Secretaries of State and Viceroys, and
in their respect at all events our recommendation involves no new
departure. Any general extension of the communal system,_ however, would only encourage still further demands, and would m our
deliberate opinion be fatal to that development of representation
upon the national basis on which alone a system of respomible government can possibly be rooted. At the same time, we :feel that
tl1ere is one community from whom it is inexpedient to withhold the
concession. The Sikhs in the Punjab are a distinct and import~nt
people; they supply a gallant and valuable element to tlle Inchan
Army; but they are everywhere in a minority, and exp.erience has ·
shown that they go virtually unrepresented. To the Sikhs, therefore, and to them alone, we propose to extend the system already
adopted in the case of Muhammadans.
For the representation of other minorities we should prefer
nomination. Even in the case of the general EuripeantPommunity,
whose material interests in the country are out o£ all proportion totheir numerical strength and on whose behalf it may be :!rgued that
no departure from principle is involved, inasmuch as unlike all other
communities named they are not an integral part of the population
o£ India, we prefer to rely upon nomination. Special electorates:
will no doubt be required for the representation of the planting and
mining interests, for the chambers o£ commerce, and possibly also
for the universities;- but we desire that the number of such electorates should be as restricted as possible, and that minority interests
should, where necessary, be represented not bv class or interest
electorates, but by nomination. Where the great l~ndowners form
a distinct class in any province we think that there will be a case
£or giving them an e1ectorate of their own. The anomaly involved'
in the presence o£ nominated members in a council to which we are
giving some responsible powers must, we think, be accepted as one
o£ the necessary illogicalities attendant on a transitional period.
Such nominations are made for a representative purpose and can be
made in such a way as to secure representation. Nomination has
in our eyes the great advantage over the alternative o£ extending
the class or communal system that it can be more easily abolished
when the necessity for it ceases. We look to the desire o£ the com~
munities represented by nominated members to see their representOther minority
sentation.
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atives in council placed upon the.same :footing as those of other
communities to help us in securing the extension o£ the territorial
principle o:f representation wherever possible. But it should be' a
clear instruction to the committee that the nominated element in
the legislative councils is to be no larger than the exigencies of £air
and adequate representation entail.
·
There may be cases in which nomination proves an unsuita~le
. o£ securing the representation o£ minorities. In such
cases the· committee should consider whether the· needs o£ the case
would be met by reserving to a particular community a certairr
number of seats in plural constituencies, but with a general electoral
roll.
e are•indined to look on such an arrangement as pre:ferable
to communal electorates.
~. ll10d

'¥

233. There seem to us good and sufficient reasons for not
dispensing entirely with the official element
. t h e 1egis_a
. 1 t'1ve counc1'1 s. () nee tl· 1e offi cm
. 1
1n
bloc is swept away the main objection to the presence o£ officials no
longer.exists; their presence has the advantage of tending to steady
discussion and of keeping it to practical issues; and their official
experience will be invaluable. The exact number of official represen ta ti ves will be a matter for the committee to consider. We.
advise, however, that the official element appointed by the Governor
should be 110 larger than is considered necessary for the transaction.
of business
The members o£ the executive council should be eorofficio members of the legislative council, and there should be so
many other offi.cial nH~mbers as will provide the Government with
first-hand knowledge of the matters likely to be discussed both in
the coun6il an8. in committee. V/ e wish to see the convention
establish~d, though we propose to lay down no rule on the point,
that on the subjects transferred to the control of ministers the
official mem hers of the legislati V'e council would abstain from voting
and leave the decision of the question to the non-official members
of council. 01i' other matters, except on occasions when the Government thinks it necessary to require their support, the nominated
official members o:f the legislative councils should have freedom of
speech and vote.
.
b
Offi ma1 mem ers.

234. The great increase which will result from our _proposals in
f
b
the number of members of th~ provincial
. •t.
D es1gna wn o p1em ers.
l eg1s
· l a t'1ve counm·1 s ma k es 1't d esua
· bl e th a t
they should no longer enjoy the designation "Honourable" which
we desire to reserve for the members o£ the new bodies whose'
institution we propose in the next chapter. But conformably with
practice in other parts of the Empi:re we suggest that provinci~I
legislators should be entitled to affix the letters M.L.C. to the1r
names. On the other hand, while the language of section 7'4 of
the Government o£ India Act with its re£erence to " additionar
members " marks the survival o£ the idea that the legislative
councils are merely expansions o£ the executive Government for the
purpose of law-making, our proposals will have made it clear that
we intend the Indian legislatures o£ the future to be substantive

•

legislative organs. We consider therefore that the term "additjonal members" should no longer be employed in the case o:f any
Indian legislature.
"'~
235. Our next proposal is intended to familiarize other elected
'tt
members M the legislative council, besides
.
Stan d mg
comm1 ees.
. .
. ,
m1msters,
w1'th th e processes of a dmmistra.·
hon; and also to make the relations between the executive and
legislative more intimate. We propose that to each departmant
or group of departments, whether it is placed under a member of
the e.xecutive council or under a minister, there should be attached
a s~anding committee elect~d by th~ legislative council :from among
theu own members. 1.'heir :functions would be advisory. ~
would not have any administrative control of departments. It
would be open to the Government to refuse information when it
would be inconsistent with the public interest to furnish it. We
do not intend that all questions raised in the course ·of day-to-day
administration should be referred to them; but that they should
see, discuss and record for the consideration of Government their
opinions upon all questions of policy, all new schemes involving
expenditure above a fixed limit, and all annual re})Orts upon the
working of the departments. If the recommendations of the
standing committee were not accepted by Government it iNOuld,
subject of course to the obligation of respecting confidence, be
open to any of its members to move a resolution in the legislative
council in the ordinary way. 'rhe member of the executiv.e council, or minister concerned with the subject matter, should preside
over the committee, nnd as an exception to the rule that it should
be wholly non-offieial, the heads of the departments concerned,
whether sitting in the legislative x;ouncil or not, should also be
full members of it, with the right to vote.
.
236. Bearing in mi~d the facts that the leg~slative co.:ncils w~ll
t
£b .
m :future be brger bod:res and w1ll contam
0 onro1 0 usmess.
a certain number of members un{'er~ed in
discsusion, we feel the importance o£ maintaining such standards of
business as wil1 prevent any lowering of the council's repute. The
conduct of business in a large deliberative body is a task that calls
for experience whieh cannot qe looked for at the outset in an elect~d
member. We consider therefore that the Governor should remam
the president of the legislative council, but inasmuch as it is not
desirable that he should always preside, he should retain the power
to appoint a vice-president. He should not be formally limited in
his selection·, but we suggest that for some time to cop:te it
be
expedient that the vice-president should be chosen from the official
members.
Power to make its own rules of business is a normal attribute of
a legislative body. But a simple and satisfactory procedure is of the
essence of successful working; and it is advisable to avoid the risk
that inexperience may lead to needless complication or other defect
in the rules. We think therefore that the existing rules of procedure should, for the time being, continue in force, but that they

will
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should be liable to modification by .the legislative council with the
sanction of the Governor.
One or two points in connexion with the rules require notice.
Any member of the legislative council and not merely the asker of
the original question, should, we think, have power to put supplementary questions. Power should be retained in the Governor's
hands to di~:mllow questions, the mere putting o:f: which would be
detrimental to the public interests. H a question is not ohjectionaltte""1n itself, but cannot be answered without harm to the public
interests, the Governor should not disallow the question, but his
Government should re£use to answer it on that ground. We have
not considered ~n what respect existing restrictions upon the moving
o£ resolutions should be modified; but here also it seems inevitable
that some discretionary power o£ disallowance should remain in the
Governor's hands.
•
237. \V e do not propose that resolutions, whether on reserved or
..
transferred subJ. ects, should be .binding.
Eff ect of resol u t 1ons.
The Congress-League proposal to g1ve them
such authority is open to the objections which we liave already
pointed out. I:f a member of the legislative council wishes the
GovernmPnt to hi' ponstrnjned to t>tke action in a pa1·ticular direc,
tJ: tion it ~ill often be open to him to bring in a Bill to effect his l?ure...,; pose; and when miqisters ~~intei,L<;l~.th:UJ_hev should,
?
accountable to the ~~tlVJL..Q.Q..lli.!&l1_••!he .QQ~l!gil_wilLh..~ve "fuiJ:
means oi _c:ontrolhng their administratiol}J:!Y. . E~f~Jle.m §..l1l?P1~s
~eans of votes of censur~_the carrymg of which may in accordance with established coi1stltutional practice, i:nvolvG their quitting
• office.
•
•
238. Iii> is time to show how we propose that the sphere of business to be made over to the control o:f: the
. Division of the func- popular element in the Government should
_t10ns of government.
.
be demarcated. We assumed m paragraphs
212 and 213, supra, that the entire field of provincial administration
will be marked off from that o£ the Government of India. We
assumed further that in each province certain definite subjects
should he transferred for the purpose of administration by the
ministers. All subjects not so transferred will be reseryed to the
hands of the Governor in Council. The list o£ transferr(id 1mbjects
will of course ~ary in each province; indeed it is by variation that
our scheme will be adjusted to varying local conditions. It will
also be susceptible o£ modification at subsequent stages. The determination of the list for each province will be a matter for careful
investigation, for which reason we have not attempted to undertake
it now. We could only have done so if, after :;;ettling the general
principles on which the lists should be framed, we had made a prolonged tour in India and had discussed with the Government and
people of each province the special conditions o£ its own case. This
work should, we suggest, be entrusted to another special committee
similar in composition to, but possibly smaller in size than, the one
which we have already proposed to constitute for the purpose o£
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.,,dealing with franchises and constituencies. It may be said that
.·such a task can be appropriately u_nde~taken only when our ~ain
i proposals are approved. We find 1t d1fficult, however, to beheve
that any transitiOnal scheme can be devised which will dispense
, with the necessity for .some sut!h demarcation; and for this reason
we should like to see the ccommittee constituted as soon as possible.
It should meet and confer with the other committee which is to deal
· with franchises, because the extent to which responsibility can be
transferred is related to the nature and extent of the electorate
·which will be available in any particular province. 'fhe committee's first business will be to consider what are the services to be
. appropriated to the provinces, all others remaining with the GoveL,nment of India. We suggest-that it will find that some matte;; are
·of wholly provincial concern, and that others are primarily pro. vincial, but that in respect of them some statutory restrictions upqn
>the discretion of provincial Governments may be neeessary. Other
matters again may he provincial in character so far as administration goes, while there may be good reasons for keeping the right of
legislation in respect of them in the hands of the Government of
India. The list so compiled will define the corpus of mate1·ial to
which our scheme is to be applied. In the second place the committee will consider which of the provincial subjects should be
· transferred, and what limitations must be placed upon the m'"inisters'
. complete control of them. 'fheir guiding principle should be to
include in the transferred list those departments which afford most
. opportunity for locu,l knowledge and sociu,l service, those "in which
Indiu,ns have shown themselves to be keenly interested, those in
which mistakes which may occur though serious would not be irremediable, and those which stand most in need of development. In
pursuance of this principle we should not expect to .find that depart. ments primarily concerned with the maintenance of law and order
were transferred. Nor should we expect the tr~nsfer. of matters •
which vitally affect the well-being of the masses who may not be
adequately represented in the new councils, such for :xample as
, questions of land revenue or tenant rights. As an illustration of
the kind of matters which we think might be treated as provincial
and those which might be regarded as transferred we have presented
.. two specimen .Jists in an appendix to this report. We know that
.. our lists cannot be exhaustive; they will not be suitable to all provinces; they may not be exactly suitable to any province; but they
·will serve at all events to illustrate our intentions if not also as a
. starting point for the deliberations of the committee. Our lists are
in the main mere categories of subjects. .But we have mentioned
· by way of illustration some of the limitations which it will be neces-.
· sary to impose or maintain. In dealing with each subject the
· powers of the provincial legislatures to alter Government of India
Acts on that subject will have to be carefully considered: We have
indicated in paragraph 240, in/ra, certain other reservations which
· seem to us necessary. On the publication of this report we should
'1ike to see the lists discussed in the provincial councils and con' sidered by the provincial Governments, so that the committee may
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have r.eady at hand considered criticisms "upon the applicability of
our suggest.ions to the circumstances of each particular province.239. We realize that no demarcation of subjects can be decisive
in the sense of leaving open no matter for
Settlement of disputes.
controversy. • Cases may arise in which it
i.s open to doubt into which category a particular administrative
question falls. There will be other cases in which two or more
aspects o£ pne and the same transaction belong to different categories. There must therefore be an authority to decide in such
-cases which portion of the Government has jurisdiction. Such
a matter should be considered by the entire Government, but its
d.li\eiiloion must in the last resort lie definitely and finally with the
Governor. We do not intend that the course of administration
should be held up while his decision is challenged either in the
law courts or by an appeal to the Government of India.
240. Furth~r, inasmuch as administration is a living business
and ,its corpus cannot be dissected with the
Powers of intervention.
precision of an autopsy, we must, even in
the case of matters ordinarily made over to non-official control,
secure the right of re-entry either to the official executive Government o£ the province, or to the Government of India in cases where
their iJAterests are essentially affected. For instance, the central
Government must have the power, for reasons which will be readily
apparent in every case, of intervening effectively, whether by
legislati~n or administratjve action, in matters such as those
affecting defence, or foreign or political relations, or foreign trade,
or the tariff; or which give rise to questions affecting the interests
{)f more than one province; or which concern the interests of allIndia services even if serving under provincial Governments.
Similarly the Governor in executive council must have power to
intervene with :f,pll effect in matters which concern law and order,
<Or which r~ise religious or racial issues, or to protect the interests
<Of existin~ services. We do not claim that this list of reservations
is exhaustive or definitive; we look to the committee to asswt in
making it so. Our aim must be to secure to the official executive
the power o£ protecting effectually whatever functions are still
reserved to it and to the Government o£ India of intervening in all
-cases in which the action of the non-official executive or council
affects them to their serious prejudice. For otherwise the official
Government which is still responsible to Parliament may be unable
to discvarge its responsibility properly.
.
241. No deubt we shall be told-indeed we have often been told
already - that the business of government
The justification of this is one and indivisible, and that the attem.pt
divi§ion.
to divide it into two spheres controlled·· by
different authorities, who are inspired by different principles and
amenable to different sanctions, even with the unifying provisions
which we have described is doomed to encounter such confusion and
friction as will :n;take the arrangement unworkable. We feel the
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force of the;;e objections. We h_ave considered them very anxiously
and have sought out every pos~ble means of mee.ting them. But
to those critics who press them to the point of condemning our
scheme we would reply that we have examined many alternativeplans, and found that they led either to deadlock or to more frequent
or greater potentialities of friction. Such destructive arguments,.
so far as we can discover, are directed not so much against ·our particular plan, but against any plan that attempts to define the stagesbetween the existing position and complete responsible govern~enj.
'Ihe announcement of August 20 postulated that such stages could
be found; indeed unless we can find them it is evident that there i&
no other course open than at some date or other to take a precipitateplunge forward from total irresponsiblity to complete <!I'esponsibility.
242. "\Ve have, however, encountered other critics whose argu.
ments are worthy of fuller examination.
_.A:I~ernative methods of They agree with us that some division of
d!VlSlOTI.
f unctions
•'•
• t h e ng
• h t, 1n
• d ee d t h e mev1ta
•
• bl e,
1s
method of progress; but they tell us that by attempting the division
of powers upon the provincial plane we are needlessly enhancing theconfusion and friction which will arise, and which could oe and
ought to be mitigated by a different disposition o£ the machinery.
They urge in brief that the line of division should \le hor.izontal and
not vertical; and that popular control and popular respo'hsibility
ought to be developed not in the provincial legislative councils, but
in new constitutional bodies to be created for ths purpose and
invested with jurisdiction over smaller areas. They claim that
friction will he avoided or at all events diminished, if the delegated
functions of the now bodies are more closely circumscribed by the
terms of the legislation calling them into existence-than.is possible- •
in the case of the provincial councils; and if they are prot~ted from
the temptation to place themselves in constant opposition to the
official element which would be of!lered by the presence of both
elements in one and the same Government and in one and the same
council. They rAckon it to the credit of their schemes that by confining the operations of the new constitutional bodies to areas smaller
than provinces, they hope to draw into the arena o£ public affairs
men who could hardly be expected to come forward for the provinoial councils. They urge that by presenting themselves to ih&
official ser~ices not so much as rival governments but as or~ans of
local sel£-gov~>rnment on the largest and most generous scale, they
may feel confident of official help and co-operation.
243. In their less pretentious form o£ expression these ideas are
. ..
embodied in a scheme which has been placed
ci!Plan of dlVJs on-:tl coun- before· us for the establishment o£ divisional
s.
councils. These bodies would have jurisdiction over a revenue division, and would deal with all questions
of local self-government and certain other matters delegated to
them, such as excise, agricultural farms, provincial roads and some
branches of education. They would pave definite revenues of their
own and alf'o power to increase their income by local taxation.
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They would administer the business delegated to them by means
of an executive committee, of whom the president would be elected
by the council and. would himself choose his own colleagues. The
provincial legislative council would be composed of delegations
from the divisional councils, and would contain no official mem~
bers other than the members of the executive council who would
at.t?nd only to reply to questions and to explain the Government'&
attitude: As regards the matters made over to the divisional councils the provincial council would retain certain powers of legislation,
taxation, and of sanctioning rules; but as regards all other subjects
its powen> would be only those of deliberation ann criticisms unless
the Government referred a particular question to it for decision.
244. Tho11gh we desire to acknowledge the thoughtful manner
. t"
"t
in which the proposals were worked out we
R easons f or reJec
mg 1 •
h
. d
. b
nee d not amp l"f
1 y t em 1n eta11 ecause we
found at the outset weighty reasons for rejecting them. The
scheme in our opinion fails to provide for continuing and ordered
progress in the future. The divisions are in very many instances
artificial units, which are not suitable areas. on which to base per.,
manent institutions; and in any case they are certainly too small
to serve permanently as self-governing units. Although it was
contemplated that further spheres of business could be from time
to time made over to them no great progress would be possible
because the range of matters which could be administered on a
divisional basis must for pmctical reasons be limited. Progress
would therefore Roon be checked unless, as indeed the authors of
the scheme contemplated, the divisional councils coalesced so as to
form larger bodies. It seems to UR better to start from the outRet
on a pla~e on •which a permanent edifice can be built. However
this be, "We feel that the scheme is unacceptable for reasons similar
to those which led us to decide that it was impossible. to confine
advance to the limited sphere of purely local self-government.
Whatever may be said of it on theoretical grounds it would not
Ratisfy political needs. I£ the scheme for diviRional councils, and
the cognate scl1eme described below, succeeded in drawing into
.puhlie life men who could hardly he expected to come forward to
. the provincial councils, jt would also lHwe tl1e effeet of verv largely
depriving those who }wd had some experience of political matters
and _;hose life is spent in the provincial capitals o£ many opportunities o£ effective political work. On the leg-isbtive council thev
would find their functionB narrowly restricted; and on the divisional councils also they would deal with a far smaller range of
subjects than that with' which they had hithm~t.o been concerned.
245. We have also considered ~ more ambitious development of
the c;ame leading idea which was presented
Plan of provincial States.
· ·
11
f
to us by the sig'lUJtories to a 3omt
nr r res.~ o
European and Indian gentlemen in Calm1Hrt. They nropose that~
existing provinces Rhould he .suh-divirled ~nto n limitrrl number o£
small0r arpa::; on. n linguistic. or rr1cial hns1s, nnc1 ihnt ~or ~mch Tlrovincial fitnrles i.hero Rhould he constitutei1 Rbte roune1h nnd State
~
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go.vernrnents dealing only with such ma.tters as those which· in our
scheme would he included in tljfl transferred list. The offir.inl Government of the province would continue to administer the reserved
subjects for the whole provincial area; but inasmuch as repow:;ibility
would l1ave been given and would be intended to he developed solely
in the State councils, the legislative council o£ the province would,
when the daughter bodies mime into being, lose its legislative £unctions and lapse into the position o£ a purely advisory body, except
that H the provincial executive disregarded its wishes it would
have the right of appeal to the Government o:£ India and the Setlre~
ary of State. As the State councils developed, more and more
functio·ns would be made over to them, as the result of periodieal
inquiry by a recurrent commission--an idea for whi~ we acknowledge our own indebtedness to the ~uthors of the scheme-untir
finally the, provincial Governments disappeared, and the future
polity of HritiBh India waB represented by a series of States enjoying
reRponsihle government.
246. We hnve considered this sclieme with lhe care which it~
• Reasons for rejecting skilrul preparation ancl at.Itho:itative. ll!ldorse'lt generally.
ment deserve. But tl1e d1sadva:ntages of
the scheme, as it seems to us, far outweigh its advantages. The
proposals to withdraw from the provincial councils, even as a
transitional arrangement, their present opportunities of !tffecting
the action of Go.vernmrnt would certainly meet witli great oppo{lition
and be reganled as rotrogn.de. Moreover, while the Stat,e Governments would indeed he real Governments and not merely la_rger
orgam; o£ local self-government, it would, we believe, he necessary
to circumAr.ribe their powers to an extent on wl1ich it will he cli:fficult
to inf;ist in practice. Though cli:fferences in ar0a emighi mitigate
tlHl effects of dnaliRm UHwe would actually he in one and the same
territory two Governmonts and two legislatures, each equipped with
a Repamte service of officers. ,There would be no means of securing ·
cohesion between tlHl two Governments; and we apprehend that
grave rlivergences of view might occ1ir which there would be no
eaBy means o£ composing. If it is true that the presence of two
elements in one and the same Government rresents opportunities
for collision it presents also opportunities for understanding ancl
co-operation. It appears to us that wisdom lies not in equipping ..
oach of tl1e different elements with a complete and separatt>., para-phernn.lia of its own, and trusting to their orbits lyi11.g sufficiently
apart for collisions to be avoided, hut in taking every opportunity
of bringing the two elements into contact so as to induce the habits
of joint action. However th~s be, there re;nains one practical
reason of paramount force ag-amst our procecdmg with the scheme.
In spite of the evidence which has reached us of the existence in
parts of India of distinct areas or communities which are anxious
to secede from the larger administrative units o:£ whicli they now
form part, we feel sure that any general scheme of g-eographical
partition would evoke such strong opposition as would be fatal to
the :vh.ole plan. ~~neral~y speakin~~ we '.!lla:V: de~cribe. provin?i~l
patriOtism as sensitlV'ely Jealous o£ 1ts te:rntor1al mtegnty. D1vl·
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sions of territory which are not made in res£onse to a popular
demand are apt to provoke wide ,.and deep-seated dissatis:faction.
We are convinced, after taking note o£ a recent debate in the Indian
Legislative Council upon this subject, that we should be very unwise
to attempt to unite the sufficiently difficult task o£ revising the
constitution of India with the highly controversial labour o£ simultaneously revising the political geography o£ th<t t:mtire country.
None the less, while. we discard as impracticable the idea of calling
into existence new provincial States as part of our own constructive
S'Che'!ne, we are impressed with the artificial, and o:ften inconvenient
character o:£ existing administrative units. \Ve have seen how
historical reasons brought them about. We cannot doubt that the
business o£ go_vernment would be simplified if administrative units
were both smaller and more homogeneous; and when we bear in
mind the prospect of the immense burdens o£ government in India
being transferred to comparatively inexperienced hands such considerations acquire additional weight. It is also a strong argument
in favour of linguistic or racial units of government that, by making
it possible to conduct the business of legislation in the vernacular,
they w~uld contribute to draw into the arena of uublic affairs mel?
wlio were not acquainted with English. We believe emphatically
that redistributions of provincial areas cannot be imposed upon the
people b.;y official action; and that such a process ought in any case
to follow, and neither to precede nor accompany, constitutional
reform. But we are bound to indicate our own clear opinion that
wherever such redistributions are necessary and can be effected by
process of consent the attempt to do so should be made; and therefore we desire that it should be recognized as one o£ the earliest
duties incumbent upon all the reformed provincial Governments to
test provifl.cial •opinion upon schemes directed to this end. In
Orissa an.:t Berar at all events it seems to us that the possibility o£
i~stituting sub-provinces need not be excluded from consideration
at a very early date.
247. We now turn to a consideration of the work of the legislative councils. Assuming that they have
been reconstituted with elective majorities,
and that the reserved and transferred subjects have been demarcated in the w..ay suggested, let us consid~r how
the executive Government is to be enabled to secure the ·passmg o£
such legislation or such supplies as it considers absolutely necessary
in respect of the reserved services. For we must make some such
provision if we are going to hold it responsible for the government
of the province.

Means of securing the
affirmative power o£ legisl{ltion.

Now in respect of legislation there are several possibilities. \Ve
might leave it to the Government of Ind~ to pass the laws which
a provincial Government has failed to carry in the Indian legislature
where, as we shall show, we intend to leave it in a position to pass
the laws which it deems essential; or we migllt leavp, it to the Governor General, or preferably •perhaps to the Governor General in
OOlP:teil, to make and promulgate OTdinance13, having effect either

:M:2
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:for a specified period, or else until such time as the life o£ the provincial legislative council whicl• refused the desired legislation was
cut short or expired and a new council was tlectod in its place; or
we ~nigl1t arm the provincial Government with a similar power of
ord:nunce-mnl(ing. We shall explnin why we reject all these alternatives.
248. To invite the Government of India to intervene whenever
the provincial Government encountered
By Government of India effective Oj)j)Osition to its le~islative propo~l<"giRlation.
._.
.. "'"
uls would strike at one of our root rropositions. The provineial Governments must ordinarily be autonomous
in i;heir own legiRbtive field; and for them to call in the Government
of India for thiR purpose would he a negntion of this principle.
MoreovAr, wn feel tho gravest clouht whethn1· the Government of
Ill<lia would in £net he found willing to underi;ake any such responsibility. The Government of. India would be nccused of ignorance of •
local conditions and clir:regard of provincial wishes; of giving- with
one hnnd and taking away with another. Nor would its legislature
be suitably eonst.i~;ut.e<1 for such a purpose. We question wh.ethe; it.
would be at all (bsposed to assume the ungrateful task ,of carrymg
in its own legislature such unpopular ancl controversial legislation
as provincial circumr:taneeFJ might demand.
•
249. For even r:t.ron goer reaR on r: we rei ect tl1 e sug-gestion that the
Governor General or tl1e Governor General
By ordinances.
in Council r:lJOnld he invited to den.1 will1
tlw re:Pnr:nl o~ a provincial connnil to paR,~ a law hy tlw dnvir-e of
promulgating an ord.iJ1anee. As we RaW, thiB power wns a revival
of: tlw old system by which tl1e original exor,ntivr.tJ marle tl10 law;
it was in itR wwived form never intended for more than \mcrgoncy
use, to which purpor:e it haq sil1ce been strictly confined. A part
from war legislation, tlw Governor General'r: onlinanee-making
power l1as heen employed only r:ix timer: in 51 yearB. To resort. to
it as an ordinary mennr: of: earrying Billr: tlwt lwd been refuRecl by
tt provin!Jial council would exr-ite the st.ronger:t onpoRition; a]](l to
pass orclinancer: without first enabling the council to discur:s them
would be to abar_don aJl tl1e advant.nges of: publi.eity and eri.ticir:n~.
The idea that Hie provincial Governor in Council RlJOnld be equipped
with a po\ver to make orclinaneer: waFJ alr:o one to wl1iel1 we gave
some eonr:ideration. Inasmuch as tl1ere will he a ~t.rong Indian
element. in i;h'e provineial exeent.iveR of the fuhue the opposHion
to r,uch leg-islation by the executive would 110 dm1bt be diminir:hecl;
hut we felt t.h:-d :it waR impossible i;o ask Parliament. to confer 011
the Governments of provinees a power whieh tl1ey had never
enjoyed since 1833 and which is opvoc;ed to tl1e whole r:pirit of our
reforms. A :further practical objection was the likelihood thrit
the executive would be often divided upon the merits of a particular
project., and tl1at the Governor wl10 propm:ed to put it into force by
the medium of an ordinance 1nigM find himself faced with the
resignation of some of hiFJ Indian colleagues or minist.erE1,

1
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250. \Ve considered further whether these ob]ections could not
. Other proposals.
be mitigated by lay~ng the proposed ordinances befor~ an Hdvrsory committee,. or bv
C£l:rrying them by _the machine~·y of a separate council dealing only
wrth reserved sc•bJects. In thJs latter case the Governor in Coun-cil_ would ob_tain his e~sential legislation and supplietJ from a legislat~ve c~unml so :onstltute:l _as to
Government to give effect
t~ Its wrshes 1 wbrJe the mnusters would lay their Bills and iinan-·
eml . pmposals befm·e another legislative council wholly or :pre-~om.mantly elected.
e abandoned this idea, first, because it
appeared to us to en11)hasize most unwisely the severance between
the two elementd in the administration which it :should be· 'dur
consjstent ai.~1 to bring together as closely and ~~ptinuotisly as
pos~nble; and, secondly, because it deprived the popu1"'ar legisld,ture
o:f the power wl1ieh it uow enjoy:s of affecting the action of Government in the reserved subjects.
251. 'J'he altcruative plan of constituting . an advisory comAdvisory ordinance com- mittee before which draft onlinanees should
mittees.
Le phwed lJefore their prmimlgation did not
satisfy• us. We :felt that though tho deliberations of such a body
m~·ht palliate the nakedness of what is really an official edict, the
fact that the committee's assent to the measure would not be ncce;,sary wauld deprive the 11alliative o:f any political value.
252. Because, as we shall show in paragraph 258, we have decided
not to recommend the institution of second
Our proposals. Grand chambers in the 1)rovinces we cannot apply
committees.
to the provinces the scheme which we propose
hereafter :for the Government of India; and we must turn to some
form of 1!nicaJ!leral arrangement. 'Ihe solution which we pro-,
pose is fl4: follows. For th~, purpose of enabling the provincial
Government to get ·through its legislation on reserved subjel}ts
we propose that the head of the Government should have. powe~ to
certify that a Bill dealing with a rreserved subject is a m()asure
" essential to the discharge of his responsibility for the peace or
tranquil,lity. of the prpvince or of any part thereof, or for the odis,.
charge of _his r·esponsibility. for the reserved suhj2ects.'' In employ}ng these· words we are not. assmning the :function .of a parli~men;tary
d;ra~tsm~:p.; we merely n:1ean to. i;ndicate that wordB 1 will be J;ll!;)e.deql
to sho'\T.that this e~ceptio.nal ptOC()dillle will be US'~ilonly .~l\~n·.~·~•
Qp.verri:tnellit •. ±'tlels: that its,.le"gislartion,is necessar;¥. i£. pelil!Ge ~nn traij,-1
... .ct:lf!Jli~~ :al.'e io<~e sef)l,fl'ed_, .t?J:··ll10re :~mperaUy if it .is pJiop~rly to1
.- d#:!{B:l'gr~.i~s .t:esponsihility !l9r the>:Jie~Wl:y«l subject!~ e.v~ Mn;o; ql:{eSrr
tion:dfmaintaining order arises; lj;w1Il be ~een,,h,er~:dter t:b,ai,t;.Jy;e,
pro-pose similar procedure for controlling non-offieial Bills, amAA-<1~
lll.~nts. R'I!.d <Oauses a.ndtfor controlU;:n;g budget allotroehts on 't:eserved
. <s-D~b~.~~s •.. -In::tbese cases·Mso ;weshBilF spea:klo:f oertificatipn as;::ffidi.ca:~:ing ~~li~t the (Jovi~li'll.or .:was;using the exceptional·pronedure 1ft t:he.
· Girbu:tb&ifrtnces+ ·•described!·. abbv!et .. Such a certificate as. we have
de~ihe<iLwoold not begyf)ll ~tihout.strong ranson; itnd We ~uggest.
that th&·il'easons: j:usti:f~ing,l:rebo:u:cse to it might bei·included in·tbe.
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lnstructions to Governors which the India Office should issue; for
instance, we think that the Governor should not certify a Bill if he
thought its enactment could saf~y be left to the legislative council.
The effect of the Governor's certificate when published with the Bill
will be to intimate the procedure which we now describe. 'l'he Bill
will be read and its general principles discussed iri the fulllegisla·
.tive council. It will at this stage be open to the council by a
majority vote to request the Governor to refer to the Government of
India, whose decision on the point shall be final, the question
whether the certified Bill deals with a r·eser·ved subject. If no euc:&
reference is made, or if the Government o£ India decide that the
certificate has been properly given, the Bill will then be automatically referred to a grand committee of the council. Its composition should reproduce as nearly as possible the proportion of the
various elements in the larger body. Our first intention was that
tlw grand committee jn each province should be a microcosm of the
existing council. But we find that the existence of communal and
special electorates makes it difficult to secure to all o£ these :their
due representation on a smaller body without at the same time
sacrificing the representatjon of the inteies_ts represented "by the
gencr,ll electorates, to which it is our special intention to giVe a
greater voice in the councils than heTetofore. Accordingly, we p\-opose that the grand committee in every council should be con.,sti_tuted
so as to comprise from 40 to 50 per cent of its strength. It should
be c~osen for each Bill, partly by election by ballot, nncl partly by
nommation. rrhe Governor should have power to nominate a bare
majority exclusive o£ himself. Of the members so nominated not
more than two-thirds should be officials, and the elected element
should he elected ad hoc by the elected members of the council on
the system of the transierable.vote. It is clear that•the c~mposition
of the grand co;mmittee ought to vary with the subject matter of the
particular Bill; and we believe that the council and the Governor
between them can be trusted to ensure that whether by election or
nomination all the interests affected by the Bill are pr'operly represented. It may be objected that such a grand committee so composed offers the official executive no absolute guarantee that its
measure will get through. We agree that this is the c;:~.se; l;>ut there.
is no RUch.,guarantee at present .. ~In a grand committee of 4n. me:t;ll'-'
hers there ~ould be 14 officials, and we consider that no great harm
will ensue. if Government defers legislative projects whitlh are
opposed by the whole elected element and for which it ·cannot secure'·
the support o£ six out of the seven members,· whom the Governor hal!r
it in h,is ·power" to select from the whole bpdy Of the l;J.OU~om!eial
tnembers in the .co11ncil. -

.
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253._0n reference to the grand committee,. the ·:Bilhwi1l.·be
deb a ted by that body in the drdir~.ary cou:tlse
and if necessary referred •.to a select ;.'!30tQ.•'
niittee, to which body we··'think· that:· the
gra_nd c.omm1ttee. should have power tp appoint: any niember of the.
le.g1slat1ve cou11?1l w}Jether a member of the granibcpmmitte~ or• not'.

Procedure a.fter
re·
feyence to grand committ~e.
• •

•
~

'£he select ~ommittee will, as at present, have power·to ta.ke evidence.
Then, after being debated in the grand committee~and modified as
may be netermined the Bill will be reported to the whole council.
The council will have the right to discuss the Bill again generally
but will not be able to reject it, or to amend it except on the motion
of a member of the executive council. The Governor will then.
appoint a time~limit within which the Bill may be debated in the
council, and on its expiry it will pass automatically. But during
such discussion the council will have the right to pass a Tesolution
~co:t;,ding any objection which refers to the principle or details of the
measure (but not of course to the certificate of its character), and
any such resolution will accompany the Act when, after being signed
by the Governor, it is submitted to the Governor General and the
Secretary of 8-tate.
254. Legislation on transferred subjects and: non-certificated
.
legislation on reserved subjects will continue
~rea~ment of mned to
be passed by the full
council. This. makes
legzslatzon.
.
.
1t necessary to provrde for the contmgency
that a B:ill on a transferred subject may trench upon the reserved
field of•legislation. We suggest that it should be open to any member of the executive council (though to prevent irresponsible obstruction we would not give this power to members of the legislative
councilsegenerally) to challenge the whole Bill or any clause of it
on its first introduction, or any amendment, as soon as such amendment is moved, on the ground that the Bill, clause, or amendment
impinges on the reserved sphere. rrhe question will then be l'eferred
to the Governor, who may allow the Bill to proceed in legislative
council. But if he rules that the Bill, clause, or amendment
• trenches u~on f~e reserved subjects, he may, if he sees reason to da
so (after hearing any representations that the legislative council
may desit'e to make), certify it accordingly. rrhe Governor's certificate to this effect should be final, subject only to the right of the
council to require a reference to the Government of India (as provided in paragraph 252, supra). If the Governor certifies the Bill,
clause, or amendment it will be open to him either. to decline to
allow it to be discussed, in which case it would drop; or to suggest
to the council an amended Bill; or at the request of the council to
refer the Bill to a. grand committee. \Vith this pToviso, there will
be no need to impose n~strictions other than those already imposed
by section 80 Qf the Govemment of India Act, 1fi15, on the right o£
private members to introduce Bills. We may be told that the procedure f'uggested is cumbrous and dilatory, and offers a premium to
obstructive tactics. But we confess that we have not been able to
find any simpler method of reconciling two competing aims-the
competence of Government to secure its necessary legislation, and
on thl:l 0tber hand the power of the elected ele~ent. in cotn~cil to
ensure that such discretion shall not be used arb1trnnly or w1thout
due necessity by the executive. It must, we think, be leit to the
good sense of the council itself, which will realize that its own
record will be closely scrutirtized and adjudicated upon by the

.
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i)etiodic commiHillou, which we propose L~low, to excit itHclr to
check abul:lel:l. W o cousid~L alH~__t1!.3:~tt1:~~~:<?~'::_~£IlO£_l[!'_~Qe
~vs_ pow.£r._j,o di~~olve ~ :~g!~la~lY£..S..QUn.cil_:J:!lil th:!_t tgjs
~ve Ilnn a valuable means of contml. It will Lc undci·I:ltoo<l.
that die-ussenr of the Governor, the--Govoi·nor Genorul, and the
Crown (signified througli tho Secretary of State) will remt~iu necostia~'Y for ull provincial legislation, whether certified or not. We
tlunk, moreover, that the Governor's discretionary power o£ assenting to a B.ill should include a power to 1·eturn the measul'o for reconHidei·ation of particular pTovisions in it; and that the Govemor·
Gencl'a.l should have the same power of reserving provincial laws fo?the Uoyal assent as he has in the case of all Indian legislation.
255. We now come to the. crucial question of budget rn·ocedme.
It is more difficult than that 'tlf leo·ielation
Dudgot procedure.
b ecu' w,;e •wln.1c 1eg·rs
· 1a. t.·wu on a 0 r·es(u·vec1'
;·mbjcct may clearly not impinge on transferred Huhject.s, mouey
devoted to 1·e.seTVed object.s of expenditure can with some r:;ort of
l'eason he always represented as being diverted :hom the tmnsferred
objcctr:;. 'I'here must therefore be means of securing that the
executive council shall be able to find the money to kee11 the admiuistmtion of tho l'OI:lCl'Yed r:;ubjoct.s efficient, and there must rtlso be
means of seenrir1g that to the expanding cost of the tntnsfened
so1·vices, a fLtir proportion of the total revenue ir:; devoted. J!'or it
mut:t he remembered that the tmnsfcnecl services are gouerully
those which stand in greater need of development.
256. 'l'o this end we ,have examined val'ious expedients. We
wel'e attmcted by the }JOt>sihility of appointIts difficultic8 and their ·
·
·
t. t}
solution.
mg a jomt
commiUeo roprcsentmg
uo • 1
official and non-offidnl viow.s to make a
financial settlement dealing with both re.sorved 4f:tud transferred
suhject.s, which ohould hold good for a period of say · ~ix yearl:l,
ulways ,;upposiug that it can he varied meantime by agreement,
confirmed by the assent of the legislative council. We were anxious
to fiud some solution for the difficulties and hictiou which might
otherwise mmually occur between the two elements in tho Government which ar·e responsible for the reserved and transferred services.
'I1 he device of reference to ihe Government of India we dismiss as
being a negation of our leading principle of provincial autonomy:
It seems to us even more idle to suggest a settlement by process of
laying· pap'~rs before Parliament. It has also been propos~d that
disputes n1ight be composed by an internal tribunM within the
province, comprising a high court judge, a Government official,
and an elected member; but we dismiss such an expedient from
consideration, because so long as the Governor in Council is
responsible for reserved subjects, we hold that he must have power
to decide what revenues he requires. On full consideration we have
decided to set aside [<ll suggestions for a settlement. We doubt
whether any committee's I'eco:inmendations would commend themselves to Indian opinion much better than the Governor's decision,
to which in the event of irreconcilable difference of opinion between
the two halves of the Government the" matter must ultimately come.
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A c;ettiement woulU also 1esult in a riu·id allocation 'which wouid be
yearly attacked in debates and whir;h it might he difficult to vary
by ::gmoment; and :..t best it only dei~rs the difficulty for a six yeaTs'
penod, at the end of which it would present itseli again with the
accumulated force of six yeaTs' discontents. It is impos~>ible to
foresee ~he contingencies which may occur in six years, and to
budget. m advance for so long a period. The difliculty is fundamental and we cannot overcome it Ly any Bimple device. Nor are
we 'ivithoul; belie:t in the eclueati,·c eilicaey of the aumwl 1nulg·et
\Y e propose therefore that the p1·oviucial lHHlget :;hould
be :hmned Ly the executive Government as a whole. The first
charge on provincial revenues w:ill Lc the contribution to the Governnwut of India; and after that the supply for tho rcsencd suhjeuts
wilLhave prio'i'ity. 'l'he allocation of supply for the transfened
subjects will be dceided by the ministers. If the revenue is insufficient for their needs the question of new taxation will be decided
by the Governor and the ministers. vV e ai·e bound to recoguize that
in time nevv tax::ttion will be necesc;ary, for no conceivable economies
can fimmce the new developments which are to be anticipated. The
budget will then be laid be!oTe .the council which will t1iscuss it
and vote by resolution upon the allotments. If the legif:llative
council rejects or· modifies the proposed allotment for reserved
subjects the Governor should have power to insist on the whole, or
. any part• of the allotment originally provided, if for reasons to be
stated he certifies its necessity in tho tm:ms which we have already
suggested. W c are Gmphatically of O}Jinion that the Governor in
Council must be empowered to obtain the supply which he declares
to be necessary for the discharge o:t his responsibilities. Except m
so :far as the Governor exercises this power the budget would be
• altered in a.ccoroonce with the resolutions cal'ried in council.
<-.!
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257', .We anticipate that anxiety may be :felt as to the supply
for the transferred subjects. We believe
Safegminls against diffi- that this anxiety is lanrely based on an
culties.
~
exaggerated view of the possibilities of
economy in the reserved subjects. We do not feel, however, that
there need be any apprehension. No Governor in Council is likely,
without real 'reason, to disregard the wishes of the legislative
council, and we hold that, if he has real Teasons, he ought 1;o disregard j;hem in the discharge of his responsibilities. But we may
point out the .series of safeguards which our plan provides. The
budget will be considered by the whole Government acting together.
'L'hose in chaTge o£ the transferred subjects will have every opportunity of acquainting themselves with the considerations upon
which the allot:rn.ent for the reserved subjects is based. In these
joint discusRions the provincial revenues will be estimated; the
contribution to the Government o:f .India will be set apart; .the
proposed allotments for the reserved subjects will then be carefully.
scrutinized and examined with a view to facing criticism in the
legislative council, and the remainder of the revenue will be at the
disposal of the ministers. Il such residue is not sufficient; it is·

•
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open to the mi~isters ·to suggest extra taxation either within the
schedule of permissible provil!..cial taxation, or by obtaining the
sanction of the Government o! India to some tax not included in
the schedule. Such taxation proposals would be presented to the
legislative council only with the approval of the ministers. Moreover, there is a standing committee representative of the legislative
councils not only on finance, but attached to all the reserved portfolios; and these standing committees will have the opportunity of
scrutinizing all proposals for substantial expenditure, and of
familiarizing themselves with departmental needs. But i:l!- the
ministers and the legislative councils are compelled to accept allotments for the reserved subjects with which they do not agree our
proposal tha~ a periodic commission shall review t~e proceedin~s
affords another safeguard. Both the Government and .the }gglslative council will decide on their course of action with the full
knowledge that their conduct in the matter will, in due course, come
under review by the Commission. There will be opportunity of
arguing before the Commission, on the one hand, that reserved subjt~cts have been extravagantly administered, or that the Governor in
Council has unnecessarily disregarded the wishes of the leg.islative
council, or, on the other hand, that the attitude of .the legislative
council with regard to the expenditure on reserved subjects har;
been so unreasonable as to make it unsafe to transfer furthe1~ P')WCHI.
Alth9ugh we believe, therefore, that no insuperable difficulty will
ariRc if reasonable ;men conduct themRelves in a reasonable manner
this periodic sanction will tend to produce a spirit of compromise
and co-operation.
258. At this point we may explain that we have considered the
feasibility of establishing a liticamijral system
U pper houses.
. t h e provmces.
.
Its a dvoca t·es. urie th a t m
.
.
.
m
creatmg upper houses we should follow the system wh10h generally
prevails in. countries where popular government has firmly established itself. We might also expect that the representation of
minority interests would become more effective in an upper house
than in a single composite chamber, because minority represent~
atives. sitting in/ a chamber of their own Il1ight feel themselves freer
to defend the interests which they represented than if they sat
together with othei elements in a lower house. We might secure
men for th~ upper houses who would not seek election or even. accept
nomination, to a composite assembly where the majori•y of members
were of a different status from themselves; and so the second chamber might develop a conservative character which would he a valuable check on the possibly too radical proclivities of a lower house.
But we see very serious practical objections to ·the idea. In many
provinces it would be impossible to secure a sufficient number of
suitable members for~wo houses. We apprehend also that a second
_ chamber representing mainly landed and moneyed interests might
prove too effective a barrier against legislation which affected such
mterests. Again, the presence of large landed proprietoi·s in the
second chamber might have the unfortunate result of discouraging

other members of the same class from seeking the votes of the electorate. \¥" e think that the delay involved in passing legislation
through two houses would make the ~ystem :far too cumbrous to contemplate for the business of provincial legislation. We have
decided for the present, therefore, against bicameral institutions
for the provinces. At the same time we bear in mind that as provincial councils approach more closely to parliamentary :forms the
need for revising chambers may be the more felt; and we think that
the question should be further considered by the periodic commission
wJ.J.ic.h. we propose hereafter.
259. We should now make it clear what the relations of the
·
executive officers in the provinces will be
.
Re1at10ns of the services t t}.
to the Government!'
o ·1e new Government. L et us say a t once
that we have no intention of introducing
any duality into the services. It would ·be unfair to expect
ministers new to responsibility to assume the burden of office unless
they could command the assis.tance of the present highly trained
services. 'l'o require them to inaugurate new services for their
own departments would, we think, be to saddle them with difficulties tmat would doom the experiment to failure. 'rhis consideration, among others, was prominent in our minds when we concluded
that ministers should form part of the executive Government of the
province -rather than a separate Government. That there are di:ffi. culties in either case we do not deny, but they would certainly be
greater if one and the same officer received his orders from two Governments instead of one. The objection may be taken that the
same authority may not be felt to attach to orders coming from
ministers as to ordeTs coming from the executive council. We do
• not admit ijlat they will come from either. All orders will come
from the Government, and they will all be Government orders.
At the pre~ent time it is not the business of an executive officer to
differentiate between an order conveyed to him by the secretary to
Government in one department, and an order conveyed to him by
the secretary in another department, and the procedure will not
differ in the future.
FuTURE DEVELOPMENT.

260. Having now described the new constitution which we pro•
pose at the outset let us show how ,we intend
Modification by .the Go- to pro_vide for its assured and regular
vernment of India:.
development in future. Our idea is that as ·
the popular element of the Government acquires experience and
learns to discharge its duties efficiently further powers should be
entrusted to it. The process in fact will be one of adding to th.e
transferred subjects and of taking from the res~rved ones, "':ntil
such time as with the entire disappearance of the reserved subJects
the need for an official element in the Government, or of procedure
by grand committee, vanishes, and thus the goal of complete res:poi:tsibility is attained in the pro-ci.nces. What we have to do 1s at
once to encol_;lrage and to regulate this process. After five years'

.
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time from the firo;t meeting of Hw refunned council~:> we ~:>uggest
that the Goverument of India ::;hould hear applieationc: f'ron1 either
the provineial Government m•the pruvincial eonncil for the modification of the reserved and transfened li~:~t,y of the province; and
that after eormideriug the evidence laid before theut they ::;hould
recommend for the approval of the Secretary of State the tran:;fer
of ~:~uch fmthor subj edl:l to tltc trawderred list as they think de:,irable. On the other lmnd, if it should be made 11lain to them fhat
certain funetion~:~ have been seriously maladn1inistered it will be
open to them with the sanction of the Se<~retal'y of i::ltaLe 'to t'l:limmlfer :mhjeets from the transfenell to the re1:lerved list, or to
place I'PHtrictions for the future ou tlto miuitJten:' po\vnr" iu respect
of eerLaiu transferred subjects. 'l'his exau1iuati01i ,pf tho question
hy the Gover.nuHmt of India after the lapt>e of iivo yom·" will be o£
value in enabling the allotment of portfolios to he redetermined,
if need he, in tho light ot tho experience gained dming that Lime.
llut it is also desirable to emr1plete the re;,;[Hm~>ihility of the
mini~:>ter" for tho trnm:.fm'l'o<l suhjoet~:>. '!'his Hlumld emno in one
of two ways, eitlior at the initiative o£ the eouueil if it dmliro::; and
i::; pre]J:t.l'e~l to oxcn~i:-::e gro;d;er control ovel' tho miui:-;Lers, 1"11' at th~
diserotion of !J1e Govennilent of Jn<l.ia, whidt may wi:·d.t to make this
dmnge ac; a eowlit.ion o£ the gr:mt of ne\v, or of the maintenance
of exi:::ti ug, ]lO\VCl'S. We propo~:~o therefore that the G0overnm ont .
of India may, when hearing such a.p]1lieationR, direct that the
ministers' ::;alarinR, iustead of tilly longer being trea te'c1 as il, reserved
subject and therefore pt·oteeted i.n the lust resort by the Governor's
6I:~:~r r~om _intorfcre~ee, shou~<l. he speeifie:tlly .voted each year by
t!,~~-.I~tp~lt~tn:e e~nme1l; or fa1hug ::;ueh dtrectH!n by the G:overnment of Iudm, It should he open to the eounCll,_ at ~wt tune or •
Hnbsequently to demand hy rnNolntion tl1at HUeh ministers' salaries
should he so. voted, tmd the Government of India should. thereupon
~· i;e, e:ffeet. to Knelt re;1ue:::t. '!~1.1&,"~!?ct~A~JerH would .in fact hemnne
llllsters ll1 i.Jw }JUl'hmnentury snnse. 'l'he COUnCllS . Would have
1
.· wer to refutJe to puss their salaries, and they would have to
~ncept the consequences which constitutional convention attaches
lo such a vote.
.
/';'cc... ',.;,.,
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261. 'rhe ~I'l'a.ngem.ents sketched in the last paragraph, howevd:,
. a·
..
are intended t.P provide merely for acl ·interinb

•
• i · .e th
,
changes; and "we regard 1t
as essentuf,
n
e
terms of the announcement of August 20 are to he niade good, that
there should from time to time come into being some outside
authority charged with \_the duty o:£ resurveying the political situation in India and of i'ea<ljusting the machinery to the new requirements. We would provide, therefore, that ten years after the :first
meeting o:£ the new councilR established under the Rtatute a commission should be appointed to review the position. Critici~m has
been expressed in the past o:£ the composition of Royal commissions,
and it is our intention that the eommission which we suggest should
be regarded as authoritative and sh~uld derive its authority from
Parliament itself. The names of the commissioners therefore should

Perw
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be submitted by the Secretary of State to both Hous~s of Parliament
for hpproval by resolution. 'rhe commissioners' mandate should be
to consider whether by the end of t1le term of the legislature then
in existence it would he possible to establish complete responsible
government in any province or provinces, or how far it would be
possible to approximate to it in others; to advise on the continued
reservation of any departments for the tnmsfer of which to popular
control it has been proved to their satisfaction that the time had not
yet come; to recommend tho retransfer of other matters to the control d:f the Governor in Council if serious maladministration were
established; and to make any recomm.endations for the \vorking of
res'ponsible government or the improvement of the constitutional
machinery whi_ch experience of the systems in operation may show
to he desirable. We intend these propositions to be read rather as
rm indication of our general intentions than as nn attempt to draft
the actual terms o:f the reference to the commission.
262. There are several. other important matters, germane in
Other matters for ·con- greater or less degree t;o our main purpose,
sideration by the commis- which thf1 commission should review. They
sian.
•
shoulcC-i1{;~;Jtigat~~· tfl'ew?"l)rogress made iiJ.
admitting Indians into the higher ranks of the public service.
They should examine the apportionment of the financial burden of
India with a view to adjusting it more fairly between the provinces.
The commission should also examine the development of education
among the people and the prog~:!lsol~,.~nrt2<?JJsiiJJL"Q.t,l.Q~t~,2}tz()vern
ing bosl~-~s~. J,as,tly the (;.O:tn}~i~si_o~~ :~1lgul4. ~Jll11li!ieJ.:. t}ie ~()rT<irig of
t~~ fra~i~-~~-~J;td the qonsb.tuti?A 9£ .\ll~9tR}ill·}~s, including the _important I'natter of the retentwn o£ .communal representation.
Indeed we ,reg:ua the development of a broad franchise as the arch
on. which• the edifice o:f self-government must be raised; for we
have no mtention that our reforms . should result ;rnerel)?:j;u t11e
transfer of powers from a bureaucracy to an oligarchy. We shall
be told that we are laying a heavy charge upon the commission.
We agree that this is so, and it wili probah1y be necessary to appoint
more than one commission; but we think it important that the
review of all these questions should be ·undertaken at one and t11e
snme i~ime. It ifl our desire to revive the prorA'lRR by wl1ich '/;he affairR
of hclia were periodically subjected to Rearching- review by inveRtigating .hodies appoinf~r,rl with tlH'. approval of Parlianrent itself;
and we propoiiie therefore thai; tlw furtlHll' eonrse of cm1stitutional
development in the r.ountry, together with tlw oHwr matters juRt
enumerated, sl1all from time to time bo similarly inveRtigatecl nt
interva·lR of twelve yoarR, a period which represents t11e life of four
e1 under the existing regulations.
the appointment of a commission ten years
after tho new Act takes effect we wish to
The importanee
.J
•
t, posr. u'll e mHmnc
·
Ierc; t an d'mg.
eleetorate.
·, ·· of
" ··-an. guar!l
ag-a 1ns
We would not he inken as implying that
tlwre rm1 1w estahlislu'r1 hy th,;1.t tim0 rompl0te reRponRihle governw,ent i11 i.he pTovincefL In nfi'my of tho provhweR no Auch consum-
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mation: can follow in the time named. The pace will be everywhere
unequal, though progress in J:Jne province will . alwttys stimulate
progress elsewhere; but undue expectations might be aroused i£ we
indicated any opinion as to the degree of approximation to comflete
self-government that might be reached even in one or two o the
most advanced provinces. The reasons that make complete responsibility at .present impossible are lik.el~ to cont~nue .,op~:ratiye in
some degree even after a decade. W 1thm that hme many persons
will h~ve been brought in touch with problems of administration
and a considerable number will have some experience o£ the iwtu31
exercise o£ responsibility; but .we recog:u.i?"JLJ:;J1at time is 11ecessary
for the <}evelopment o:f responsibility in th;~·e't§Pfbr'at~tJS;»a ·the
grow~. of Ero]>,~.r .lt':~~tio!f~... ,between repre~!:lll;~~Jiy~,s ~:g~ .. ,qgp,sti~ueiicies:~-ltt'prese:i:tt electorates of a general character hardly exisi..
Almost :ill are designed 'f.o' repr:esimt ~peciaf'classes or int~I:ests~d~
cq:r).s~st of very few persons. Those which represent :Muhammadans
were intended to be fairly inclusive but even those are limited to a
ew hundred electors. Th(') }nuch larger electorates that will now
e set up, though still a mere fraction of the population, will be
evoid 6£ political experience. The habit of considering opolitical
,ssues as issues to be decided by a man's own judgment, of realizing
t11eir valull of the proper use 'o£ a vote and
judging candidates
"<vith regar<l to their :fftness to represent the eledor'R view~ have all
to hB acquired. The physical Circumstances of electorates thinly ·
scattered over wide areas with indifferent communications will
render the tasl{ of educating tlwm particularly difficult, especially
for men who will have to unoertake a work of which they themselves
have so litHe experience. T. hcs.a•.diJR<I\llti~~>-, wiU ..Jw~jlhQreased by
the gene}::all~9k .of education,.... Whcr(l the g~C;l~f.m~~s,o:fdthe popub- ..
tion is miterate, as is unfortunately tl1e case all over In~a, pp\itical
idtms''frt!Iy''"he~·e~p~ctMI only to spro:ticl sl«?wh. ancltni:tJ~:ogr,~ss of
polit~sfl:Ledtt.()::J:~ion to beimpedea.· But we have already recognized
the rapid rate of progress ·which ha,s taken place in India during
recent years in the. development of politicaJovig~p:n; and we cannot
fo:reseirn()w''"muoh lne' pace will be il.ccelerii.teil tinder the new conditions. · It is tJJCrefore clearly desirable that periodic inquiries should
take, place at intervals that may prove too short rather than th~~;t'
en~uragement should be given to agitation by undue delay .
.. <' ( 264. B.ut inasmuch .as co;ll!~~~spon_s_ible gover1lm_e!,l;t.,.~~~e-~
l'Ma~ter for'llpecial consi- t1ally epe~ s ~1!!-~·~l~?t
' d~~10n.
orate suftie'1~1'!~:t::·,~~~''f':t}~~ (Jpgn,tzanf o£
a.ffmrs to hold the.ir representatives el!fective1y to account we think
that one of the most important duties of thecommission will be to
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4l=-~~~~l~~!!ir~i1fo~~ft ·~~~a;Ure~;e1~g!~fbii~~~ i!f1l~i ·~~~·:~~t~:~~g
other things on the g-rowth of the electorate and on the measure in
which they g-ive evidence of an active. a11d int~lligent .. use of the
franchise. We wish to attain con{piete'"ies'pi>nTJ:'tlfl:ity,;;~limil"·we can
ano"as early as we can, and we intend that its attainment should
depend upon the efforts of the India:R people theniselves. It would
l}Pt b~ fair to give it to them till they fulfil th13 n!"Cessary conditions.

Chapter !X.-The Government of India and the India Office.
I.-THE GovERNMENT OF INDIA.

265. We shall have discharged our task indifferently if it is not
already plain from our report that all the
The need for change.
changes which we suggest are no more than
the necessary adjustment ot the constitution to a rapidly changing
environment. So long as the people of India were content to leave
their government in official hands the system was well-devised to the
needs of the country, and was directed with astonishing zeal and
success to beneficent ends. We have tried to give some account of the
burden of the work. We may well pause to pay a tribute to the part
played by the Government of India itself in guiding and inspiring
the entire system. Rarely has a heavier burden of responsibility continuously rested on a smaller body of men ; rarely has it been discharged
with greater ability or a higher sense of public duty. We have changes
to propose, corresponding to changing conditions ; but we should keenly
·regret it "if anything we said were taken as failing in the tribute due to
great work finely done. But more is now being demanded of the. system
than it can give. It is no longer sufficient to administer India ; it is
necessary also to satisfy her political aspirations ; and because we were
all too slow in taking cognizance o£ the changes that were occurring the
• task is all the heavier because there is lee-way to make up. We must
• therefore int4foduc~ a new element of strength into the Government .

•

266. We have already made our opinion clear that pending the
development of responsible government in the
The burden of work.
provinces the Government of India must
remain responsible only to Parliament. In other words, in all matters
which it judges to be essential to the discharge of its responsibilities for
peace, order, and good governmt;Jnt it must, saving only for its accountability to Parliament, retain indisputable power. With the precise
manner in which the control by Parlia.ment must in future bc modified
we shan• deal hereafter. For the present we will concern, ourselves
the functions, structure, and methods of the Governwith changes
ment of India itself. We think we have reason for saying that in
some respects the machinery is no longer equal to the .needs of the
time. The normal work of the departments is heavy. The collective
responsibility of the Government is weighty, especially in time of
war. There is little time or energy Lleft for those activities of a
political nature which the new situation in the country demands. A
legislative session of the Government of India imposes a serious strain
upon the departments, and especially on the members in charge of
them. They bve not merely to carry Q11 their 4eavy task of adminis~
17l
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tration and to share· in the discussion and decision of grave matters
policy, but they have to prepare themselves to meet a growing volume
of criticism at meetings of the le~slative council ; and when, as has now
happened, they are called upon in addition to deal with urgent and
complex questions of constitutional reform, the burden becomes one
tha't it is unreasonable to impose on so small and highly worked a
body of men. Wc desire to take this opportunity of acknowledging
how ungrudgingly their services have been given to our present task.
But, apart :from t}JC inevitable complexities of the moment, the g;rowi11g
burden of business, which results from the changing political conditions of the country, is leading to an accumulation of questions
which cannot be disposed of a.s quickly as they present themselve,.
We find the necessity for reforms admitted, principles rtgreed upon and
decisions taken, and then long delays in giving cfl()ct to them. Difficulties f!,re realized, inquiries are started, commissions report, and then
there is a pause. ']'here is a belief abroad thn.t assurances given in
public pronouncements of policy are sometimes not fulfilled. On this
occasion therdore we ha vc taken steps to guard against such imputations,
and to provide meanB for ensnring the orclerc•d development o~ onr own
plans.
267. The main fn.nlt for the clogging of the machine d()cS not, we.

think, lie altogether with its highly trained
Cll~l·nc
J·s, SOl11C
e. ,ers, . Wh a t 1·s ch1.efly
. W"ntecl
...
. .
change of: RyPtem in tho dircct;ions of simplicity n.nd speed. How does
it hn.ppcn that announcements arc made that arouse oxpcct.aUonR only
to defeat them? We know that it is not from any intention of deluding the public. We suggest that it is because the•whe~s move too • •.
Rlowly for the time;; the need for change is realized, but • because an
examination of: details would take too long promises are made in
general termR, which on examination it becomes necessary so to qualify
with rcservn.tions as to disappoint ant1cipations and even to lead to
charges of breach of faith. We suspect that a root cause of some
political discontents lies in such delays. Now, so far as the provinces
are concerned, we believe that our pr_oposa.Js for freeing them to. a
great extent from the control of the Government of India and the
Secretary. of State will improve matters. Rut the .Governmen~ of India
are in th6 worst case. In all important matters they .have to consult
local Governments, and then to secure the approval of the Secret::J.ry
of State. Consultation with local Governments there must always
be ; but with developing autonomy in the provinces, and less frequent
interference by tho Secretary of State, we see no reason why quicker
and more informal methods should not be pursued. We hope that
the new departure inaugurated in January last at the conference between the Government of India and all the heads of Governments in
Delhi may be repeated annna.Jly, and may lead to a closer understand- ing o:f\ the varying conditions of the ,provinces and some diminution of
official correspondence,
Present 01.usos ol' do!ny.
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268. References to the India Office are a second fruitiul cause of delay.
The India Office, having s~atutory respon8References to the India ibilities to d!scharg·e, exercises its authorityOffice.
with good care and with all the expert knowledge at its. command. Proposals that have been examined in India
are re-examined in England and fresh suggestions may be forthcoming
from Whitehall upon which Delhi may find it necessary to take the fur.:
ther opinion of Calcutta, Bombay, and the rest. Now ~e recognizl'!that
so long as the Indian Government is not responsible to an electorate
the guardianship of the welfare of India as a whole must remain in the
hands of Parliament. Indeed, as we shall show, we go on hereafter to
.makr: suggestions for sustaining the interest taken by Parliament in
InD.Ia better and for improving the means of information at its disposal.
But, on the other hand, we must also consider practical needs. We
have seen how rarely Parliament asserts its power, how little interest
and time it devotes to Indian affairs, and how much it leaves to the
Secretary of State in Council. Granting, therefore, that Parliament's
und"erstanding of the larger Indian questions, and its responsibility for
policy, ought to be increased there is no real inconsistency in saying
that we• should ask it simultaneously to agree to relax the Secretary of
State's control in details. We consider that the Secretary of State's
previous sanction to decisions taken in India should be required in
· fewer cases than in the past ; and that in some matters it will suffice in
future if he asserts his control by means of a veto if necessary.
· 269. A further cause contributing to delay is that the departments
Insufficiency of staff.
at headquarters are now overworked. It
is often overlooked how small ·is the staff
• which carries on the work of the great departments. Normally. it consists
of a memb;r in ciliarge, a secretary, a deputy secretary, and an undersecretary. • The remainder of the staff is purely clerical. If this is
compared with the staffing of one of the great departments in Whitehall,
and every allowance is made for the difference of conditions, it will be
clear how numerically weak the staff of the Government of India is ;
and how great is the strain upon its members, especially in such times
as the present. One reason why the departments can move quickly
in England is because their day-to-day administration runs itself. New
inquiries can be set on foot, and policies thought out by the head of
the deptt:ttment, with the help of a large and experienced ."permanent
staff. In India the higher staff of the ,secretariats is not 'permanent,
because rightly or wrongly it has always been held desirable to maintain
touch between the headquarters offices and the districts. Men are
selected from the administrative staff, serve for a time in the offices,
and return to administration. One result of this discontinuity is that
questions . which a permanent civil service can safely dispose of by
word of mouth become the subject of continuous minuting. Changes
of personnel necessitate a record of the questions, and the aspects of
questions considered. We express no opinion on the system, but it
requires detailed examination. Indeed, the Viceroy has already signified
.N
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to his colleagues· his intention of causing it to be examined after the
war. Till that time comes the inquiry could not be pursued with
advantage; but once the stress 4bf war is over, and departments can
i3stimate their permanent needs, the inquiry should be taken up probably
with the assistance of experts froni England. Our prop~sal is made
without prejudice to the process of taking further Indians into the
services. From whatever source the additional help is to be sought
there can be no. question of its acute necessity.
270. But a constitutional element of delay may be found ip. t~
character of the Government itself, Because
Inh~r~nt toi<dencios of it is bureaucratic it is naturally less anxious
an officml Government.
.
.
to move than a responsible Government.. In·
the matter.:J where Parliament does not affect it its duty is to its own
conscience-or perhaps we should say to its successors in office-and not
to any constituents. We should do well to associate with it a really
representative assembly so as to ensure that in the comparative seclusion of its domicile in Delhi and Simla the wishes of the country are
accurately and regularly presented to it, and that its action is adequately
criticized. In this way not merely shall we get a succession of stimuli
from outside which would benefit the Government in India, but. the
Secretary of State in England will have the means of judging what view·
is taken in India of the actions of the Government, and so the. modified
measure of Home control which we propose will come to be exercised·
not merely in accordance with British views, but with regard also to the
expressed views of those who represen:t constituencies in India. These
are the considerations underlying the proposals which we put forward
for changes in the structure of the Government of India both in its
•
•
executive and legislative aspects.
271. We have explained already how the executive coul'tcil of the
Governor General is constituted and how
·Tfle ~overnor General's portfolios are allotted in it
Its changed relaExecutivo Council.
. ·
·
·
twns with provincial governments will in themselves materially affect the volume of work coming before ~he departments; and for this reason alone some redistribution will be necessary.·
We would therefore abolish such statutory restrictions as now exist
in respect of the appointment of members of the Governor General's
Council so as to give greater elasticity both in respect of thCi size of
the Government and the distribution of work. If it. is desired tdl '
retain parliamentary control over these matters they might be embodied in statutory orders to be laid before Parliament. ··
272. Further, we propose to increase the Indian element in the exe.
cutive council. We do not think it necessary.
Increase in Indmn ele- to argue the expediency of enabling the wishes
men15.
of India to be further represented in the Cabinet

~~!Vn~~~;~mb1~·i~i~;~~~~~\ff9~&~~ ~~,1~~~j~ra~~Jfii~tfl)YJ~:.:
1

politiCal development; and has proved of value in enabling the Govern-
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ment to have first-hand acquaintance with Indian opinion. In recommending a seeond appointment we are only pursuing the policy already
deter:mined upon in respect of the pftblic servie,es. There exists, of
course at present no racial prescription in the 2tatute, nor do we propose
that any shol!-ld be introduced. T_here is even no formal guarantee that
any appointment shall be made on the grounds of race. The appointment of Indian members \Vill be made in th0 future as in the past as a
matter of practice by the Crown on the recommendation of the Secretary of State ; and we suggef3t the appoi]}t:rp.e11_t 9£ i1J10t~er Indian
m~n1b~r
as
soon as :r:t~iLY he:
.•ct,· ..
> .•..•.,...... .'••' •..• ••• ' '
,l 273. We now come to the c.hange~E~£..;.:i~,~s:Lil1.1~c¥Jl1~~?:ll.:L~gisl~tive
•
.
. .
Counmt · Tts exiStmg compositiOn we nave
The Incllan I.eg.tslatlve ah~eadv explained. No argument is needed to
Assemblv.
b
"h
d
a· · 07 1 d
2
c. .•

~~~~~:~.!.El~}~Y }!,f. t~.~; -~.:~I:rnaetd ~ty~J~~1§.t:@~;; ~d~t~~!t:~, ~a~~!~t

ila~<;L1J1,1tely
a,s~12mJ:JJy.

represent the interes~sqt the ei~~!I',')9,0,J+l;ltiJ;: ,h1,t)il$l. supreme
Indeed, no council the composition of which is conditioned
by the necessity of maintaining an official majority could possibly serve
that pur:uose. We recommend therefore that the strength of the legislative council, to be known in future as the Legislative Assembly of
India, should be raised to a total strength of about 100 members, so as
to be far rpore truly representative of British India. W~ ,p.I:()ppse that
t~9.~tgi~d~ of thi~ .tOtf!rLt>hPJJ1ik.l:>~. IgtRrneq by. el~?.qtiop,; ~~n(l that onethirc1 should be noiT1inated by the Q-overnor General of which third not
lesswthan a''flili'cl:'.again 'shol.iiCf~·t·;ti1on ~offi'CEi!s .selected ~ith the object
of representing minority or special interests. 'Ve have decided not to
present to His Majesty's Government a complete scht;Jme for the election
.o~. the elected rep~esentatives; our discussions have shown us that we
• have not the"' data on which to arrive at any sound conclusions. Some
special repr~sentation, we think, there rhust be, as for European and
Indian commerce and also for the large landlords. 'fher,~ s49Jll\l.l:lf3 also
eommunal representation for M1Jhf!;mm,adan,s in, most provin()es and also
fo:J!:.~~~~Jri,t;tie';r1l~i~1:i·. ;.The~~ '18 nod~ffi~u!ty about direct election in
the case of speCial constituenCies. lb lS m respect of the general; or
residuary, electorate, including therein the communal electorates for
Mahammadans and Sikhs, that complexities present themselves. Q,Qr
decided pr~ference it:!. for a systell!: of directelect~rates, butthfl}~Inens
it_i"of'tnO;'coU.ri£ry !llak~s :It difficult ; it may be''!mpossible' tcdorm constituehcieii'of rettson1ble
i:ri wb.ich candidates will be able to get into
direct touch with the electorates. Moreover, there is the further difficulty (which, however, presents itself in any system of constituencies)
of the inequalities of wealth existing bet.ween the different communities.
If constituencies are to be approximately even in size it may be necessary to concede a special franchise to the Muhammadans~ who, taken ~sa
whole, are poorer than the Hindus ; and this means giving a vote to some
Muhammadans who would not be entitled to vote if they were Hindus.
That is an undesirable anomaly, to which we should prefer the anomaly
of unequal constituencies ; but on our present information we find it
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impossible to say how great the practical difficulties of va;iation in sizemight be. . Similar problems will present themselves in respect of con~
stituencies for the elections t~ provincial councils. It is obviously
desirable to deal on uniform lines with the electoral arrangements both
in the provincial and Indian councils. As regards the former we have·
already ~~~~111!?:~!f,~~£L.ji];}~~,J.H?P9intm,,~}f~.,pf a ~p~ci::~,l <:J9l~;tni.tt~e .to investig~te Sl~~~~i()~S of)~flnr;~ise~ an~ ~le9,t0!a.tcs ; and -to that ,body We
!()~_r<:r·tli~rifp£~ ·i\~~P.: ,gs:ifurilit.,Jh<t.. t~:tsl:: of. 9etermixling . .th~ electorates
-~ ~<i.Q.9•,Y,~9~~JQ.+,,t.h~Jp.~~an Legislative Asse.mh.ly. Tl:l&~~~.Y find
it· wholly impractica:J?1~ .. ~,Q•..!lil.:T~D.gl.J.t9I .di;r.ep} election. J11 t]litt ca~,
£hey \viTrcoiisla:er...£1l"e various possible systems ihairect ~lection. We
are ftltly''awarc Of tlf(\''ob]gctioi1s attacHing t<'Va1l forms''ofTndirect elec.tion; but if the difficulties of direct election compel us ~o have recourse
to indirect, we incline to think tJ:~t elgction by non-offiqiaJm~mbers of
provincial councils is likely to prove far mor.e aqcept;;tb,le t.o Indian
opinion and, in spite of the smallness of the electoral bodies, certainly
not open in practice to greater objection than any of the other alternative methods which have been from time to time proposed.
For reasons similar to those which we have given in the case o£ the
provincial legisla.tive councils we recommend that members of tbe Indiil.n
Legislative Assmnbly should not be designated "Honourable" but
should be entitled to affix the letters M.I.J.A. to their names.

.
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27 4. The suggestion we ha.ve made for the number of elected members·
.
wa.s b(1Sed Oll the calculation that the three
. , R~rresentation of the presidencies would be represented by 11
piOvmces.
1.
. d ·provxnces
.
by 10,
memoers
cac]1; t h e U mte
the Punjab and Bihar and Orissa by 7 each, the Central Provinces by
5, Burma by 3, nnd Assam by 2. We also think that~n vi~ of the in1>- •
portance of the Delhi province 8,s the Imperial enola ve and .the seat of
the central Government it should be represented by a member.
275. In respect of the non-official members to be nominated by the
Governor General we advise that no hard-andNominated members.
fast rule should be laid down. These seats
should. be regarded as a reserve in his hands for the purpose of adjusting
inequalities and supplementing defects in representation. NominatiOJlS
Bhould not be made until the results of all the elections are known ; and
then they' should be made after informal consultation with t~ heads
of provinces. The maximum number of nominated officie.ls will be twoninths of the whole, and it will rest with the Governor General to determine whether he requires to appoint up to this ll).aximum .. The officials
will, however, include the executive members of assembly, sitting not by
appointment, but ex officio; and also some representation from the
provinces. It may therefore not be possible for secretaries to the Governmerit of India to continue to sit in the assembly ; this may in itself be
of advantage as decreasing the dislocation of administrative business
during the session. It may, however, be necessary to allow the secretary
to speak and vote on behalf of the member when occasion demands.

..~
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But for this 'purpose we think that a preferable altern-ative may be tQ
-appoint members of the assembly, not necessarily elected, nor even
non-official, to positions analogous tli those of parliamentary under,secretaries in England; and we advise that power be taken to make
ceuch appointments. \Ve attach importance to the further proposal
that.officialmemb~rs of the assembly, other than members of the executive government, should be allowed a free right of speech and vote,
except when the Government decides that their support is necessary.
We think that this change of procedure will affect the tone of discussions
v~ry heneficially. We think that, for the reasons which we have given
already in support of a similar recommendation in respect of the provincial councils, the president of the Legislative Assembly should be
:Dominated by the Governor General. We do not propose that his
<Oh.oice should be formally limited, but it seems necessary that, at any
rate for the present, the president should be designated from among the
official members.
216. We began with the fundamental proposition that the capacity
of the Government of India to obtain its will
Means of securing the
in
all essential matters must be unimpaired.
<affirmative" power of legisThe institution of an assembly with a large
.!ation.
elected majority confronts us with the prohlem, as :in the case of the provinces, of enabling the executive govern"ment to semiTe its essential legislation and its supplies. Here also we
have examined several possible expedients. In this instance, there can
be no question of relying on legislation by superior authority. The only
ii!Uperior authority is Parliament, and Parliament is too far off and
.notoriously too preoccupied and not suitably constituted to pass laws
• lor the dom~stic J~~eeds of India. It is true that the Governor General
has the po~er of making temporary ordinances for certain emergent
purposes. We propose that this power should be retained ; its utility
has been strikingly demonstrated during the present war. It merely
;provides, however, a means of issuing decrees, after private discussion
-in the ej~Ccutive council, and without opportunities for public debate
or criticism ; and normally it should be used only in rare emergencies.
lt would be unsuitable for our purpose. What we seek is some means,
for use on special occasions, of placing on the statute book, after full
publicity and discussion, permanent measures to which the. majority
.of meml:fers in .the Legislative Assembly may be unwilling ·to assent.
We seek deliberately, when the purpose justifies us, to depart from
popular methods of legislation ; and it is obvious that no device which
conforms to those methods can possibly serve our purpose. For this
purpose we have come to the conclusion that we should ·employ the
method now familiar to Indian institutions of maintaining such a number of votes, upon which the Government can in all circumstances rely,
.as to ensure the passage of the legislation that it requires. It is ~e~e
il.lone, and only (as will be seen hereafter) for use in cases where It IS
<Jbviously necessary, that we pr~pose to perpetuate the official bloc·
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.We are seeking to pro~ide for a period of transition ; for which purpose
a novel expedient, such as multiplying the value of official votes, or
calling in officials who have not_taken part in the argument to record
their votes, or of passing measures automatically afte~ discussion, would
be as easily understood, or as acceptable, as the continuance in modified
form of i!he present system.
277. One suggestion which we considered was that we should follow
the plan adopted. in the provinces, and institute
grand committees to which the Goyernmen~s
essential Bills should be referred. But the conditions of Indian legislation are different from those of provincial. Matters are· niore important, the Government's responsibility to Parliament is closer, and.
the affirmative power rp.ust be more decisively used: We feel also
that there are advantages, both direct and incidental, in setting up a
separate constitutional body, in which Government will be able to
command a majotity. We do not propose to institute a complete bicameral system, but to create a second chamber, knoWn as the Council
of State, which shall take its part in ordinary legislative business and
shall be the final legislative authority in matters which the• Government regards as essential. The Council of State will be composed of
50 members, exclusive of the Governor General, who would be president, with power to appoint a vice-president, who would normally take.
his place : not more than 25 will be officials, including the members
of the executive council, ·and 4 would be non-officials nominated by
the Governor General. Official members would be eligible for nomination to both the Legislative Assembly and the Council of State. There
would be 21 elected members, of whom 15 will be returned by the nonofficial members of the provincial legislative cou11tils, each council •
returning two members, other than those of Burma, the Cilntral Provinces, and Assam, which will return one member each. Elected members returned to the Council of State would vacate any seats they
occupied on the provincial council or the Legislative Assembly. The
remaining six elected members are intended to supplement ifie representation which the Muhammadans and the landed classes will otherwise secure; and also to provide for the representation of chambe_rs
of commerce. Each of these three interests should, we suggest, return
two members directly to the Council o:ll State. Bearing in mind the
fact that among the members of the provincial legj.<Jlative • councils
who will elect to the, 15 seats there will be a proportion of Muhammadans,
and assuming that in each o£ the bigger provinces each elector will be
able as now to give both his votes to· one· candidate, we estimate that
the composition of the Councils of State should comprise at least
six MuhaJ;Umadans, whether sitting by direct or indirect election or
by the Governor General's nomination. Moreover, it is desirable
that the four seats to be filled by' direct election should be used so
as to ensure that the Muhammadan and· landed membl:)rs should
as far as possible be representative of .the whole of India. Deficiencie&
The Council of State.
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may occur iri th!s respect in any one~ouncil but they shQuld be corrected
in elections to the subsequent council. For this reason the regulations.
for elections to the four seats should b~ framed by the Governor General
in Council in such a way as to enable him to decide, after consideration
of the results of the indirect elections, from what part of India, or possibly
in what manner from India, generally the seats should be filled.
278. Inasmuch as the Council of State will be the supreme legislative
. .
authority for India on all crucial questions,
Qu~hficatJOns
for mem- and also the revising authority upon all Indian,
bersh1p.
·
•
•
legislation, we deHire to attract to it the services
of the best men available in the country. We desire that the Council!
pf State should develop something of the experience and dignity of a
body of Elder Statesmen ; and we suggest therefore that the Governor
General in Council should make regulations as to the qualifications of
0andidates for election to that body which will ensure that their s'tatus
and position and record of services will give to the council a senatorial
character, and the qualities usually regarded as appropriate to a revising
chamber. We consider that the designation " Honourable" should
be enjoyed by the members of the Oounpil of State during their tenure·
of office~ In accordance with the proposals which we make hereafter
for associating the Ruling Princes with the Government for the purpose
of deliberation on matters of common concern it would be, as will be
. seen, the·Oouncil of State with which the Princes would be associated.
It is desirable that, as is the case with second chambers elsewhere, the.
lifetime of the Council of State should be longer than that of the assembly;. and assuming that the life of the latter will be three years, we,
propose five years as the normal duration of each Council of State.
279.

L~t

us

explain how this legislative machinery will work.
It will make for clearness to deal separately·
Legislativ&' procedure. with Government Bills and Bills introduced
Government Bills.
by non-official members. A Government Bill
w:ill ordinarily be introduced and carried through all the usual stages.
in the Legislative Assembly. It will then go in the ordinary course
to the Council of State, and if there amended in any w1y which the
assembly is not willing to accept, it will be submitted to a joint
session of both Houses, by whose decision its ultimate fate will be
decided. This will be the ordinary course of legislation. B-f!.t it might
well happen that amendments made by the Council of State were·
such as to be'" essential in the view of the Government if the purpose
with which the Bill was originally introduced was to be achieved,.
and in this case the Governor General in Council would certify that
the amendments were essential to the interests of peace, order, or
good government. The assembly would then not have power to reject
or modify these amendments, nor would they be ope1 to revision in a
joint session.
We have to provide for two other possibilities. Oases may occur
in which the Legislative Assemb}y refuses leave to the introduction of
J>l.OW
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a Bill, or throws.qut a Bill which the Government regarded as necessary.
For such a contingency we would provide that if leave to introduce a
Government Bill is refused, or if• the Bill is thrown out at any stage,
the Government should have the power, on the certificate of the -Governor
General in CounciL that the Bill is essential to the interests of peace,
order, or good government, to refer it de novo to the Council of State;
and if the Bill, after being taken in all its stages through the Council
·Of State, was passed by that body it would become law without further
reference to the assembly. Further, there may be cases when the
consideration of a measure by both chambers would take too h~mg ij
the emergency which called for the measure is to be met. Such a contingency should rarely arise; but we advise that, in cases of emergency,
so certified by the Governor General in Council, it should be open to theo
Government to introduce a Bill in the Council of StaM, and upon its
being passed there merely to report it to the assembly.
280. We come now to non-official members' Bills. They would be
b , B'll
introduced in whichever of .the two . chambers
. t
P r1va e mem ers
1 s.
the mover sat and, on bemg earned there,
would be taken to the other chamber and carried through that. In the
case of a difference of opinion between the two bodies the Bill would be
submitted to a joint session of both, and would either be finally rejected,
·Or would be submitted for assent in the form in which it was there passed.
It might, however, occur that a non-official member's Bill•emerged
from the assembly, whether originally introduced there or not, in a form
which the Government thought prejudicial to peace, order, and good
government. In this case, also, if the Governor General in Council were
prepared to give a certificate in the terms already stated, the Bill would
go or go back to the Council of State and could only become law in the
form there finally given to it.
•
•
281. Our object has thus been where possible to make ·assent by
.
both bodies the normal condition of 'legislaAdvantages of this pro. tion but to establish the principle that in the
>Ccdure.
'
.
case of certificated legislation the w1ll of the
Council of State should prevail, and in other legislation the will of the
non-official members of both chambers taken together should prevail.
In time to come, if and when the procedure by certification becomes
unnecesf?ary, the Council of State will become, as 1n other countries, a
purely revi§ling chamber, and differences between the two chamlters will
be adjusted by joint sessions. We considered the alternative course of
leaving non-certificated Bills wholly to the Legislative Assembly, and
using the Council of St,te only for certificated Bills. We dismissed
this plan, first, because we regard it as important to establish what may
hereafter become a normal second chamber; secondly, because we were
.unwilling to exclude the non-official members of the Council of State,
1o which we wished to attract the best men available, from all share
in the passing of non-certificated business,, and all opportunities of introducing Bills. Finally, our own proposal which gives the Government
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an opportunity of amending a private member's. Bill, instead of leaving
the Government with no alternative but to veto a measure some features
of which it may disapprove, affords the means by which beneficial changes
in the law may result from non-offic~al initiative. It will, we believe,
be founq. to be not the least advantage of the institutions which we
propose that by allowing questions to be freely discussed, first in a
popular assembly and then· reviewed by a revising body in which
Government is in a position to exert as little influence as it likes, the
course of social legislation to which our Indian advisers attach
yarticular importance will be materially promoted. For if Government
is assured that projects of social reform have the support of the Indian
element in two chambers so differently constituted it will have the less
"reason for offering any obstacle to their progress .

•

282. The objection may be raised to our proposal for joint sessions
that the non-official members of the assemA possible objection.
bly will be swamped by the official members
of the Council of State in combination with the official members of the
assembly. We think that this criticism will be disposed of by further
consideration of the figures. The assembly will consist of, let us say,
.at -leas~ 78 non-official, and at most 22 official, members. The Council
of State will consist of 25 non-officials, and at most 25 officials, because
the whole number of officials in either chamber need not necessarily
be appdinted. In a full joint session, however, there might be 103
non-officials, and about 40 officials, because the members of the Governor
General's Executive Council will be members of both bodies. But we
have provided that the official members of the assembly may also be
nominated to membership of the Council of State, and we imagine that
this will be the rule rather than the exception. It would be difficult,
and also irl'advis!tble, from the point of view of departmental business,
to bring ~0 official members to the meetings of the legislative bodies,
and we conceive therefore that, including the members of the executive
council, the official element in a joint session might be taken at 30. ·
Moreover, in debates on a non-certificatetj Bill, official members would~
be left free to vote and speak as they please, and therefore should not be
expected to act as a solid body. In these calculations we have· classed
together the nominated non-officials and the elected members of both
chambers. But the 15. nominated non-officials will be nominated to
represept particular interests, and we see no reason to anticipate that
they will act l~ss consistently than they have done in the past with their
elected f131low-representatives.
283. The Governor General should in our opinion have power at
any time to dissolve either the Legislative
Powers of dissolution, Assembly or the Council o{ State, or both these
.assent, etc.
.
bodies. It is perhaps unnecessary to add that
the Governor General and the Secretary of State should retain theh
..existing powers of assent, reservation, and disallowance to all Acts of
-the Indian legislature. The present powers of the Governor General in
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Council under section 7i of the Government of India Act, 1915, to make
regulations proposed to him by local Governments for the peace and
good government of backward tracts of territory should also be preserved, with the modification that it will in future rest with the head'
of the province concerned to propose such regulations to the Government
of India.
284. Fiscal legislation will, of course, be subject to the procedure
.,
which we have recommended in respect oi
.
. .
,Fiscal l~gislatwn. h:ffoct Government Bills. The budget will be introol resolutwns.
.
. l .
A
duced m the Legis atlVe
ssembly bu~ the
Assembly will not vote it. Resolutions upon budget matters and upon
all other questions whether moved in the Assembly or in the Counci).
of State will continue to be advisory in character. Wa have already
given om reasons for holding that it is not feasible to give resolutions a
legal sanction. But since resolutions will no longer be defeated in the·
assembly by the vote of an official majority they will, if carried, stand
on record as the considered opinion of a body which is at all events·
more representative than the legislative council which it displaced.
That in itself will mean that. the significance of resolutions will be
enhanced; there will be a heavier responsibility upon those wlio pasS'
them, because of their added weight; and the Government's respons·
ibility for not taking action upon them will also be heavier. It will be
therefore incumbent on Govcmment to oppose resolutions which it ·
regards as prejudicial with all the force and earnestness that it can command in the hope of convincing the assembly of their undesirability.
There must, however, remain to the Govemment power not to give effect
to any resolution which it cannot reconcile with its responsibility for
the peace, order, and good government of the country
,

. .

,/1.
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285. We wish to apply the procedure of standing commi~tces, de-scribed in the last chapter, as far as may be to
Standing committees.
both portions of the Indian legislature. The
committees would be drawn jointly from the Assembly and the Council
of State. We do not overlook the difficulties entailed by the nature of
many of the subjects with which the central Government is concerned,
and also by the comparative infrequency with which, owing to considerations of distance, such committees can assemble. The fact that many·
matters of .ordinary internal administration will in future be left to
provincial Governments also limits the scope of utilit:~; of sc-anding
committees in the central legislature. We would leave it to the Government of India to decide with what departments standing committees
can be associated; and to the member in charge to decide what matters
can be referred to the committee. Our idea is that the non-offieial
members of the Assembly and Council of State might elect by ballot in
proportion to their respective strength two-thirds of the members of
each committee while Government nominates the remaining one-third'.
It is obvious that these eommittees cannot play such an important part
in the work of the Government as the similar committees which we have' -·
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suggested i~ the provinces. It will be difficult to obtain their assistan<~e·
in practice, except during the session or immediately before and after
it, but we think there should be n• difficulty ordinarily in obtaining·
their views on important new projects, whether legislative or administrative. Their functions might be determined by regulations to be made
by the Governor General in Council.
286. A few subsidiary matters of minor importance remain to be·
be dealt with. We think that any member
Questions and rules of of the Assembly or the Council of State (and
.proce.dure.
not merely the member who asks the original
question) should have the right to put supplementary questions.
,. The control of questions in both bodies should be regulated on lines
similar to th~se which we have suggested in the case of provincial!
councils ; and the question of restrictions upon resolutions should also·
be similarly treated. But, apart from matters affecting the powers of
the legislature, we think that the rules of procedure for both bodies·
should be made in the first instance by the Governor General in Council.
The Assembly and the Council 9£ State should both have power to·
modify. their rules with the sanction of the Governor General. The·
approval of the Becretary of State and Parliament should not be·
required.

287. -We

have a further recommendation to make. We would ask.
that His Majesty may be graciolJ.sly pleased;
An Indian Privy Council.
C
'1
to approve the institution of a Privy ounc1 l
for India. From time to time projects of this kind have been mooted.
and laid aside ; but with the changed conditions we believe that~
such a body would serve a valuable purpose and do useful work. India·
for all itse changing ideas is still ready to look up with pride and:
a:ffection J;o any authority clothed with attributes that it can respect·
and admire. Appointments to the Privy Council should be made by
the King-Emperor, and for life, which would ensure that they would be·
valued as a high personal distinction. Officials and non-officials, both.
from British India and the Native States, would be eligible; but it
would be necessary to confine appointment to those who had won real'
distinction, or had held, or were holding, the highest offices, such as
Members of the Governments, Ruling Princes, Members of the Council
of State, and High Court Judges. Indian Privy Councillors should enjoy·
the ~t!e of ".Honourable " for life. The Privy Council's ·office would
be to advise the Governor General when he saw fit to consult it on
questions of policy. and administration. It iB our hope that for one
purpose or another Committees of the Council, comparable to those or•
the Privy Council in England, which have done such valuable work in
connexion with industrial and scientific research and education, will be
appointed.
288. At the end of the last chapter we recommended that ten yearsafter the institution of our reforms, and again,
Periodic commission.
at inteivals of twelve years thereafter, a com~-
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·mission approved 'by Parliament should investigate the working of the
·changes introduced into the provinces, and recommend as to their fur~
the:r progress. It- should be equally the duty of the commission to
examine and report upon the new constitution of the Government of
India, with particular reference to the working of the machinery for
·representatation, the procedure by certificate, and the results of joint
sessions. The commission will, doubtless, if they see fit, have proposals
to make for further changes in the light of the experience gained. There
is no need for us at this stage to attempt to anticipate the line which
,their recommendations may take.
289. Let us now sum up our proposals. We seek to create an
enlarged Legislative Assembly with an elective.
Summary.
majority ; to reserve to the d~cision of the
, 'Council of State, in which the Government will command a bare majority,
{mly those measures which it must have power to carry in the discharge
·of its continuing responsibility for the good government of the land ;
to restrict the official bloc to the smallest dimensions and the least
.frequent activity that is compatible with the same guiding principle ;
;to institute a Privy Council of India as a means of honouring and em.:
:ploying ripe wisdom or meritorious service ; to admit a secon<f Indian
member into the innermost counsels of the. Indian Government. It
is true that we do not offer responsibility to elected members of the
Legislative Assembly ; and that we define the sphere in wb.ich the .
·Government will defer to the wishes of the elected members not by
:specific directions in a schedule, as we have done in the provinces, but
by a general prescription which we leave the Government to interpret.
But we have canied the advance right up to the line beyond which our
·principles forbid us to go; and by confining the use of the special
•machinery of autocracy to essential cases where a p1\blic -aeclaration •
-o£ necessity must be made we have gone definitely beyond the position
implied in the Morley-Minto reforms. If there be among Indian politi·dans those who are impatient of any delay that they encounter on their
'way to occupy the citadel they may remind themselves how often
'before in Indian history has it been said 'Iianoz Dihli dur ast '*.
impatience we cannot, and ought not, to seek to satisfy. What we have
·done is to afford Indians a fair share in the government of the entire
-country, while providing in the provinces the means for them to attain
the stage of responsible government to which the beginning of ~espons
;ibility for tlie Government of India itself must be the seq~el.
II.--THE INDIA OFFICE.

290. It now remains for us to examine the effect of our proposals
.
upon the position of the Secretary of State
Powers of the Secretary for India in Council and the control which
of State,
p ar 1mment
·
· h. h'
.
exerCises
t h roug
1m over a 11
the Governments in India. We have already explained how the Act
*'Delhi is yet af¥ off.'
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of 1858, which brought the East India Company to M end, set up the,
Secretary of State with the Council of India to assist him, as the Minister
of State responsible for Indian a-ffairj. In the language of the existing
law the Secretary of State has power to "superintend, direct and control
all acts, operations and concerns which relate to the Government or
revenue of India and all grants of salaries, gratuities and allowances·
and all other payments and charges, out of or on the revenues of India".
Again, section 21 of the Government of India Act, 1915, reads as folfoilows :-"The expenditure of_ the revenues o£ India, both in British
·India and elsewhere, shall be subject to the control of the Secretary
of State in Council ; and no grant or appropriat.ion of any part of those·
revenues, or any other property coming into the possession of the
"Secretary of S~ate in Council by virtue of the Government of India Act,
1858, or this Act, shall be made without the concurrence of a majority
of votes at a meeting of the Council of India."
291. It has been, of course, impossible in practice th~ the a-ffairs
of a vast and remote Asiatic dependency
Delegation' to the Govern- should be administered directly from Whitement of India. In trans- h 11
ferred matters.
a _ ; an d , as we h ave seen, ]arge powers and·.
•
responsibilities have always been left by the
Secretary of State to the Government of India and again by the Govern~
ment.....of India to local Governments. At the same time, the Secretary
of State•s responsibility to Parliament has set very practical limits to
the extent of the delegation which he can be expected to sanction,_
Now that His Majesty's Government have declared their policy of
developing responsible institutions in India we are satisfied that Parliament must be asked to assent to set certain bounds to its own responsibility for the internal administration of that country. It must, we·
think, be !aid d"own broadly that, in respect of all matters in which
responsibi!ity is entrusted to representative bodies in India, Parliament
must be prepared to forgo the exercise of its own power af control,
•nd that this process must continue pari passu with the development
of responsible government in the provinces and eventually in the Government of India. The process should, we think, begin with the conclusions arrived at on the report of the committee which will ·consider
the question of transferred subjects. Having taken their report and
the views of the Government of India upon it into consideration the
Secretaly of State would, we imagine, ask Parliament's assent to his
declaring by 10tatutory orders which he would be empowered to make
under the Act that such and such subjects in the various pwvinces
have been transferred; and when Parliament bas assented to such
orders the Secretary of State would cease to control the administration
of the subjects which they covered. The discussion of such matters
by Parliament in futu:r,e would be governed by the fact of their transfer. We appreciate the difficulties of the situation; but it must be
recognized that it will be impossible for Parliament to I'etain control
of matters which it has deliberately delegated to representative bodies
in India. At the same time, it will be necessary to ensure that~.the
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·Secretary of State is in a position to furnish Parliament with any
information upon Indian affairs that it desires ; and nothing in our
proposals should be t tken as i-.tended to impair the liability of the
Government of India and the provincial Governmen'lls to furnish such
.information to the India Office at any time.
292. So far we have had in mind only the transferred sabjects.
.
,
But even as regards reserved subjects, while
r>Ul1 m reservou illlLttors.
there cannot b e any a b an donment b y _p·arI'mment of ultimate ~wers of control, . there should, as we have
indicated already, be such delegation of financial and administra-·
tive authority as will lewe the Government of India free, and
en11hle them to leave the provincial Governments free, to work•
with the expedition that is desirable. On the purely •financial side
this deJegation will involve an examination of the various codes .
aud other regulations and orders, which we have already described as
limiting too':si;raitly the power of the authorities in India. 'l'his mabt<w
is already being examined in India, and the Government of India will
rna.ke proposals to the Secretary of State in Council. On the purely
administrative side thetc <"1Te as we luwc seen no general ord"lrs, like
those embodied in the financial codes, prescribing the matters for which
the Secretary of State's sanction is required. But in,,J\oil earlier chapter
we gave an illustrative list of the sttbj~cts regardea as fallin$ "l'''ithin
that category; and. generally speaking, it is well understood that all
important new departures require his previous approval_ The drawing
of the line between the important and unimportant can only be left
-to the common sense of the authorities in India and at J I ome. But
we are agreed that a wider discretion ought henceforth to be left to
the Governor General in Council ; and that certain matters which are •
now referred Home for sanction might in future be referred •merely for
the information of the Secretary of State in Council. 'l'he exrtct definition of these particular matters must also be pursued at greater leisure,
and the Government of India will hke this question in hand. It will
follow in such cases in future that when the policy of the executive
Government in India is challenged PaEliament. must be asked to accept
;the explanation that in accordance with deliberate policy the Government of India have been given discretion in respect of the topic in ques~
•tion and that for this reason the Secretary of State is not prepared to
interfere with what has been settled in India. It is not part .of our
plan to make the official Governments in India less a~nable to the
control of Parliament than hitherto. It must be for Parliament itself to
·determine the limits 'which it will set to the exercise of its own powers.
·On the other hand, intervention by Parliament may involve interven•tion by the Government of India in matters which otherwise would be
recognized as of provincial concern. It will be distracting both to the
·•Government of India and the provincial Governments if the operation ~f this principle of discretionary delegation is left -either to the
·idiosyncrasies of Secretaries of State, or to the disposition of party
;forces in Parliament. We hope therefOl:e that Parliament will assent

ll:i7
"

to facilitate the working of our reforms by a provisio~ authorizing the
Secretary of State, by rnles to be laid before Parliament, to divest himself of control of the Government o:J' India in some specified matters
ev:en although these continue to be the concern of the official Governments, and to empower the Government of India to do likewise in relation to provincial Governments. On large matters of policy in reserved
subjects there can, of course. be no question of such delegation.
293. It will be seen that our proposals involve material alterations in
• .
the functions of the India Office ; and in conOrganization of the India formitv with these we think that its organizOffice.
1 1 b e reconsi'd ere d .
Th'IS ob vwus
· 1y
ation s"h ou,a
"can best be done by a committee sitting in London for the purpose. We
propose that such a committee should be appointed forthwith. Without attempting to draft the terms of the refere~1ce to it we may suggest
the main principles by which its deliberations should be guided. The
India Office should in future be so organized as to discharge its functions
as expeditiously as possible. Knowledge is an important element in
coming rapidly to a right decision ; and hence it is almost a,s essential
now aseit was in 1858 that the Secretary of State should be in a position
to command expert advice. It is nece,ssary that Parliament should be
satisfied, and expedient that the Government of India should be satisfied,
that the. decisions conveyed in orders from the India Office have been
arrived at after consideration of the advice of those whose knmvledge
of India isgreater than that of the Secretary of State. But such advice
needs to oe informed with recent acquaintance with a changing India;
and for this reason it will probably be well to modify the present constitution of the Council of India, and to arrange if not for the recruitment of th~dndm Office staff from the Indian Civil Service, at least for
someint~ch~nge of personnel between the staff of the India Office and
the public services in India. Either method would have the advantage
of enabling an Indian element to be employed at the India Office otherwise than on the Council of India.

•

294. But whatever control over Indian affairs the Secretary of State
.
keeps he keeps in the name of Parliament ;
• Relatwns of the Secret- and it will not su{fice to improve the aaent
so
0
ary of State with Parlia.
.
.
.
. .
ment.
long as h1s relatwns w1th hrs prmmp!iil are not
what they should be. Of all the gteat depart-·
ments of the 'State the India Office is at present the lev,st conc?.rned
with Parliament. Parliamentary control cannot in f::wt be called a
reality. Discussion is often out of date and ill-informed ; it tends to
be confined to a little knot of members, and to stereotyped topics ;
and it is rarely followed by any decision. We fully realize the other
preo:;cupations of Parliament, and yet we are sure that means must
be found of enabling it to take a real and contin ous interest in
India. No one would wish matters that ought to be discussed and
settled in India to be debated and decided in Parliament ; but there
remain large questions of policy with which only Parliament can deal.
.
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We are anxious that Parliament should be in a position to take them
up with interest and to decide them with knowledge. We have
already made one important prop&al-that for periodic commissions to
deal with the political progress of India-which will be of value for
this purpose. We will add two further suggestions. We advise that
the Secretary of State's salary, like that of all other ministers of the
Crown, should be defrayed from Home revenues and voted annually
by ParEament. This wm enable any "live questions of Indian adminis-,tration to be discussed by the House of Commons in Committ-ee of Supply.
On previous occasions when this proposal has been made it has eneoun-~
tered the objection that it would result in matters of Indian administration being treated as party questions. Without entering into specu-.
lations as to the future of parties in Parliament we do nQt see why this·
result would follow from such a debate more than from the existing:
debate on the budget, ; and in any case the proposal which we make in
the next paragraph would do something to prevent it. It might be
thought to follow that the whole charges of the India Office establishment should similarly be transferred to the Home Exchequer ; but this:
matter is complicated by a series of past transactions, and by the
amount of agency work which the India Oftico docs on behalf" of the
Government of India; and we advise that our proposed committee upon
the India Office organization should examine it and, taking theso..L:tctors:
into consideration, determine which of the various India Office charges
should be so transferred, and which can legitimately be retained as a
burden on Indian revenues.
295. But the transter of charges -which we propose, although it win
.
give reality to the debates on Indian affairs,
·
A_
select. commiLtcc on will not ensure in Parliament H. bett~ informed
Indian affairs
'
·
-.
•
·
or a more sustained, interest in ndia. We
feel that this result can only be accomplished by appointing a s'"elect committee of Parliament on Indian affairs. We have considered whether
such a committee should be drawn jointly from both Houses. But it is.in the House of Commons that effective control over the Indian administration .will be exercised by means of the debate on the estimates; and
also it is to the HoHse of Commons that the comments in the preceding
paragraph mainly apply. We recommend therefore that the House o£
Commonss.hould be asked to appoint a select committee on Indian affairs.
at the begil}.ning of each session. Such a select committee would, like
other .select commhtees, (O'Xe1·cise its powers by informing itself from time
to time upon Indian questions, and by reporting to the ·House before the
annual debate on t.he Indian estimates. I,ike other select-.·oommittees.
it would have no administrative functions. The Secretary of Statewould appear before it to answer questions about those aspects of Indian
administration in which he, and therefore Parliament, continued to
exercise the rii<ht to interfere. Thus by means of interrogations and
requisitions for papers the members of the committee would keep themselves informed upon Indian questions. To such a select committee
Indian Bills might be referred after their second reading. There would
'

'
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thus soon grow up a body of men in Parliament who took a continuous~
and well-informed, interest in Indian questions; and by the committee's
reports the House of Commons woul<fl be invited to focus their attention
in the debate on the budget on matters of importance which had arisen
during the year. There is, we may repeat, no inconsistency in distil)guishil;]g between the general direction, and the execution, of poliuy,
nor in desiring at one and the same time that the directing power shall
be more interested and better informed and that the executive agents
sh~H be given a larger measure of discretion within the limits laid down for
them •

.
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Chapter X.~The Native States .

~.:6.

•

As we have said already it is impos.sible to deal with the cond t
stitutional position in British lndia without
ro uc ory.
also .considering the problems PNSeu.:Ped by the

I 11 t
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'\\!l'i
. ,,a~t~¥~~§. . P.!l;t·····y~· ..ndi~i§jD,..~g,
.. ~. ~
.. a~"JY.~ll. a. . '~la1.devlliJji;QL~~.&~~,gptr
(Fk,.wjple.
. . ..,/ . . , .!;>P.. of the States. w1th the ~nt1s~ ·.

n,ot ou.ly C<?n~ists in t'fieir relations to the .British Crown, but
also in their growing interest in many matters COll\I.ll.On to the land to
whicl:J,,they and the . British provinces a}i!re bel<nlg. I
•
2g.7~ .Although compared with the British provjhces• the States are
"'. ·.t.
f t' St t
thinly populated,
they comprise
among them
ros1 1011 o
110
a os.
.
•
some of. t h e £a1rest
portwns
of I n d'1a. ' The
striking differences in their size, importance, and geographical distribution are due partly to variations of policy, partly to historical events,
which no Government could control. Wherever consolidating forces
were at work before the British advance occurred we find thJ!,t large
units of territory were constituted into States ; wherever disorder or
other disintegrating factors were at work lon£Yer, as in Bombay and
Central India, we find a large number of fragmentary t{ln:itories.
«Political, as well as physical, geography bears witness to the stress of·
the destructive forces through which a country has passed."
The
policy of the British Government towards the States has changed from
time to time, passing from the original phn of non-intervention in all
matte:rs beyond its own ringcfence to the policy of " suboxdina.te isolation" initiated by Lord Hastings ; which in its turn .gave ~ay before •
the existing conception of the relation between the States and the Government o~ India, which. m%r~he.. \ksol:i.Ae~.~~.,Q:P.Sl".l;!i,J;!;!;li9!1-*"i!'Jl:d...C.q~oper~ti?n
on ..theu: par.t. :w:®.the,.pa:r,a,mo:u.nt .. po.wer. In 'spite of the var1et1es
and complexities of treaties, engagements, and sanads, the general
position as regards the rights and obligations of the Native States can
be summed up in a few words. The States are .guaranteed security
from without ; the paramount power acts for them in relation to foreign
powers and other States, and it intervenes when the internal peace <if
their territories is seriously threatened. On the other hand the States'
relati<?ns to foreign powers are those of the paramount powa- ; they
share the obligation for the common defence ; and they are under a
general responsibility for the good government 'and welfare of .their
territories.
.
298. Now let us consider what factors have been at work to bring
Effects of the war.
the Ruling Princes into closer relations with
the Governmeht of India. Foremost is the
war. No words of ours are needed to make known the services to the
Empire which the States have rendered. They were a profound surprise
and disapp•)intment to the enemy; and a cause of delight and pride to
those who knew beforehand the Prince·s• devotion. to the Cro,wn. With
1Kmpire
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one accord the Rulers of the Native States in India rallied to fight for
the'Empire when war was declared; they offered their personal services,
and the resources of their States. fmperial Service Troops from over
a score of States have fought in various fields, and many with great
gallantry and honour, The Princes have helped lavishl)l with men
and horses, material and money, and some of them have in perBOll Be-r-ved
in France and elsewhere. They have shown that our quarrel is their
quarrel; and they have both learned and taught the lesson of their
own indissoluble connexion with the Empire, and their immense value
"as p:ht of the polity of India.
299. For many years, however, influences more persistent, though
less forceful, than war have been at work to
Points of cop.tact.
increase the range of matters in which the
States re;1lize their solidarity with British India. A perceptible process
of infiltration· has been going on. We have helped the States in times
of famine; we have lent them officers trained in British India to revise
or supervise their revenue or financial administration, or to improve
their agriculture and irrigation. Many of them have adopted our civil
3rnd cri.minal codes. Some have imitated; and even further extended.
our educational system. Co-operation in matters of police and justice
has been developed. Our railway and telegraph systems have been
•carried through and serve many of the States. The Indian customs
tariff is a matter of concern to all States, including those which have
ports of their own. It is, of course, true that external influences have
not affected the States equally. They •hflive.;a()t all,;:~l1;~qljl,ally able to
ttssimilate new pri:twiples. • They ar.e,jn alLatage.s,ot~xel()pment, patri~~9ll!l!l.. :f'elldal, 91J- mo:11e,. adva,p.<:J~d,..•whllfl }.:rJ, .a Jew. St{:l;te~ ~+.Y ,l.o@d. the
pt)gi,J:p::J.i:g.gs-()(:t;~J:§$.e~~~tix.e, ~~-g.~~"' .Th~ ~.characteristic features
?£ .a,ll of them, •howe:ver;•inC.luding:·thtvmost .aa;¥au~ed. ,are,.the personal
rule of the P:rince and his• control ovcer legislation and the administration of j"u$tice. Nor have any changes which have occurred in
the least impaired the validity of the treaties "jhich assured to the
States their powers of internal administration. Indeed it may be said
that in a composite society like India's, and in times when ieteas are
changing rapidly, the existence of States in which ideals of chivalry and
}Jersonal devotion su:rvive as the motive principle of gover;.nment has
been the more clearly "Been to have an abiding value. The independence
of the €tates in matters of internal administration carries ·with it the
counter-obligation of non-interference in British Indian affairs. If the
Princes were to intervene, either informally or formally, in the internal
affairs of British India, such action would, . we think, be reasonably
questioned, unless the representatives of British India were given a corresponding right of influencing the affairs of the States. On either
· hand, we believe, there is no desire to cross the frontier. Rulers and
politicians alike recognize that they are best employed in attending to
their own progress. The obligation of mutual abstention niust be always
borne in mind in estimating the future position of the Native States in
a changing Indian Empire.
•
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300. \Ye. know that the States cannot be unaffected by co'nstitutiona]
r . fl
.i~dev~pme.ht
Some
of
l\'od
< o n m ucnccs.
-.- in
. adjoining
- · provinces.
· ··
.
the more enlightened and thoughtful of the
Princes, among whom are included some of the best-known names, have
realized this truth, and have themselves raised the question o~ their
own share in any scheme of reform. Others of the Princes-again including some of the most honoured names-desire only to leave matters
as they are. We feel the_need.for caution inthis .1natter. It would be·
a strange reward for loyalty and dev~ti~~ to f()~ce -rlew ideas upon those
who <lid not desire them ; but it would be no less strange if, out oi con.:
sideration for those who perhaps represent gradually vanishing ideas,.
{;3 we were to refuse to consider the suggestions of others who have bee~
~:no ~ess loyal and devoted. Looking ahead to the future -we can picture
- lindra to __Q_~<>_el~_?.!J.!y_as presenting__~~e__~x.;~e_!__l!_!!.L5!.~!!l:h.~!l:!!-.£2~<?!lle.,
1form_Jlf ~~~~~,, T~~vffi._£es will ultimately becom~ sel£-~overn
IIng units,
e "'together y lie central Government, whiCh wlll deal
solely with matters of common concern to all of them. But the matters.
•common to the British provinces are also to a great extent those in
which t~e :N,.tt~iY:.~~~t.(lJ?_ar.\l in~eEes,~e;¢1,--::;-defence, tariffs, exc~ange. opium~
s»Jt.• railw-ays, .a:nl)_ P9~t:? aJ14 tqlegraphs. The gradual coileentration o:ii
the Government of India upon such matters will therefore make it easier
for the States, while retaining the autonomy which they cheri,sh in internal matters, to enter into closer association with the central Government if they wish to do so. But, though we have no hesitation in forecasting such a development as possible, the last thing that we desire is.
to attempt to force the pace. Influences are at work which need ne.
1,artificial stimulation. All that we "lleed or can do is to open·the dooll
to the natural developments of the future.
•
•
•I
301. In this respect the trend of recent events has helped. .The desire
.
.
to give greater reality to the consciousness of
Co~;e~~~~~~~ of tho Clncfs' common interests is stirring among the Princes,
and it is now possible and desirable to turn it
to more practical account than our predecessors were able to do. Lord
Ly~~,S:~~\""",,;R<;>., _c9ns~i~11t~ aJ;J. ..-llll.perial Privy ._Council ... whieh.
should compnse some of the great Prmces resulted only m the
ephemeral •and purely honorific body known as the Councillors of the·
Empress. ~wd, :[));1-i:):e:r:!JJ.:s ~tj~ution.o£lmp.eri:&LS,eli:¥iQ~ 'rroops.was of
much greater -value in giving actual and useful expressio~ to th~ feeling
, of community qf interests. Lord Curzon's plan fcyr •tt' 86uneiicof ,Ruling
:Prince& an-d~·:gcrrQ:·Mi!ltoJsschemes, first for an Imperial Advisory Council
and then for '~ir' fillperlar"Oouncil of Ruling Princes, were suggestions
only a little in advance of the time. The idea which attracted his two.
'predecessors gained fresh life as a result of the conferences which Lord
Hardinge held with the Princes to consider questions of higher education
in the States. LocdJ,lfardinge. made.. :n,o. st)pret .(lf Jli~ Cl,esire to seek .the
collectiv:e. opinion of the Princes as trusted colleagues .whenever possible
on matters a-ffecting their Order; and in responding to His Excellency's
invitation Their Highnesses the Mahar~jas of Gwalior and Indore also.
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laid stre$S upon the essential· identity. of interest .between the two. halves
of I'ridfa. ·~~·w~~:?(lJ£. 1 ,~1\).~es further
by ·utiiizing themt(}t; titte:c~~QSe>9.f~t>ellS&W~·~g;r~l,..q!l~tions affecting
the States as a whole ; and His Highness the Gaekwar in welcoming the
new development expressed the hope that what had by that time become
'iln annual conference would develop into a permanent Council or Assembly
f)f Princes. Moreover, only last year the cla,iJU. of the St~tes .to Jw hg~J,rd
f:n. matters of Imperial. concern were sigrtally..recognized ;by the deput~tion of His Highness the Maharaja ..pf.Bikaner to the meeting of the
·Imperial Conference a.n.d the War Cabinet.
302. In view of the fact that constitutional changes in British India
" Effect of British policy. may react in an important manner on the
The
term • "Native Native States we hn.ve carefully considered
States"·
their present relations with the Government
of India. We became aware at the outset that, although the policy
which has been followed for more than a century towards the States
has been amply vindicated by the trust and confidence which the Princes
.as a body repose in the British Government, yet in some quarters uncertainty and uneasiness undoubtedly exist.. §c9m~."J;~i111~J\!> a;re peJ:turbea by a feeling ..that. the meas.ure.of .sovereignty.a.nd independence
.guaranteed to .. them by the British Government. has :not be.en accorded
in full, and they are apprehensi.ve lest iu, process..oftime their individual rights and privileges may be whittled away. We .ascribe this
feeling to two causes. In the first place, the expression "Native
:States" is applied now, and has been applied during the past century,
to a collection of about seven hundred ntlerships which exhibit widely
,ffi:ffering characteristics, which range from States with full autonomy
·Over their internal affairs to States in which Government exercises,
through ~s ag~nts, large powers of internal control, and even down
to the owners of a few acres of land. Uniformity of terminology tends
to obscure distinctions of status ; and practice appropriate in the case
Df the lesser Chiefs may be inadvertently applied to the greater ones
also. We are convinced that it would improve and assist future relations between the Crown and the States if a definite line could be drawn
separating the Rulers who enjoy full powers of internal administration
. from the others. Our own proposals in paragraphs 306 to 311, infra,
;assume that such classification can, and will, after due inquiry, be effected,
;and l\[e intended to relate only to States of the former class.
303. In ~he second place, we cannot disregard the fact that the
•Government intervention.
general clause which occurs in many of the
treaties to the effect that the Chief shall remain
•absolute Ruler of his country has not in the past precluded, and does not
even now preclude, " interference with the administration by Government
cthrough the agency of its :representatives at the Native Courts". We
n~ed hardly say that such interference has not been employed in wanton
disre~ard of treaty obligations. During the earlier days of our intimate
:xelatwns with the .States British agents found themselves compelled,
·Often against their will to a~'lume responsibility for the welfare of a
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people, to restore· order from chaos, to prevent inhuman practices, and
to guide the hands of a weak or incompetent Ruler as the only alternative
.to the termination of his rule. So,,too, at the present day, the Government of India acknowledges, as trustee, a responsibility (which the
Princes themselves desire to maintain) for the proper administration of
States during a minority, and also an obligation for the prevention or
correction of flagrant misgovernment.
304. Moreover, we find that the position hitherto taken up by
Government has been that the conditions under
Interpretation of treaties. which some of the treaties were executed kave•
undergone material changes, and the literal fulfilment of particular
obligations which they impose has become impracticable. Pfllletieehas-.
been baS&l on the theory ·that treaties .Jnl;l,_st p~ 1~l:1<L.2;,§ -.!ct ~hole, and
,,$hat they must be interpreted in the light ·of the relations establi:;;hed
./~,petween the parties not only at the time w_hen a particular treaty
~s made, but subsequently. The result is that there has ..g~pwn uparound the treaties a.
f case..law · :~h anyone. who is anxious to
appreciate the. precise nature o ensting relati(>nS must explore in Go.vernment archives 'and in text-books. The Princes, viewing the application of this case-law to their individual relations with Goverflmentr
are uneasy as to its ultimate effect. They fear that usage and precedent may be exercising a levelling and corroding influence upon. the
treaty rights of individual States.
305. It is thus clear that some ambiguity and misunderstanding
. .
exist as to the exact position. The GovernNeed fo_r_re-exammatlon ment of India has already taken cocrnizance
of the pos1t10n.
. o
of this, and is affording opportumty for the
verification of any specific complaints that may be made. We do not:
•I
desire to say anything that might prejudice the issue of-these-inquiries.
!n the meanwhile, however, we..~,\1~8:~~~- t~at,t!leJime has <l()lifttl,-wheBJ.
1t would be welLto review the situatwn, of- course on!y, l;Jy QQ:Qs.ent o£
.parties, not necessarily with a view to any change ofpoliey, but in
, prder to simplify, standardize, and c;odify existing practice for the
}~"kt~ture. Before we pass on to state our own proposals ~-to
f {say· ·•t.,~wa. think ,,~;.tfie.,J?:rin:cesc sh-ou~e, ..as.sured ip,. _the. fullest
.and .:fl'eest Jl1annner. that no_. constitutional changes whipl:l.. :r;n,ay take
·place will impair. the rights, "dignities, and privileges secured to -them
by treaties, -sanads, and engagements, or· by ,e,stablisheq.,.pr4ctife·
306. We liave explained how, on various occasions in :recent years,
. fP .
the Princes have met in conference_ at the inA Councl1 o rmces.
.
.
v1tat10n
of t he v·1ceroy. These conference'l
have been of great value in assisting in the formulation of the Govern~
ment's policy on important matters like minority adn.inistration and)_
succession, and promoting interest in such questions as scientific agri-culture and commercial and agricultural statistics. The meetings have.
given the Princes the opportunity of informing the Government as to.
their sentiments and wishes, of broadening their outlook, and of con-ferring with one another, and with the Go.vernment. But ·although the:
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meetings hiwe in t:P.e last few years been r~ular they- depend upon the
of the Viceroy ; and our first proposal is to replace them by
the institution of a Council of Prine~. We wish to call into existence
a· permanent consultative body. There are questions which affect the
States generally, and other questions which are of concern either to the
Empire as a whole, or to British India and the States in common, upon
which we conceive that the opinion of such a body would be of the utmost value. The Viceroy would refer such questions to the council,
and we should have the advantage of their considered Qpinion. vVe
.thin~ it is all-important that the meetings should be regular, and that
ordinarily the council should meet once a year to discuss agenda approved
by the Viceroy. Any member of the council, or the council as a whole,
•might request the Viceroy to include in the agenda any subject on
which discussion was desired. If questions of sufficient importance
arose in the intervals between the annual meetings the Princes might
suggest to the Viceroy that an extraordinary meeting should be held.
We contemplate that the Viceroy should be president, and should as a
rule preside, but that in his absence one of the Princes should be
chairman. The rules of business would be framed by the Viceroy,
after ct>nsultation. with the Princes, who might perhaps from time to
time suggeflt modifications in the rules. We believe that most of the
Princ.es desire to see such a council created, although some of the most
eminent.among them have not taken part in the conferences in J.916
and 1917. The direct transaction of business between the Government
of India and any State would, of course, not be affected by the institution of tP.e council. We have used the name " Council of Princes "
to describe the body which we des1re to see instituted. We have had
difficulty, however, in finding a name appropriate to such a unique
\ • assembly. •We owish to avoid a designation associated with other
institutio:QG, and to find one which will connote the real position of
this body of Rulers, with the representative of the King-Emperor as
chairman. From both these points of view the terms Council, or
Chamber, or House of Princes, are open to criticism. There is much
to be said in favour of an Indian name for an Indian body which,
from the circumstances of the case, would exist nowhere else ; but it would
be necessary to choose one not peculiarly associated historically either
with Hindus or with Muhammadans. Whil~ therefore we have ado1-ted
the term Council for temporary purpoi:!e>S we hop& that discllssion may
produce• some ,.happier alternative.
307. It has been represented to us that difficulties have occurred
in the past by reason of the fact that the Poli.
.
StandiD:g committee of tical Department comes to decisiona• affecting
the council.
. .
tJw,.;N~liiv~c·~~~'~wi!thoJ;tt ··hc!:!i~.,¥l···a· . pos1t10n
to avail itself of the advice of those wh(}'are.ift,a,.cpositiQu.tp,know from
their own personal experience or the history of their States the right
course to pursue. On matters of custom and usage in particular we
feel that such advice would be of great value, and would help to ensure
sound decisions. Our second p~oposal therefore is that the Council of
inv~tation
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Princes should be invited annually to appoint a small standing com·
mittee, to which the Viceroy or the Political Department might refer ~uch
matters. We need hardJy say th~ no reference affecting any individual State would be made to the committee without the concurrence
d its. Ruler. The Council of Princes might appoint to the standing
committee not only Princes, but also Dewans or Ministers, who were
willing to place their services at the disposal of the Viceroy when called
rupon for advice. This machinery is based on the principle of consultation which in so many matters underlies our recommendations in regard
to British Ind.ia.
308. Our next proposal is concerned with disputes which may arise
between two or more States, or between a•
.. Con;missions of inquiry State and a local Government or the Governmto drsputes.
. h a srtuatwn
,
. caused wh en
ment o£ I n d'1a, and w1t
a State is dissatisfied with the ruling of the Government of India or the
advice of any of its local representatives. In such cases there exists
at the present moment no satisfactory method of obtaining an exhaustive
and judicial inquiry into the issues, such as might satisfy fihe States,
particularly in cases where the Government of India itself is i~volved,
that the issues have been considered in an independent. and impartial
manner. Whenever, therefore, in such cases the Viceroy felt that such
an inquiry was desirable we recommend that he should appoint a ·commission, on which both parties would be represented, to inquire.into the
matter in dispute and to report its conclusions to him. If the Viceroy
were unable to accept the finding the matter would be referred for decision by the Secretary of State. The commission that we have in mind
would be composed of a judicial officer of rank not lower than a high
coul,'t judge and one nominee of each of the parties collierne~.
309. In another class of cases we have a similar proposa~ to make.
.
. , It has happened, and we conceive that it may
And mto cases of mis- happen thouo-h rarely in the future that the
(}Onduct.
o
.
'
question arises of depriving the Ruler of a State
of his rights, dignities, and powers, or of debarring from succession a
membe:c of his family. If such cases occur in the future we think that
they should be always referred to a commission to be appointed by th~
Viceroy to advise him. It· should consist of five members, including
ordinarily .a high court judge and two Ruling Princes. The names
of the commissioners should be intimated in advance ,t;o the •defendant before they were appointed ; and the proceedings of the commission
shoy.ld be made public only if the defendant so desired.
/
/316. Our two remaining proposals bear a direct relation to our
.
. h h .G
constitutional scheme for British India. We
Re1at10ns w1t t e· o1 · · 1 II
vernment of India.
recommend that ~§_~_geJW.Xft..!.__l>!!_I!illP-~~ ·
i~·snoma::-·te:~dl~~ct

political relations_ with, tlii__.{tQ..yeriiliient of illata:.- :-w_e .feel that the
nooesslty-o:Ccommun1cating-w1th- the central Government through two,
or even more; intermediaries is an ob!ltruction to~' good .understanding
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a gre&t obst~cle. to ,bu)!littess. The present posiilion is that, while
four large States and one small State deal directly with the Government
of India through their Resident, theje are in the Central India Agency
some 150 States and in the Rajputana Agency some 20 States and in
Baluchistan 2 States under the Agents to the Governor General.
The remaining States are in political relations with local Govemments.
Madras deals with 5 States ; Bombay with oveJ: 350 ; Bengal with 2 ;
the United Provinces with 3 ; the Punj&b with 34 ; Burma with 52 ;
Bihar and Orissa with 26 ; the Central Provinces with 15 ; and Assam
~with.16. We have already laid stress in our report upon the need in
domestic aitairs for dividing matters of all-Indian, from those of provincial, concern. Now on general groands the relations between the
.. .St,ates and Government are. clearly a matter. for the c~;+ntral Government ; and wnere this principle h.as been departed from. it has been on
:grounds of .history or convenience. It, seems to us that the changing
·conditions of the time afford strong reason for aftirming the principle,
!both because the institutio~1 of a Council of Princes will give greater
::so)idarity to the views of the States, and also because the growth of
vesponsibility in provincial Governments will to some extent unfit
them ito act in political matters as mere agents for the Government
of India. There will, we recognize, be difficulty ]n some cases where
the j;erritories of the States and British provinces intersect, but such
/; o~stacl~ are not insnrrn_ountable. As""~-~~e~.!~~LP_!~__.ci£!e, _t!~~r~gre,
. ~~! !!Bom111e!l"~ ...ii.l;t~t. . ~JliE?:£9r!fl:n~ ~~~~_J~u,Jd,_l)~~ma,~ . lX:J:~E~J.
!P£Iit~~~L~!eJ[ttigns .. Y'.!~l:l.;;:;;tJie~~-entral Ciovern~!l~ not mtena,
of course, that the Durbars sFoUf(f write direct to the Political Secretary,
but that the:t;e should, wherever possible, be only one political ofiicer
t:prough whom the State would correspond with ..the Ga;ve}'nm~p~ .<?f
India. 1llis is e~Jready the case with the States qf Hydera:pi!d, .B~JC~1
Myso.re,
. Kasltmir.,.
9ther _cases~ it will .be..
·
t.he
. arrangements by whiC:P. Q~r:x;~p9n4e~~ . ..,,•..,...,~., .:1itiil'~lUil:h:·
1i'o.titi:ca1 Ag~nt or Re.siden,.t :liO' .l:t,la.· .A,g0pt to ,tl:t¢. tic)V:e!rlll;~)r
G~IV!!'m.lt.@.e.r·1t. . a;n,f). ~4.enQe-~o,. tJ;J.e Q9tv:ep1me~t
..,.,...,.~!J'.•.':.
:l;lil,t:ltJ:LVJ:~":X~rJJlJ'DMl'ct1i.t. t~ly£s:flib{)rdin,~e. to. ~h.e Gtl1¥el~.lll
'·il;il~Ji~;~~
Geileral ·the choice,
V!'\S'I~~J:!;liJ:J,;.tct~>,t,~;ULt.'~'t~, of .lQC;tl~olitiQal.Age~~~· Ol:.,l;tt~~l.~t,\16'. :w<:h~tAr;t'!ffR!nlil •
•.~'l,l,il:1aOll~. to .tke
:t.9 H:!-~'H.G>Vs1rnarr.l.:lren:e:r.ark ·'~~'lU:llV'a!n

Jn

v., .

.

ma.y. be. that the Gover~ent o( .
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relations with these States, or that they may be left for the. time being
in relation with the provincial Governments ; but in the latter case
it seems to us that the head of ~e province should in each case act
in his relations with the States as agent for the central Government,
and that relations with the Native States should not be matters of. provincial concern in the sense that they are intended ever to be transferred to the control of the legislative council.
311. Our last proposal is intended to pro:vide some ~ans .of deli.
.
··.
beration between the Gpyem:m.~;p.i;,,.Q£ ..India
ttr~1~[ !e!!:~~t~~~e~~s~at- and i;he . PJ;inc.es OP: matters o£ comuwn in.te~est.
to. both, and so to ensure. that as far as poss1ble
decisions affecting India as a whole shall be reached after the views
/~-O£ the Durbars have been taken into account. In:the"p~,fi.,oortainly •
l .has occasionally happened that th~ States.,. wer~ •.:;v;~tl.tlly,,~J:t~cted by
decisions taken ··without :neferiUlce .to ..them.; ... anq<y.et no machinery
for such collective conswltation •with them has• · hitherto existed. '"It
seems to us that they hav'EF a clear right ..to. ask . JQr ~t. in the
future,.< We have abandoned for the present all consideration o£
suggestions that the Ruling Princes, or some representatives of their
Order, should be members of the Co1mcil of State. Not only• would
this at the present stage infringe the doctrine of non~interference on
the part of the Princes in the affairs of British India, but we are satisfied
that few, if any, of the Princes themselves are ready for such· a step.
On the other hand, it seems to us that, when a Cciu,n~itq£J?rinces has
been established, and when a Council of State and Privy Council have
been created, the machinery will exist for bringing the senatorial institutions of British India into closer relations when necessary with the
~ulers of the. Native States.
Matters a:ffecting the Native States
generally, or the Native States and British India in eommen, or the
~mpire, might, as we have seen, be referred to tlJ.e Council o:(, Princes.
It would thus he possihle for the Viceroy, when he thought :fit, to anange
for joint deUberatiqn and discussion between the Council of State and
the Council·of Princes, or between representatives of each body. He
might also invite members of the Council of Princes to serve on committees of the Privy Council.
312. With these indications of the position to be occupied by the.
. .. .
Native States in future we may rest content.
.Future PO\!lplOn of .the We believe that· the trend of events must
States.
.
. .
.
. .
•
. •
,.
· .. ·
~,WlJil.'*~~~'*Q"',.,th!e!;~).;.t;,,~~t,,,t;he
. ~~ ;• ·~ tJmWi· illat.,tqe,.~~;gi:g~~O.A<l.l}.~~mJ¢~~q.th~ir
~ternal
· tlwmt.ened. We..ueed nt>.t.~9P.1l~~L9W: .(l9;JtV1C·
~ibn . t . .
.Q~Jl~~~J~,t JYQJ:k.m .:D~i#sh .Judia .~~nnot le~ye ~h~ a~tes ·

a

~W'lQ4~A.m1l~t.~":mn;l~.a:li~&,~~gu";J;h9ffi~·:\VJ±Jl~~J~~~'~"'f!t"~~p~t.~-·

tions,,.<tt~f,,gt,p~,~~~~~"'Q;Q~;!;!M~~r~..

ut<m that
resvect there cg,n be no~ 'l,Jitention or (tesire to. accelerate grow.th by .
artificial means. We believe th&,t our proposals. will aff6rd satisfa'(}i;ion
to the progressive Rulers, whil~;ltspec~in:g the legitil:n:ate desire 'of those:
less advanced to go forward at their own :;pace.
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Chapter Xl.-Miscellaneous,

•

(i) 'IHE

PuBLIC SERVICES.

313. In the forefront of the announcement of August 20. the
policy of the increasing association of Indians
The case for increasing in every branch o2 .the adm1"nistration wasthe Indian element.
J.
•
definitely placed. It has not been necessary
for us:--nor indeed would it have been possible-to go into this large
question in detail in the time available for our inquiry. \We have
a!ready seen that Lord Hardinge's Government were anxious to
increase the number of Indians in the public services, and that a
Royal Commission was appointed in 1912 to examine and report on
the existing limitations in the employment of Indians. The Commission made an exhaustive inquiry into the whple subject, in the
course o£ which it visited every prov-ince in India, and its report isnow being examined by the Government of India and the local Governments with a view to formulating their recommendations with
all possible despatch. The report must form the basis of the action·
now to be taken, but in view of the altered circumstances we think;
that it will be necessary to amplify its conclusions in some import-·
<tnt respects. The report was signed only a few months after the·
outbreak of the war and its publication was deferred in the hope that
the war would not be prolonged. When written it might have·
satisfied moderate Indian opinion, but when published two year&·
later it was criticized as wholly disappointing. Our inquiry has
since given us ample opportunity of judging the importance which
\ • Indian opin'ion a'ttaches to this question. While we take account
of this atti,ude a factor which carries more weight with us is that
since the report was signed an entirely new policy towards Indian
government has been adopted, which. must be very largely
dependent for success on the extent to which it is found possible :to
introduce Indians into everv branch of the administration. It is·
a great weakness of public life in India to-day that it contains so few
men who have found opportunity for practical experience of the
problems of administration. Although there are distinguished•
exceptions, principally among the Dewans of Native Sta~es, most
Indian IJUblic men have not had an opportunity of grappling with
the difficulties •of administration, nor of testing their theories by
putting them into practice. Administrative experience not only·
sobers the judgment and teaches appreciation o£ the practical difficulties. in the wav o£ the wholesale introduction of reforms, however
attractive, and the attainment of theoretical ideals, but by training
an increasing number of men in the details of day-to-day businessit will eventually provide India with public men versed in the whole
art of government. If responsible government isto be established
in India there will be a far greater need than is even dreamt of at
present 'for persons to take par~ in public affairs in the legislativ~
199
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~assembli'er:!m.d' elsewhere; and for this :reason the more Indians we
·can employ in the public services the better. Moreover it would
lessen the burden of Imperial ~esponsibilities if a body of capable
Indian administrators could be produced. We regard it as neces.· sary therefore that recruitment of a large_ly increased pro:portion o;f
Indians should be begun at once: The personnel of a service cannot
be altered in a day: it mul!t be a .long and steady process; if therefore?' the services are to be substantially Indian in personnel by the
time that India is ripe for responsible government no time should
be lost in increasing the prc·portion of Indian recruits.
•
•

314. At the same time we must take note of certain limitations
to the policy of change. The characteristios
·cess.
which we have learned to asflociate with the
Indian public services must as far as possible be maintained; and
·the leaven of officers possessed of them should be strong enough to
·assure and develop them in the service as a whole. 'l'he qualities of
courage, leadership, decision, fixity of purpose, detached judgment,
. and integrity in her public servants will be as necessary as ever to
India. 'l'here must be no such sudden swamping of any service with
. any new element that its whole character suffers a rapid alteration.
As practical men we must also recognize that there are ess@tial
· differences between the various services and that it is poss~ble to
increase the employment of Indians in some more than jn others.
· 'l'he ~olution lies therefore in recruiting year by year such a number·
of Indians as the existing members of the service will be able to
train in an adequate manner and to inspire with the spirit of the
whole. Again it is important that there should be so far as possible
an even distribution o£ Europeans and Indians, not indeed between
· one service and another, but at least between the different grades of.
the same service. Apart from other consideratioD"s thi; is a reason I
for exercising caution in filling up the large number at vacancies
·which have resulted from short 1;ecruitment during the last four
>years. We must also remember how greatly conditions vary
between the provinces. In arriving at any percentage to be applied
to certain services we should take into account the :fact that in some
provinces the admissible percentage will probably be much lower
·than what seems possible for the service as a whole, with the result
that the percentage in other p;rovinces must be much higher. tf
the Indian Civil Sel""''ice be taken as an example, and if, for the
sake of argument, the recommendation of the Commission is "accepted
·that recruitment for 25 per cent of the superior posts be made in
India, then to attain an all-round percentage of 25, the proportion
in say Bombay, Bengal and Madras will have to be considerably
more than 25 per cent, because in Burma certainly and probably
also in the Punjab it will be much less. Indeed it seems self-evident
that the actual percentage, for the whole. o£ a service can only be
worked ouf with special regard to the conditions of each province .
•. Lastly it would be unwise to create a demand in excess of the supply.
At present the number of candidates of higher quality than those
~~who are now forthcoming for th& provincial services is strictly
Limitations to this pro-
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limited, and though the opening of the more attractive services may
be expected to stimulate the supply, it will still be necessary, if the~
present quality or the services is noif'to be unduly impaired, to take·
special steps to see that recruits are or a satisfactory standard.
315 .. Subject to these governing conditions we will now put
forward certain principles on which we,
tin~:f::.al o£ racial dis- sugge:;t that the action to be taken should:
be based. First, we would remove from the·
regulations the few remaining distinctions that are based on race,
and would make appointments to all branches of the public service.
without racial discrimination.
" 316. Next, we consider that for all the public services, for which
there is recruitment in England open to
Institution of recruit- E
ment in India.
uropeans an d I n a·1ans al'1ke, t h ere must be·
a system of appointment in India. It is.
obvious that we cannot rely on the present method of recruitment.
in England to supply a sufficie.ncy of Indian candidates. That
system must be supplemented in some way or other; and we propose to supplement it by fixing a definite percentage of recruitment
to be made in India. This seems to us to be the only practical
method of obtaining the increased Indian element in the services
which· we desire. We do not suggest that it. ~_gl_y~__})_Q§lsible j;p:
.dispe-nse 'With-training in Europe ·for some-oltne principal services.
It will be necessary to make arrangements to send for training in'
England the candidates selected in India, but as to this we anticipate no difficulty.
317'. We have not been able to examine the question of the·
Percentage of appoint- percentage of recruitment to be made in
\ • menta to b~ ma~ in India for any service other than the Indian·
India.
"'
Civil Service. The Commission recommended that 25 per cent of the superior posts of that service should'
be recruited for in India. We consider that changed conditions
warrant some increase in that proportion, and we suggest that 33,
per cent of the superior posts should be recruited for in India,
and that this percentage should be increased by li pe1· cent
annually until the periodic commission is appointed which wili'
re-examine the whole subject. we prefer this proposal to the.
possible alternative of fixing a somewhat higher percentage at
once and of making no increase to it until the periodic commission which we •propose has reported. We cannot at present foresee
the reorganization that may take place in the Indian Civil Service
as a result of new conditions. For this reason we think it unwise·
to aim at attaining any definite percentages after a specified time.
'Ve prefer to fix a percentage applicable to present con·ditions and
to commit ourselves only to a growing proportion, which will be
subject to reconsideration and revision by the Commission.
We have dealt only with the Indian Civil Service, but our intenHon is that there should be in all other services now recruited fronr
'England a fixed percentage ~f recruitment in India increasing
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:annually .. The percentage will not be uni~or~ :f.or a;ll services as
·the particular figures must depend upon then d1stmctlve characters
:.and :functions.
..,
•

318. The restriction o:f the number of Europeans in the services,
and the constitutional changes taken together
will make it absolutely necessary for India
to secure the very best type of European
officers that she can get. We are therefore anxious that t)le present opportunity should be taken to do something towards re11toring
'the real pay of the existing services to the level which proved
attractive twenty years·ago. We recognize and we regret that the
improvement of the conditions of the European services in Indfa
'has encountered opposition :from Indians. We hope and believe
that if proposals for such improvement are accompanied by increased
opportunities being given to Indians in the services this opposition
will cease. But in any case we feel that it is necessary to do something substantial in order to imprpve the conditions of service and
-to secure the European recruitment which we regard as essential.
319. Though we cannot review the scales of pay of all the Indian
P
services in detail, we think it important to
ay.
remember that whatever causes of complaint
the Public Services Commission found to exist have been· since
agg:rav<~teD h;fthree yei'ii;s-of war; ':Artliou-gli we-prefer- :tiOi-tcf-make'
·specific recommendations, because we have not been able to go into
such questions in detail, we recognize that in the case of certain
services in .particular the need for improving the terms o:f service is
specially strong. The remedies proposed by the Commission were
generally an incremenbl scale of pay, and improvements in the •
·calculations on which recruitment is based. We lppro~e generally I
of these proposals but consider that they fall short of • complete
remedy, because errors in recruitment continue to bear fruit for
thirty years or more; and also because in some cases the recommendations of the Commission do not provide adequately for the occasions,
when an officer may be blocked for an undue period, through no
fault qf his own, in getting a superior post. In such cases, the~T propose to give temporary allowances, leaving the emoluments drawp.
'by an officer in the latter half of his career still dependent upon the
date when a superior vacancy presents itself, or in other words on
the fulfilment in practice of actuarial calculations. But• it is a
recognized principle that after spending a certain number of years
in an inferior appointment, an officer should have the expectation
o£ acting with at least practical continuity in a superior post; and
there is a very natural and legitimate desire in the service to see
their conditions of service brought into some exact relation with
this principle. We should prefer therefore to see the junior incre·mental scale continued until the senior post is actually attained,
and to provide that the higher r.esponsibility of the senior post should
be marked by the grant of an additional allowance over and above
·the time-scale. This should not, of .course, prevent the increments·

Improvement in the
·conditions of the Euro·pean services.
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of al}Y officer a~judged unfit for a superior post being stopped at any
part1eular point in the junior time-scale.
320. We have seen reason to h,lieve, however, that the coudi~ensions.
ti~ns o:f pension . and leave a:ffect the well•
bemg of the serv:tees almost as much as pay.
In respect o:f pensions we have to distinguish between the Indian
Civil Service, with its sterling annuity to which the officers themselves contribute, and all other services. In the latter a noneontr~butory pension is given, based upon the amount o:f pay, but
.,subj"'cted in most services to an arbitrary maximum or R5,000 a
year, which in the case o£ the holders of certain special posts is raised.
to R6,000. The Commission recommend the raising of the normal
'"limit of pensions to R6,000 and the grant o:f additional pensions for
a few high appointments. In view of :financial exigencies we are
prepared to adopt this limit of R6,000 for the time being on the
understanding that the rate of exchange applied remains at ls. 9d.;
and the Government of India have under consideration proposals
with regard to the holders of the special high appointments, which
are somewhat more liberal than those o:f the Commission. In the
case of the Civil Service we agree that the pension should, like that
o:f oth~r services, be made non-contributory. We think that the
present 4 per ceni:J contribution should be retained) but funded :for
the benefit of the individual. We also suggest that it should be
conside~ed whether the system o:f fixed annuities should not be
replaced by one o:f pensions varying with length o£ service in accordance with the usual practice.

1
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321. We are also convinced that the present leave rules must be
made much more elastic. They are de:fective
L eave.
·
· peno
· ds o:f
Inasmuch
as t h ey a 11ow excessive
leave and ~lloW'hnces so inadequate that officers cannotpossibly a:fford
to take t:Qe amount of leave admissible. The Commission proposed
_to allow the commutation o:f a period of leave on half-pay to a shorter
period on :full pay. Without committing ourselves to details we
regard the principle of this proposal as sound, and think that either
double furlough allowance or full pay should be allowed for reduced
periods of leave. We agree also that the Commission's. recommendation :for the accumulation of privilege leave up to four months
.should receive :favourable consideration.
322. There is one more general question of some i~portance.
Expatriation a,llowances. It is desirable if possible to avoiq the differentiation maintained at present in many
cases between the rates o£ pay drawn by European and Indian
officers in the same service. We think that the standard scales
for all services should be :fixed with reference to Indians recruited
in India at rates sufficient to attract the best men available and to
give them an income appropriate to their position .. For persons
recruited by reason o:f special qualifications obtained m Europe an
extra. allowance should be given to compensate them _for the drawbacks and expenses of expatriation. The same princ1pl: sho~ld be
applied to Indians serving in. England. It may seem mcons1stent
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that Indians rec1·uited in Europe should be given the same allowance as Europeans; but this is the present practice in the Indian
Civil Service, and as a genera.L. proposition we suggest that when.
a man has been recruited by reason of special qualifications obtained in Eurape, he should receive the higher rate. At t¥ same
time we are not prepared to say that this prinCiple should be·
regarded as o£ universal application.
323. We have already touched more than once on the question
..
of the future of the European services in.
Future posJt.wn of the India· but the importance o£ the Sl'l.bJ" ect
European serviCes.
.
. '
.
.
.
•
JUstifies us m returmng to 1t. Do_ the· __
changes which we propose point to the gradual, possibly-the rapid,.
extrusion of the Englishman with all the conseque11ces that may
follow therefrom? Is it conceivable that India's only surviving
connexion with the Empire will be found in the presence of British,
troops for the purpose of defending her borders? We may say
at once that the last contingency cannot be contemplated. We
cannot imagine that Indian self-respect or_ British common sense·
would assent for a moment to such a proposition. At least so long·
as the Empire is charged with the defence of India, a subeltantial
element of Englishmen must remain and must be secured both in
her Government and in her public services. But that is no~ the
practical or the immediate question before us. '\Vhat yre have
had to bear in mind-how our reforms may react on the position ·
and the numbers of Europeans in the Indian services. We are·
making over certain functions to popular control, and in respect
of these-and they will be an increasing number-English commissioners, magistrates, doctors and engineers will be required to·
carry out the policy o£ Indian. ministers. Simultaneously we are . I
opening the door o£ the services more widely to In(lians • and thereby necessarily affecting the cohesion of the service. So:ttle people·
have been so much impressed by the undoubted difference of view
between the services and educated Indians, and by the anticipated'
effects of a larger· Indian element in the services that they apprehend that this may result in increasing pressure to get rid of
Englishmen, and increasing reluctance on the part of Englishmen·
to g-ive their further services to India under the new conditions,
This danger is one which we have anxiously considered. We are·
certain that the English members of the services will continue to·
be as necessary as ever to India. They may be <liminiShed in
numbers; but they must not fall off in quality. Higher qualificatiC?ns than ever will be :required of them if they are to help India
along her difficult journey to self-government. We have therefore taken thought to improve the conditions of the services, and to
secure them from attack. But we sincerely hope that our protection will not be needed. There was a time in Indian politics when
service opinion and Indian opinion often found themselves in alliance against other points of view. Our reforms will, we believe,
do away with the factors which worked a change in those relations.
With the removal of disabilities, and the opening of opportunity
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there is no· reason why relations between educated 1ndians and the·
sen;ices should not improve. In the reservations which we propose there is nothing to arouse _,hostility. No reasonable man·
should cavil at safeguards which are imposed in order to gain time·
for processes of growth to occur. I£ our own judgment has been·
too cautious we have provided means for correcting it, and of
adjusting future progress to the results attained.
324. We believe then that, so far in the future as any man ca:nc
foresee, a strong element of Europeans will·
Work awaiting the Eng- be required in India's public service. Indeed·
lish official.
we go further; we think that with the new
political and ec-onomic development on which
is entering there
"Will be wholll fresh opportunities for helping her with the services
of men who nave known the problems of government in other park
of the Empire, or who have special knowledge of technical science.
It may conceivably be that the utilities of the European official in
India will gradually undergo a change; that instead of continuing·
to the same ~gree as now as the executive agency of Government
he will stand aside more f1·om the work of carrying out orders and
assume the position of a skilled consultant, a technical adviser and
an inspecting a11d reporting officer. To attempt to forecast the
future organization and disposition of the serviees would be idle.
These matters will settle themselves in the course of political evolu, tion. But we can see no reason for alarm. Our policy is :irrevocably declared and it ought to content all sober minds. We are no
longer seeking to govern a subject race by means of the services; we
are seeking to make the Indian people self-governing. To this end
we believe that the continued presence of theEnglish officer is vital,
and we intend to act on that belie£. So long as Indians are
\ • employed itt1 inereasing numbers wherever they are :fit, there can be
no just cqp1plaint of the retention of the Englishman; if that condition is not fulfilled there is an appeal to the periodic commission.
It will henceforth be accepted as the duty of the European officers
in the service of India to do all that lies in their power to :fit Indian,;
to take their places beside them. Actual progress will always
depend on questions of personal qualities which we can only leave
to the decision of time. But we may be conte:nt to have removed
causes of complaint, and to have called forth the forces of better
understanding and mutual respect to which we must. look for·
equilib:111ium.
,
325. On more than one occasion we liave declared our intention
to protect the interests of the services if
Protection of service necessary; an d 1t
· may b e we11 to mak e 1t
·
interests.
clear what we mean by this phrase. The
question of methods depends on a number of Acts and rules an<l
regulations, for which reason we reserve it :for detailed consideration
hereafter in connexi'on with the question of demarcating functions
and powers. But our purpose. is that any pu.blic servant whatever
the Government under which he is employed shall be properly
supported and protected in the .legitimate exercise o£ his functions;.
p
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-cmd that any rights and privileges guaranteed or implied in the
of his appointment shal~ be s~cured to him. No chall{SeS
that will occur can be allowed t~ nnrmir the power of the Government of India or of the Governor in Council to secure these essential
requirements.

oconditi~ms

326. Of the Indian Civil ServiCe in particular wei have something
further
to say. Its past . record we
. h
ll
mig t we leave to speak for Itself. But
·all the more because of the vehement and sometimes malignant
abuse to which the service is exposed, it is not out of place to-pay •
our tribute to energies finely dedicated to the well-being of India.
This- abuse is partly due to the fact that on the personnel of the
service, which is at once the parent and the mainstay of the existing •
system, has fallen much of the odium which would more justly be
.directed against the impersonal system itself. Partly it is due a1so,
we think, to the tradit10n of the service, dating from days when it
had no vocal criticism to meet, which imposes silence on the
individual officer while the order of things that he represents is
attacked and calumniated. Now the position of the Indian Civil
:Servant, as we have already said, is not analogous to that o£ the civil
·servant at Home. He takes his place in the legislative and ex~cutive
:eouncils; he assists in the formulation o£ policy. But when his
<loings arc ~tttacked hcl remains except for a few official and ra:ther
formal spokesmen in the legislative councils mute. This gi'\res him
in the eyes of educai;cd Indians a certain intangible superiority of
position, a cold invulnerability, which makes sympathetic relations
'hotween them impossible. We do not think this condition of
·silence can altogether be maintained. With coming changes there
must he a greater liberty of action to the Eur·opean public servant
in India to defend his position when attacked. H• ou~1t not to • 1
leave the task of political education solely to the politicians. Ile
also must explain and persuade, and argue and refute. ~e believe
l1e will do it quite effectively. The matter is however by no means
free from difficulty; there are obvious limitations to the discretion
which can be granted; and these will be considered by the Government of India.
·
.
..
.
Th e I n d1an
0 lVl1 8 ervwe.

327. The changing times cannot we know be altogether agreeable.
to many :r;n~n who. have grown up in the
·
older tradition whwh made them the protectors and' governors of the people. But those who tltink t1iat the
opportunity of the Indian Civil Service is over are mistaken. Life
will indeed be more difficult; it will not be less worthy. It is harder
io convince .than to direct; to prevail in consultation than to
enforce an order. But can there be a higher calling for the service
than to train in the years that are to come men who are to relieve
them of much of their burden? The service has a fine administrative
record: but the increasing sharing of responsibility is a higher order
of work than administration. We regard it as a libel on the Indian
'Civil Service as a body to say that they have resisted or will resist
the policy announced last August. 'Fhey have welcomed ij; because
<Its future opportunities.
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one knew better than· they how badly a doolaration o£ policy was
and they will carry it out with determination just as they
!have always carried out the polict laid down for them. In the
attainiD;ent of self-government in provincial affairs no body of men
·can giye greater assistance than the Indian Civil Service. But they
will ask and with justice that in the discharge of the functions for
which the;y remain responsible during the period of transition, and
·or which the first and most important is the maintenance o~ law and
order in their cha'rges, they shall have the support of their ~uperiors
~nd oJ- those at Home. Even this responsibility, however, must be
·discharged under new conditions. The changes which we contemplate will of course go further than the legislative councils in which
<they will be seen in their most prominent expression. They will
Teact on the tlistrict administration and on the relations between
official and non-official. In :future there must be more partnership,
which means £or the official extra work, explanations, consultations
and attempts to carry with him those who will one day do the work
themselves. It is a task that will, we believe, add to the repute of
the service; but what will be a m,~tter of more satisfaction to that
body is that it will improve relations with educated Indians .
ID.O

~>:wed'ed

•

(ii)

THE ARMY.

328. }£ our general policy demands that the Indian element in
the civil services o£ the country should be
.
. h
I nlanwH!es
d
. .
· 1nvo
·
l ves some ch ange a1so In
·
1ncreased 1t
>Our military policy. For some years Indian politicians have
'been urging the right of Indians in general to bear arms
in de£ence of their country. This demand has become much more
insistent since the outbreak of war, and there has been a tendency
\ • io ascribe the d!fficulties of the Empire to the short-sightedness of
the Govennment which had consistently refused to· afford military
-training to the Indian people. The argument is that if the Government had only conceded this demand, it would have had by now at
its disposal millions of trained men, who would long ago have turned
1he scale in favour o£ the Allies. We need not pause to emp.hasize
-Ehe ·very practical limitations which the actual conditions of India
impose on a policy of military expansion, They cannot, we think,
'l5e unknown to some speakers who have ignored them. We need
'{)nly say that we have everywhere met a general demand" from the
·po1itica.t leaders for extended opportunities of military service. It
is impossible to deal with this large question j:n connexion with our
·present proposals. The war is not yet over. It has reached a stage
when India must put forth her whole strength in the struggle. This
is recognized in India, and the Government of India is anxiously
·devoting its attention to. the best means of putting forth the maximum strength of the country with the co-operation of the Indian
people. The requirements of the future will very largely depend
on the form of peace which is attained. We therefore leave this
question for consideration hereafter, hut with the nate that it must
be faced and set.t1ed.
IP 2
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829. Closely connected with it, however,· is another question
which demands immediate considerationRecognition
of the
ser- t h e recog~•t•IOU of th e b r1"11"1ant an d ·d evo t ed·
vices
of the Indian
Army.
services o£ the Indian army in the. varioustheatres of war. Not a little has been done already to ma.rk these
services. 1'he pay of Indian officers and non-commissioned officer&
has been substantially increased ; and special increases of .pay have
been granted to all Indian troops and followers on active service,
amounting to 25 per cent in the case of those serving in Europe; and
special rates of pay_have been given to Indian troops when emvloy-.
eel on active service on work requiring skilled knowledge. The
rates of batta allowed on field service have also been rnised and for
tl1e first time made admissible to silladar cavalry. Special measures·•
have been taken to ensure the prompt payment of sep:tration allowances and to expedite the settlement of accounts geneJ·ally. The
grant of free rations, which in the case of Indian ranks was Jormerly
restrided to t4ose serving in the field, has now ber-m extended i·o n11
combatants serving in India, a concession of which the value is
equal to an increase o£ over 30 per cent in the sepoy's pay; while
General Officers Commanding have heen authorized to increase comhatants' rations in special eircumstrmces. In.iury pensioni:T have
been increased in the case of dafadars, havildars, Rowars and Repoys,
and the ordinary retjring and special per~sionR admissible to Indian
officers and men of the Indian army have been substnntifelly improved. At the same time provision has been made for the grant o:f
disnMJity pensions to Indian combatant ranks who have become unfit for further service owing to illness or incapacity which, though
not contracted on, or solely attributable to field service, has been so
aggravated by the Pxip;encies of such service ns totecessitate invaliding from the army. Tl1e houRing of Indian office:Jiil ani troops :is
lwing great1y:~~improved and arrangements have been made to enable
hdian soldiers and their families totravel in greater comf~rt and in
certain cases at State expense. The medical department has not been
forgotten. The Indian Subordinate Medical Department has been
made more attractive by a considerable increase in the rates of pay
of sub-assistant surgeons, by increases in their field allowances and
the grant of certain charge allowances, and in other ways. Conditions of service in the army bearer corps have also been greatly im-.
proved. 'l;'he provisions of the Indian Soldiers (Litigation) Act,.
1915, prot~ct from civil and revenue litigation all Indian ~oldier&
while they are unable to attend to their affairs owinl( to the war,
and the I11dian Army (Suspension of Sent.ences) Act, 1917, provides
that in certain circumstances an Indian soldier sentenced by a courtmartial may be allowed to rejoin military service in a corps or department other than his own, while the sentence of the court remains
in abeyance. This affords a soldier a chance to retrieve his character
by uniform good conduct. For the first time the most honoured
decoration in the army has been awarded to Indian troops. Indian
officers and sub-assistant surgeons have also been declared eligible
for the Milit:ny Cross, and the grant pf special money allowances to-
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accompany this decoration has been sanctioned. The grant o:f super·numerary appointments in the Order of British India has been
approved, the scale of allowance:f attached to the Indian Order of
Merit has been increased, and the Indian distinguished service mednl
'has been opened to non-combatants. Those, however, who have been
in close touch with the Indian soldier in the field know what his
home and village mean to him, and how no recognition o:f his devotion can be devised which will be so grateful to him as measures
which will secure him an exemption from land revenue or a grant of
, land, security of tenure or protection against his landlord or moneylender. Accordingly the Government of India has at present ;~::1der
its consideration proposals for bestowing land grants, or equivalent
rewards, to those who have rendered specially distinguished service.
I£ opportunities o:f colonization outside India are forthcoming after
the war, we believe that many Indian soldiers would take advantage
()I them; and we would urge upon His :Majesty's Government that
their claims in this respect should be favourably considered. Two
other schemes deserve mention. One is the establishment as a
permanent memorial to the services of the Indian army of a school
:for the education of the sons of Indian officers. The other is Queen
-:hfary~'s Technical School for disabled Indian soldiers, an institution
€stablished in Bombay which assists Indian soldiers and followers
who have been pensioned as unfit !or further service by teaching
them a~ trade so that they will be able to supplement their pensions
.and to live in comfort. Similar schools will be established in other
parts of India. Finally we may mention the Governor General's
nomination of an Indian officer to the Indian Legislative Council,
which was meant as a recognition of the army's claim to representation in the supreme council of the country.

..

_,

330. Long as this list is there remains one item, the importance
•t• h "'
. .
f
of which in the eyes of India outweighs all
B r1 1s commissions or
· ·
h ave -tor
.t:
_Indians.
oth ers.. B n•t•IS h commiSSIOns
t 11e
first t1me been granted to Indian officers.
'The problem of commissions is one that bristles with difficulties.
'Government after Government had considered it and fo.und no
pr~ctical solution, but the war afforded a convenient opportunity
. for ma~dng a definite break with the past, and a beginning that may
be frmtfu1 of large consequences has been made. The announcement of His Majesty's Government that "the bar "which has
hither"to pre.,-ented the adm~ssion of Indians to commissioned rank
in His Majesty's army should be removed '' has established the
principle that tlw Indian soldier can earn the King's commission
'by his military conduct. It is not enough merely to assert a principle. vVe must act on it. The services of the Indian army in the
war and the great increase in its numbers make it necessary that a
considerable number of commissions should now be given. The
1'"ppointments made have so far been few. Other methods o£
:appointments made have so far b_een :few. Other methods of
with the necessity of grappling with the problem. We also wish to
0stablish the principle that if an Indian is enlisted as a private in
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a British unit
His Majesty's army its commissioned raub also
should be open to him. 'Ihe Indian soldier who fights for us -and
earns promotion in the field c:;w:t reasonably ask that his conduct
should offtr him the same chances as the European beside whom hefights. l1 he is otherwise qualified race should no more debar him
from promotion in the army than it does in the civil services; nor
do we believe that it is impossible to carry this principle into effect
without sacrificing paramount militaTy considerations. We fee}
sure that no measures would do so much to stimulate Indian enthusiasm for the war.
(iii) INDUSTRIES AND 'rARIFFS.
331. In the course of om discussions the convictions lias beenfOTced upon us that economic•factors enter
Political importance of largely into the political situat1"on 1"n India·,
the economic situation.
and we £eel bound so far to exceed the limits
o£ strictly com:titutionaJ discussions as to take note o£ these also ..
'rhere is truth, we think, in words o£ the late Mr. Ranade spoken
as long as 25 years ago : .
".The political domination of one country by another attracts far more. attention than the more formidable though unfelt domination, which the capitaL'
enterprise and skill of one country exorcise over the trade and manufactures of.
another. This latter domination has an insidious influence which paralyses the·
springs of all the various activities which together J;galcc up the life of a nation."

332. The ,economics o£ a country which depends to .so great an·
extent as India on agriculture must be unWeakness of India's stable. Moreover, thou!.!'h as recent in~
economic position.
~
quiries have shown the standard o£ living·
among the peasant· classes has improved' perceptibly of late years,
there is still no great margin of taxable capacity. The 1)eople are·
poor; and their poverty raises the question whetl!'er tlie genera~'
level o£ well-being could not be materially raised by th~ development o£ industries. It is also clear that the lack of outlet £or
educated youth is a serious mis£ortunate which has contributed:
not a little in the past to political unrest in Bengal. But perhapsan even greater mischief is the discontent aroused in the mind's,
of those who are jealous £or India by seeing that she is so largely
dependent on foreign countries £or manufactured goods. 'l'hey.
noted that her foreign trade was always growing, but they also
saw that its leading feature continued' to be the barte;r o£ raw
materials valued at relatively low prices for import_ed ma"nufactures, which obviously afforded profits and prosperity to other
countries industrially more advanced. Patriotic Indians might
well ask themselves why these profits should not accrue to their
country; and also why so large a portion o£ the industries which
flourished in the country was finahced by European capital and'
,
.
.
...
managed by Eur0pean skil~.
333. Some such complamts began to mmgle w1th the cntw1sm
o£ Government that made itself heard:'
. Indian susplmons.
during the tinre-· of Lord ·Ourz!'ln's ·administration; and as it progr~ssed the movement in favour of an indTI.s-
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trial revival tended steadily to assume more of a' political colour.
ThtJ fact that India's foreign trade was largely with the United
Kingdom gave rise to a suspicionJhat her industrial backwardness
was positively encouraged in the interests of British manufactures,
and the maintenance of the excise duty on locally manufactured
cotti:m goods in the alleged interests of Lancashire is very widely
accepted as a conclusive proof of such a purpose. On a smaller
scale, the maintenance of a Stores Department at the India Office
is looked on as an encouragement to the Government to patronize
British at the expense of local manufactures. In 1905 there was
'instftuted as a bye-product of the National Congress an annual
industrial conference, which had the result of linking the move.. ment towards industrial independence more closely with politics;
and the fac~ that Government officials were allowed and even encouraged to assist the conference failed to compensate for the lack
of a more striking manifestafion of Government's good-will.
334. In the days of the Company the commercial development
of the country was naturally fostered as a
ac'ftoe:..d for Government matter of business. But the later attitude·
of Government towards the promotion of
industries· has been greatly affected by laissez faire doctrines and
:fear of State competition with private enterprise. As the desirability of industrial expansion became clearer, the Government of
India fully shared the desire of Indian leaders to secure the economic
advantages that would follow the local manufacture of raw products ..
We have observed elsewhere that English theories as to the appro-·
priate limits of the State's activity are inapplicable to India. We
believe that this is true in the case of industries: and that if the,
resources of the country are to be developed the Government must
take ~.cti®. •
335 . .£conomic discontents definitely merged in political agitation over the partition of Bengal. The
The 'swadeshi' movement and the boycott.
s1oa d es hL· moveme~ t was tl1e :ros1't'we, an d t1'1e
boycott the negative express1on of the same
purpose. The advanced politicians took up and tried to put in practice the ideas £or new developments promoted by the newly-i:rrstituteu
industrial conference, while at the same time they encouraged or
·countenanced the boycott, which had been adopted in the hope of
bringing pressure to bear on manufacturing opinion ai Home inr
favour o£ the annulment of the partition. These events synchronized
with Japan's defeat of Russia, an event which dazzled the imagination of many young educated Indians. In Japanese progress and
efficiency they tlymght they saw an example of what could be·
effected by an Asiatic nation :free of foreign control. JYiany students
helped by scholarships granted by patriotic persons or associations
hurried to Japan for technical and industrial training. Many of
them returned to take part in the swadeshi movement of the years
1907 to 1909. Numerous small :factories for making matches,
hosiery, pencils, cutlery and the like were started, and many
collap11ed through some or all of the many ways of breakdown, which
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must be expected when patriotism is called upon to make good the
·want of business experience and hard practical tl'aining. We. are
informed that the cause of failire generally was not so much the
lack of some degree or technical knowledge as inability to apply it
'Under commercial conditions.
·
336. 'rhf', ineffective attempt to boycott British goods and the
losses and disappointments occasioned by the
Reasons for a forward
'1
1! • d' ··
·
d ·h
··policy.
· :fa1 ures O.t 1n 1genous enterpnses starte w1t
high hopes and inspiring motives, were followed by the more serious failures or Indian banks in the Punjab and.
Bombay. Side by side with this went on the steady progress of
enterprises under British control, :mel a marked expansion of foreign
trade. We feel no surprise that there remained a feeling of bitter-•
ness among the advanced party. But the moral of tht~se disastrous
.adventures is one for all parties to read. 'rhe people have recognized
their inability to cany out their own programme without the help
and guidance of Government; and they confine themselves for the
mo~t part to :press~ng. th:ir ~laims £_or' State. assi~tance and for _a
;pohcy of tanff d1scrunmatwn agamst foreign Imports. Pubhc
.opinion has expressed itself again and again in the councils, on the
r11la tform ·and in the press. Moreover, the war has crea ted• a new
pm;ition. The prohibition of imports from e.nemy countries was
·welcomed as giving India an opportunity, in spite of the difficulties
which beset it, o£ replacing foreign articles by home p:toducts.
Alter the war the need for industrial development will be all the
greater unless India. is to become a mere dumping~ground for the
·manufactures of foreign nations which will then be competing all
the md,re keenly for the markets on which their political strength so
perceJ?tibly depends. India will certainly consider herself entitled
·to cla1m all the help that her Government can give h~ to -.nable her
to take her place as a manufacturing country; and unless the claim
is admitted it will surely. turn into an insistent request f<'-r a tariff
which will penalize imported articles without respect of origin. On
all grounds a forward policy in industrial develo:r,ment is urgently
·called for, not merely to give India economic stability; but in order
to satisfy the aspirations o£ her people who desire to see her stand
before the world as a well-poised, up-to-date country; in order to
provide/ an outlet for the energies of her young men who are other-.
wise drawn exclusively to Government service or a :few overstocked
;prof~ssions·; in OTder that money now lying. unprodu~tive may be
apphed to the benefit of the whole ;oommumty; and m ord~r that
· the too speculative and literary tendenCies o:f Indian thought may
be bent to more practical ends, and the people may be better qualified
to shoulder the new responsibilities which the ne;w constitution will
lay upon them. These considerations led Lord Hardinge's Government to recommend the appointment of the Industrial Commission
which is at present sitting.
337. These are political considerations peculiar to India itseH.
But both on economic and military grounds
Military
value
of I
· 1 1n
· t eres t s a 1so d emand th a t th e
f3Conom·c
development
mper1a
1
"
•
natural resoumes of India should henceforth
I

.,
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be better utilized. We cannot measure the access of. strength which
industrialized India will bring to the power of the Empire; but
we are sure that it will be welco~e alter the war. Mere traders
with. an outlook of less than a generation ahead may be disposed to
regard each new source of manufacture as a possible curtailment of
·their established sources of profit. But each new acquisition of
wealth increases t,he purchasing power of the whole, and changes
in the con:figuration,o:f trade that disturb individuals must be accompanied by a total increase in its value w:hich is to the good of t11e
~whol"'. Meanwhile the war has thrown a strong light on the military importance of economic development. We know that the
possibility of sea communications being temporarily interrupted
<>forces us to rely on India as an ordnance base for protective operations in Eastern theatres of war. Nowadays the products of an
industrially developed community coincide so nearly in kind though
;not- in quantity with the catalogue of munitions of war that the
development of India's natural resources becomes a matter o£ almost
military necessity. We believe that this consideration also is not
a matter of indifference to India's political leaders; and that _they
.are anxious to see India self-supporting in respect of mihtary
req Lliretn en ts.
~an

3~8. We are agreed therefore that there must be a definite

·m
D

change of view; and that the Government
· respons1"b"l"t
mus t a d mr"t an d s h oulder rts
11 y
for furthering the industrial development of
the country. The difficulties by this time are well-known. In the
past and partly as a result of recent swadeshi experiences, India's
'Capital has not generally been readily available; among soml communities at least there is apparent distaste for practical training,
and a comparai'he weakness of mutual trust; skilled labour is lacking, and 41.lthough labour is plentiful, education is needed to inculcate a higher standard of living and so to secure a continuous supply;
there is a dearth of technical institutions; there is also a want of
practical information about the commercial potentialities of India's
-war products. Though these are serious di:fficulites they are not
"insuperable; but they will be overcome only i£ the State comes :for+ward boldly as guide and helper. On the other hand there are good
~grounds for hope. India has great natural resources, mineral and
'Vegetable. She has furnished supplies of manganese,. tungsten,
mica, jute, copra, lac, etc., for use in the war. She has abundant
.noal, even if its geographical distribution is uneven; she has also in
'her large rivers ample means of creating water-power. There is good
~reason for believing that she will greatly increase her output o£ oil.
-Her forest wealth is immense and much of it only awaits the intro-.duction of modern means of transport, a bolder investment of capital,
and the employment of extra staff; while the patient and laborious
,work of conservation that has been steadily proceeding, joined with
modern scientific methods of improving supplies arid increasing
Dutput, will yield a rich harvest in £uture. vVe have been assured
c[hat Indian capital will be foj'thcoming once it is realized that it
.
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can he invested with security and profit in India; a purpose that
~
will be furthered by the provision of increased facilities for ban.king·
and credit. Labour, though ab~ndant, is handicapped by still pursuing uneconomical methods, and its output would be greatly
increased by the extended use of machinery. We have no doubt
that there is an immense scope for the application of scientific
methods. Conditions are ripe for the development of new and for
the revival of old industries on European lines; and the real enthusiasm for industries, which is not confined to the ambitions o£ a few
individuals but rests on the general desire to see Indian capital ang
labour applied jointly to the good of the country, seems to us of the
happiest augury.
339. Many Indians point to the examples o£ Germany andt
Japan, and urge that the GovetnJnent should
Need
for
technical ma1m up h y fi nanCia
· 1 suhSl·a·1es th e grouncl
development
·
which has been lost by what they regard as:
State indifference: and such considerations are doubtless an element in the general desire :for greater control over the finances such
as our proposals will give them. The extent and form o:f State
assistance will be questions to be determined hy the reformed governments of the :future, with the advice of the Industrial Commission before them, and with due reference to Im.pel'ial interests.
But if the speculative element in Government activities is to be
minimised, we feel no doubt that there must be a marked e:ltpansion
o£ the technical services o£ the country. The policy o£ appointing·
scientific officers to the agricultural services has been attended with·
a measure of financial success that certainly suggests that oppor- ·
tunitifs have been lost through the neglect of' other industries which
are still backward. We are advised, for instance, that tanning,.
glass-making, soap-making, sugar-refining and the -rnanw:fa.ct.ure of • •
a great variety of vegetable dyes, drugs and essenti!il oils are·
instances o:f industries which are now pursued on primitive lines and
wh.ich present obvious opportunities for the application o£ technical'
science. The old metallurgical and chemical industries of the
country, which have fallen even more comple-tely into decay through
the importation of foreign articles, also offer opportunities £or profitable investment on a large scale if conducted on modern lines.
340. The Industrial Commission has not yet submitted its report:
But we understand that it is likely to lay·
P roposa1s b f t h e
In·
· t h.e ~c1en
· t:Idustrial Commission
s t ress on a sub st an t'·la1 Increase
1n
.
fie and technical services of thtl' country and"
their organization under a separate department o£ the Government
of India, whose business would bring it into close relations at various •
points with the Department of Commerce, the Army Department,
the Department of Education and the Finance Department. We·
understand that it is suggested that the new Department should·
control the purchase of Government stores and the administration
of ordnance factories, and thereby be brought into active touch with
industrial development all over the country. We do not wish to
anticipate discussion of the Commissfon's proposals. But we may·
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say that our own inquiry .leads us to believe that there are many·
ques.tions of importance waiting _'to be taken UE by a new agency,
:md sufficiently related to each otli~ to form the matter for a new
administrative unit. We believe that they are also regarded by
the public as sufficiently important to be separately recognized. It
has been left for the war to bring out fully the ·need for advance in
ihe industrial sphere as in the sphere of politics. But in any case
we can see no reason £or hesitating to m.ove :forward boldly in a,
matter in respect of which considerations o:l' military security, political .expediency, and economic advantage are coincident, and are
in agreement also with the interests of the Empire as a whole.
341. Connected intimately with the matter o:l' industries is the·
"'
F'
r
question of the Indian tariff. This subject
1
lsca po wy.
was excluded from the deliberations of the
Industrial Commission now sitting because it was not desirable at
that juncture to raise any question of the modification of India's,
£seal policy; but its exclusion was none the less the object of some
legitimate criticism in India. The changes which we propose in
the Government of India will still leave the settlement of India's
tariff in the hands of a Government amenable to Parliament and:
the Se~retary of State; but inasmuch as the tariff reacts on many
matters which will henceforth come,more and more under Indian'
control, we think it well that we should put forward for the information o£" His Majesty's Government the views of educated Indians
upon this subject. We have no immediat~ proposals to make; we
are anxious merely that any decisions which may hereafter be taken
should be talcen with full appreciation of educated Indian opinion.
342. The theoretical free trader, we believe, hardly exl%ts in·
.
f
.
India at present. As was shown by the·
D eslre Or®a pr«l!tectlve d b t
. th e I n a·1an L egis
. 1a t'1ve counm'I'•
tariff.
·
e a ·es 1n
•
in March 1913., educated Indian opinion
ardently desires a tariff. It rightly wishes to find another substantial base than that of the land for Indian revenues, and it turns to"
a tariff to provide one. Desiring industries which will give him·
Indian-made clothes to wear and Indian-made articles to use, the
educated Indian looks to the example of other countries whioh have
relied on tariffs, and seizes on the admission of even free traders
'that for the nourishment of nascent industries a tariff is permissible.
~ e do not know whether he pauses to reflect that these. industries·
will be- largely financed by foreign capital attracted by. the tariff,
although we have evidence that he has not learned to appreciate the
advantages of foreign capital. But whatever economic fallacy
underlies his reasoning, these are his firm beliefs; and though he
may be willing to concede the possibility that he is wrong, he will
not readily concede that it is our business to decide the matter for
him. He 'believes that as long as we continue to decide £or him we
sh.all decide in the interests of England and not according to his
wishes; and he points to the debate in the House of Commons on the
differentiation of the cotton excise in support of his contention. '~So
long as .the people who refu~e I1Jdia protection are interested i:r.o
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·manufactures with which India might compete, Indian opm10n
·{;annot bring itself to believe that the refusal is disinterested or
·dictated by care for the best i1llerests of India. This real and keen
··desire for fiscal autonomy does not mean that educated opinion in
India is unmind£~1 of Imperial obligations. On the contrary it
'feels proud of, and assured by, India's connexion with the Empire,
nnd does not desiTe a severance that would mean cutting the ties o:f
'loyalty to the Crown, the assumption of new and very heavy responsibilities, and a loss o:f standing in the world's affairs. Educated
Indians recognize that they are great gainers by the Imperial cortnexion, and they are wiiling to accept its rlrawbacks. They recog. nize that the question of a {;ariff may be mainly, but is not wholly_,
:a matter of domestic politics.
•
a43. vV e could not conclude our discussion of India's industrial
.
development without som.e statement of what
Method of decidmg the we 1Je 1·1eve
·
t o l)e tl10 opnnon
· ·
. 1 uestion
of e d't1Ca t.e d
·
·
Indians upon this subject. But our inquiry
'bas not been concernea with fiscal questions; and the views expressed
upon them have come before us only as the main reason which tho~a
·who asked for popular cont.rol over India's fin:::mces gave in•support
of their request. It is obvious that any tariff that might be framed
for India must take account not only of'the views of edlicated ll}dians
'hut of t;he probable incidence of the burden of taxation \lpon the
masses of UJC population. It hnR been decided hy Parliament that·
·the fiscal relations of all parts of the Empire and the rest of the
world should be considered after the war, and we assume that this
consideration will be by an Imperial Conference on which India will
rbe adequately represented.
~.
( iv)

'I'HE
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344. vV e cannot conclude without taking into due
the
presence of a considerable community of nonThe
European com· 1 E~ uropeans. 1n
· I n d1a.
· . I n th e ~mn
·
··mercia! community.
o·ft'Lela
they are engaged m commercia[ enterpnses ;
but btlsides these are the missions, European and American, which
'in furthering education, build1ng up chamcter and inculea,ting
'healthier domestic habits have done work for whieh India should
1
he s-rate~nl. There are also ~n al?preciable num?er of retir.ed
·offiCials and others whose workmg hfe has been g1ven to. Ind1a,
· settled in the cooler parts of the country. When comJ'laints are rife
'that European commercial interests are selfish and drain the country
of wealth which it ought to retain, it is well to reminJ ourselves
bow much of India's material prosperity is due to European
commerce. It is true that those engaged in commerce mix less than
officials with educated Indians, and that may he a reason why the
'latter do not always recognize their claim on India's consideration.
'Like commercial people all the world over Englishmen in business
in India are frankly uninterested in politics; many of them would
·.readily admit that they have taken insufficient part both in muni·cipal business and the b.usiness o£ g<fvernment. Our concern, how-
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ever; is no~ so much with the past as with the !utu're ... From dis-cuss~ons wi::J;h them we know: that many of them accept the .trend of"
events, and are fully prepared to sie Indian political development- ·
proceed. India has benefited enormously by her comm~rcial
development in European hands : nor is the benefit lessbecause it was incidental jand not the purpose o£ .tlte undettaking.
What then are the obligations o£ the various part~es? Clearly it is
the duty o£ British commerce in India to identify itself with the·
interests o£ India, which are higher than the interests o£ any com~
munity; to take part in political lire; to use its cons:i,derable wealth·
and opportunities to commend itsel:f to India; and having demonstrated both its Yalue and its good intentions, to be content to rest
like other industries on the new :foundation o:l' government in the'
wishes o£ the people. No less is it the duty o:f Indian politicians to
respect the expectations which have been implicity held out; to
remember how India has pTofited by commercial development which
only British capital and enterprise achieved; to bethink themselves;
that though the capital invested in private enterprises was not
borrowed under any assurance that the existing form of goverm~ent
would endure, yet the favourable terms on which money was obtamed
for Ind:i.a's development were undoubtedly a:ffected by the £act of
British rule; and to abstain :from advocating differential treatment
aime~ not so much at promoting Indian as at injuring British
commerce. FinaHy it is our duty to reserve to the Government the·
·power to• protect any industry from prejudiced attack or privileged·
competition. This obligation is imposed upon it, if not by histmy,
at least by the duty of protecting capital, credit and indeed property
without discrimination.

•

•

345. To the missions we would apply the same principle. H
is di'fficult to overestimate the devoted and
Mission •work:"'
creative work which missionary money and'
enterprise•are doing in the fields of education, morals and sanita~
tion. Here also we reserve to the Government a power of judgment·
and of effective intervention. If missionary efforts were to assume
a form that aroused widespread alarm in Indian minds, or if·
orthodox Hindu or Muslim z~al sought to impose disabilities which
would lead to India's necessities losing the material and 'moral
I.enefits which missions afford, we should hold it to be the- duty of'
the Government which is responsible to Parliament to step in and'
apply tJ:!_e remedy.
·
346. Some" reference is needed also to the case of. the large
Anglo-Indian
or Eurasian community
The Anglo-Indian com- which on historic grounds has a strono:.
munity.'
,.,
claim on the consideration of the British.
Government. H is not easy :for them, occupying as they do an
intermediate position between the races of the East and West, to
win :for themselves by their own unaided enterprise a secure posi~
tion in the econcmy of India. They have been hitherto to a great
extent in political and economic dependence on the Government;
and they would not be strong enough to withstand the effect of'
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.changes which 'omitted to take account o£ their peculiar situation.
We think that Government must acknowledge, and must be given
.;e;ff~ctive power to discharge, "t~' obligation to see that Llteir inter.ests are not prejudicially affected.
;-

(v) SociAL REf'ATIONS.

347. Connected with what we have just written is one more
.
.
topic on which in spite of its undoubted
Somal relat.w~s of Euro- delicacy we are constrained to touch. We
}l:Jeans and Indians.
•
.
have referred already to the d1fferenceg
which divide Hindus and Musulmans: but let us bethink omselves
,ali!o of the relations between Europeans and Indians. This matte~
:is vital to our purpose. The successful working or. the comparatively compl~x institutions which we have proposed to set up
'demands a better spirit or co-operation than can honestly be said
to obtain at present. Now existing difficulties are in part, :md
perhaps in greater measure than is generally perceived, due to defi·nite causes which we believe that our proposals will remove. In
·so far as Indian dissatisfaction arises :from the machinery of government having hecome out of date; from disappointment ll.t what
are wrongly regarded as broken promises; from comparative ex, elusion from the higher public, service; from comparative impo~ence
in the legislative c:ouncils; from with holding of responsibility for
any portion of the work of government-we hope that in all these
respects our l'eforms will supply the remedy. Further we have
·done our be'st to allay grievances that proceed from racial bars or
. distinctions, from economic discontents, and the like. But no one
. can ignore the fact that there exist subtler causes of difference
'unconnected with any specific complaints that the ~tate can
remedy. We may speak of them generally as the s;cial grievance;
·the :feeling in the mind of many an educateil Indian tht11t neither
birth nor brains, enlightenment nor loyalty are regarded by
;Englishmen in India as making him quite one with themselves.
~It is happily true that close personal friendships are not uncom~
· mon ; true that official generally speaking do their best to meet
'Indians on terms of social equality; true that institutions for pro. moting social intercourse between the races are increasing and in.
many instances prospering. But thel hroad complaint remains,
and is an impediment which we would gladly see diminished. In
. some measure it is due to misunderstanding. The .Indiali tern~
perament is sensitive and attaches great importance to appearances:
·it may easily mistake brevity for curtness, and directness: for dis. courtesy. The Englishman often has no natural aptitude for
. courtliness as India understands it, and values time more highly
than the Indian. He has no doubt the defects of his qualities;
and yet if he were not what he is he would not have done what he
'has done. Even with his own people the Englishman is by nature
exclusive; he does not disclose his mind to those whom he does not
understand; and different habits of thought are a great impediment to understanding .. There are thus: allowances to be made 011.
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.noth sides. ·It is perhaps not easy for the successful and unimaginative Englishman to realize what the rule of another race must
;meari to patriotic minds, and the 'ireat obligation that lies upon
him to treat with all possible consideration those whom he has
hitherto ruled and whom he is now admitting to a share in the task
.of ruling. Indians on their part would surely d'o well to refiect on
the differences of thought if tlot of habit that impose inevitable
,and perfectly healthy limits to intercourse, if each type is to preserve what is best within it; and to think how natural, indeed how
l!ecessary, it is that a small and scattered community of European
.dwellers in an Asiatic country should nurse among themselves a
.certain communion of their own .
., 348. We need not concern ourselves with the exclusiveness which
the Indian also shows, though it is a factor
Mutual obligations.
that Indians themselves should not overlook. We realize the great difficulties of a problem which State
action can do nothing to o>o!ve, and which yet has a direct bearing
on the public interest. We can only appeal earnestly to those who
have the power in their hands to reflect how their use.o£ it, legitimate and natural as it may seem to them, may react upon the happiness of lndia. I£ there are Indians who really desire to see India
leave the Empire, to get rid of English officers and English commerce·, we believe that among their springs of action will be found
_the bitterness n£ feeling that has been. nurtured out of some manifestation that the Englishman does not think the Indian an equal.
Very small seeds casually thrown may result in great harvests of
political calamity. We feel that, particularly at the present stage
d India's progress, it is the plain duty of every Englishman and
woman, official and non-official, in India to avoid the offence and the
• • blunder of ~iscO'!'J.rtesy: and none the less is it incumbent on the educated Indi.,itn to cultivate patience and a more generous view of what
may very Iikely be no more than heedlessness or difference of custom.
We would like to add a word of appeal to the newspaper press upon
both sides. No good is done by harping on the alleged deficiencies
·of another race. English and Indian papers alikehave it in their
power gyeat1y to improve relations .

..

CONCLUSION.

••
349. We may conveniently now gather up our proposals, so as to
of India's present a general picture of the progress
which we inttm and of the nature and order
of··the steps to be taken on the road.
ur conce tion of the evenal future of India is a sisterhood of
e§..,.Jse -govermng in all
nia/tiers of puieTf lo~ niterest, in some cases .corre;
sponding to existing provinces, in others perhaps modified in area
accordin · to th haracter and economic interests of their eople,
. vcr Is, ~~~f. ~~2:.1~.\L.~.!!---E~~-~ e a.,2entru,. over£!:rl:~nt,
1~y .. rep:rJ)s.~;o,~a'tl.ve or ana responS:i:bre to~>Te of aH
of them; dealing with matters, both internal and external, of comtnon interest to the whole o£ India; acting as arbiter in inter-state
r<~lations, and representing the interests of all India on equal term&
with t~w self-governing units of t.he British Emp~re. ~.:r.t ..~,~i§.~~i~tu,re
ther~ ....1s J~vJ'L~/~.~.~::!~?~~fu.L.,t.b.g,,&t.i,A<;~~t#~~ It IS po~s1ple that tn?y
too WJ1l w1shio he assomated for certam purposes w1th tho orgamz-ation of British India in such a way as to dedicate their pec'il.lial'
qualities to the common service without loss of individuality. ·
350. But it seems to us axiomatic that there cannot ·he a
Changes in tho control eomplctely represen_tativc and rc~po:o.si.hle.
·by . the Government of Government of India on an equal footmg
Indla.
with the other self-governing units of the
British Commonwealth until the component States whose people it
represents and to ,whow it is responsible, or at least the great
majority of them, '11a.ve themselves reached the stage of full responsible government. Nor even then can we say ll1at ~e :form or •
the degree of responsibility which will be reached in India will
exactly correspond to that attained by the Dominions. •The final
form of India's constitution must be evolved out o£ the condition&
of India, and must be materially affected by the need :for secm·ing
Imperial responsibilities. Tile dominating, :factor in the intermediate process must be the rate at which the provinces can move
towards responsible government. At the same time change·
obviously cannot be confined to the provinces. In proportion as they.
become m9re responsible the control which the Government o£ India
exercises over them must diminish. But it is not merely a q.uestion
of the extent of the control; the nature and manner <+I its exercise
must in course of time he modified. We cannot think that States
on the way to responsible government, which have imbibed a large
element of responsibility into their constitutions, can be controlled
by a purely autocratic power. So also with the duties extenQ.ing·
over the whole of India which will be discharged by the Government of India as its special concern~ It is impossible that while
other duties which differ from them mainly in being local in scope
or subject to provincial differentiation are being administered by
responsible governments, those which fall to the Government of
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India should be administered a utocra ticall y. It follows, therefore,
that change in the provinces implies change in the Government of
India, but it does not imply that the change should be simultaneousor in equal proportion. On the co!ttrary th~ chang:e nee~ simply be
so much as to render the Government o:£ Ind1a a smtable mstrument
for controlling the provinces at the stage at which they have for the
time being arrived.
•
351. Similarly all movement towards responsible government in
. O:ffi
India implies a corresponding change in the
A n d b y th e I n d 1a
ce.
·
·
·
o f t h e con tTO ll'mg agency 1n
const1tut10n
ii:ngllind. We cannot predict what kind o£ agency India will wi§b
to maintain in London once she has attained the status of full partJlership :in the Empire; but it must be very different from the existing arrangements. These are based upon complete control by
Parliament through the Secretary o:f State ovm· every phase o:f
administration in India. The Secretary o£ State is advised, and to
some extent controlled, in the exercise of his functions by a Council
designed to supply defects o£ direct knowledge and experience of
India in himself and his subordinates in the India Office; and also·
to watch the interests of India in cases where these may be threatened by ~ompeting British interests. Both Secretary of State and
Council, however, are in almost complete subordination to Parliament. which may, if it chooses, exercise its authority over every
detail o~ administration in India. Now in relation to India Parliament will,. we imagine, observe the principles long adopted towards:
the British seH-governing colonies, and will contract its interference·
and control in direct proportion to the expansion o£ self-government. As this grows, the volume o£ business in which Parliament
will interfere will steadily shrink, and the occasions will be rarer on
which the Secr~tary o£ State will have to exercise control and will
need to b: advised regarding its exercise. This points to a diminution ill' the establishment o:f the India Office and possibly to a
modification in the Council of India. But here, again, it is a question not merely o£ the volume o:f work but also o:f the spirit in which
it is conducted. In dealing with organizations which have become·
largely representative and in some degree responsible, the n~ed :for
mutual·understanding and action strengthened by consent will be
.continually enhanced.
·
q52. Again, while the growth of respqnsib~lity in India. will lead
p 1.
t
to decreased intervent10n by the Secretary
And ~-...
w
ariamen.
.1!
St ate an d p arl.tament 1n
. 'd~y-to- d ay
O.t
· administratioi:J, the £act that India's further political progress
to be determined by Parliament makes it imperative that Parliament
should be better informed about and more keenly interested in
Indian conditions. The decisions to be taken in the future must to
some extent be controversial; different advice about them will be
offered :from different sources; and Parliament which is the :finalarbiter o:f India's destiny should be in a position to £orm a wise and
independent judgment. For these reasons we have suggested means
o£ improving its opportunities of exercising a well-infprmed controL
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353. We conclude therefore that change in any one portion of
the Indian polity will involve changes. on
Review of proposals.
parallel li:des but by no means at an equal
pace in the other portions: and \re claim that our proposals satisfy
this fundamental principle. We begin with a great,extension of
local self-government so as to train the electorates in the matters
'which they will best understand. .Simultaneously we provide for
a substantial measure of self-government in the provinces and for
better representation and more criticism in the Government o£ India
and for fuller knowledge in Parliament. A.nd we suggest machinery
by means of which at regular stages the element of responsi'bilit)"
can be continuously enlarged and that o£ official control continuously diminished, in a way that will guarantee ordered progres!4.
and afford an answer-to intermediate representations and agitation.
354. In a matter of so great intricacy and importance it is
't' .
obvious that full and public discussion is
N ee d f or en JCism.
·
th a t
necessary. PI ec1ges h· ave b een g1ven
tl1e opportunity for such discussion will be afforded. All that we
ask there£ore of His Majesty's Government for the present is that
they will assent to the publication of our report. A.s we h~ve said
already, because it contemplates transitional n.rrangemeniie, it is
open to the criticisms which can always be effectively directed
against all such plans. Hybrid executives, li1nited responsil~ility,
assemblies partly elected and partly nominated, divisions .of functions, reservations general or particular, are devices that can have
no permanent abiding place. They bear on their faces their transitional character; and they can be worked only if it is clearly
recognized that that is their justification ::wd their purpose. They
cannot be so devised as to be logical. They must be charged with
potentialities of friction. Hope of avoiding mischief lies in facing
the fact that they are temporary expedients for tr~ning purposes,
and in providing t,hat the goal is not merely kept in sightebut made
attainable, not by agitation but by the operation of machinery inherent in the scheme itself. The principle laid down was the progressive realization of responsible government. We have chosen
the province as the unit, in which it should be realized: Within
that unit we intend, so far as is possible, immediate and complete
responsibility in local affairs: responsibility within provincial governments in certain subjects, first to constituencies and then to {he·
legislative councils; the reservation o£ other matters to a part of the
executive Government whose responsibility to Parliament shall for
the time being continue; a machinery for periodic i;;_guiry with a
view to the progressive diminution and eventual disappearance o£
the reserved subjects. We recommend no a.lteration at present in
the responsibility of the Government of India to Parliament-except
in so far as the transfer of subjects to popular control in the provinces
ipso facto removes them from the purview of the Government o:f
India and the Secretary of State-but we do provide greater opportunities for criticizing and influencing the actions o£ the Government of India, and also a legislature which can develop when the

..
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day o:f responsibility comes into the machinery ad~pted to the new
motive power. For these temporary purposes we have selected after
.a prolonged examination o:£ alter:&jtives what seemed to us the best
transitional mechanism. Our proposals can only benefit by reason·ed criticism both in England· and India, official and non-official
alike. They should be examined by the locaT Governments with
whom we con:fened but be:fde whom we have not had an oppor-tunity of placing them in their final form.
355. \V e desire to express our warmest thanks for the assistance
which we have everywhere received~- From
Ac.!mowledgments.
official and non-official alike of all races we
1ound acceptance of the announcement upon which our work was
~ased, and a whole-hearted desire to assist us in carrying it out.
It is difficult '\vhere we have received so much help to particularize,
but we would pay our special thanks to the Government of India
and the local Governments; to the Earl o:f Donoughmore, Sir
William Duke, Mr. Basu, Mr. Charles Roberts, M.P., and Mr. Seton
who were .associated with the Secretary o£ State; to Sir William
Vincent, who :for some months was placed on special duty to assist
him. All of these played an invaluable part in the elaboration of
our proposals. Our special thanks are also due to Mr. Manis, who
has earned our warm appreciation and gratitude by the valuable
services which he has rendered, especially by assisting us in the task
{)I draiti11g this report.
356. We have only one more word to say. H anything could
enhance the sense of responsibility under
Conclusion.
which our recommendations are made in a
matter :fraught with consequences so immense, it would be the
knowledge that even as we bring our report to an end far greater
issues stil:l. ha~ in the balance upon the, battle fields of France.
It is there and not in Delhi or Whitehall that the ultimate decision of I~dia's :future will be taken. 'l'he liberty of the world
must be won before our deliberations over the liberalizing o:£ Indian
political institutions can acquire any tangible meaning. .We cannot close this document more fittingly 'than wj,th the prayer, which
we know all India echoes, that the principles o£ justice and freedom may be saved to the world by the splendid endurance and
·~eH-sacrjfice o:£ His Majesty's and the Allied armies .

.

EDWIN S. MONTAGU.

CHELMSFORD.

8-U<ILA;

April 22, 1918.
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS:

;[This summary is intendect only to be a concise indication of the proposals ; and it should
be read with the paragraphs of the report which are noted in the margin.]
pARLIAMENT AND THE INDIA OFFICE.

1. The control of Parliament and the Secretary of State to be

modified.
2. The sal,.ry of the Secretary of State for India to be transferred
to the Home Estimates.
3. The House of Commons to be asked to appoint a select com·mittee for Indian affairs.
4. A oommiitee to be appointed to examine and report on the
present constitution of the Council of india and on the India Office
·establishment .

"

.

•

e

294
295
293

THE GovERNMENT oF INDIA.

5. The Government of India to preserve indisputable authority
on matters adjudged by it to be essential in the discharge of its re·sponsibilities for peace, order, and good government.
6. A Privy Council for India to be established

-

Para.
291, 292

The Executive.
7. To increase the Indian element in the Governor General's
Executive Council.
8. To ~&bolis&J. the present statutory maximum for the Executive
•Council and the statutory qu,alification for seats.
9. To-take power to appoint a limited number of members of the
legislature to a position analogous to that of parliamentary under·secretaries in Great Britain.

266
287
272
271

275

The Legislature.
10. To replace the present Legislative Council of the Governor 273-278
'General by a Council of State and a Legislative Assembly.
277
11. The Council of State to consist of 50 members (exclusive of the
'Governor General, who will be president, with power to nominat~
a vice-president). Of the members 2l to be elected and 29 nominated by the G~vernor General. Of the nominated members 4 to 'he
·non-officials and not more than 25 (including the members of the
,Executive Council) to be officials. The life of each Council of State to be 5 years
278
The Governor General in Council to frame regulations as to the
278
·qualifications for membership of the Council of State.
12. The Legislative Assembly to consist of about 100 members,
273
of whom two-thirds to be elected and one-third nominated. Of the
nominated members not less than one-third to be non-officials.
The president of the assembly to be nominated by the Governor
275
·<General.
225

,·

226

Par!ll..
13. Official members of the Council ~£ State to be eligible also for
271
nomination to the Legislative Assembly. •
14. The Governor General to have power to dissolve either the
283
Council of State or the L~gislative Assembly.
15. The following procedure to be adopted. for legislation
... 279-282:.
<Ill

A. Government Bills : ordinarily to be introduced and carried
279;
through the usual stages in the assembly, and if passed
by the assembly to be sent to the Council of State. If
the Council of St.ate amend the Bill in a manner which is
unacceptable to the assembly, the Bill to be submitted to a
joint session of both Houses, unless the Governor General
in Council is prepared to certify that the amendments
introduced by the council are essential to the intereEl'ts of:
peace and order or good government (including in this
term sound financial administration), in which case the
assembly not t.o have power to reject or modify such
amendments. But in the event of leave to intl:oduce being
refused or the Bill being thrown out at any stage the
Governor General in Council to have the power, on certifying that the Bill is within the formula cited above, to
refer it de novo, to the Council of State. The Governor •
General in Council also to have the power in cases of
emergency so certified to introduce the Bill in the first
instance in, and to pass it through, the Council of State,
merely reporting it to the assembly.

..

•

B. Private Bills : to be introduced in the chamber o£ which the
280
mover is a member and on being passed by that chamber to
be submitted to the other. Differences of opinion between
the chambers to be settled by means of joint sessions.
Jf, however, a Bill emerge from the assembly in a form
which the Government think prejudicial to good fllllmini•tration, the Governor General in Council to have power
. · to certify it in the terms already cited and to submit of
resubmit it to the Council of State, the Bill only to
become law in the form given it by the council.
284
16. Resolutions to have effect only as recommendations
17. The Governor General and the Crown to retain their respective
283
powers 6£ assent, reservation, or disallowance.
· 18. The Governor General to retain his existing power of making 276, 283
Ordinances and the Governor General in Council his power of making
Regulations·.
19. Nominated official members of the Council of State 04 the • 275
Legislative Assembly to have freedom of speech and vote except
when Government otherwise directs. ·
20. Any member of the Council of State or the Legislative •As- 236, 286:
sembly to be entitled to ask supplementary questions. The Governor
General not to disallow a question on the ground that it cannot be .
answered consistently with the public interest, but power to-- be
retained to disallow a question on the ground that the putting of it is
inconsistent with the public interest.
21. Rules governing the procedure for the transaction of business. 286
in the Council of State and the Legislative Assembly to be made in the
first instance by the Gover~or General in @ouncil. The Legislative

227
Para.
Assembly and the Council of State to be entitled to modify their
rules, subject to the sanction of the G'overnor General. In each case
such modifications not to require th' sanction of the Secretary of
State in Cou;ncil and not to be laid before Parliament.
22. Joint standing committees of the Council of State and the
Legislative Assembly to be associated with as many departments of
Government as possible. The Governor General in Council to decide
with which departments standing committees can be associated, and
the head of the department concerned to decide what matters shall
• be referred to the standing committee. Two-thirds of each standing
corn~ittee to be elected by ballot by the non-official members of the
Legislative Assembly and the Council of State, one-third to be nomi'" nated by the Governor General in Council,

285

THE PROVINCES.

23. The provincial Governments to be given the widest independ189
ence from superior control in legislative, administrative, and financial
matters which is compatible with the due discharge of their own responsibilities by the Government of India.
24. Responsible government in the provinces to be attained first by 215, 218,
the de~olution of responsibility in certain subjects,called hereafter the 219, 238,
transferred subjects (all other subjects being called reserved subjects),
260
and. then by gradually increasing this devolution by successive stages
until c~mplete responsibility is reached.

Provincial Executives.
25. The executive Government in a province to consist of ·a. 214, 218.
Governor and Executive Council, a minister or ministers nominated by
220
the Governor from the elected members of the Legislative Council, J.md an

aqq~~Q~.IJ:l,.,m,t:.~R~~;,,~f,,cr!P;-~~~~~J:IS.,%~Y,££>}:!1.,~1~~,r:,tj,g~Bs-

~"·

26. Tille Ex81!lutive Council to consist of two members, one of whom
218
will be an Indian.
Rese~ved subjects to be in the charge of the Governor and the
218
members of the Executive Council.
27. The minister or ministers to be appointed for the term of the 218, 21!}
Legislative Council, and to have charge of the transferred subjects.
28. The additional member or members to l::e appointed by the . 220
Governor from among his senior officials for purposes of consultation
and advice only.
·
29. The Government thus constituted to deliberate generally as a 219, 221
whole, but the Governor to have power to summon either part of his
Government t~ deliberate with him separately. Decisions on reserved
subjects and on the supply for them in the provincial budget to rest
with t
Governor and his Executive Council ; decisions on transferred
subj
and the supply for them with tl:e Governor and the ministers.
Q. Power to be taken to appoint a li11 ited number of membe;t:s of
the Legislative Council to a position analogous to that of parliamentary
under-secretaries in Gre:J,t ]:3:r;it:J,in.

Provincial Legislatures.
31. In each province an enlarged Legislative Council with a sub- 225, 23~.
stantial elected rr ajority to be established. The council to consist of
233
( l) members elected on as broad a> franchise as pos~ible, (2) nominated,

"

•

228
Para,

including (a) official, and (b) non-official, members, and (3) ex-officio
members. The franchise and the composition of the Legislative Council
to be determined by regulations to be•made' on the advice of the
committee described in paragraph 53 by tho Governor General in
Council, with the sanction of the Secretary of State, and laid before
Parliament.
'
32. The Governor to be president of the •Legislative Council, with
power to appoint a vice-president.
33. The Governor to have power to dissolve the Legislative Council.
34. Resolutions (except on the budget) to have effeet only as
recommendations.
35. Nominated official members to have freedom of speech and
vote, except when Government otherwise directs.
36. Any members of the Legislative Council to be entitled t; ask
supplementary que~tions.
37. The existing rules governing the procedure for the transaction
of business to continue, but the Legislative Council to have power to
modify them, with the sanction of the Governor.
38. Standing committees of the Legislative Council to be formed
and attached to each department, or to groups of departments. These
committees to consist of mery.bers elected by the Legislative Council,
of the heads of the departments concerned, and the member or minister,
who would preside.
39. Legislation on all subjects normally to be passed in the Legislative Council. Exceptional procedure is provided il\, the succeeding
paragraphs.
40. The Governor to have power to certify that a Bill dealing with
reserved subjects is essential either for the discharge of his responsibility for the peace or tranquillity of the province, or of any part
thereof, or for the discharge of his responsibility for reserved subjects.
The Bill will then, with this certificate, be published in tho Gaze/ttl!. IIi
will be introduced and read in the Legislative Council, and, after discussion on its general principles, will be referred to a grand committee ; •
but the Legislative Council may .require the Governor to refer to the
Government of India, whose deci~ion shall be final, the question whether
he has rightly decided that the Bill which he has certified was concerned
with a reserved subject.
The .Governor not to certify a Bill if he is of opinion that the
question of the enactment of the legislation may safely be left to the
Legislative CJouncil.
41. The ,grand committee (the composition of which may vary
according to the subject matter of the Bill) to comprise from 40 to 50
per cent of the' Legislative Council. ~he members to be chosen pai'tly
by election by ballot, partly by nomination. The Governor to have
;power to nominate a bare majority (in addition to himself), but not
more than two-thirds of th!l nominated members to be officials.
42. The Bill as passed in grand committ13e to be reported to the
Legislative Council, which may again discuss it generally. within such
time-limits as may be laid down, but may not amend it, except on the
motion of a member of the Executive Council, or reject it. After such
discussion the Bill to pass automatically, but during such discussion the
L~gislative Council may record by resolution any objection felt to the
principle or details and any such resolution to be transmitted, with the
Act, to the Governor General and the Secretary-of State.

•
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254
237
233
236
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•
• 252
252

252

•

253
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• 43. Any member of the Executiv~ Council to have the rjght to
challenge the whole, or any part, of a :sill on its introduction, or any
.amendment, when moved, on the ground that it trenches on the.reserved
field of legislation. The (}overnor to have the choice then either of
allowing the Bill to proceed in the Legislative Council, or of certifying
the Bill, clause, or amendment. •If he certifies the Bill, clause, or
amendment the Governor may either decline to allow it to be discussed,
or suggest to the Legislative Council an amended Bill or clause, or at
the request of the Legislative Council refer the Bill to a grand corp.-

Para.
254-

Qa'mitte~G

44. All provincial legislation to require the assent of the Governor
.and the Governor General and to be subject to disallowance by His
,. Majesty.

254

45. The ve*to of the Governor to include power of return for amendment.
46. The Governor General to have power to reserve provincial Acts.

254
254

Finance.
47. A complete separation to be made between Indian and provinc-' 200, 201
'ial head's of revenue.
48. Provincial contributions to the Government of India to be the 206,.256
:first charge on provincial revenues.
49. ·Provincial Governments to have certain powers of taxation and 210, 211
.of borrowing.
50. The budget to be laid before the Legislative Council. If the
256
Legislative Council refuses to accept the budget proposals for reserved
subjects the Governor in Council to have power to restore the whole, or
any part, of the original allotment on the Governor's certifying that,
;for reasons to be stated, such restoration is in his opinion essential either
to the pead'!l or t!anquillity of the province,or any part thereof, or to
the discharge of his responsibility for reserved subjects. Except in so
far as he t!xercises this power, the budget to be altered so as to give
effect to resolutions of the Legislative Council.

Local self-government.
51. Complete popular control in local bodies to be established as
·far as possible.

188

JJ1 odification of provincial constitutions.
52: Five J"Cars after the first meeting of the new councils 'the
·Government of India to consider any applications addressed to it by a
provincial Government or a provincial Legislative CounQil for the
modification <1f the list of reserved and transferred subjects. In such
cases the Government of India, with the sanction of the Secretary of
State, to have power to transfer any reserved subject, or in case of
serious maladministration to remove to the reserved list any subjects
already transferred and to have power also to order that the salary of
·the ministers shall be specifically voted each year by the Legislative
Council. The Legislative Council to have the right of deciding at the
·same, or any subsequent, time by resolution that such salary be speci,fically voted yearly.

260

•
230
Para.
PRELIMINARY AOTION.

53. A committee to be appointed~ consisting of a chairman appointed from England, an official, and an Indian non-official. This
committee. to advise on the question of the separation of Indian, froni
provincial, functions, ana to recommend which of the functions assigned
to the province should be transferred subJ~cts. An official and an
Indian non-official in each province which it is at the time examining
to be added to the committee.
54. A Second committee to be appointed, consisting of a chairman
appointed from England, two officials, and two Indian non-officials, to
examine constituencies, franchises, and the composition of the Legislative Council in each province, and of the Legislative Assembly. An
official and an Indian non-official in each province which it is at the
time examining to be added to the committee.
•
55. The two committees to have power to meet and confer

238:

.

225·

•
238

COMMISSION CF INQUIRY.

56. A commission to be appointed ton years after the first meeting
261
of the new legislative bodies to review tho constitutional position both
as regards the Government of India and the provinces. The names of
the commissioners to be submitted for the approval of Parliament. •
Similar commissions to be appointed at interv~ls of not more than
twelve years.
THE NATIVE STATES.

.

57. To establish a Council of Princes
306·
307
58. The Council of Princes to appoint a standing comm.ittee.
308·
59. The Viceroy in his discretion to appoint a commission, composed of a high court judge and one nominee of each of the parties,
to advise in case of disputes between States, or between a State and a
local Government or the Government of India.
•
•
309·
60. Should the necessity arise of considering the question of depriving a Ruler of a State of any of his rights, dignities, or p 1wers, o~
of debarring from succession ttny member of his family, the Viceroy
to appoint a commission to advise, consisting of a high court judge,
two Ruling Princes, and two persons of high standing nominated by
him.
61.' All States possessing full internal powers to have direct rela310
tiona with t.he Government of India.
62. Relations with Native States to be excluded from transfer to the 310
control of provincial Legislative Councils.
63. Arrarigements to be made for joint deliberation and disc~sion 2"18;-au;:.
between the Council of Princes and the Council of State on matters of
common interest.
THE' PuBLIO SERVIOES.

64. Anyi:acial bars that still exist in regulations for appointment
315·
to the public services to be abolished.
65. In addition. to recruitment in England, where such exists, a
316
system of appointment to all the public services to be established in
India.
66. Percentages of recruitment in India, with definite rate of 316, 31 'd't
increase, to be fixed for all the.se services.

.•

•
231
Para..
317•
• 67. In the Indian Civil Service the percentage to be 33 per cent of
flhe superior posts, increasing annually bjtlt-per cent until the position
is reviewed by the commission (paragraph 55).
68. Rates of pay to be reconsidered with reference to the rise in 318-32.1i
the cost of living and the need for maintaining the standard of recruitment. Incremental time-scales to 'be introduced generally and increments to continue until the superior grade is attained. The maximum
of ordinary pension to be raised to R6,000, payable at the rate of
ls. 9d. to the rupee, with special pensions for certain hlgh appointments .
• Indian Civil Service annuities to be made non-contributory but contributions to continue to be funded. Leave rules to be reconsidered
with a view to greater elasticity, reduction of excessive amounts of leave
.,admissible, and concession of reduced leave on full pay. The accumu·
lation of privilege leave up to four months to be considered.
322
69. A rate of pay based on recruitment in India to be fixed for all
public services, but a suitable allowance to be granted to persons recruited in Europe, or on account of qualifications obtained in Europe,
and the converse principle to be applied to Indians employed in Europe.

.
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ILLUSTRATIVE UsT

I SIIOWil!<G PRovtNCIAL SuBJECTS.

(Vide paras. 212, 213, fi38, and 240.)
Subjects.''

Remarks.

1. Taxation for provincial purposes.

Vide para. 210.

2. Borrowing on sole credit of provincial
revenues.

Vide para. 211.

3. Financial work on behalf of the Government of India (e.g., collection
of income-tax, etc.).

Subject to any restrictions or orderll of
the Government of India.

4. The appointments, conditions of
service, and control of all provincial services.

Subject to any existing privileges
enjoyed by those now in seFice.

•

•

\\

5. Maintenance of law and order :
(i) administration of \)riminal justice,

including village courts.

·(ii) police, including railway police.

The powers of the Government of India
to suspend .or remit sentences and
the power of the Viceroy to pardon
to be maintained. Existing privileges of high courts to be continued.
Uniformity to be maintained as
regards the code~ Ev1dence Act,
etc.
The Director of Central Int~lligence to
remain under the Government of
India.

c( iii) prisons.

(iv) criminal tribes.

The co-ordination by the Government
of India of the work in different
provinces requires consideration.

·{v) working of particular Acts, e.g.,
incitements to crime, seditious' meetings, infanticide,
press, arms, European vagrancy.
•(vi) poisons.

Legislation to remain with the Government of India : administrati~n to be
provincial.
•

(vii) gambling.
(viii) dramatic performances and cinematographs.
(ix) coroners.

..
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Remarks.

Subjects.
6. Land revenue administration :

<i

Assessment and collection of land
revenue, maintenance and pro~ed
ure of revenue establishments,
maintenance of land records,
surveys for revenue purposes,
'records of rights, special laws
regarding land tenures, relations
of landholders and tenants, col~
lection of rent, coUrt of wards,
encumbe:i"ed and attached estates,
famine, land improvement and
agricultural loans, resumption of
revenue free grants, diluvion and
alluvion, colonization and di~posal
of Crown lands.

.

7. Agriculture :
Civil veterinary and livestock,
diseases of animals, research insti. tutes and demonstration farms,
agricultural pests, and industries
connected with agriculture.
8. Forests and forest products.

.

9. Fisheries and connected industries ;
and river conservancy.

•·
•

· 10, Public Works :

Roads and buildings, and major and
minor irrigation.
Tramways, light and feeder railways.

So far as powers may be given by the
Government of India.

Drainage and embankments.
11. Education:
Primary, secondary, colleges, technical, and "universities, also reformatories and industrial schools.

Except for universities .serving more·
than one province and some Chiefs'
colleges. The case of the Indian
Universities Act to be specially
considered.

12. Medical and Sanitary :
Public health, hospitals, dispensaries
leper asylums, Pasteur institutes,
sanatoria and ma,tters relating to
medical institutions; intra-provincial pilgrimages.*
* Except for railway arrangements .

•

234
Subjects.

Rematks.

•

13. Local self-government, ruraJ and
urban:
I)rovisions for public health, safety,
and convenience, constitution of
local authorities--municipal rates,
taxes, loans, roads, bridges, ferries,
tolls, markets, pounds, fairs,
exhibitions, parks, open spaces,
museums, libraries, art galleries,
reading-rooms, building regulations,
town-planning,· housing
;improvements, disorderly houses,
lodging-houses, sarais, hackney
carriages, registration of carts,
nuisances, water-supply, prevention of fires, regulations for sale of
food a,nd drink, smoke "nuisance,
disposal of the dead, bathing and
washing-places, warehouses, drains
and sewers, control of animals,
surveys for municipal purposes, adtisements, and anything dealt with
in existing municipal or local selfgovernment Acts, and also any
matters declared by the Government of India to be included in
local self-government.
'14. Franchise, electoral law, organization
of constituencies .

Vide para. 225.
Eventually provincial.

.15. Civil justice :
Administration, including village
courts, legal practitioners, law
reports, local Acts and interpretation of local Acts.

Administrator-General and Official
Trustees Acts, management of
private trusts, lunacy, registration
of deeds and documents.

Power of legislation to remain with
the Government of India. Administration to be provincial.

16. Excise: intoxicating liquors and
drugs, control of breweries and
distilleries.
17, Scheduled. districts :
Intra-provincial territorial arrangements.
18. Land acquisition.

The Government of India Act on the
subject to remain, but the_ advisability of provincial variations to
be considered.

235
·Remarks.

Subjects.
19. Industrial matters:
Factories, dangerous and offensive
trades, inland steam vessels and
steam boilers, registration "' of
labour, labour e:s:changes, provident funds, industrial health
insurance," friendly societies, ap;prenticeships, accident insurance.
<t

Electricity, petroleum, explosives,
mines, geological survey for mine•
rals.
Developments of arts and crafts and
local industries.
The power of legislation normally to
remain with the Government of
India, though amendments to the
principal Act m,ight be pormissible
M
the provinces. Administration
to be provincial.

:20. Co-operative credit.

"
·21. Business concerns :
Banks, insurance and other comp~nies.

:22. Government Press :
Stationery and printing.

The power of legislation to remain
with the Government of India.
Provinces to have such administrative powers as the Government
of India may permit.
The control of the Government of
India over stationery raises the
general question of the pmchase of
supplies.

23. Statistics :
Registration of births, deaths, and
marriages ; collection of statistics
for provincial pmposes

Power to secure uniformity to remain
with the Govermnent of India.

24. Inter-provincial
emigration..

Subject to the control of the !}overnment of India.

immigration

and

'25. Protection of wild birds and animals,
and cruelty to animals.

Subject to all-India restrictions.

·26. Ass~ssment. and recovery of provincial Government de:!!Jlands.
27. Escheats'"'!tnd unclaimed property.
28. Management of charitable endowments.
29. Motor vehicles.

Some Government of India legislation
is necessary. Provinces to have
powers not conflicting therewith.
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II

SHOWING TRANSFERRED SuBJEoTs.

(Vide paras. 212, 2~3, 238, and 240.)
Remarks.

Subjects.

-

I. Taxation for provincial purposes.

•

2. Local self-government, rural and The question or reserving to the executive Council the power of susurban; viz., provisions for public
pending defaulting local bod'les to- •
l:Mltb, safety, and convenience,
be consideted.
constitution of local authoritiesmunicipal rates, taxes, loans, roads,
bridges, ferries, tolls, markets,
pounds, fairs, exhibitions, parks,
open spaces, museums, libraries, art
galleries, reading-rooms, building
regulations, town-planning/housing
improv~ments, disorderly ·houses,
lodging-houses, sarais, hackney
carriages, registrations of carts,
nuisances, watcr-SU'QVl"!s', Qrevention.
of fires, regulations for sale of food
and drink, smoke nuisance, disposal
of the dead, bathing and washingplaces, warehouses, drains and
sewers, control of animals, surveys
for municipal purposes, advertisements, and anything dealt with in
existing municipal or local selfgovernment Acts, and also any
matters declared by the Government of India to be included in
local self-governp:J.Cnt.
3. Registration of births, deaths, and
maiTiages, coroners, village courts
-civil and criminal-statistics for
provincial purposes.
4. Education :
Primary, secondary, and t~chnical.
5. Medical .and sanitary.
6. Agriculture:

Civil veterinary, diseases of animals, etc.
7. Co-operative credit.
8. Forests (unclassed and some protected).
connected industries~
and river conservancy.

!). Fisheries and
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Subjects.·

Remarks_

10. Public Works:
Roads and buildings, minor irrigatiOiil,
tramways, light and feeder railways, drainage and embankments.

lJ.

..

Excise:
Into~icating liquors and drugl:l, including the control of breweries
and distilleries .

•
12. Charitable endowments
. ._
13. Development of arts and crafts and
local industries.
14. Miscellaneous subjects, viz., preservation of wild birds and animals,
cr~lty to animals, prevention of
gambling, motor vehicles, registration of deeds and documents.

. 15. Francbjse, electoral law,
tuencies.

consti-

Not till after the commission has reported.

SUPPLEMENTARY PAPERS .
. 1. Letter.from the Right Hon'ble the Earl of Donoughmore, Sir William

Duke, Mr. B. N. Basu, and Mr. Charles Roberts, to the Secretary of
State, dated the 3rd May, 1918.
2. Government of India's despatch no. 6, dated the 31st May 1918.
I

• 3. Minute by tlftl Council of India, dated the 18th June 1918.
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Supplementary Pape1· no. ·1.
·e

H. M.'s

SHIP "DuF.FERIN ",

May 3rd, 1918.
DEAR MoNTAau,

You have communicated"' to us who formed part of
mission
to India the schexne of Constii,utional Reforms p1:-oposed
the system
of government in British India which has been worked out and
updn between His Excellency the Viceroy and yourself.
The scheme is the outcome of discussions :in whiclr
have given
* us the privilege of taking a continuous part and it embodies the con~
elusions ar.fived at in those discussions. We need only say therefore
that we unitedly support your recommendations and are prepared to
recommend their adoption to public opinion both in England and in
Iudia. In out view, while safeguarding Imperial interests and providing for the proper maintenance of law and order, they carry out
His Majesty's Government's announcement of August 20th last by
providing at once for such an instalment of self-government as is at
present practicable and safe, together with statutory machinery for itr>
deyelopment at subsequent stages.
•
v~e would further submit an urgent plea for publication of ther>e
proposals as soon as can be arranged. It is impossible now to avoid
discussions on Constitutional Reforms in India whatever may be the
objection to having such discussions in war time; but we are convinced
that there would be serious inconveniences and even risks unless the
further discussion of these subjects is guided by regard on the one hand
to the ~bs•ntial measme of reform that is now practicable and on
the other to the limits within which reform at this stage must neces·
sarily ~e confined. We would therefore wish to represent to you our
strong view of the desirability of publishing the proposals for consideration both in England and in India without any undue delay.
We have only in conclusion to express to you our sense of ~he readiness with which you have throughout taken into consideration any
suggestions which w;e have from time to time placed bi>fo)C you and
. to assure you that if at any later stage we can give an/ a/sistance to··
ward;; the passage of these reforms into law we shall g~adly do whatever is in @lit power.
Yours sincerely,
DONOUGHMORE.
F. W. DUKE.
BHUPENDRA NATH BASU.
CHARLES ROBERTS.

you

•

'To
THE RIGHT HoN'BLE 'l'HE SECRETARf OF STATE FOR INDIA.

•

•
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Supplementary Paper no. 2.
No. 6

OF

1918.

HOME D EPARTMEN'f.
(PUBLIC.)

To
'l'm: lUGH'f HON'BLE EDWIN MON'l'AGU,.
His Majesty's Secretary of State for India.
Simla, the 31st May 7918.

Sm,
W:m have the honour to inform you that we have been furnished
with copies of the Heport on Indian Constitutional Reforms drawn up
by His Excellency the Viceroy and yourself for submisson to His
Majesty's Government.
2. Though this most important document represents views for which
the signatories thereto are alone responsible we desire to record the {act
that it was framed after prolonged discussion with us. 'Dileree are no
doubt detailed recommendations on which some of us hold divergent
views but we wish to convey our cordial support to the generat policy
which the report embodies.

We have the honour to be,
SIR,
Your most obedient, humble Servants,

CHELMSFORD.
C. C. MONRO.

W. S. MEYER.
C. H. HILL.
C. SANKARAN NAIR.
G. R. LOWNDES.

G. S. BARNES.
W~ •H.

VINCENT.
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Supplementary Paper no. 3•

•

-,

Minute recorded by the Council of India.
WE have read carefully the Report on Constitutional Reforms in
India. This report is t;he outcome of the announcement made by the
Secretary of State on August 20th, 1917, that Government had decided
that substantial steps were to be taken as soon as possible towards
"' increasing the association of Indians in every branch of the administration and' ~radually developing self-governing institutions with a view
to the progress of real responsible government in India.
Having these ends in view, the general policy of the report meets
with our unanimous support. We are of opinion that on the whole
it recommends the measures best adapted to ensure safe and steady
progress in the desired direction and, while reserving to ourselves
freed~m to reconsider the details of the various important measures
sugg~ted when public criticism has been received, we heartily support
the.policy as a whole.
Wa. consider tkat in connection with the publication of the report
the various addresses and schemes put before the Secretary of State
in India should be published or, if the bulk of the documents in question
is so great as to render a complete reprint undesirable, that a very careful
selection should be made from them embodying all shades of opinion.

G

L. CURRIE.
F. W. DUKE.
M. HAMMICK.
CHARLES 8. BAYLEY.
W. D. SHEPPARD.
MARSHALL REID.
E. G. BARROW.
S. AFTAB.
P. D. PATTANI.
BHUPENDRA NATH BASU.
Dated Loiia:<m, June 18, 1918.

Sir Arnold White and Mr. J. B. Brunyat~ ~were prevented by illhealth and absence hom England respectivtWYNoW,om considering the

report,

•

t.W
uk..ff~.!
L~~~,~

.. '.".t'

..

CALCUTTA
~UPl!RINTENfJENT

8,

GOVERNMl!NT PIHN'l'JNG, INDIA
HASTINGS Scrll.llln'I'

